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Abstract
With an increasing acceptance of model-based software development, where models are
used to assist the development of the solution, and a formation of its very promising
branch of model-driven approaches, where models are used to (semi-)automatically gen-
erate the solution, the research community faces the new challenges. Models and model
transformation, as the key concept in model-driven software development (MDSD), re-
quire appropriate methods to facilitate their use during the various stages of the process
(e.g., in requirements analysis or design). In MDSD, models are usually defined using
meta-models, describing the abstract syntax of the languages. Model transformations
are then defined based on such descriptions for their source and target languages.
In this thesis, we focus on the research questions related to the development, quality
assurance, and re-use of model transformations in the context of MDSD. We consider
state-of-the-art techniques in these areas and point out their weaknesses and limitations.
We demonstrate that the existing meta-model based approaches to the development of
model transformations often suffer from the over-abstraction on the side of meta-models.
While meta-models are able to abstract from superfluous details of concrete syntax, they
often loose structural information inherent in languages, for example, which model ele-
ments belong together in particular structures. As a consequence, model transformations
cannot naturally re-use such language structures, which leads to unnecessary complexity
in their development as well as in quality assurance.
To address the above issue, we propose an approach to the development of model
transformations, which allows to simplify and improve the quality of the transforma-
tions via the exploitation of language structures. The approach is based on context-free
graph grammars, used for the definition of modeling languages, and produces transforma-
tions, defined by pairing productions of the source and target grammars in a certain way.
This way, the explicit structural information inherent in the grammars can be directly
used during the definition of model transformations. We prove that the model transfor-
mations, defined using this approach and conforming to its requirements, exhibit four
important characteristics: termination, soundness, completeness, and determinism.
With respect to the re-use of the developed, high quality model transformations, we
demonstrate that existing state-of-the-art approaches require further extensions, when
multiple inter-linked models are transformed. In such scenarios, the existing approaches
are often inflexible and require changes to the re-used models and/or model transforma-
tions. To address these issues, we proposed a modular approach to the re-use of model
transformations based on the model weaving technique. This approach allows modeling
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of inter-relations between the transformed models in a non-invasive and extensible way,
as weavings in a configuration model. Furthermore, it enables the non-invasive re-use of
existing model transformations and of their results (for models that stay the same), by
subjecting the woven models and the resulting configuration model to separate (parallel)
model transformations.
We also consider a combination of the proposed approaches by defining the re-used
model transformations for the weaving based approach using the grammar based devel-
opment approach.
Throughout this thesis, we exemplify the proposed approaches using a transformation
case study between the behavior specification language ADR, which is similar to UML
Activity diagrams, and CSP. As the inter-related source models we consider multi-layer
systems modeled at different levels of abstraction (e.g., with or without the platform/in-
frastructure layer models).
Zusammenfassung
Eine steigende Akzeptanz von modell-basierter Softwareentwicklung, in der Modelle
benutzt werden um den Entwicklungsprozess der Lo¨sung zu unterstu¨tzen, sowie die
Entstehung des vielversprechenden Forschungszweigs der modell-getriebenen Ansa¨tze,
in dem Modelle benutzt werden, um eine Lo¨sung (semi-)automatisch zu generieren,
stellen die Forschung vor neue Herausforderungen. Als die zentralen Konzepte der
modell-getriebenen Softwareentwicklung (MDSD), erfordern Modelle und Modelltrans-
formationen passende Methoden, um deren Anwendung in den verschiedenen Phasen
des Prozesses (z. B. in der Anforderungsanalyse oder dem Entwurf) zu ermo¨glichen.
Normalerweise sind Modelle in MDSD durch Meta-Modelle definiert, die die abstrakte
Syntax der Sprache beschreiben. Die Modelltransformationen basieren dann auf solchen
Beschreibungen fu¨r die Quell- und Zielsprachen.
In dieser Dissertation liegt der Fokus auf den Fragen die fu¨r die Entwicklung, Qualita¨ts-
sicherung, und Wiederverwendung von Modelltransformationen im MDSD-Kontext rel-
evant sind. Wir betrachten die modernsten Techniken in diesen Bereichen und zeigen
deren Schwa¨chen und Einschra¨nkungen auf. Wir zeigen, dass die existierenden meta-
modell-basierten Ansa¨tze fu¨r die Entwicklung von Modelltransformationen oft unter
U¨berabstraktion durch die Verwendung von Meta-Modellen leiden. Obwohl die Meta-
Modelle in der Lage sind von den unno¨tigen Einzelheiten der konkreten Syntax zu ab-
strahieren, lassen sie oft inha¨rente strukturelle Informationen der Sprachen aus, wie
zum Beispiel welche Modellelemente zusammen zu einer bestimmten Struktur geho¨ren.
Als Konsequenz ko¨nnen Modelltransformationen solche Sprachstrukturen nicht verwen-
den. Dadurch entsteht eine unno¨tige Komplexita¨t in deren Entwicklung und Qualita¨ts-
sicherung.
Um die genannten Fragen anzugehen, schlagen wir einen Ansatz fu¨r die Entwick-
lung von Modelltransformationen vor, der eine Vereinfachung der Entwicklung und eine
Verbesserung der Qualita¨t der Transformationen durch das Nutzen von Sprachstrukturen
erlaubt. Der Ansatz basiert auf kontext-freien Graphgrammatiken, die fu¨r die Sprachdef-
inition benutzt werden, und produziert Modelltransformationen, die durch eine paar-
weise Zuordnung der Produktionen der Quell- und Zielgrammatiken definiert werden.
Dadurch ko¨nnen explizite Informationen u¨ber die Strukturen aus den Grammatiken di-
rekt fu¨r die Definition von Modelltransformationen benutzt werden. Wir beweisen, dass
die Modelltransformationen, die durch den Ansatz definiert worden sind und dessen An-
forderungen erfu¨llen, die folgenden vier Eigenschaften haben: Terminierung, Korrektheit,
Vollsta¨ndigkeit, und Determinismus.
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Bei den existierenden Ansa¨tzen zur Wiederverwendung von hochqualitiven Modell-
transformationen zeigen wir, dass die modernsten existierenden Techniken eine Weiteren-
twicklung beno¨tigen, um mehrere verbundene Modelle zu unterstu¨tzen. In solchen Fa¨llen
sind die existierenden Ansa¨tze ha¨ufig unflexibel und erfordern A¨nderungen an den Mod-
ellen und/oder Modelltransformationen. Um die Fragen anzugehen, schlagen wir einen
modularen Ansatz fu¨r die Wiederverwendung von Modelltransformationen vor, der auf
der Technik der Modellverwebung basiert. Dieser Ansatz unterstu¨tzt eine nicht-invasive
und erweiterbare Modellierung von Verbindungen zwischen Modellelementen als Verwe-
bungen (engl.: weavings) in einem Konfigurationsmodell. Dadurch, dass die verwobenen
Modelle und das Konfigurationsmodell von separaten (parallelen) Modelltransformatio-
nen bearbeitet werden, ko¨nnen wir weiterhin eine nicht-invasive Wiederverwendung der
Modelltransformationen und deren Ergebnissen ermo¨glichen.
Zusa¨tzlich kombinieren wir die zwei vorgeschlagenen Ansa¨tze, indem wir die einzelnen
Transformationen fu¨r den auf Modellverwebung basierenden Ansatz durch den gram-
matikbasierten Ansatz definieren.
Um die vorgeschlagenen Ansa¨tze zu demonstrieren haben wir in dieser Dissertation
ein Transformationsfallbeispiel zwischen der Verhaltensbeschreibungssprache ADR (in-
spiriert von UML Aktivita¨tsdiagrammen) und CSP verwendet. Als verbundene Mod-
elle in dem Szenario betrachten wir Modelle von mehrschichtigen Systemen mit unter-
schiedlichen Abstraktionsebenen (z.B. mit oder ohne Plattform-/Infrastrukturmodell).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last decades the use of models in software development has been steadily in-
creasing, starting with programs in, e.g., the C language, as abstractions of machine
instructions on assembler level, and growing to the comprehensive models of architec-
tural and other aspects of large systems in, e.g., the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
[UML], at present. Currently, this tendency progresses further to support the idea of
modeling-in-the-large [BJRV05], where individual models are elements of another model,
called mega-model.
With the above tendency, the idea of model-based software development finds more
and more acceptance among software developers [BCW12]. Its main principle is the
use of models at different stages of the software development process, usually as main
artifacts for the implementation of the end code [BBG05]. This initial idea lead to
the formation of a more specific and sophisticated sub-paradigm of model-driven soft-
ware development (MDSD) [GPR06] (see Chapter 2 for details), that at present already
provides us with efficient solutions, as well as with the questions for further research.
Like in the case of model-based software development, models play a key role in MDSD.
The main idea of MDSD is to allow step-by-step development of a software solution by
starting with a quite abstract model and gradually refining and transforming this model
to obtain the respective concrete solution through a chain of intermediate system models.
The initial abstract model usually represents the requirements that the system, that is
to be developed using MDSD, has to fulfill. The resulting solution usually represents
system code, in e.g., C/C++ or Java, providing the required functionality and fulfilling
further non-functional requirements, if given.
Often the refinement and transformation process of MDSD is combined with various
types of model-based analysis, that can be applied both to the initial and the interme-
diate models. Examples of the types of such model-based analysis include: performance
prediction (e.g., [KR10]), reliability prediction (e.g., [BWW11]), verification of functional
properties (e.g., [WW13]), check of dead-lock and live-lock freedom (e.g., [BWWB12]),
and so on. In their turn, these analysis techniques require other model transformations
into analysis formalisms, like Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [Hoa85].
The models created and used in the MDSD process can vary in their degree of ab-
straction, scope, modeling languages (e.g., graph- or text-based), and so on. This makes
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the refinement and transformation process quite challenging and gives model transfor-
mations, that are usually used to address this challenge, a key position within MDSD.
This brings us to some important research challenges in the MDSD community with
respect to its previously identified key concepts. The first challenge is the development
of suitable modeling languages, design/development methods, and re-use approaches
for models and model transformations in MDSD. The second challenge is the quality
assurance for the developed system models and model transformations, that is often
considered separately from the first group of questions.
The issues of defining suitable modeling languages and design methods for different
types of models, to be used in MDSD, is what first attracted the focus of the research
community. One of the central results of this research is the specification of the main
modeling language (or rather a set of modeling languages) in MDSD, called Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [UML], as a standard of the Object Management Group
(OMG) [OMG] group. This standard contains a set of modeling concepts often used in
MDSD and it also allows the definition of further domain-specific modeling languages
(DSLs) on the basis of its profile mechanism, when certain domain-specific modeling
concepts are needed. Various software development methods have been proposed based
on UML, including the most well-known Rational Unified Process (RUP) [Sof98], but
also the agile modeling process [Rum02].
Later, the OMG has introduced a further level of abstraction into MDSD in the form
of a new standard called Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [MOFa], that serves as a uniform
modeling language for other modeling languages (meta-language) in MDSD and allows
modeling of different domain specific languages, with UML being one of them, without
the use of UML profiles. Instead, a definition of a modeling language is represented as a
meta-model by using the concepts of MOF (see Section 2.2 for details). Such meta-model
can describe both simple language concepts (as classes) as well as high-level language
structures (as additional structuring classes).
As for the re-use and quality assurance for the system models, the former is usu-
ally enabled through the model transformations (e.g., model evolution [GDA13], model
composition [BSML07, AEN+08, KM10]) and related techniques, that we consider later.
The latter is a separate topic of active research with respect to validity, completeness,
consistency [BL09], and further complex model properties (see [Kan02, RB08, PR10]).
The issues of defining suitable modeling and implementation languages, and design
methods for different types of model transformation used in MDSD, came into the fo-
cus of the research community a bit later, once such standards like UML and MOF
reached certain degree of maturity and allowed convenient system modeling. One of the
central results of the research on model transformation modeling/implementation is the
specification of the standard for the model transformation languages (as a set of three
languages) in MDSD, called Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [QVTb], also by the
OMG group. Its focus is on providing means to define model transformations on a rela-
tively high level of detail such that these definitions can be executed. This level of detail
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is also the focus of most existing modeling/specification languages for model transforma-
tions, like ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [ATL], Epsilon [Eps], mediniQVT
[QVTa], and others. Unfortunately, the question of model transformation design (see
Section 4.1.2) is not addressed there.
Model transformations in the MDSD context are defined between the source and tar-
get languages, that are defined by meta-models. Thus, their design and implementation
highly depends on the structure of such meta-models. In the cases where a source meta-
model does not contain any structuring classes (see Section 2.2 for details) for repre-
senting the high-level structures of the source language, but the required transformation
mappings need to use them, the development of such structure-based model transfor-
mation can become quite complex. Imperative constructs are often required from the
transformation language in order to implement such model transformation. In the more
rare cases when such structuring classes are in the source meta-model, the development
of the required structure-based model transformation becomes easier. Yet, the inter-
connection of the results of the transformation rules for such structure-based mapping
can become more complex. We consider these issues on the examples in concrete model
transformation languages in Section 4.1.3.
Only a few approaches exist [Ku¨s06, GdLK+10, LKR13] that propose methods for the
development of model transformations, that contain design and other stages before the
executable implementation level of detail is reached. In [GdLK+10], the authors pro-
pose to apply MDSD to develop model transformations starting with the requirements
as transformation mappings and refining them step-by-step to obtain the high- and low-
level design mappings, and, finally, their implementation (here in Epsilon [Eps]). In
[Ku¨s06], the authors follow the same goal but start with informal under-specified trans-
formation mappings and a combinations matrix in order to design the transformation
and later refine this design into a special type of transformation rules. In [LKR13], the
authors propose to design model transformation mappings as constraints with their later
implementation through automatic code generation. Overall, the modeling language(s)
to support different stages of the development of model transformations, as the UML
language for the general MDSD based software development area, have not yet been
agreed upon and developed for this domain. Although, it is possible to adapt UML
for this purpose, approaches that suggest this, like [LKR11], find less acceptance in the
community than specialized DSLs for the different stages of the development of model
transformations, like in [WKS+09, GdLK+10].
As for the quality assurance and re-use of model transformations, these topics remain
the areas of active research within the MDSD community. Multiple approaches to the
re-use of model transformations have been proposed, including those for transforma-
tion chaining (e.g., [BPOB13]), superimposition [Wag08], evolution (e.g., [GDA13]), and
so on (see Section 4.3 for details). Most of these approaches focus on direct sequenc-
ing/orchestration of compatible (through target/source language meta-models) model
transformations or on generating such chains based on certain models, like in [AEM12].
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The cases when multiple input source models are transformed in parallel are hardly con-
sidered by the existing approaches, especially, when those source models are somehow
inter-connected. The only work, that we are aware of, that considers a similar scenario
[SCGM08], is concerned with the inter-model links between the generated output target
models. Thus, we see further research potential here in order to improve and broaden
the support of the re-use of model transformations in MDSD.
The question of quality assurance of model transformations is another central issue
for the success of MDSD. The characteristics of interest here include such functional
properties like transformation termination, correctness of its result with respect to the
target language (soundness), completeness with respect to its source language, and the
deterministic nature of its result. This last property is often considered as an effect of
confluence property. Other more subjective characteristics include such properties as
intuitiveness/comprehensibility, maintainability, and so on [LAD+14].
In this thesis we focus on the former four properties and discuss them in Section 4.2.1
in detail. Thereby, we consider correctness (soundness) of model transformations on syn-
tactical level and refer to [Sem12] for further details on the topic of semantic correctness
of model transformations. For the chosen four properties there are various approaches
that aim to guarantee them either by-construction or through the analysis (by-checking)
of already existing model transformations. We consider these groups of approaches in
detail in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, respectively.
Overall, none of the existing quality assurance approaches for model transforma-
tions from both groups consider all of the selected properties in full. For instance,
in [EEdL+05, EEHP09] the authors consider sufficient criteria for the termination of
model transformations defined based on algebraic graph transformations [CMR+97] and
Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) [Sch94], respectively. In [Ku¨s06, HEOG10], the authors
consider sufficient criteria for the confluence of graph-based (special form with control
structures) and TGGs based model transformations, respectively. This property, in its
turn, implies their determinism. All of the above approaches belong to the group of
quality-by-construction.
Several approaches [WKS+09, CCGdL10] from the second quality-by-checking group
aim to verify termination and confluence of model transformations. For this purpose,
they transform the definitions of the analyzed model transformations into the chosen for-
malisms, like Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) [Jen87] or Object Constraint Language (OCL)
[OCLb]. In [WKS+09], the analyzed model transformations are initially specified using
their own DSL, called Transformation Nets, and in [CCGdL10] using TGGs. Although,
the verification approach from [CCGdL10] considers all four properties, that are of in-
terest here, the bounded verification used there makes its results incomplete.
Only a few of the existing approaches [Ku¨s06, EHS09, EEHP09, CCGdL10] consider
sufficient criteria for the properties of correctness and completeness for model transfor-
mations. These approaches mostly [EHS09, EEHP09] focus on model transformations
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described using TGGs and have a TGGs specific definition of these properties. We dis-
cuss these definitions in detail in Section 4.2. Here, we just note that our definitions,
discussed in Section 4.2.1, differ from them.
The approach in [Ku¨s06] is the only further work, that we are aware of, that considers
sufficient criteria for syntactical correctness of model transformations. The author, how-
ever, only requires the source/target parts of transformation rules (of a certain form)
to be instances of the respective source/target meta-models. This, on its own, does not
guarantee syntactical correctness of the complete model transformations with respect
to the meta-models. The author of [Ku¨s06] admits that a stronger notion of syntacti-
cal correctness, as the one that we use, is difficult to achieve, since one must take into
account all transformation rules as well as their relationships.
In the second, quality-by-checking group of approaches, only a very few approaches
[WKC06, CCGdL10] attempt to address syntactical correctness and completeness of
model transformation and, in both cases, their results are incomplete or insufficient to
show these properties, as we see in Section 4.2.3.
Based on the situation with the quality assurance for model transformations discussed
above, we conclude further need for the research in this direction. Especially, with
respect to the guarantee of syntactical correctness and completeness properties for model
transformations in MDSD, where the involved source and target languages are defined by
meta-models. Furthermore, here we see some synergy potential with the new techniques
to improve and simplify the development of model transformations, that natively support
the description of structure-based transformation mappings between the languages.
Of course, the issues and the remaining research questions, sketched above, do not
cover all areas and open questions of the MDSD process. The questions being left
out include, for instance the following: change propagation between the models and
the code created in the process [EMM+12]; model consistency management [GPR11];
reverse engineering [CGdL14, BCDM14], including the integration of manually written
code; and more. On the less technical side, there are also questions like the propagation
and traceability of system requirements in the MDSD [ZSZ11] and many more, that also
need to be addressed. These questions are also the focus of ongoing research activities
(see [GPR06, PR10, BCW12] for further reading).
1.1 Problem Statement
The research issues that we tackle in this thesis are twofold. First, we consider the
issues related to the development of model transformations, especially those that require
structure-based mappings between the languages. Such mappings, compared to simple
element to element ones, describe which high-level structure(s) of the source language
should be transformed into which corresponding high-level structure(s) in the target
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language. As discussed above, this type of mapping is not sufficiently supported by the
existing approaches and languages for the development of model transformations.
In the cases when the used definitions of the involved source and target languages, in
the form of meta-models, do not contain explicit description of the high-level structures
of the languages (e.g., as structuring classes), the developed model transformations can
not use them. Thus, the developer is forced to obtain such structural information from
each input source model during the transformation execution. For instance, to find the
corresponding nodes that form a structure, like a decision/merge block, would require
much more complex transformation rules, both in their development, maintenance, and
quality assurance. In the cases when the structuring classes are available, which is quite
rare, such search is not required, yet another issue persists.
This issue is the connection of the transformation results of the rules, that describe/im-
plement the structural mappings. We show in Section 4.1.3, that it leads to the additional
unjustified complexity of the connection mechanism used in the model transformations,
even if structuring classes are used to describe high-level language structures.
The question related to the above issues, that we also aim to address in this thesis, is
the quality of such model transformations that enable structure-based mappings. The
mentioned complexity increase, due to the search for the required structural information
and due to the more complex composition of the transformation results, often limits the
possibilities to guarantee the quality of the developed model transformations. This is
especially true in the cases when imperative constructs are used to define such model
transformations. Nevertheless, it is essential to provide methods to guarantee the quality
of such model transformations, ideally, by-construction or, at least, via analysis. Our goal
is to provide such method as a part of the approach, that tackles the mentioned issues
in the development of model transformations that require structure-based mappings.
The second issue, or rather also a group of issues, that we address in this thesis, is
concerned with the re-use of model transformations. More precisely, with the re-use
scenario where multiple inter-related models need to be transformed into some target
language in an efficient way and where the transformations for the individual models into
that target language already exist. In this scenario we need to address the questions
such as the following: modeling of the inter-model links; chaining of the individual
model transformations; and, depending on the chosen chaining strategy, composition of
the transformation results into the complete target model. Thereby, the listed questions
are related and the choice of the solution for one of them influences the choices available
for the remaining issues.
Further complexity to the scenario described above is added by the fact that the indi-
vidual models can be modeled in different languages (model heterogeneity) and the exist-
ing model transformations for them can be defined in different, potentially incompatible,
languages (model transformation heterogeneity). Additionally, some target languages
might require specific adjustments to the individual model transformations and/or their
results in order to allow the composition of these results for further use.
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The issue of potential model heterogeneity in the considered scenario brings additional
constraints on possible solutions. Here, we can no longer use a simple copying compo-
sition of models elements into the complete model or common language elements to de-
scribe the inter-model links in such model. The issue of potential heterogeneity of model
transformations, in its turn, eliminates the possibility to use the model transformation
composition and re-use approaches, that employ language-specific re-use mechanisms of
some model transformation languages, like the one for ATL used in [Wag08]. The ques-
tion of the composition of transformation results is also influenced and complicated by
the diversity of existing target languages. Here, the heterogeneity lies in the composition
mechanisms available within the different languages.
With the above, the issues of the MDSD process, that are in the focus of this thesis,
have been selected and discussed in more details. Next, we provide a description of the
goals of this thesis with respect to solving the above issues and the desired characteristics
of the proposed solutions.
1.2 Research Objectives and Method
The general goal of this thesis is to develop approaches to solve the above issues based
on the existing state-of-the-art methods and new ideas for improvements. We also aim
to show that the proposed approaches have the desired characteristics by using extensive
transformation examples and poofs, when applicable.
To solve the issues related to the development and quality assurance of model trans-
formations, that require structure-based mappings, we aim to develop an approach that
has the following characteristics:
• it allows explicit and convenient modeling of such high-level language structures
and mappings between them;
• it allows simple and, ideally, automatic appropriate connection of the transforma-
tion results of the individual mappings;
• it allows to keep the resulting model transformations declarative;
• and it guarantees their quality properties by-construction.
Thereby, we focus on the four mentioned quality properties for model transformations
– termination, syntactical correctness (soundness), completeness, and determinism –
described in Section 4.2.1.
As the starting point for the development of such method we see existing state-of-the-
art approaches in the MDSD community (see e.g., [GPR06, BCW12]), graph theoretical
results (see e.g., [Roz97, EEPT06]), and existing techniques in the area of compiler
construction (see e.g., [ASU86]).
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To address the issues related to the re-use scenario for model transformations, consid-
ered in Section 1.1, we aim to develop an approach with the following characteristics:
• it allows language-independent modeling of inter-relations between the models in
an additional separate model;
• it allows modular, language-independent, and parallel execution of the re-used
individual model transformations;
• and it provides a basis for the re-use of their results without the need for re-
transformation.
Thereby, the method used for the modeling of inter-model links has to allow convenient
modification and extension of its modeling capabilities. The re-used model transforma-
tions should be treated as black-boxes and left unchanged during the chaining. As for
the re-use of the results of individual model transformation, we do not aim to find a
language-independent solution for this, but to provide general criteria required for this
and demonstrate them on an example in a particular target language.
As the starting point for the development of such a re-use approach we also see the
existing state-of-the-art methods in the MDSD community and the existing composition
approaches for the potential target languages, like the one in [FEK+07].
With respect to the above objectives, the contribution made in this thesis is twofold.
Firstly, we propose an approach to address the issues related to the development and
quality assurance of model transformations, especially those that require structure-based
mappings. This approach employs, additionally to meta-models, meta-model conform
graph grammars in order to define the source and target languages. Such grammar
based description allows us to explicitly model higher-level structures of the languages
in a constructive and intuitive way.
We then propose a way to profit from this explicit structural information in the de-
velopment of model transformations (in transformation rules). The resulting model
transformation can be kept intuitive and declarative. Furthermore, the second benefit
of the used grammar based language definition is an ability to re-use the automatic con-
nection mechanism of the individual productions in order to compose the results of the
individual transformation rules.
As for the quality assurance for model transformations, the proposed grammar based
approach allows to guarantee the four properties mentioned before and defined later in
Section 4.2.1. This is possible due to the inductive nature of grammar based language
definitions and due to the way we construct the transformation rules based on them. For
the latter, we define a set of conditions sufficient to guarantee the above properties.
Secondly, we propose an approach to address the issues related to the re-use of model
transformations in the scenario considered above, where multiple (heterogeneous) mod-
els with re-configurable inter-relations need to be transformed into some target language.
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This approach employs a technique called model weaving to model inter-relations be-
tween the models in a flexible, model language independent, and extensible way. Its
result is stored into a separate model and transformed into the chosen target language
independently from the initial models, which allows modular parallel execution of the
re-used model transformations. In the proposed approach, the results of these model
transformations are then composed using the composition constructs of the chosen tar-
get language, which allows their re-use for the unchanged models.
1.3 Thesis Structure
The structure of the rest of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we survey the
foundations of MDSD, its main concepts and steps (Section 2.1), and the way modeling
languages (Section 2.2) and model transformations (Section 2.3) are defined there.
In Chapter 3, we introduce the transformation case study, that we later use to demon-
strate the approaches that we propose in this thesis. This case study is described in the
following three parts: the source language, including its meta-model, and an example
model in this language (Section 3.1); the target language, including its meta-model (Sec-
tion 3.2); and the model transformation between these two languages, its purpose and
a summarized description of the mappings that it performs in the form of requirements
(Section 3.3).
In Chapter 4, we survey the state-of-the-art in the development of model transforma-
tions in the context of MDSD. We discuss the questions of the design and implementation
(Section 4.1), quality assurance at the design and (re-)use time (Section 4.2), and differ-
ent types of the re-use of model transformations (Section 4.3).
In Chapter 5, we present the approach that we propose to tackle the issues related to
the development of model transformations, that require structure-based mappings. First,
we introduce the mechanism that we have chosen in our approach to define the source
and target modeling languages (Section 5.1). Then, we give a conceptual example-based
introduction to the approach (Section 5.2), including the way model transformations
are defined and executed using it. We then formalize the described concepts in detail
(Section 5.3). Based on the provided formalization, we prove several quality proper-
ties for the resulting model transformations (Section 5.4). Afterward, we discuss the
required tool support (Section 5.5) and survey the most closely related approaches (Sec-
tion 5.6). Finally, we provide an evaluation of the proposed approach and discuss its
main differences to the existing state-of-the-art (Section 5.7).
In Chapter 6, we present the approach that we propose to tackle the issues related
to the re-use of model transformations in scenarios with multiple inter-connected input
source models. First, we give a conceptual example-based introduction to the approach
(Section 6.1), including the way the model inter-relations are modeled and the way the
model transformations are chained in this approach. Thereby, we use the case study
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introduced in Chapter 3 and its target language for the demonstration. Afterward,
we discuss the required tool support (Section 6.2) and survey the most closely related
approaches (Section 6.3). Finally, we provide an evaluation of the proposed approach
and discuss its main differences to the existing state-of-the-art (Section 6.4).
In Chapter 7, we demonstrate how the proposed approach to the development of
model transformations from Chapter 5 works together with the proposed approach to
the re-use of model transformations from Chapter 6 in the desired scenario. Thereby, we
demonstrate how all of the involved model transformations can be successfully developed
with the former approach (Sections 7.1 and 7.2) and what is needed to facilitate this. We
end with the discussion and interpretation of the results of the performed combination
(Sections 7.3).
In Chapter 8, we conclude this thesis by addressing the following topics: stating the
contributions of this thesis (Section 8.1); analyzing the proposed approaches, their appli-
cation scope, the design decisions made, and their strengths and weaknesses (Sections 8.2
and 8.3); and, finally, discussing the directions for future research (Section 8.4).
Chapter 2
Foundations of Model-Driven Software
Development (MDSD)
During the past years the software development process has been steadily transitioning
from a direct, low-level, manual programming of software code to a high-level, (semi-
)automatic, model-driven software development (MDSD) process. At the core, various
system models for its different aspects with various levels of abstraction have replaced
direct code-based representation of the developed software. These models now allow
us to build a software system step-by-step, starting with a high-level description of its
requirements, defined using suitable domain specific languages.
This high-level description is then used as a basis for developing subsequent models
of a system, that fulfills these requirements. Some of these subsequent models are build
from scratch, whereas others are created through a manual or automatic refinement of
the already existing ones. The more detailed and solution-centered the system models in
the MDSD process become, the closer we get to the required executable software system.
The refinement used in this process is one of the operations on models in the MDSD
context. All of these operations are referred to as model transformations (MTs).
In this Chapter we consider the main ideas and approaches behind MDSD (Sec-
tion 2.1) and, then, focus on the definition of models (Section 2.2) and model transfor-
mations (Section 2.3) as its key concepts.
2.1 Conceptual Description
The model-driven software development (MDSD) process is, as the name indicates, based
on and even driven by models. In general, a model can be defined as follows (from
[PR10]).
Definition 2.1.0.1 (Model). A model is an abstracting representation of the existing
reality or a prototype of a reality to be created, that is built for a specific purpose.
This generic definition of a model can be specialized in the context of software systems
to define system models, used in MDSD, as follows (adapted from [GPR06]).
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Definition 2.1.0.2 (System Model). A system model is a model that describes (or spec-
ifies) a system, and contains one or more of its relevant aspects including its structure,
behavior, functionality, and the context of use.
During the MDSD process, multiple system models are created for different purposes
to build an overall description of the developed/extended software system. The term
model-driven emphasizes that this process uses models to direct the course of require-
ments understanding, system design, and other development tasks [MMea03]. Thereby,
some of the created models, like requirements specification models, are usually built
manually, whereas others, like implementations, are (semi-)automatically generated by
transforming higher-level system design model(s). A model transformation in the MDSD
context is defined as follows (from [MMea03]).
Definition 2.1.0.3 (Model Transformation). A model transformation is the process of
converting one (source) model to another (target) model of the same system.
The main idea behind the MDSD is to build a bridge consisting of models between the
client’s requirements on the system and the executable software as a result of the process.
After the requirements have been provided, each next model of this bridge is created by
transforming/refining some existing ones. Models that are usually built include, but are
not limited to the following: business and requirements models, requirements analysis
models, high-level and detailed design models, analysis models, implementation, and
deployment models. These models are used in different tasks of the MDSD process to
transfer the growing volume of information about the developed software system.
SoftwarevSystem
Models
Requirements
Identificationv&vDescription
Requirements
Analysis
SystemvDesign:
Architecture
High-levelvDesign
Low-levelvDesignv
System
Implementation
SystemvTesting
ComponentvTesting
IntegrationvTesting
System
Deployment
Figure 2.1: Tasks of the MDSD process arranged in a cycle (from [GPR06])
Figure 2.1 show typical tasks and sub-tasks carried out in the MDSD process including
requirements description and analysis, software system design, implementation, testing,
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and deployment. Some additional tasks like system analysis can extend this list. The
above tasks can be carried out using various arrangement and sequencing techniques like
the waterfall model [Ben87], the rational unified process (RUP) [Sof98], or any other. In
Figure 2.1 we sketch an iterative execution of these tasks, as advocated by RUP.
The arrows in Figure 2.1 represent output/input relations between the tasks. Each
next task uses the output models of previous task(s) to refine them and/or build on their
basis further models through manual or (semi-)automatic model transformations. In the
case of the ’requirements identification’ task, its input also comes from the outside of
the cycle (initial requirements).
Since models are central to the complete MDSD approach, their quality and precision
can significantly influence its result. Thus, a systematic and re-usable approach to the
definitions of models is an essential goal in MDSD. The same is true for the operations
on models in MDSD i.e., model transformations. Quality and re-usability of model
transformations are also essential for an efficient MDSD.
The most widely-used approach, that has been proposed to addresses the above ques-
tions, is called Model-Driven Architecture (MDA). This approach from Object Manage-
ment Group (OMG) [OMG] facilitates the use of MDSD principles by defining a concrete
method for using models in the MDSD process and providing the required methods and
de facto standards for defining models and model transformations. Due to the wide ac-
ceptance of MDA by the MDSD community, we continue our description of the MDSD
process, including the model and model transformation definitions, using the techniques
it provides.
The main idea behind the MDA is the separation of the specification of system opera-
tion from the details of the way this system uses the capabilities of its platform. Thereby,
a platform is defined in the following generic way (adapted from [MMea03]).
Definition 2.1.0.4 (Platform). A platform is a set of sub-systems/technologies that
provide a coherent set of functionality through interfaces and specified usage pattern-
s/formats, that any system can use without concern for the details of the platform’s
implementation.
Based on its definition, a platform in MDA can be an operating system (e.g., Windows,
Unix), a middle-ware (e.g., CORBA, Java2EE) or some specialized execution engine.
Platforms often have a layered structure, where one platform provides functionality for
the next one, as in the case of an operating system and a middle-ware that runs on
top.
Inspired by the above separation principle, MDA formulates the following system
development steps with their related system models (when applicable):
Step 1 Modeling of the system requirements and its environment in a computation
independent model (CIM).
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Step 2 Modeling of the system operation (structure, functionality, and behavior)
without any details of platform dependency in a platform-independent model
(PIM) based on CIM from step 1 of this list.
Step 3 Choice of a particular platform for the modeled system.
Step 4 Modeling of the chosen platform in a platform definition model (PDM), if
no existing model is available.
Step 5 Transformation of the system’s PIM into a system’s model with the details
of the use of the chosen platform – a platform-specific model (PSM).
Each model created in one of these steps has its specific role in bridging the gap between
the system requirements and the end software system. A CIM allows communication
of system knowledge between the domain experts (clients/stakeholders) and the system
designers. A PIM allows communication between the system designers and its develop-
ers, and, finally, a PSM allows communication between the system developers and the
platform, that executes the end result. In order for the developers to be able to com-
municate with the platform, they need to use the vocabulary defined in the PDM for
that platform. Often, PSMs created for a specific programming/specification language
environment, as a platform, are separated into their own category called code.
CIM
Architecture
Style(s)
PIM
PSM
PDM
CIM
PIM-to-PSM
Transformation
Code
Figure 2.2: Models in the MDA process (based on [GPR06])
Figure 2.2 shows the steps described above, while focusing on the models created/re-
fined/used in these steps. It provides further types of models used in the MDA process
– architectural style(s) and PIM-to-PSM transformation definitions. Models of the first
type contain different architectural concepts, patterns, interfaces, and so on. They are
used to create a PIM from the given CIM of the system by making first design and
architectural decisions for this system. This step is usually done manually or, at most,
through a semi-automatic transformation of the CIM (denoted by a ‘hand’ symbol). The
second model type contains a PIM-to-PSM transformation description, which should be
executed automatically (denoted by a ’gear’ symbol).
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Figure 2.3: Key concepts of MDA (adapted from [GPR06]).
Figure 2.3 summarizes all of the described concepts in the context of MDA and their
inter-relations. It also contains an additional concept of a meta-model, which we have
not discussed yet. This concept represents a special type of model, that is used in MDA
to describe other models. It can be defined as follows (from [GPR06]).
Definition 2.1.0.5 (Meta-model). A meta-model is a model that describes syntax of
other model(s) i.e., the types of elements, relations, and their inter-connections, that are
allowed in these models.
The set of models described by, and conform to, a meta-model forms a modeling language
that is the language of this meta-model. We consider this meta-model based approach
to the definition of modeling languages in details in Section 2.2.
Each source and target model of a model transformation in MDA belongs to a modeling
language, described by some meta-model. Thus, each PIM-to-PSM model transforma-
tion has to be defined based on the constructs from these meta-models and, in some
cases, some additional information. We consider all further details of the definition of
model transformations in MDA in Section 2.3.
2.2 Definition of Modeling Languages
Description of a modeling language usually contains two different aspects (see [GPR06])
– syntax and semantics – that can be detailed to a different extent. A language syntax
consists of an abstract and, often, a concrete part. The abstract part defines the element
types allowed in the language and their inter-connections, and the concrete part specifies
a visual representation of elements of these types. A language semantics consists of a
static and, sometimes, a dynamic part. The static semantics contains well-formedness
rules or constraints [BBG05, FCB+13], that describe the allowed combinations of ab-
stract syntax elements in models, and the dynamic or operational semantics describes
the allowed behavior of models.
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As we have discussed before, in an MDA setting, the syntax of models is given in terms
of meta-models. More precisely, meta-models define the abstract syntax of modeling
languages and, to some degree, their static semantics. A meta-model itself is conform
to its own meta-model, which is referred to as meta-meta-model.
describes
conforms to
Meta-meta-model
describes
conforms to
describes
conforms to
describes
conforms to
describes
conforms to
Meta-model
Model UML Activity Diagram
UML Superstructure
MOF
Figure 2.4: Meta-model based language definition stack in general (left) and for UML in
MDA (right) (from [GPR06]).
Figure 2.4 shows this relation between a model and its meta-model in general (left),
and on an example (right) of the main system modeling language of MDA – Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [UML]. It contains a UML Activity Diagram, as a model,
that is conform to the UML meta-model called UML Superstructure [UML]. The UML
Superstructure is, in its turn, conform to its meta-model called Meta-Object Facility
(MOF) [MOFa]. Both MOF and UML Superstructure meta-models were developed in
the context of MDA. Note that, in general, a meta-meta-model can be defined by some
other meta-model, which is not shown here. In MDA, however, MOF meta-model is
defined through itself, which makes the language definition stack of MDA finite and
relatively compact.
Now, we discuss the main types of elements a meta-model can contain in the MDA
context. These types are defined by MOF, a fragment of which is shown in Figure 2.5.
MOF describes the following main concepts: class, association, property, and gener-
alization/inheritance. Since all the concepts described by MOF are also the concepts
used to define it (see [MOFa]), we use these concepts to describe MOF. To model MOF
and other example meta-models we use a widely-known realization of MOF called Ecore
language, which is a part of Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [EMF].
MOF contains two main classes (depicted by rectangles) – Class and Association.
The class Class is used to model a set of objects that share the same properties and
semantics. The class Association is used to model a set of links between the objects
belonging to two (different) sets/classes. It can also define additional constraints on the
number of elements in each set, which are called multiplicities.
The class Class has an association (depicted as a line) to the class Property, that
is used to model different attributes/properties of classes. The class Class also has an
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association to the class Operation (not shown in Figure 2.5), that is used to model
different operations on classes. The class Association is also associated to the class
Property, that is used to model different link (object of class Association) ends. The
class Property has several attribute properties both inherited from super-classes like
MultiplicityElement and its own upper and lower multiplicity bounds (natural numbers),
aggregation kind (none, shared, or composite [UML]), and some other properties.
Figure 2.5: Main elements of MOF (from [MOFa]) in Ecore.
Finally, the concept of generalization/inheritance (depicted by a line with M arrow) is
described in MOF by the class Generalization, that is associated to a super-class (general
property) and a sub-class (specific property). Instead of a direct association with the
class Class MOF uses an additional abstract class Classifier, that is a super-class of
Class, to define the generalization. This class has a property isAbstract to represent
abstract classes, whose names are then written in italic. Here, we leave out any further
motivation for the introduction of this class into MOF.
Now, that we have described the main types of elements used in MDA to define a
meta-model, we consider an example meta-model – a part of UML Superstructure for
activity diagrams. This meta-model fragment, shown in Figure 2.6, describes different
concepts of activity diagrams as objects of MOF classes. It contains classes like Ac-
tivity, ActivityEdge, and ActivityNode to describe activities, activity edges, and nodes,
respectively. The last two classes are abstract and have different sub-classes including
ControlFlow and ControlNode classes to describe control flow edges and nodes respec-
tively. The abstract class ControlNode has several sub-classes used to describe different
concrete types of control flow nodes. These sub-classes include InitialNode, ActivityFi-
nalNode, ForkNode and JoinNode, DecisionNode, and MergeNode.
The meta-model fragment in Figure 2.6 also contains associations between the class
Activity and the classes ActivityNode and ActivityEdge, to describe sets of links between
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Figure 2.6: Fragment of the UML Superstructure for activity diagrams (from [UML]) in
Ecore.
an activity and its nodes and edges. These associations have compositional nature
(depicted by a filled diamond), that does not allow nodes and edges to exist without
the containing activity. Furthermore, the classes ActivityNode and ActivityEdge are also
directly linked via associations, to describe sets of links between nodes and edges that
are in source/outgoing and target/incoming relations. All of the described associations
have roles (property names) and multiplicities 1 or 0..* (represents a positive natural
number) attached to their ends. For instance, in the top association between the classes
ActivityNode and ActivityEdge, the class ActivityNode has a role target and the class
ActivityEdge has an incoming edge role. These roles with the multiplicities 1 and 0..*
require each edge to have exactly one target node and allow a node to have multiple
incoming edges, respectively.
The discussed UML meta-model fragment describes models containing activities in
terms of the allowed concepts and their abstract syntax. Figure 2.7 shows how a given
simple activity model, described using some common concrete syntax for activities (left),
is represented in the abstract syntax (right), defined by the meta-model from Figure 2.6.
In this abstract syntax representation all elements of the activity model are depicted as
instances of the meta-model classes and associations that they belong to. An instance
of a class – an object – is represented, like a class, by a rectangle with its name, but here
the name of the object is followed by the class name (separated via a colon) and they are
underlined. An instance of an association – a link – is represented, like an association,
by a line with a name, but here the name of the link is followed by the association name
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(separated via a colon) and they are underlined. In our example, the majority of the
instances do not have names1.
A:Activity:InitialNode
:ActivityFinalNode
node
source
outgoing edge
incoming
target
activity
:ControlFlow
node
activity
activity
Figure 2.7: Simple activity model in concrete (left) and abstract (right) syntax
In Figure 2.7, we see how a sample activity model can be described in terms of instances
of meta-model elements. The way these instances are connected has to comply with
all type (including inheritance), association kind, and multiplicity constraints defined in
that meta-model. In some cases, we would like to impose additional constraints on a
model that can be described by a meta-model. For our activity diagrams example this
can include the following structural well-formedness constraints:
1. an activity has exactly one initial and one final node;
2. an initial node has no incoming edges and a final node has no outgoing edges;
3. a decision node always has a corresponding merge node (the same for fork/join
node pairs);
4. a merge/join node has exactly one outgoing edge.
These constraints are not covered by the meta-model in Figure 2.6. To add them to this
language description, we can either change the meta-model (1), including new associa-
tions for InitialNode and FinalNode classes and new structuring classes, or, alternatively,
use a separate constraint language (2). We briefly consider examples of these two options,
that can be found in the UML Superstructure for activity diagrams.
As an example of the first option, we find some additional structuring classes that exist
in the UML Superstructure. These classes include the following: ActivityGroup, Struc-
turedActivityNode, LoopNode, ConditionalNode, and SequenceNode class. Figure 2.8
shows them2 in relation to the ActivityNode and ActivityEdge classes discussed before.
The first class – ActivityGroup – is used to represent sets of activity nodes and edges.
The class StructuredActivityNode is its sub-class, that the UML Superstructure describes
as follows: “A structured activity node represents a structured portion of the activity
that is not shared with any other structured node, except for nesting.” ([UML], p.
423).
1For simplification, we only separate names of objects/links from their class/association names via a
colon, if at least one of the objects/links has a name.
2Since Ecore does not support modeling of subsets and redefines relations between associations (see
[UML]), we add these details of the UML Superstructure to the names of the respective associations.
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The remaining classes LoopNode, ConditionalNode, and SequenceNode are sub-classes
of the StructuredActivityNode class, that represent the following concrete structures:
loops, conditional/decision blocks, and sequences of nodes, respectively. These classes
have additional explicit associations to the classes that define their structure, like body-
Part association of the Loop class, clause of the ConditionalNode class, and executableNode
of the SequenceNode class. All these associations can be found in [UML], with the last
one also shown in Figure 2.8. This last association links the class SequenceNode to
the sub-class of ActivityNode, called ExecutableNode. This class provides new execution
modeling possibilities which are, however, not relevant here.
Figure 2.8: Fragment of the UML Superstructure with structuring classes in Ecore
An example of the second constraint definition option can also be found in the part of
UML Superstructure for activity diagrams. There, a constraint language from the OMG
called the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [OCLb], is used to express some well-
formedness constraints. For instance, it is used to describe well-formedness constraint 4
for join nodes from the above list, as shown in Figure 2.9.
context JoinNode inv joinOneOutgoing: self.outgoing −>size() = 1
Figure 2.9: Well-formedness constraint 4 for a join node in OCL (from [UML], p. 394)
Constraint 4 for join nodes is expressed in OCL as an invariant (keyword inv) that is
called joinOneOutgoing. An invariant represents an expression that must always be true
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in the context (keyword context) of some class. Here, we have an OCL invariant in the
context of the class JoinNode. The body of this invariant (described after the colon)
states that, the number of outgoing edges for a join node (represented by the keyword
self ) must be equal to 1. The number of outgoing edges is obtained by using OCL
function size(), that returns the number of objects in the collection it is called on (here
outgoing).
In general, OCL which is also a part of MDA, is quite extensive. Apart from invariants,
it allows to define further types of constraints like operation pre- and post-conditions,
and attribute derivation rules. All of the defined OCL constraints then need to be
checked for each model using an OCL engine (e.g., the one provided by [OCLa]), to
ensure that the given model complies with them.
At this point, we conclude our discussion of the meta-model based definition of mod-
eling languages in MDA. Next, we focus on the definition of the second most important
concept in MDA – model transformations. We consider how they can be developed based
on meta-models that describe their source and target languages.
2.3 Definition of Model Transformations
In MDA, model transformations are usually defined to support the step that creates a
PSM of the developed system based on its PIM and the model of the chosen platform –
PDM. This step, denoted by a ’gear’, is shown in Figure 2.2. Now, we consider how a
PIM-to-PSM transformation definition, required for this step, can be constructed.
A transformation between a PIM and its PSM has to define some kind of mappings
between the elements of these models, based on the developers choice and the informa-
tion provided by the PDM. In [MMea03], several approaches to the definition of such
mappings are proposed – meta-model based mappings, model instance (object) based
mappings, and a combination of the first two approaches.
In the first approach, sketched in Figure 2.10, the transformation mappings are defined
between the elements of the PIM and the PSM meta-models. These mappings can also
relate structures, described by some instances of the meta-model elements, also called
patterns. The PIM and PSM meta-models, used as a basis for these mappings, are
defined in MDA to describe the corresponding languages, as discussed in Section 2.2.
In the second approach, the transformation mappings are defined for specific objects
of the transformed PIM. These objects are marked by some chosen concepts from the
PDM by the developer, before the transformation is executed. For each given combina-
tion of a mark and the type of object it marks, a mapping is defined into some PSM
concepts (meta-model pattern). These mappings are used during the transformation ex-
ecution. We consider this approach to be a special form of the first approach, where an
intermediate PIM meta-model with marker classes is added to the mappings definition
chain and the corresponding marked PIM model is created manually, by refining the
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Figure 2.10: Meta-model based definition of transformation mappings (adapted from
[MMea03])
original PIM model. Thus, we only consider the concepts of the first approach in further
detail, and leave their integration into the second approach to the reader.
The discussed meta-model based transformation mappings are then described us-
ing some transformation language. This description may be in a natural language,
an algorithm in an action language, or in a model mapping language [MMea03]. The
Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [QVTb] specification from OMG describes the de
facto language standard for the specification of model mappings in MDA.
QVT specification contains the following three related transformation languages: Core,
Relations, and Operational Mappings. The first two languages are declarative. The Re-
lations language is a user-friendly option for the specification of relations between MOF
based models [QVTb]. These relations must hold for the transformation to be successful.
The Core language is a simpler alternative to Relations with equivalent expressiveness.
However, transformation described using Core language are more verbose. Both lan-
guages embody the same semantics at two different levels of abstraction. In the QVT
specification Core is used as a reference for the semantics of the Relations language,
which is mapped to Core, using the Core language itself.
The Operational Mappings language of QVT is a mechanism for describing and invok-
ing imperative implementations of transformations from Relations or Core [QVTb]. Such
imperative operational mappings are used to implement one or more relations, when it is
difficult to provide their purely declarative specification. This allows to complement re-
lational transformations with imperative operations implementing some relations, which
represents a hybrid approach. An entire transformation can also be written in this im-
perative language, with some operational mappings invoking others, if needed.
The described QVT languages provide a reference and comparison point for the ex-
isting model transformation languages and their implementations. The model transfor-
mation languages closest to QVT Relations include the following: mediniQVT [QVTa],
QVTd [QVTc], and TGGs [Sch94]. The closest ones to QVT Operational Mappings lan-
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guage include the following: QVTo [QVTd], Kermeta [Ker], and ATL [JABK08, ATL],
where the first two languages are purely imperative and the last one is a hybrid.
Next, we consider the detailed definition and implementation of the meta-model based
transformation mappings, using some of the mentioned mapping languages. Since model
transformation development and re-use are central to this thesis, to make this description
more clear and demonstrative, we first introduce an elaborate PIM-to-PSM transforma-
tion case study in Chapter 3. Then, in Chapter 4, we use this detailed example to
discuss systematic development of model transformations, including their implementa-
tion in languages like ATL and TGGs, and their quality properties and the existing
re-use mechanisms.
Chapter 3
Introduction to Case Study:
Transformation of Multi-Layer Systems
In this Chapter, we describe the example software system model and its transformation,
that we are going to use throughout the rest of the thesis for demonstration purposes. In
our running example, we transform a PIM model of a software system into its platform-
specific representation (PSM), where the chosen platform is a formalism called Commu-
nicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [Hoa85]. This type of PIM-to-PSM transformation
is used in MDSD (see Section 2.1) to obtain a formal specification of the modeled sys-
tem, in order to check its properties like deadlock- and livelock-freedom [BWWB12], and
other behavioral properties [EKHL03, BH07, XMP09]. Such transformation translates
a model, describing system behavior using e.g., UML Activity Diagrams [UML], into its
CSP specification. This specification is then used as input for the respective available
CSP analysis tools (e.g., FDR [FDR], PAT [SLD08]).
We have chosen this PIM-to-PSM transformation example since its source and target
languages contain not only simple atomic elements, but also high-level structures, built
from several elements, like decision/merge or fork/join blocks in activity diagrams. Thus,
these languages can be defined in an inductive way, as shown in [EKR+08, GLKE10,
Sem12] (for activities) and [Hoa85] (for CSP). Furthermore, the chosen transformation
requires mappings between high-level structures of these languages, as we see in Sec-
tion 3.3. Plus, the results of the mappings need to be connected in a non-trivial way.
Later, in Section 4.1.3, we see that the existing approaches to the development of model
transformations struggle with such example requirements and, often, only offer complex
and mostly imperative solutions without the guaranteed quality of the resulting model
transformations. The latter question is also discussed in detail in Section 4.2.
Our transformation example represents one of the many PIM-to-PSM transformations
with similar characteristics, like [FEK+07, GGMT08, KR10, BWW11, SE12, WW13],
that can benefit from an improved approach to their development. They play a key role
in MDSD for obtaining formal representations of the given systems, later subjected to
analysis. The target formalisms used there include Markov chains [GGMT08, BWW11],
layered queuing networks [KR10], FSP (Finite State Process) [FEK+07], and so on.
The properties analyzed in these formalisms include, but are not limited to, reliability,
performance, and deadlock-freedom, respectively.
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In the rest of this Chapter we, first, describe our example software system and how
it is modeled (Section 3.1). Then, we introduce the used formal specification language
CSP in Section 3.2, and, finally, discuss the example PIM-to-PSM transformation in
detail in Section 3.3.
3.1 Example System: Trip Planning Software (ADR)
For our running example, we consider a trip planning software system that relies on
a map database. Its component-based architecture consists of the following multiple
layers: an application layer, that contains all components for the application business
logic, and a platform layer, that contains components that support inter-component
communication and/or provide certain resources.
Each layer of the system is modeled in one or more PIM models, as shown in Figure 3.1.
In our example, the application layer is represented by one model Mapplication and the
platform layer is split into the following two models: Mplatform RPC model with the com-
ponents providing the functionality for the RPC1 based communication of components
and model Mplatform threads with the component providing the execution threads.
Application
Layer=
interactions
Platform
Layer=
Mapplication
Mplatform_threads Mplatform_RPC
<<component>>
TripCoordinator
<<component>>
:TripPlanner
<<component>>
:Transportation
<<component>>
:MapDB
IMapDB
ITransportation
ITripPlanner
from===to
=Transportation.getLocalTransportStov
=Transportation.getRouteSfrom,tov
=MapDB.getMapStov
y
n
from,=to
<<component>>
ThreadPool
Thread=<Capacity:=3>
<<resources>>
<<component>>
Rpc
<<component>>
:RpcSender
<<component>>
:RpcReceiver
IRpcReceiver
ITransmission
Resource:=Thread
<<acquire>>
=RpcReceiver.receiveS=v
Figure 3.1: PIM models of the example multi-layer software system
Each PIM model describes a set of components modeled by means of UML Component
Diagrams [UML], and the behavior of the operations they provide. The behavior is de-
fined using a simplified version of UML Activity Diagrams with some additional concepts
for modeling the resources, provided by components, and operations on them. These
concepts are adopted from a component-based system architecture description language
called Palladio Component Model (PCM) [BKR09, RBB+11]. We refer to the resulting
behavior modeling language as Activity Diagrams with Resources (ADR).
1Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [BN84].
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Now, we consider each of the PIM models of our example layered system in detail, and
explain the relevant modeling concepts of UML Component Diagrams and of ADR, when
they are first used. Later, we provide a meta-model that describes the ADR language.
Figure 3.2 shows a component diagram of Mapplication model. It contains a set of
interfaces and components. An interface contains a list of operations, and its role with
respect to a component (provided or required) is defined by its relation to it.
<<component>>
<<interface>>
TripPlanner
ITripPlanner
voidLgetTrip(stringLfrom,LstringLto)
<<provided>>
<<interface>>
IMapDB
voidLgetMap(stringLcity)
<<interface>>
ITransportation
voidLgetRoute(stringLfrom,LstringLto)
voidLgetLocalTransport(stringLcity)
<<required>> <<required>>
<<component>>
Transportation
<<provided>>
<<component>>
MapDB
<<provided>>
<<component>>
TripCoordinator
<<provided>>
Figure 3.2: Component diagram of the Mapplication model of the application layer
For instance, in our example, the interface ITripPlanner is provided by a composite
component TripCoordinator and a basic component TripPlanner. The basic component
requires interfaces IMapDB and ITransportation, that are provided by the basic com-
ponents MapDB and Transportation, respectively. The difference between these two
components is that the component TripPlanner has some external dependencies (re-
quired interfaces), whereas in the TripCoordinator component these dependencies have
already been satisfied by the connected components. Figure 3.3 shows the inner structure
of the TripCoordinator component assembled from the basic components TripPlanner,
MapDB, and Transportation. It also shows the interface dependencies of the TripPlanner
component that these basic components satisfy.
In our example, the interface ITripPlanner and, more precisely, its operation(s) are
required by a system user. We refer to such operations as entry operations.
Next, we specify the behavior of the operations provided by the components from Fig-
ure 3.2 by using the ADR language. Figure 3.4 shows the following activities describing
the behavior of the operations provided by the components of the application layer: Trip-
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<<component>>
TripCoordinator
<<component>>
:TripPlanner
<<component>>
:Transportation
<<component>>
:MapDB
IMapDB
ITransportation
ITripPlanner
Figure 3.3: Structure of the composite component TripCoordinator
Planner.getTrip()2 (3.4a), MapDB.getMap() (3.4b), Transportation.getLocalTransport()
(3.4c), and Transportation.getRoute() (3.4d). The activity for TripPlanner.getTrip()
operation is the only one with a non-trivial behavior in our example application. It
represents a parallel execution of external call actions to the operations, provided by
the MapDB and Transportation components, to obtain the map and the transportation
information, respectively. The transportation information required is either local (to =
from), in which case the operation Transportation.getLocalTransport() is called. Other-
wise, a route from one city (from) to another (to) is computed by calling the operation
Transportation.getRoute().
Note that in ADR, an external call action is linked directly to the called operation
provided by the respective component. This modeling short-cut is taken for the sake
of simplicity, since the details of the resolution of an interface provider do not contain
any analysis-relevant behavioral information and, thus, are not relevant for our transfor-
mation example. For the same reason, all entry operations provided by the respective
components are also marked directly.
Next, we consider our example platform layer and the models Mplatform threads and
Mplatform RPC representing it. Figure 3.5 shows component diagrams of both of these
models. The interface IThreadPool and its providing component ThreadPool constitute
the first diagram. The component ThreadPool owns a resource Thread of a limited
capacity of 3 (3 threads), that is modeled using a passive resource modeling concept
adopted from PCM. This component also provides operations IThreadPool.acquire() and
IThreadPool.release() that allow acquisition and release of a thread, respectively.
The rest of Figure 3.5 shows interfaces and components of the Mplatform RPC model.
They provide a high-level view of the functionality used to support RPC communication
2To keep the description concise, we omit the parameters of the operations in the text.
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from = to
 Transportation.getLocalTransport(to)
 Transportation.getRoute(from,to)
 MapDB.getMap(to)
y
n
from, to
(a) TripPlanner.getTrip()
(b) MapDB.getMap() (c) Transportation.getLocal-
Transport()
(d) Transportation.getRoute()
Figure 3.4: Activities modeling the behavior of the operations of the application layer
<<component>>
<<interface>>
ThreadPool
IThreadPool
void acquire( )
<<provided>>
void release( )
Thread <Capacity: 3>
<<resources>>
(a) Mplatform threads model
<<component>>
<<interface>>
RpcSender
ITransmission
void transmit( )
<<provided>>
<<interface>>
IRpcReceiver
void receive( )
<<required>>
<<component>>
RpcReceiver
<<provided>>
<<component>>
Rpc
<<provided>>
(b) Mplatform RPC model
<<component>>
Rpc
<<component>>
:RpcSender
<<component>>
:RpcReceiver
IRpcReceiver
ITransmission
(c) Structure of the composite component Rpc from Mplatform RPC model
Figure 3.5: Component diagrams of the PIM models of the platform layer
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between the components. The interface ITransmission contains the operation trans-
mit() that is used to start an RPC communication. This operation is provided by the
RpcSender component that, in its turn, requires a component that provides the IRpcRe-
ceiver interface to complete the communication process. The component RpcReceiver,
in its turn, provides this IRpcReceiver interface with its operation receive(). Like the
application layer model (component TripCoordinator, Figure 3.3), this diagram contains
a composite component called Rpc (Figure 3.5c). This component assembles the Rpc-
Sender and the RpcReceiver components based on their interface dependencies, into a
self-contained component that provides the ITransmission.transmit() operation.
Resource: Thread
<<acquire>>
(a) Behavior of ThreadPool.acquire() operation
Resource: Thread
<<release>>
(b) Behavior of ThreadPool.release() operation
 RpcReceiver.receive( )
(c) Behavior of RpcSender.transmit() operation (d) Behavior of RpcReceiver.receive() operation
Figure 3.6: Activities for the operations provided by the platform layer
Next, we specify the behavior of the operations provided by the components from Fig-
ure 3.5 by using the ADR language. Figure 3.6 shows the following activities describing
the behavior of the operations provided by the platform layer: ThreadPool.acquire(),
ThreadPool.release(), RpcSender.transmit(), and RpcReceiver.receive(). The activities
that describe the behavior of ThreadPool.acquire() and ThreadPool.release() operations
contain a single action node each. These action nodes are used to model the acquisition
of resource Thread (acquire action type) and its release (release action type). Like the
modeling concept of a passive resource, these action types are also adopted from PCM.
The last non-trivial activity in Figure 3.6 describes the behavior of the RpcSender.tran-
smit() operation. The RPC components in our example system are modeled on a very
abstract level and their internal actions e.g., serialization and de-serialization are omit-
ted. Thus, this activity only contains a single call action to the operation receive(),
provided by the RpcReceiver component to complete the RPC communication.
We have considered models of the individual layers of our example software system.
The information describing which operations of the higher application layer use which
operations and resources of the lower platform layer also needs to be modeled. It can
either be stored in the layers models or as a separate configuration model. At this
point, we leave this question open and propose an approach, that supports the second
alternative later, in Section 6.1.1.
We have used UML Component diagrams and a simplified version of UML Activ-
ity diagrams enriched with the concepts for modeling resources, we referred to as the
ADR language, to model the structure and behavior of our example software system,
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respectively. Since the PIM-to-PSM transformation we want to develop has its focus on
translating models, describing the system behavior (in ADR), we next provide a detailed
meta-model based description of this language.
ADR Meta-model As already discussed in Section 2.2, in the context of MDSD,
modeling languages are defined in terms of meta-models. Now, we consider a meta-model
based definition of our behavior modeling language ADR, that is shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Meta-model for the Activity Diagrams with Resources (ADR) language
This meta-model contains the following allowed ADR model element types, represented
by classes with attributes: class Model represents a whole ADR model, class Activity
represents a single (entry, attribute entry) activity, classes ActivityNode and ActivityEdge
represent an activity node and an activity edge, respectively; different sub-classes of
ActivityNode represent different sub-types of an activity node; and class PassiveResource
represents a resource of limited capacity (attribute capacity).
Sub-classes of class ActivityNode include the following: classes InitialNode and Fi-
nalNode representing, respectively, an initial/start and a final/stop node of an activity;
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classes Decision and Merge representing, respectively, the beginning and the end of a
conditional activity block; classes Fork and Join representing, respectively, the begin-
ning and the end of an activity block with synchronized parallel node sequences; class
Loop representing the conditional beginning and end of a repeating activity block; classes
CallAction and InternalAction representing a call of an operation modeled by another
activity and an internal processing node, respectively; and classes AcquireAction and
ReleaseAction representing an acquisition and a release of a resource, respectively. Two
sub-classes of ActivityNode class – Decision and Loop – have a condition modeled in the
meta-model by class Condition with the conditional expression attribute c.
The meta-model in Figure 3.7 also contains allowed types of interrelations/links be-
tween the elements of an ADR model. They are modeled as named associations with
the related constrictive multiplicities. These associations allow an ADR model to have
an arbitrary number of activities and resources. Each activity can have an arbitrary
number of nodes and edges between those nodes. Additionally, each edge has to have
exactly one source and one target node, and a node can have multiple incoming and
outgoing edges.
The associations defined on an ActivityNode class propagate to its sub-classes. Ad-
ditionally, a loop and a decision node have to have a linked condition (object of class
Condition); a call action has to be linked to exactly one activity (instance of calledAc-
tivity association) that models the called operation; and an acquire and a release action
have to be linked to exactly one resource each. In the cases when an association between
two classes has a compositional nature (see Section 2.2 for details), its conditions (an
instance of the contained class has to belong to an instance of its container class) has to
be respected in an ADR model.
In its present form, our ADR meta-model allows definition of models that we, however,
do not consider to be valid. For instance, a model where an activity has none or more
than one initial node. To forbid such malformed models, our ADR modeling language
states some well-formedness conditions on models, including the following:
1. An initial node has no incoming edges and exactly one outgoing edge;
2. A final node has no outgoing edges and exactly one incoming edge;
3. An activity has exactly one initial and one final node;
4. A decision node has exactly one corresponding merge node;
5. A fork node has exactly one corresponding join node;
6. A decision/fork node has exactly one incoming node;
7. A merge/join node has exactly one outgoing node;
8. A loop node has exactly one repeating body activity block connected to it.
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The structural conditions 1 – 3 and 6, 7 are quite simple and straightforward to express
in the OCL language, that we have introduced in Section 2.2. Due to their similarity,
we only show the first one in Figure 3.8 as an example. It is expressed by a set of two
OCL invariants in the context of the class InitialNode – one for the number (size())
of incoming and one for the number of outgoing edges, respectively. Unlike this, the
conditions 4, 5, and 8 are quite complex and require iterations and/or recursion for their
definition in OCL (as queries). UML Superstructures provides some examples of such
recursive OCL queries, defined for similar purposes – containingStatemachine (p. 558)
and ancestor (p. 574) queries. Thus, we refrain from giving similar examples here.
context InitialNode inv noIncoming: self.incoming −>size() = 0
context InitialNode inv oneOutgoing: self.outgoing −>size() = 1
Figure 3.8: Well-formedness constraints on an initial activity node in OCL
transmit:Activity
:InitialNode :FinalNode
:ActivityEdge
nodes
source
outgoing edges
incoming
target
nodes
source
outgoing
edges
target
incoming
nodes
activity
:CallAction
m_rpc:Model model
activities
receive:Activityactivities
calledActivity
:ActivityEdge
Figure 3.9: ADR model fragment with the activity RpcSender.transmit() as an instance
of the meta-model from Figure 3.7 (abstract syntax)
To complete the picture, we show an instance that is conform to our ADR meta-model
in Figure 3.9. This instance model describes an activity RpcSender.transmit() from our
example system (see Section 3.1) in abstract syntax. For simplification, names of all
model elements are shown before their types separated via a colon (’:’) and values of
other attributes are hidden. We can see that this instance fulfills all of the applicable
well-formedness conditions specified before.
Next, we switch to our target language. We provide an introduction into the CSP
formalism, into which we are going to transform our multi-layer system, in order to
analyze its behavioral properties like deadlock- and livelock-freedom. In terms of MDSD
(see Section 2.1), this formalism is a specific platform with related tools, that require a
suitable platform-specific representation of our example system model.
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3.2 Example Platform: Communicating Sequential
Processes (CSP)
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [Hoa85]) is a formal notation that allows to
specify behavior of processes within a system, which can then be analyzed with respect
to various properties, like deadlock- and livelock-freedom (in our case), using available
tools (e.g., FDR [FDR]).
CSP processes are essentially defined by sequences of atomic events they can partic-
ipate in. These events can represent method calls, internal computations, and so on.
They can also be equipped with input and output parameters, e.g., ev.v denotes an oc-
currence of event ev with an output parameter with value v and ev?x denotes an event
ev reading some input into an input parameter variable x. The variable x can then be
used in the rest of the process, for instance, also as an output in ev.x.
When an event ev has a parameter that can take different values, in CSP these values
are stored into a so called event channel. For example, if an event ev appears in a
process description with two different parameter values ev.v1 and ev.v2, the channel for
the event ev then contains both of them as follows: channel ev : {v1, v2}.
In CSP processes are built out of events, described above, and out of other processes
using various composition operators, including the following:
• ev → P – The event prefix operator states that the event ev is followed by the
process P ;
• P ; Q – The sequential process composition operator states that the process P is
followed by the process Q ;
• P ‖
X
Q – The parallel process composition operator states that the process P is
executed interleaved with the process Q, and the processes are synchronized on
the events from the synchronization alphabet set X. The alphabet X can contain
individual events like ev.v1 as well as complete event channels like ev, also denoted
by ev.x. Here, the parameter variable x can take any value from the pre-defined
channel value set (v1 and v2 for our event ev);
• P 2 Q – The external choice operator specifies different potential behaviors of a
process and states that it can behave as the process P or the process Q. Which
behavior is selected is determined externally by the environment of the process.
• if c then P else Q – The conditional choice operator specifies different behaviors
of a process upon condition c and states, that it behaves as the process P, if c is
true and as the process Q, otherwise.
Termination of a CSP process is indicated by the special process SKIP.
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Next, we consider some example CSP specifications. For instance, the recursively
defined process THREAD = acquire → release → THREAD is constructed using two
event prefix operators and the THREAD process itself. The THREAD process then
participates in an infinitely alternating sequence of these acquire and release events.
In another example, the process RPC = (send→ deliver→ RPC) 2 FAIL with FAIL =
send → FAIL introduces an alternating sequence of send and deliver events as well as
an infinite loop, where the process can only participate in the send event. The choice
between these alternative behaviors is then done externally and non-deterministically.
In CSP, if two processes can participate in the same events, it is possible to synchronize
them on these events by using the parallel composition operator ‖
X
with a non-empty
synchronization alphabet X. For instance, two processes MAPDB = acquire→ getMap→
release → MAPDB and THREAD = acquire → release → THREAD can be synchronized
on the synchronization alphabet X = {acquire, release} in the process SYSTEM =
MAPDB ‖
X
THREAD. A process in this parallel composition can only participate in an acquire
or a release event, if the other process can participate in the same event at that point.
Furthermore, CSP allows parametrization of a process description. A parametrized
process description can contain one or more parameters. The values of these parameters
are set when an instance of the described process is used in some other process defini-
tion. For example, the process TPOOL given below specifies a process that manages a
maximum of max threads (resources). This process is an instance of another process
TP, whose definition is parametrized by the current number of managed threads. It can
have the value of 0, n, or max - the maximum number of managed threads.
TPOOL = TP(max)
TP(0) = release→ TP(1)
TP(n) = (acquire→ TP(n− 1))2(release→ TP(n + 1))
TP(max) = acquire→ TP(max− 1)
Process TP then contains the actual logic for the threads management, that decrements
or increments the number of currently available threads n on an acquire or release event,
respectively. It regards the limited nature of threads as a resource and exposes different
behaviors for different parameter values. When the current number of managed threads
is 0, only a release event can be processed (participated in) and, when the current
number of managed threads is max, only an acquire event can be processed. The values
of n and max are natural numbers.
After this short introduction into CSP, we can next consider how our layered trip
planning software system can be represented using this formalism. Later, we use this
transformation as our running example to discuss how it can be developed and re-used.
For this purpose, we now provide a detailed meta-model based description of the CSP
concepts that we use.
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Figure 3.10: Meta-model for the CSP modeling language
CSP Meta-model Several versions of meta-model based description of CSP have been
provided in the literature, including [KSW04, VAB+08, BWB12]. These descriptions
are all based on [Hoa85], yet they have different degree of detail, often varying and
unintuitive naming conventions, and different scopes. The meta-model described in
[VAB+08] appears to have the closes resemblance with the concepts from the original
CSP language specification [Hoa85]. Therefore, we use it as a basis for our CSP meta-
model and add/remove further classes and associations, defining the required concepts
and transferring our understanding of the original CSP specification into the resulting
meta-model. For instance, we add the constructs to describe CSP channels, process
sequencing, and so on.
Figure 3.10 shows the version of the CSP meta-model that we use. For simplification, it
only contains the classes that represent concepts that are relevant for our transformation
example. These notions were discussed in the CSP introduction above, and we, thus, do
not describe the classes of this meta-model in detail here. We just note that the classes
have the names of these concepts or very similar names, and the abstract classes are only
used in this meta-model to structure process expressions and to avoid the repetition of
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associations for binary process operators. This CSP meta-model does not have any
additional OCL constraints attached to it.
Since we have already shown two meta-model instances in Section 2.2 and in Sec-
tion 3.1, we refrain from showing one for this CSP meta-model and proceed to discussing
our PIM-to-PSM (ADR-to-CSP) model transformation.
3.3 Example Transformation: ADR-to-CSP
There are multiple possibilities to define a transformation to translate (representation
change, see Section 4.1.1) models from ADR (or another UML Activity diagram like
language) into CSP, including [Scu05, BH07, VAB+08, XMP09, BSS12]. All these works
present model transformation descriptions that sometimes syntactically vary by using
different CSP constructs to represent the same concepts of activity diagrams (via map-
pings). Semantically, however, they aim to represent the same behavior in CSP as
defined in the translated input source models. None of these approaches actually prove
this semantic equivalence, since such elaborate task, that requires complex techniques
[HKR+10, Sem12], is not in their focus.
Next, we describe a possibility to define an ADR-to-CSP transformation, that we are
going to use as an example, when we later discuss different transformation development
approaches. We provide all details of this transformation alternative and demonstrate
them by means of several examples, that show how different parts of ADR models of our
multi-layer trip planning system from Section 3.1 should be transformed into CSP.
 MapDB.getMap(to)
(a)
call getMap.CallAction1ID→
awaitreply getMap.CallAction1ID→
(b)
Figure 3.11: Call of the operation MapDB.getMap() (a) and a part of the result of its
transformation into CSP (b)
First, we consider one of the call actions from the activity TripPlanner.getTrip() from
the model Mapplication – the one that calls the MapDB.getMap() operation. Figure 3.11
shows this action and a part of the CSP specification it is transformed into. The call
action is transformed into a process expression, that consists of two event prefixes that
represent a call of the operation (event call getMap) and an expectation of its response
(event awaitreply getMap). Both of the events in the prefixes have a parameter that
stores an identification (ID) of the operation caller. The direct caller of the operation is
the call action itself and, thus, its ID (in this case CallAction1ID) is used. The rest of the
CSP specification, generated from a call action, including a process, channels, and so on,
is considered later when the complete transformation requirements are summarized.
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Resource: Thread
<<acquire>>
(a)
ACQUIRE = invoke acquire?x→ call acquireThread.AcquireActionID→
awaitreply acquireThread.AcquireActionID→ reply acquire.x→ ACQUIRE
(b)
Figure 3.12: Activity ThreadPool.acquire() (a) and a part of its transformation into CSP
(b)
Now, we consider the complete activity for the operation ThreadPool.acquire() from the
model Mplatform threads of our example system. It is shown together with a part of its
transformation into CSP in Figure 3.12. The activity is transformed into a recursive CSP
process. The definition of this process, called ACQUIRE, consists of four consecutive
event prefixes followed by a reference to itself. The events of the prefixes represent an in-
vocation (event invoke acquire?x ) and a response (event reply acquire.x ) of the Thread-
Pool.acquire() operation, and a call for a thread acquisition (event call acquireThread)
and an expectation of its result (event awaitreply acquireThread).
The first two mentioned events are the transformation results for the start and the end
actions of the activity respectively. They have a variable x as their input (ev?x ) or output
(ev.x ) parameter, which is used to store the ID of the caller of the ThreadPool.acquire()
operation that this activity models. The remaining two events also have a parameter,
but its value is already defined as the ID of the caller of the thread acquisition – the
acquire action itself (here AcquireActionID is its ID).
Note that in both examples the call action and the resource handling action (acquire
action) are transformed in the following very similar way: both actions are represented
by a call event followed by a response expectation event. This way, we aim to repre-
sent different types of interactions between activities and between activities and passive
resources within a layer model in a universal way. In order to connect these call and
response expectation events with the events representing the actual invocation and re-
ply of the called activity/resource handling operation, we add so-called call connection
processes to our CSP transformation result.
An example of such call connection process for the call action from Figure 3.11a is
shown in Figure 3.13. It relates the events that the call action is transformed into (see
Figure 3.11b) to the invocation and response events of the MapDB.getMap() activity,
which were generated from its start and end nodes (see Figure 3.12a). The events
describing this call connection process are also added to the synchronization alphabet,
which is used to compose the call connection process with the process that contains the
result of the transformation of the call action. Further constructs added to the generated
CSP specification for this and other activity node types are discussed in details later.
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CALLACTION1ID CALLS GETMAP =
call getMap.CallAction1ID→ invoke getMap.CallAction1ID→
reply getMap.CallAction1ID→ awaitreply getMap.CallAction1ID→
CALLACTION1ID CALLS GETMAP
Figure 3.13: Call connection process in CSP for the sub-activity from Figure 3.11a
Before providing a summary of the requirements for our ADR-to-CSP transformation, we
need to consider one more example transformation of a passive resource, that can be used
via acquire/release actions, into CSP. We represent each passive resource by an instance
of the corresponding parametrized managing process (like TPOOL, see Section 3.2). This
instance is parametrized by the actual capacity of the resource defined in the model.
Thread <Capacity: 3>
<<resource>>
(a)
THREAD(3)
THREAD(0) = releaseThread?x→ RES(1)
THREAD(n) = (acquireThread?x→ THREAD(n− 1))
2 (releaseThread?x→ THREAD(n + 1))
THREAD(3) = acquireThread?x→ THREAD(2)
(b)
Figure 3.14: Resource Thread of the component ThreadPool (a) and a part of its trans-
formation into CSP (b)
Figure 3.14 shows a part of the desired transformation for our Thread resource with
the capacity of 3 threads into CSP. It contains the managing process THREAD and
its instance with the desired capacity – THREAD(3). The managing process THREAD
is very similar to the TP example introduced in Section 3.2. In the former, the con-
tained events also include the resource name (e.g., releaseThread) and have input/output
parameter x, used for the synchronization with other processes, as discussed later.
Now, after considering several examples of the required transformation for different
parts of our layered system, we can summarize these requirements in a concise and
complete form in Table 3.1. This requirements overview abstracts from the details of
individual examples and provides a general schema of the transformation we want to
develop. It contains all source ADR language constructs considered by our example
transformation. Thereby, we have reduced a number of interleaved activity blocks in a
fork/join structure to two, since all other cases can be represented by combinations of
this structure or reduced to a simple block. The provided CSP specifications for the
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considered ADR language constructs do not represent a single possible result for each
of them, but a class of semantically equivalent CSP expressions that the transformation
can generate.
Next, we provide a short description and explanation of each of the requirements. In
some cases, we use the notion of an activity block (marked by letter B), that represents
a part of an activity (similar to single-entry-single-exit fragments in [VVL07]), and the
notion of a process expression (marked by letters PE), that represents a sub-process in
a process definition. The use of these notions with indices (when needed) allows us to
keep the requirements description concise yet understandable. For the same purpose, we
substitute the CSP operator union by the set union operator (∪) in the CSP fragments.
The first requirement in Table 3.1 states which processes and an event set are to be
created for an ADR model M, and how they are defined. The process M represents the
complete model and consists of a parallel composition of process M PROCESSES and
process M CALLS synchronized via an event set X M. The process M PROCESSES
represents an interleaved composition of all processes individual activities and resources
are transformed into, and the process M CALLS represents an interleaved composi-
tion of all call connection processes (see example in Figure 3.13) created during the
transformation of individual external call and resource handling actions. Both of these
processes are initially assigned an empty CSP process SKIP. The synchronization set
X M contains all events relevant for the interaction of M PROCESSES and M CALLS
processes that represent external calls and resource handling operations. This set is ini-
tially empty and will be filled during the transformation in the way described by other
requirements.
No. ADR Model Ele-
ment(s)
CSP Specification Fragment
1
Model M M = M CALLS ‖
X M
M PROCESSES
M PROCESSES = SKIP
M CALLS = SKIP
X M = ∅ (synchronization events for calls / resource
handling)
Activities
2 Activity A channel invoke a, reply a : A CALLERS
A CALLERS = ∅
M PROCESSES = (M PROCESSES ‖ A)
3 Non-empty activity
A
B
A = invoke a?x→ PE o9 reply a.x→ A
Table 3.1: Overview of requirements on the example ADR-to-CSP transformation
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No. ADR Model Ele-
ment(s)
CSP Specification Fragment
4 Empty activity A A = invoke a?x→ reply a.x→ A
5 Entry activity A A CALLERS = A CALLERS ∪ {externalID}
Activity Nodes
6 Call action
calledActivity
call calledActivity.callerID→
awaitreply calledActivity.callerID→
(caller is the CallAction)
CALLERID CALLS CALLEDACTIVITY =
call calledActivity.callerID→
invoke calledActivity.callerID→
reply calledActivity.callerID→
awaitreply calledActivity.callerID→
CALLERID CALLS CALLEDACTIVITY
M CALLS = M CALLS
‖ CALLERID CALLS CALLEDACTIVITY
X M = X M ∪ {call calledActivity.callerID,
awaitreply calledActivity.callerID,
invoke calledActivity.callerID,
reply calledActivity.callerID}
channel call calledActivity,
awaitreply calledActivity : {callerID}
CALLEDACTIVITY CALLERS =
CALLEDACTIVITY CALLERS ∪ {callerID}
7 Internal action of
activity A
action
action.x→
channel action : A CALLERS
Table 3.1: Overview of requirements on the example ADR-to-CSP transformation
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No. ADR Model Ele-
ment(s)
CSP Specification Fragment
8 Acquire action
Resource: Res
<<acquire>>
call acquireRes.callerID→
awaitreply acquireRes.callerID→
(caller is the AcquireAction)
CALLERID CALLS ACQUIRE RES =
call acquireRes.callerID→
acquireRes.callerID→
awaitreply acquireRes.callerID→
CALLERID CALLS ACQUIRE RES
M CALLS = M CALLS ‖ CALLERID CALLS ACQUIRE RES
X M = X M ∪ {call acquireRes.callerID,
awaitreply acquireRes.callerID,
acquireRes.callerID}
channel call acquireRes,
awaitreply acquireRes : {callerID}
ACQUIRE RES CALLERS =
ACQUIRE RES CALLERS ∪ {callerID}
Table 3.1: Overview of requirements on the example ADR-to-CSP transformation
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No. ADR Model Ele-
ment(s)
CSP Specification Fragment
9 Release action
Resource: Res
<<release>>
call releaseRes.callerID→
awaitreply releaseRes.callerID→
(caller is the ReleaseAction)
CALLERID CALLS RELEASE RES =
call releaseRes.callerID→
releaseRes.callerID→
awaitreply releaseRes.callerID→
CALLERID CALLS RELEASE RES
M CALLS = M CALLS ‖ CALLERID CALLS RELEASE RES
X M = X M ∪ {call releaseRes.callerID,
awaitreply releaseRes.callerID,
releaseRes.callerID}
channel call releaseRes,
awaitreply releaseRes : {callerID}
RELEASE RES CALLERS =
RELEASE RES CALLERS ∪ {callerID}
Control Flow Elements
10 Activity block se-
quence
B1 B2
PE1 o9 PE2
11 Decision/Merge
block
B1 B2
Decision
Merge
ctrue false
if c then PE1 else PE2
Table 3.1: Overview of requirements on the example ADR-to-CSP transformation
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No. ADR Model Ele-
ment(s)
CSP Specification Fragment
12 Fork/Join block
B1 B2
Fork
Join
(PE1 ‖ PE2)
13 Loop block
B
Decision
c
true
L(x) = if x then PE o9 L(x)
else SKIP
L(c)
Further Elements
14 Resource in model
M
Res <Capacity: c>
<<resource>>
M PROCESSES = (M PROCESSES ‖ RES(c))
RES(0) = releaseRes?x→ RES(1)
RES(n) = (acquireRes?x→ RES(n− 1))
2 (releaseRes?x→ RES(n + 1))
RES(c) = acquireRes?x→ RES(c− 1)
channel acquireRes : ACQUIRE RES CALLERS
channel releaseRes : RELEASE RES CALLERS
ACQUIRE RES CALLERS = ∅
RELEASE RES CALLERS = ∅
Table 3.1: Overview of requirements on the example ADR-to-CSP transformation
Requirements 2 – 5 describe different aspects of the activity transformation. Require-
ment 2 states which CSP channels should be created for each activity A to store all pos-
sible parameter values of the events invoke a and reply a in the value set A CALLERS.
The set A CALLERS of callers of the activity is initially empty and will be filled during
the transformation as described by other requirements considered later. This require-
ment also states that the process A, that represent the activity, should be added to the
definition of the M PROCESSES process via a parallel composition. The definition of
the process A is described by requirements 3 and 4.
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Both requirement 3 and 4 state that a recursive CSP process A, that starts with an
event invoke a?x and ends with an event reply a.x, should be created for an activity
A. If the activity is not empty (requirement 3) and, thus, there is the rest of the ac-
tivity structure that we represent by an underspecified block B, then we add a process
expression PE to the definition of the process A. Both the block B and the process
expression PE are place holders for the rest of the ADR model/CSP specification, that
are implicitly related by this requirement. This relation indicates that the result of the
transformation of the model part represented by B should be placed in the resulting
CSP specification on the position of PE.
The requirement 5 states how a set of callers of an activity A – A CALLERS – should
be extended by an external caller ID (externalID) for an entry activity called by a system
user. In our example system, such entry activity is the TripPlanner.getTrip() activity.
Further requirements 6 – 9 are concerned with the transformation of different types
of activity nodes. Requirement 6 states that an external call action is to be transformed
into a process fragment consisting of two events for calling (event call calledActivity)
and awaiting the reply (event awaitreply calledActivity) of the called activity (named
calledActivity). The call connection process CALLERID CALLS CALLEDACTIVITY
for this external call action also has to be created and added to the combining process
M CALLS. The events of this process have to be added to the synchronization set
X M. The structure of such call connection process has been previously considered in
Figure 3.13 and, thus, its explanation is not repeated here. The rest of this requirement
states which CSP channels should be created for an external call action to store the
parameter values of the events call calledActivity and awaitreply calledActivity. In this
case, there is only one value – callerID – the ID of the transformed call action itself.
Finally, its ID is also added to the set CALLEDACTIVITY CALLERS of callers of the
activity calledActivity.
Since requirements 8 and 9 for the transformation of acquire and release actions are
very similar to requirement 6 in their CSP constructs and only differ in the names of
processes, events, channels, and sets, we do not consider them in detail here. Therefore,
the last requirement for an activity node to be considered is the one for an internal action
(requirement 7). Compared to the requirements for other node types, this requirement
is quite simple. It states which event prefix process expression and which channel should
be created for an internal action – a prefix with an event action.x and a channel action.
The created event, like the one for a final activity node, does not accept any new input,
but transmits the parameter value previously obtained by ?x. For this reason, the
values set of the channel action is the set of IDs of all callers of its containing activity
A – A CALLERS.
The last group of requirements to be considered are requirements 10 – 13 for the
transformation of different control-flow structures of an activity. Requirement 10 states
that a sequence of activity blocks B1, B2 is to be transformed into a sequence of process
expressions PE1 and PE2 related to the blocks with the same number. As in requirement
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3, the relations between these place-holders indicate where the result of the transforma-
tion of the activity parts represented by the blocks should be placed in the resulting
CSP specification. Requirements 11 – 13 use blocks and process expressions for the
same purpose.
Requirement 11 states that a decision/merge structure should be transformed into an
if-then-else CSP process expression with the same condition and sub-expressions (PE1,
PE2), related to the activity blocks (B1, B2) of the structure. Requirement 12 states that
a fork/join structure should be transformed into a parallel composition of sub-expressions
(PE1, PE2), related to the activity blocks (B1, B2) of the structure.
Finally, requirement 13 states that a loop structure should be transformed into a
parametrized recursive process L(x) that simulates loop behavior, takes condition x as
a parameter, and executes some process expression PE (related to block B) as long as
this condition is true. Additionally, a reference to this process with a parameter c (the
actual condition of the transformed loop) is also created for the integration into the main
CSP process definition. The process L(x) with its specific structure is used here since
CSP language does not provide a dedicated construct for loops.
The last requirement from Table 3.1 to be considered, is on the transformation of
a resource (requirement 14). It states that a parametrized process RES(x) should be
created for each resource with the same name, and its instance RES(c) with the capacity
c should be added via a parallel composition to the M PROCESSES process definition.
As mentioned before, the M PROCESSES process combines all of the main (no call
connection) processes of the transformed model. The structure of the RES(x) process
is very similar to the one of the parametrized resource managing process TP described
in Section 3.2. Thus, to avoid the repetition, we only state their relation as follows:
the process RES can be seen as an extension of the process TP that uses parametrized
events.
Furthermore, requirement 14 describes two channels acquireRes and releaseRes, and
two value sets ACQUIRE RES CALLERS and RELEASE RES CALLERS that should
be added to the resulting CSP specification. The two channels contain all possible values
of the parameters of the events acquireRes and releaseRes, and the values sets contain
IDs of all the callers of the resource acquisition and release actions, respectively. Ini-
tially, the value sets are empty and are filled through the transformation of acquire and
release action nodes of activities.
Now, after all of the requirements have been discussed, to complete the picture,
we demonstrate a fragment of the expected transformation result for the TripPlan-
ner.getTrip() activity of our layered system model. It is shown in Figure 3.153. There,
the definition of the process GETTRIP is composed from the transformation results
for the individual activity nodes, based on the requirements from Table 3.1. To make
3To keep the CSP specification concise, we combine union operations on set X APPLICATION and
replace parallel compositions of APPLICATION CALLS process by a single one with multiple ar-
guments.
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GETTRIP = invoke getTrip?x→ (
call getMap.CallAction1ID→ awaitreply getMap.CallAction1ID→ SKIP
|| if from = to then
call getLocalTransport.CallAction2ID→
awaitreply getLocalTransport.CallAction2ID→ SKIP
else
call getRoute.CallAction3ID→
awaitreply getRoute.CallAction3ID→ SKIP
) o9 reply getTrip.x→ GETTRIP
channel invoke getTrip, reply getTrip : GETTRIP CALLERS
APPLICATION PROCESSES = (APPLICATION PROCESSES ‖ GETTRIP)
GETTRIP CALLERS = GETTRIP CALLERS ∪ {externalID}
CALLACTION1ID CALLS GETMAP =
call getMap.CallAction1ID→ invoke getMap.CallAction1ID→
reply getMap.CallAction1ID→ awaitreply getMap.CallAction1ID→
CALLACTION1ID CALLS GETMAP
APPLICATION CALLS = APPLICATION CALLS ‖ CALLACTION1ID CALLS GETMAP ‖ ...
X APPLICATION = X APPLICATION ∪ {call getMap.CallAction1ID,
invoke getMap.CallAction1ID, reply getMap.CallAction1ID, ...
channel call getMap, awaitreply getMap : {CallAction1ID}
GETMAP CALLERS = GETMAP CALLERS ∪ {CallAction1ID}
Figure 3.15: Fragment of the transformation of the TripPlanner.getTrip() activity into
CSP
the complete process expression conform to the CSP syntax (see Section 3.2), we have
added SKIP processes (in italic) to the event prefixes, obtained from the transformation
of call actions. Other processes, channels, event and value sets in Figure 3.15 are also
generated according to Table 3.1. Since the requirements were described in detail and
this resulting CSP specification shows their example result, we do not give any further
explanation here.
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The example multi-layer system from Section 3.1 and the ADR-to-CSP transformation
requirements, that we have introduced above, trigger the following central questions:
1. How can the interactions between the models of the layers be modeled in a flexible
way that supports their exchange?
2. How can a model transformation, that fulfills the requirements and is of high
quality, be developed?
3. How to allow non-invasive re-use of existing model transformations from (2) and
of their results on models of individual layers, when the system is re-configured
(layers added, re-connected, and/or removed)?
To answer these questions we next (Chapter 4) look into the systematic development
and re-use of model transformations in MDSD in details, using our example. Then, we
introduce and discuss in detail the approaches that we propose to achieve the following:
• Improve the existing model transformation development process and the quality
of the resulting transformations (in Chapter 5),
• Allow flexible (re-)configuration and transformation of multi-layer systems, in-
cluding the re-use of the developed model transformations and their results (in
Chapter 6).
Later, in Chapter 7, we combine the above two approaches and discuss the results.
Chapter 4
Systematic Development of Model
Transformations
Up to now, we have discussed the key concepts of MDSD, like models and model trans-
formations (Chapter 2), and have introduced our transformation case study (Chapter 3).
Now, in Section 4.1, we look at various aspects of the development of model transforma-
tions, including different transformation types, their design, and implementation. There,
we abstract from particular purposes of the source and target models, like PIM and PSM
in MDSD, to make our description more universal.
Afterward, in Section 4.2, we discuss the following questions related to the quality
assurance for model transformations: several quality properties that are important for
a model transformation; when can they be guaranteed; and which design and analysis
approaches exist for this purpose. We evaluate the applicability of these approaches to
our transformation case study and, where applicable, their results for it.
Finally, since the development of quality model transformations is often very complex
and costly, techniques for the re-use of existing model transformations are very impor-
tant. In Section 4.3, we look at different existing transformation re-use techniques and
at their applicability to our transformation example.
4.1 Development of Transformations
As we have already stated in Section 2.3, a definition of a model transformation maps
individual elements (objects) and structures, containing multiple related elements (pat-
terns), within the source language onto those in the target language. The purpose of
these mappings is to represent the relations between the source and target the languages,
that are specific for this model transformation, based on their elements. The mappings
are usually defined on the level of meta-models and in abstract syntax, to keep them
re-usable when the concrete syntax of the languages changes.
In MDSD model transformations are used at different steps and for different purposes
(see Chapter 2). To better understand their role, we first give a brief classification of
different model transformations in MDSD, in Section 4.1.1, before discussing the most
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common approaches to their development. Then, we mainly focus on the design and
implementation phases in the development of model transformations, in Sections 4.1.2
and 4.1.3, respectively. This is due to the fact that other phases, like requirement
engineering or testing for model transformations are out of the scope of this work. We
demonstrate application of the discussed design and implementation approaches on our
running transformation case study.
4.1.1 Transformation Types
The following classification of model transformations in the MDSD context, adopted
from [GPR06], gives us a basic overview of different model transformation types. Its
key classification characteristics are the following: the source model structure (modeled
concepts) and its abstraction level. For more fine-grained and specific classifications
of model transformations in MDSD, we refer to the following surveys [CH06, MG06,
DREP12] and to the intent catalog from [LAD+14].
Figure 4.1 shows different types of model transformations (depicted as arrows between
the models) that are established based on these classification characteristics. There are
the following main types in this classification: horizontal, vertical, and oblique (diagonal)
transformations.
Model A Model B
Model C Model D
Structure (modeled concepts)
A
bs
tra
ct
io
n 
Le
ve
l
abstract
concrete
abstraction
refinement
migration
re-factoring
vertical
horizontal
oblique (diagonal)
reprsentation change
Figure 4.1: Classification of model transformations based on [GPR06]
Horizontal transformations keep the abstraction level of a source model the same but
change its structure. Examples of horizontal transformations are migration and re-
factoring. The first sub-type – migration – is mainly used when the platform of the
system or of its part has to be changed without affecting the functionality [FBB+07,
FHRW13]. Model re-factoring is used to improve the readability and maintainability
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of the software models by changing their structure but keeping the functionality they
describe, like in [MTM08].
Vertical transformations, on the other hand, change the level of abstraction of a source
model but keep its structure. Examples of vertical transformations are abstraction and
refinement, that have a more or less abstract target model, respectively. The PIM-
to-PSM transformation type, commonly used in MDSD (see Chapter 2), can fall into
this sub-category, if the structure of the PIM model does not change as in [KB10].
Abstraction is also used in MDSD, when only certain information needs to be extracted
from a source model, like the interaction probabilities in [BWW11].
Oblique (diagonal) transformations change both characteristics i. e., the abstraction
level and the structure of a source model. The PIM-to-PSM transformation type from
the MDSD context, that we have already mentioned, can also fall into this sub-category,
if the structure of the PIM model also changes.
Another type of model transformation also present in this classification, that we have
not yet named, is the representation change. In this model transformation type, both the
abstraction level and the structure of a source model stay the same, which is represented
by the self-arrow of Model A in Figure 4.1. An example of such model transformation is
a change from a graphical to a textual representation of a model [LPH11, BWWB12],
that is often called model-to-text transformation. Such model transformations are often
used in MDSD to facilitate tool interoperability [BCC+10].
When a transformation changes the representation language of a model and not only
its concrete syntax representation, like in [Ku¨s06, KB10], it is referred to as an exogenous
(out-place) transformation or also as a translation. In this case, the structure of the
transformed source model and, in some cases, its abstraction level also changes. In
terms of the above classification, the translation is then seen as a horizontal/diagonal
transformation. When a transformation does not change the representation language, it
is labeled as an endogenous (in-place) transformation. This transformation characteristic
is orthogonal to those shown in Figure 4.1 and can be combined with them.
As we can see, not each model transformation fits into exactly one of the above
categories. Some of them combine characteristics of two or more types. Our case study
transformation from Chapter 3, when classified with respect to the above categories, is
a horizontal translation. It change the structure of a source ADR model by translating
activities into processes and other CSP constructs. Plus, it changes its representation
language (and not only its concrete syntax) by creating a CSP specification from it.
Next, we look at the way a model transformation is developed and demonstrate it on
our ADR-to-CSP translation example. We concentrate on the design and implementa-
tion tasks of the development process, and consider the most common techniques.
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4.1.2 Transformation Design
Each transformation consists of a set of mappings that define which elements and struc-
tures of the source and the target languages are mapped onto each other. The design
of these mappings often begins at a high-level, where the designer states which elements
and structures are to be mapped by which mappings. Figure 4.2 shows some selected
high-level mappings for our example transformation from Section 3.3, using hexagons to
depict mappings and rectangles to depict the constructs of the languages. Here, an ADR
model is mapped onto different CSP processes. Furthermore, an activity is mapped onto
a process, and a sequence of activity blocks onto a sequence of processes in CSP. These
mappings are consistent with the requirements formulated in Table 3.1. Thereby, one
requirement can be expressed through several mappings and vice versa.
Process M_CALLS
...
...
Process M
Process A
Process Sequence
ADR Model M
ADR Model M
Activity A
Activity Block Sequence
Model2MainProcess
Model2CallsProcess
Activity2Process
ActivityBlockSeq
2
ProcessSeq
Figure 4.2: Selected high-level mappings for the ADR-to-CSP transformation (notation
from [GPR06])
At this point, it is not yet specified how the mapped elements and structures, and the
mappings themselves, will be described. Yet, we already know which mappings involve
which language elements and structures. Later, the high-level mappings are refined into
so-called detailed mappings, where the mapped language concepts are replaced by their
detailed description. Sometimes, however, the described high-level design step is skipped
and the detailed mappings are created, and sometimes event implemented, directly.
To create a detailed mapping from a high-level one, we need to know how the mapped
language concepts are described. In MDSD, source and target languages are defined
using meta-models (see Section 2.2). These meta-models provide alphabets (allowed
object and link types – classes and associations) for the description of the concepts of
the languages that are mapped. Figure 4.3 shows a sketch of such meta-model based
transformation definition approach. It generalizes the idea shown in Figure 2.10 for
the PIM-to-PSM transformations to any source and target models and extends it with
further (meta-)meta-models. Thereby, a transformation definition is conform to its own
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transformation meta-model and, all meta-models have the same meta-meta-model de-
scribing them, like MOF in MDSD.
Source
Model
Target
Model
Transformation
Definition (Mappings)
Source
Meta-model
Target
Meta-model
source
language
target
language
Transformation
Execution
source
model
target
model
described by
described by
applies Transformation
Meta-model
described by
Meta-meta-
model
described by
described by
described by
Figure 4.3: Sketch of the meta-model based transformation definition approach
In this meta-model based approach to the transformation definition, each mapping re-
lates model patterns from the source and the target languages. A model pattern contains
instances of classes (objects) and of associations (links) between them, with the allowed
classes and associations defined in the source and target meta-models.
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Figure 4.4: Selected detailed meta-model based transformation mappings for the ADR-
to-CSP transformation
Figure 4.4 shows two detailed mappings for our example ADR-to-CSP transformation.
Here, the high-level constructs from the involved languages are now described by meta-
model based patterns. In the first mapping Model2CallsProcess, a model object with
the name m is mapped onto a process object with the name M CALLS, described
by a SKIP process expression. In the second mapping ActivityBlockSeq2ProcessSeq, a
sequence of two activity nodes linked through an edge is mapped onto a sequence of
process expressions. Note that the second mapping involves instances of abstract classes
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ActivityNode and ProcessExpression. It indicates that each sub-type of an activity node
in a sequence is to be mapped in such a way, and leaves the details of the concrete CSP
process expressions for different node sub-types out. These details are then specified in
other mappings for the concrete sub-classes of the ActivityNode class..
In some cases, the source meta-model also contains structuring classes, introduced in
the end of Section 2.2 (see Figure 2.8). Our source ADR meta-model in Figure 3.7 does
not contain such classes, but we show a way to add them in Figure 4.5. The structuring
classes that we add – ActivityGroup, StructuredActivityNode, and SequenceNode classes
– are a sub-set of classes shown in Figure 2.8. They exemplify the same node and
edge grouping mechanism for class SequenceNode in a simplified form. We consider this
extension of our ADR meta-model to cover the case of meta-models with structuring
classes in our transformation design and implementation discussion.
Figure 4.5: Structuring classes for the ADR meta-model from Figure 3.7 in Ecore
When, a meta-model contains the discussed structuring classes, the transformation de-
signer has to define additional mapping(s) for them. For instance, for our class Sequen-
ceNode from Figure 4.5, we define an additional mapping SequenceNode2ProcessSequence.
It is shown in Figure 4.6 and is very similar to the ActivityBlockSeq2ProcessSeq mapping,
we have considered before. The resulting transformation design then has two separate
mappings for the sequence of nodes inside (SequenceNode2ProcessSequence mapping)
and outside (ActivityBlockSeq2ProcessSeq mapping) of the structuring sequence node,
and further mappings for all concrete activity node types. Later, we show that such
structuring classes also do not necessarily simplify the transformation implementation.
Next, the transformation mappings detailed above are used as a basis for the transfor-
mation implementation. There, the focus is shifted from the definition of the source and
target language constructs to the definition of the mappings themselves. Thereby, the
relation between the mappings and their implementations is not always one-to-one.
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Figure 4.6: Detailed meta-model based mapping for the structuring class SequenceNode
A transformation implementation can be defined in different languages and by using var-
ious strategies to complete the mappings and make them executable. Next, we consider
two languages, widely used in MDSD for the implementation of model transformations,
and how they can be employed to implement our ADR-to-CSP transformation case study.
Later, in Chapter 5, we then consider an alternative, not meta-model based approach to
the transformation design and implementation.
4.1.3 Transformation Implementation
In MDSD there are different ways to implement a model transformation. One can
employ a widely used general purpose programming language, like Java, or a specialized
transformation language like ATL or TGGs. The second strategy is preferred in MDSD,
since these languages are developed specifically for the transformation implementation
and include some advanced specialized (domain-specific) features. Here, we give a short
overview of both alternatives, before considering the second one in more detail.
In the case, when a general purpose programming language is used, the detailed model
transformation mappings are translated into sets of instructions over an in-memory rep-
resentation (an object graph) of an input source model. These instruction sets are often
grouped by methods. The calls of these methods, defined in some order, then constitute
the transformation implementation. To access the source and produce the target model,
the created transformation program uses a representation of meta-models specific for the
chosen implementation language. For instance, for a Java based transformation imple-
mentation, one uses Java based specifications code for meta-models, that can be created
using EMF [EMF]. This choice eliminates the need to learn specialized transformation
languages, yet, it decrease understandability and maintainability of the resulting model
transformation. It also contradicts with one of the main ideas of MDSD, that promotes
the use of specialized domain-specific languages and tools for specific tasks [GPR06].
In the case, when a specialized transformation language is used, the detailed model
transformation mappings are translated into transformation rules. A transformation rule
consists of two parts – selection and instruction [GPR06]. The selection part contains
a set of constraints, that the elements of the transformed source model and, possibly,
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of the created fragment of the target model, have to fulfill in order to be transformed.
Such constraints are usually expressed by model patterns and further conditions in e.g.,
OCL. The instruction part of the rule contains a set of instructions/operations that are
to be executed for each set of elements, that fulfills the selection conditions. The form
and nature of such instructions highly depends on the selected model transformation
implementation language.
From the structural point of view, a transformation rule can have declarative (rela-
tional) and/or imperative parts. The declarative part of a rule has a close resemblance
with a detailed mapping – it contains source and target model patterns, that may include
further conditions and explicit or implicit correspondence links between the patterns el-
ements. Thereby, the patterns within such rule are not necessarily exactly the same as
the ones in the detailed mapping(s), that this rule implements.
The imperative part of a rule usually describes the rest of the transformation mapping.
It describes everything that is difficult, if not impossible, to describe using the declar-
ative part of a rule. For this purpose, the imperative part often contains the following
constructs: collection iteration, call of rules and functions, and so on.
Different transformation implementation languages provide different scopes of con-
structs and instructions for the definition of transformation rules. Languages like QVTd
[QVTc] and TGGs [Sch94] only provide means to define declarative rules. Whereas, lan-
guages like QVTo [QVTd] and ATL [ATL] provide means to define imperative constructs
in rules. In fact, ATL provides support for both types of implementation constructs.
In general, more expressive model transformation languages allow to implement a
wider scope of transformations. Even if languages have the same expressiveness, like
Turing complete ATL [Tis14] and TGG [BDK+12] languages, implementations of the
same transformation in them can have different complexity, due to the language con-
structs they provide or do not provide. Both the model transformation complexity and
the use of imperative constructs in it can hinder its readability and reduce its anal-
ysis possibilities Next, we consider the two mentioned transformation implementation
languages in more detail, starting with ATL. We discuss their use, advantages, and
shortcomings on our ADR-to-CSP transformation case study from Section 3.3.
Implementation of the ADR-to-CSP Transformation Example with ATL The
hybrid model transformation implementation language called ATL (ATLAS Transforma-
tion Language) was first extensively described in [JABK08]. It is a domain-specific lan-
guage inspired by the requirements on QVT standard specified by the OMG in [QVT02],
that builds upon the OCL formalism. It is designed specifically to implement meta-model
based transformations in the context of MDSD.
ATL contains a mixture of declarative and imperative constructs. Transformations
described with it are unidirectional, they operate on read-only source models, and pro-
duce write-only target models. A source model may be navigated in ATL transformation
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rules, but changes to it are not allowed and the resulting target model, on the other hand,
cannot be directly navigated in the transformation rules. Instead, for this purpose, ATL
uses a special resolution mechanism, discussed later.
A transformation implementation in ATL is structured into modules with a mandatory
header, an import section, a number of helpers (functions), and transformation rules.
Here, we focus on our example implementation of the ADR-to-CSP transformation from
Section 3.3 in ATL and, thus, only discuss the ATL concepts that are used in the
transformation fragments that we demonstrate.
1 module adr2csp;
2 create csp : CSP from adr : ADR;
3
4 rule Model2ProcessesAndEventSet{
5 from in_m : ADR!Model
6 to out_m : CSP!Model(
7 name <- in_m.name, processes <- in_m.activities,
8 processes <- Set{out_main_proc,out_calls_proc,...},
9 eSets <- out_x_m, ...
10 ),
11 -- create further processes and event sets...}
12
13 rule Activity2ProcessesChannelsValueSet{
14 from in_a : ADR!Activity
15 to out_a_proc : CSP!Process(
16 name <- in_a.name,
17 pe <- thisModule.resolveTemp(in_a.nodes->select( n |
18 n.oclIsTypeOf(ADR!InitialNode))->first(), ’out_seq’)
19 ),
20 -- create further processes, channels, and value sets...}
Listing 4.1: ATL fragment for high-level mappings of requirements 1 – 4
Listing 4.1 shows the first fragment of our ATL based implementation of the ADR-
to-CSP transformation. It contains a header with the transformation name (adr2csp)
and its source and target models as variables (adr and csp) typed by the respective
meta-models (ADR and CSP). The used ADR and CSP meta-models are from Sec-
tions 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Furthermore, this ATL fragment contains the following
two transformation rules (shown partially): Model2ProcessesAndEventSet and Activ-
ity2ProcessesChannelsValueSet. They implement requirement(s) 1 and 2 – 4 from Ta-
ble 3.1, respectively.
Requirement 1 has been described by several high-level mappings, including Model2
MainProcess and Model2CallsProcess, shown in Figure 4.2. In ATL, however, we use
one rule Model2ProcessesAndEventSet to implement them because ATL does not allow
a module to have more than one rule with the same elements in the selection part
(from). Otherwise, more than one rule may be applicable at the same time, causing
non-deterministic behavior of the implementation.
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Both rules in Listing 4.1 are declarative matched rules with the selection (keyword
from) and instruction (keyword to) model patterns. A selection pattern consists of a
combination of instances of the source meta-model classes, OCL collection types, and
often an OCL guard condition. An instruction pattern consists of a set of instances of the
target meta-model classes to be created, and of bindings. A binding connects (symbol
’←’) a feature (an attribute or an association end) of an element of the target pattern
with its initialization expression. During the execution of an ATL rule, the engine finds
a set of matches for the selection pattern in the source model and, for each of these
matches, creates the instruction pattern elements of the rule in the target model and
initializes their features according to the bindings.
The selection part of the Model2ProcessesAndEventSet ATL rule contains a source
ADR model in m. The instruction pattern of the rule described which CSP elements
should be created for it based on the requirement as follows: a CSP model out m with
the same name and features, like processes and event sets (eSets). Here, we highlight
the binding of, at a first glance, all activities of in m to the processes feature of out m.
However, at this point, ATL uses its resolution mechanism to get the transformation
results (processes) for individual activities and assign them to the processes of out m.
The individual processes are created by the rule Activity2ProcessesChannelsValueSet.
In the ATL rule Activity2ProcessesChannelsValueSet, an activity in a is transformed
into a set of processes, channels, and value sets. The first process in the instruction pat-
tern – out a proc – is the equally named process, created for in a to fulfill requirements
3 and 4, and used in the Model2ProcessesAndEventSet rule. The highlight here is the
binding of the process expression pe of out a proc. It is done using the explicit ATL
resolution operation resolveTemp(var, trg pattern) available in a module. Its parameters
are as follows: var – the transformed source model elements; and trg pattern – the name
of the instruction pattern element, that var is transformed into.
Here, resolveTemp is called with an OCL query and ’out seq’, as the first and the
second parameter, respectively. The query obtains the initial node of in a by selecting
the first1 node n of the respective type (oclIsTypeOf operation) from its nodes. The
selected initial node is used to find/resolve its transformation result, created by another
ATL rule InitialNode2SeqPrefix, shown in Listing 4.2, and use its part created as the
instruction pattern element ’out seq’ as the expression pe of out a proc process.
This way, rule InitialNode2SeqPrefix implements a part of requirements 3 and 4 con-
cerned with the events of the process created for each activity. It creates an event prefix
pref with the invocation event ev, with respective parameter features, and a SKIP pro-
cess expression (to create a correct process expression) from an initial node in ac. This
prefix already describes the required transformation result. The sequence out seq, also
created in this rule, is a part of the mechanism we use in this implementation to connect
the results of the individual ATL rules. We discuss later how the second/right expression
1In a well-formed ADR model, there is only one initial node for each activity.
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of this sequence is defined by other rules. The reply event prefix out seq2 is created by
a similar rule for a final node. There, no new sequence is required.
1 rule InitialNode2SeqPrefix{
2 from in_ac : ADR!InitialNode
3 to out_seq : CSP!Sequence(left <- pref),
4 pref : CSP!Prefix(event <- ev, pe <- CSP!Skip.newInstance()),
5 ev : CSP!Event(
6 name <- ’invoke_’+in_ac.activity.name, direction <- #in...
7 )}
Listing 4.2: ATL rule for high-level mapping InitialNode2Prefix (req. 3 and 4)
ATL rules that implement high-level mappings of other simple activity node types, like
an internal or a call action (requirements 6 – 9), also look similar to the InitialN-
ode2SeqPrefix rule with slight structural changes to fulfill the respective requirements.
Thus, we do not consider them here to avoid the repetition. However, for high-level
mappings of nodes that are part of language structures (requirements 11 – 13), like a de-
cision/merge block, we consider an example rule Decision2SeqCondition, in Listing 4.3,
to provide a basis for comparing the rules for such structural, and the simple, types.
1 rule Decision2SeqCondition{
2 from in_d : ADR!Decision
3 to out_seq : CSP!Sequence(left <- cond),
4 cond : CSP!Condition (
5 c <- in_d.condition,
6 left <- thisModule.resolveTemp(in_d.outgoing->select( e |
7 e.guard = ’y’)->first().target,’out_seq’),
8 right <- thisModule.resolveTemp(in_d.outgoing->select( e |
9 e.guard = ’n’)->first().target,’out_seq’)
10 )}
Listing 4.3: ATL rule for high-level mapping DecisionMergeBlock2Condition (req. 11)
The ATL rule Decision2SeqCondition transforms a decision node in d into a sequence
out seq, whose left/first sub-expression is a conditional composition cond instead of
a prefix, like in InitialNode2SeqPrefix. This process composition cond has the same
condition as in d, and its left (holds) and right (does not hold) sub-expressions are
assigned to the transformation results (out seq part) of the respective direct successor
nodes of in d. Both transformation results are obtained using the explicit resolution
mechanism of ATL. Note that these resolution calls rely on well-formedness of source
models, since they only assume one outgoing edge from in d for each case.
We can see that the Decision2SeqCondition rule does not consider any merge node.
Our ATL implementation of the ADR-to-CSP transformation also does not contain a
separate rule for merge nodes, since, based on the requirements, we only need merge
nodes to identify when a decision/merge block ends and do not map them.
2The prefix is named out seq here to allow a uniform use of the explicit resolution mechanism of ATL.
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The information a merge node provides is used by a separate ATL rule ActivityBlock
Seq DecisionFirst2ProcessSeq, shown on Listing 4.4, to integrate the result of the de-
cision node transformation by Decision2SeqCondition into the process expression gen-
erated for its activity. This rule implements the ActivityBlockSeq2ProcessSeq mapping
(see Figure 4.2) for the case when the first block in the sequence is a decision/merge. It
transforms two activity nodes in an1 and in an2 with an additional OCL condition (in
brackets), that states that in an1 should be a decision (oclIsTypeOf(ADR!Decision)) and
in an2 should be its corresponding merge (in an2 = thisModule.findCorrespondingMerge
Node(in an1)). This rule, thus, also relies on the well-formedness of activities.
1 rule ActivityBlockSeq_DecisionFirst2ProcessSeq{
2 from in_an1 : ADR!ActivityNode, in_an2 : ADR!ActivityNode
3 (in_an1.oclIsTypeOf(ADR!Decision) and
4 in_an2 = thisModule.findCorrespondingMergeNode(in_an1))
5 do{
6 thisModule.resolveTemp(in_an1,’out_seq’).right <- thisModule.
7 resolveTemp(in_an2.outgoing->first().target,’out_seq’);
8 }}
Listing 4.4: ATL rule for high-level mapping ActivityBlockSeq2ProcessSeq (req. 10)
with a decision/merge first block
Since, like a UML meta-model, our ADR meta-model does not contain a structuring
class for a decision/merge block, but separate classes Decision and Merge, we require the
imperative constructs of ATL to search for such related nodes. In our implementation, we
define a helper function findCorrespondingMergeNode, on Listing 4.5, to start recursive
search for the merge node, that corresponds to the decision node parameter d.
1 helper def:findCorrespondingMergeNode(d:ADR!Decision):ADR!Merge =
2 thisModule.recursiveSearchOfMerge(d.outgoing->first().target,0);
3
4 helper def:recursiveSearchOfMerge(curr:AD!ActivityNode,
5 nestedDecision:Integer):ADR!Merge =
6 if curr.oclIsTypeOf(ADR!Merge) then
7 if nestedDecision > 0 then
8 thisModule.recursiveSearchOfMerge(
9 curr.outgoing->first().target,nestedDecision-1)
10 else curr endif
11 else
12 if curr.oclIsTypeOf(ADR!Decision) then
13 thisModule.recursiveSearchOfMerge(
14 curr.outgoing->first().target,nestedDecision+1)
15 else
16 thisModule.recursiveSearchOfMerge(
17 curr.outgoing->first().target,nestedDecision)
18 endif endif;
Listing 4.5: ATL helpers for ActivityBlockSeq DecisionFirst2ProcessSeq rule
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An ATL helper is a mechanism provided to define a model decoration or an operation/
function (with parameters) in the context of a module or a source meta-model class. In
our example, on Listing 4.5, there are two following helpers defined in the context of the
module: the mentioned findCorrespondingMergeNode that starts the recursive search for
the merge; and the recursiveSearchOfMerge helper that implements this search.
The helper findCorrespondingMergeNode calls the recursiveSearchOfMerge helper, us-
ing the first activity node descending from the decision node d as a start/current node
(curr), and sets the number of decision/merge blocks found in between (nestedDecision)
to 0. The called helper checks the type of the current node curr and goes to the next
node (via a recursive call), if it is not a merge node. If the curr node is not a decision nor
a merge, the parameter nestedDecision stays the same. If the curr node is a decision, it
is increased by one, and if the curr node is a merge, it is decreased by one. This way,
with the help of this variable, the helper counts intermediate decision/merge blocks and
returns the merge node that is on the same nesting level (0) as the decision d. The caller
helper delivers the found merge to ActivityBlockSeq DecisionFirst2ProcessSeq rule.
The ActivityBlockSeq DecisionFirst2ProcessSeq rule then implements a part of the
connection mechanism, that we use to link the transformation results for the individual
activity nodes and structures/blocks. Unlike in the previous rules, here the instruction
pattern is put into the do section3. The do section of a matched rule is an optional
sequence of imperative statements (loops, iterations, assignments/bindings, etc.) that
can be used alone or in a combination with a declarative instruction pattern. It is
executed once the initialization of the target model elements generated by the rule has
been completed and can, in particular, be used to initialize/modify some features. An
ATL rule with such a do section is no longer declarative.
The do sections of ActivityBlockSeq DecisionFirst2ProcessSeq rule contains one bind-
ing, that assigns the right/second sub-expression of the sequence, created from the node
in an1, to the sequence, created from the node that follows the merge node in an2. Both
sequences are obtained through the explicit resolution and, again, the second resolution
relies on the well-formedness of the transformed source models by assuming, that there
is only one outgoing edge for the merge.
The considered node-to-sequence and connection rules from Listing 4.3 and 4.4 respec-
tively, are specifically defined for decision/merge blocks. To transform fork/join and loop
blocks and connect these transformation results, we also defined node-to-sequence and
connection rules, similar to those considered above. Furthermore, we defined a helper
similar to the findCorrespondingMergeNode helper, to find the corresponding join node
for a fork node. For a loop node such search helper is not needed, since it both starts
and ends the containing structure. Due to the similar structure of these rules and of the
helper, we do not consider them here. Instead, we consider the ’default’ connection rule
3There exist other implementation alternatives to connect the individual results in ATL, including the
use of called rules and iteration, but all of them require imperative constructs for our example.
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in our ATL implementation, shown in Listing 4.6, that covers connection of the trans-
formation results for the remaining combinations of activity block/node sequences.
1 rule ActivityBlockSequence2ProcessSeq{
2 from in_an1 : ADR!ActivityNode, in_an2 : ADR!ActivityNode (
3 (not in_an1.oclIsTypeOf(ADR!Decision)) and
4 (not in_an1.oclIsTypeOf(ADR!Merge)) and (-- not fork/join/
loop)
5 (in_an1.outgoing->collect(e|e.target)->includes(in_an2)))
6 do{
7 if(in_an2.oclIsTypeOf(ADR!Merge) -- or join/loop){
8 thisModule.resolveTemp(in_an1,’out_seq’).right <-
9 CSP!Skip.newInstance();
10 }else{
11 thisModule.resolveTemp(in_an1,’out_seq’).right <-
12 thisModule.resolveTemp(in_an2,’out_seq’);
13 }
14 }}
Listing 4.6: Default ATL rule for high-level mapping ActivityBlockSeq2ProcessSeq
(req. 10)
The ATL rule, called ActivityBlockSequence2ProcessSeq, transforms two activity nodes
in an1 and in an2, like the rule ActivityBlockSeq DecisionFirst2ProcessSeq. However,
it requires in an1 to be a direct predecessor of in an2 and excludes decision, merge,
and other structure-forming nodes. It also only has an imperative instruction section.
This do section assigns the right/second sub-expression of the sequence created from
in an1 either to the sequence created from in an2, or to a new SKIP process. The
second alternative is only used if in an2 is a merge, a join, or a loop node that finishes
the structure.
To summarize, the presented ATL implementation of our ADR-to-CSP transforma-
tion example consists of the rules to transform the following: an ADR model (rule
Model2ProcessesAndEventSet); its resources and activities (rule Activity2ProcessesChan-
nelsValueSe); initial and final nodes (rule InitialNode2SeqPrefix ); various simple in-
termediate activity nodes, like internal actions; and various block structures - deci-
sion/merge (rule Decision2SeqCondition), fork/join, and loop blocks. Furthermore,
it contains rules to connect the individual results of the above rules (e.g., Activity-
BlockSequence2ProcessSeq, ActivityBlockSeq DecisionFirst2ProcessSeq) and the respec-
tive helpers.
During the implementation process, we had to address the following questions:
1. How to implement high-level mappings for one or more ADR elements by ATL
rules?
2. How to connect the transformation results of the individual ATL rules?
3. How to incorporate the difference in connecting the result for a simple node, like
an internal action, and for a block structure?
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For our implementation, we aimed to use the declarative part of ATL, like matched
rules, as much as possible. To answer the first question, we had to make design decisions
about how to split and/or combine high-level mappings to be implemented (sometimes
partially) by one matched ATL rule. Since ATL does not allow multiple matched rules
with the same selection pattern, we grouped high-level mappings for one source element
(e.g., ADR model) and implemented them in one rule (e.g., Model2ProcessesAndEventSet
rule). Up until this point we did not have to use any imperative constructs of ATL.
To answer the second question, we employed the resolution mechanism of ATL. In some
cases, we use it directly in the declarative instruction patterns of the rules (e.g., rule Ac-
tivity2ProcessesChannelsValueSet). In other cases, however, we implement separate rules
to connect the transformation results (e.g., rule ActivityBlockSeq DecisionFirst2Process-
Seq). Such separate rules allow a more clear distinction between the different connection
cases, and a separation of node/block transformation logic from the connection of its
result. This is important in order to address the last question listed above.
The rules, that we have defined to support the connection of the transformation results
of the individual node-to-sequence rules, are not strictly declarative anymore. They use
the imperative part of the target pattern, the so called do block, to define assignment(s)
that connect the results (obtained through resolution). These blocks can also include
conditional statements (see rule ActivityBlockSequence2ProcessSeq). The use of these
blocks makes our implementation imperative.
Although, in the case of simple subsequent activity nodes we could avoid using the
do block and its imperative constructs, the presence of the block structures like deci-
sion/merge in our ADR language requires them. As we can see in rule ActivityBlockSeq
Decision First2ProcessSeq, we have to search for the corresponding merge node for a
decision node to identify the containing block structure and to connect its transforma-
tion result. This recursive search is necessary, since our ADR language does not contain
structuring classes for such decision/merge blocks. Such recursive functions and imper-
ative blocks make the transformation more complex and difficult to analyze, as we see
in Section 4.2.
Assume, our source ADR meta-model would contain a structuring class, like Sequen-
ceNode class (see Section 4.1.2, Figure 4.5), for a decision/merge block structure (e.g.,
DecisionMergeNode class). An instance of such class would provide links to the related
decision and merge nodes that build the structure and would allow ATL rules to use
this information. This would simplify the implementation and eliminate the need for
the recursive search helpers.
Unfortunately, such structuring classes are often absent in meta-models. Even a very
elaborate modeling language like UML does not define them for structural blocks like
decision/merge and fork/join. Instead, it defines separate classes for the decision and
merge concepts and allows their independent use. In our ADR meta-model, inspired
by UML Activity diagrams, we also have separate classes for these concepts, but we
use additional OCL constraints to enforce well-formedness of decision/merge blocks and
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other structures in ADR models (see end of Section 3.1). In the context of MDSD, such
OCL based adjustments of a language definition are widely used.
This brings us to the second issue that we came across while implementing our ADR-
to-CSP transformation case study in ATL. Like any ATL transformation, our imple-
mentation has to heavily rely on the well-formedness of the source ADR models in order
to produce correct target CSP models. For instance, in order to find a merge node
corresponding to a given decision node, the helper recursiveSearchOfMerge assumes the
following: each intermediate activity node has only one outgoing edge and for each deci-
sion node there is exactly one corresponding merge node. Both of these well-formedness
requirements have to be expressed in e.g., OCL and added to the source meta-model
definition, in order for this implementation to work correctly.
This has been done in our meta-model based definition of our ADR modeling language.
However, in general, most modeling languages in MDSD are defined by meta-models
with, at most, partially defined further language constraints [FCB+13]. Often these
constraints are defined in a text form and only rarely in OCL. The UML is an example
of such mixed language definition. Such incomplete and partially informal language
definition usually leads to incomplete and erroneous transformation implementations,
that can not handle every valid input source model and/or also accept invalid models.
We refer to such implementations as incomplete. Our goal is to avoid this and to find
a way to guarantee that the developed transformations are complete. We address these
questions in detail in Section 4.2.
When considering the results produced by the rules of our ATL implementation on a
source ADR model, we know that each rule that creates elements, creates only elements
allowed by the target meta-model. However, at this point ATL only enforces typing
constraints of the target meta-model and ignores other constraints like multiplicity and
containment/composition. Furthermore, we can not be sure that our connection rules
produce a valid target CSP model from these results. If they do, and the resulting
output target model for a valid input source model is valid and unique, then we can call
our implementation sound and deterministic, respectively.
Unfortunately, like other transformation implementation languages on their own, ATL
does not provide mechanisms to guarantee the mentioned transformation properties. It
leaves it to the user to perform the source and target meta-model conformance check, to
see if a source model and the resulting target model are valid. Our goal is to find a way
to guarantee that the developed transformations have these properties. As in the case
with the completeness property, we address these questions in details in Section 4.2.
Before we get to discuss the quality properties of model transformations, in Section 4.2,
and see how, and if, they can be guaranteed in general and for our example, we consider
one more implementation of the example. We look at a TGGs based implementation of
our ADR-to-CSP transformation.
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Implementation of the ADR-to-CSP Transformation Example with TGGs
The declarative transformation language called Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) was
proposed in [Sch94]. As the name suggests, it is based on a special type of graph
grammars called triple graph grammars. In this grammar type productions’ left- and
right-hand sides as well as the start graph consist of three sub-graphs (left, middle, and
right sub-graph), connected into a triple graph. A single TGG production describes how
the three sub-graphs of its left-hand side triple graph can be simultaneously replaced by
the corresponding sub-graphs in its right hand-side triple graph. The start graph (also
referred to as an axiom) of a TGG describes the initial form of the three sub-graphs.
Node a
Node c
Node b
Node d
a2b
c2d (replacing graph)
Node a Node ba2b:=
edge ac edge bd
left-hand side
triple graph
(replaced graph)
right-hand side
triple graph
Figure 4.7: TGG production sketch
Figure 4.7 shows a sketch of a TGG production. Its left-hand side consists of three
connected sub-graphs, which each contains one node – Node a, a2b, and Node b, respec-
tively. The nodes from the middle sub-graph, also called correspondence sub-graph, are
used to link the nodes of the left and the right sub-graphs. In this sketch, the node a2b
(drawn as a hexagon), also called correspondence node, is used to link the nodes Node a
and Node b. The right-hand side of the sketched production contains the same elements
as its left-hand side plus a new triple sub-graph, linked to them via the links edge ac
and edge bd. This new sub-graph contains nodes Node c and Node d, linked via the c2d
correspondence node. In general, a TGG production is context-sensitive (see [Sch94]).
When a TGG production is applied to some triple graph, it replaces a triple sub-
graph equivalent to its left-hand side in this triple graph by its right-hand side. This
way, the production sketched before, when applied to some triple graph, adds new nodes
Node c, c2d, Node d, and links them via edge ac and edge bd to the graph. In general,
TGG productions have to be monotone – only add new elements to a triple graph.
Nevertheless, one can also describe change/deletion (mark as delete) of triple graph
elements using them.
If we assume that the left sub-graph, also referred to as source, of some triple graph
already exists, we can use a TGG to create its missing correspondence and right sub-
graphs, also referred to as target, from the start triple graph of this TGG. This method
can also be inverted to obtain a source sub-graph from the given target sub-graph or
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a correspondence sub-graph, when the former two exist. Depending on the part of
the triple graph (i.e. model) we have available, the given TGG productions are then
interpreted as follows: forward rules – for source models; backward rules – for target
models; or synchronization rules – for source and target models.
Each of these rule interpretations forbids application of the productions’ part that
creates the already given model(s). Instead, during the execution, the elements of the
respective productions’ part (in the dashed blue frame in Figure 4.8) are mapped onto the
elements available in the given model(s), which are then referred to as bound. Thereby,
must be ensured that each element of the given model(s) is bound by exactly one newly
produced element of some TGG production. Furthermore, re-created elements of TGG
productions (in the solid blue frame in Figure 4.8) are only allowed to be mapped to the
already bound model elements. The described mapping process, referred to as matching,
replaces the process of source model parsing, usually used with grammars to find out
which (TGG) productions can be applied to create this model. This matching directly
depends on the monotonicity of potentially context-sensitive TGG productions.
Node a
Node c
Node b
Node d
a2b
c2d (replacing graph)
Node a Node ba2b
edge ac edge bd
left-hand side
triple graph
(replaced graph)
right-hand side
triple graph
Map to bound elements in all three sub-graphs
Map to unbound source
sub-graph (model) 
elements and bind
Create elements in correspondence and target
sub-graphs and bind to them
:=
Figure 4.8: Forward interpretation of an example TGG production from Figure 4.7
Once the matching for a TGG rule has been successful, we can apply it and create the
missing model elements (in the solid green frame in Figure 4.8), as specified by it. The
created elements are directly marked as ’bound’. If, at some point during the execution
of an interpreted TGG transformation, all elements of the given model(s) are bound,
then it is successfully completed and the sought sequence of TGG rules is obtained.
Otherwise, the execution has to return to a step where an alternative TGG production
is applicable (referred to as backtracking), to try to complete the execution and bind all
elements of the given model(s).
In the context of meta-model based transformations in MDSD, the above interpreted
TGG rules can be used to implement model transformations as follows. Each high-
level transformation mapping is implemented by TGG rules and each sub-graph in
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the left- and right-hand sides of these TGG rules is, thereby, typed by the respective
source and target meta-models, and the middle sub-graph is typed over a generic or a
transformation-specific correspondence meta-model. The following TGGs based imple-
mentation of our ADR-to-CSP transformation from Section 3.3 provides an example.
In general, in our TGGs based implementation of the ADR-to-CSP transformation
we adhere to the same goal as in the ATL based one, considered before. We aim to
implement high-level mappings, discussed in Section 4.1.2, in a compact and declarative
way, and, if possible, separate rules for node-to-expression mappings from the connection
rules. Since TGGs are declarative, we do not have an option to use imperative constructs
and, thus, to build imperative rules. However, since TGGs, as a type of graph grammars
[EEH08], are Turing complete [HP01, BDK+12], we can express any computation using
them and, thus, also our ADR-to-CSP transformation. As we see later, this means that
our TGG based implementation would become more complex and difficult to understand
than the previous ATL version. Partially, this is because we have to simulate imperative
constructs, like recursive search for a merge node, using declarative TGG rules and also
because we need to explicitly model composition of the results of the TGG rules.
In our TGGs based implementation of the ADR-to-CSP the source and target sub-
graphs of the TGG rules are typed over the ADR and CSP meta-models from Sections 3.1
and 3.2, respectively. For the correspondence sub-graphs we use the generic meta-model
provided by EMorF [KW12] – our choice of TGG editing/execution tool. This meta-
model contains one class TraceInstance with associations to the source and target meta-
model elements. Note that, such typing over meta-models does not directly guarantee
that these TGGs will only be applicable to valid source and will only produce valid target
models, with respect to these meta-models and their possible additional constraints (see
Section 4.2). Next, we consider several TGG rules of this implementation with the
focus on the transformation of language structures like decision/merge block and on the
connection of the results of the individual TGG rules.
Figure 4.9: Axiom of our TGGs based ADR-to-CSP transformation implementation
The axiom of our TGGs based implementation, shown in Figure 4.9, creates a start triple
graph that links an ADR model m adr and a CSP model m csp via a TraceInstance
correspondence m2m. To depict this and further rules we use the following compact
representation of TGG rules from [KW07]: a rule is represented by one connected triple
graph, where the re-created elements are shown in blue (labeled ”bind”), the newly
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created elements are shown in green (labeled ”create”), and the newly deleted ele-
ments are shown in red (labeled ”delete”). Additionally, a rule can have constraints
and assignments, like the model name assignment in Figure 4.9. As we are now in-
terested in the forward TGG rules, we only show the assignments and constraints for
them.
The next TGG rule that we consider implements the high-level mapping Activity2Pro-
cess. This rule, shown in Figure 4.10, re-creates the start triple graph and creates a new
triple sub-graph with an activity a linked to a process p (with the same name) via an
a2p of correspondence of the type TraceInstance. The elements of the newly created
sub-graph are linked to the re-created part via the suitable new links as follows: the
activity a is added to the set of activities of the ADR model m adr, and the process p
is added to the set of processes of the corresponding CSP model m csp. These links are
important in order to connect the new elements to the already existing/re-created ones
and, ultimately, to obtain a connected target model as a transformation result. Each
TGG rule, apart from the axiom, has to describe such connections between its newly
created and existing/re-created graph elements. This specific characteristic of TGGs has
its disadvantages – it leads to more complex and unintuitive implementations.
Figure 4.10: TGG rule for the high-level mapping Activity2Process of ADR-to-CSP
The TGG rule in Figure 4.10 creates a process for an activity without transforming its
internal structure into a process expression. For this, we need to map activity nodes
onto various expressions by other rules. Figure 4.11 shows such rule for initial nodes.
The TGG rule for initial nodes re-creates the triple-graph with an activity a connected
to a process p, first created by the TGG rule in Figure 4.10. It creates a triple graph
that contains the following parts: an initial node i followed by its outgoing edge ae out
in the source part; a process sequence out seq, with its left/first sub-expression being a
prefix pref with an event ev (with the related assignments), followed by a SKIP process
in the target part; and two correspondences an2pe and ae2seq in the middle part. The
correspondences an2pe and ae2seq link the node i to the prefix pref and the edge ae out
to the sequence out seq, respectively. Plus, the node i and the sequence out seq are
linked to the activity a and the process p to connect the newly created triple graph.
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Figure 4.11: TGG rule for the high-level mapping InitialNode2Prefix of ADR-to-CSP
As in the case with the ATL rule for initial nodes considered before, the respective TGG
rule does not only link the node i to a prefix pref with the required structure, but also
links this prefix to the process expression of p via a sequence out seq. This additional
sequence out seq represents a part of our connection mechanism, that has already been
used in the ATL implementation. The correspondence ae2csp between the edge ae out
and the sequence out seq represents the second part of this connection mechanism. With
the help of this correspondence, we link the result of the TGG rule applied to the activity
node that follows i as the second/right sub-expression of the out seq sequence. Next,
we show how it is done on two TGG rule examples for the simple (e.g., final) and the
structure-forming (e.g., decision) activity node types.
Figure 4.12: TGG rule for the high-level mapping FinalNode2Prefix of ADR-to-CSP
The TGG rule for the final nodes, in Figure 4.12, re-creates the triple graph that contains
the linked edge ae in and the sequence seq. This triple graph has to be created before by
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a TGG rule (e.g., the rule in Figure 4.11), that is applied to the activity node/structure
that precedes the final node. The rule then creates a final node f that is connected
to a prefix pref with an event ev, followed by a process a proc (both with the related
assignments), via a correspondence an2pe. Since a final node does not have any ascending
edges, we do not need to create any further correspondences to support the connection
mechanism. The newly created triple graph, however, has to be linked to the existing/re-
created one. For the final node f the link is straightforward – it has to be the target
of the edge ae in to create the connection at the right place (right sequence seq). The
prefix pref is then linked to the sequence seq as its right/second sub-expression.
Finally, the TGG rule in Figure 4.13 implements the DecisionMergeBlock2Condition
mapping. It transforms decision nodes into conditions and integrates those into the
main expression, using our connection mechanism. This rule re-creates a correspondence
ae2seq between an edge ae in and a sequence seq and, based on the discussed mech-
anism, connects the newly created decision node d with its outgoing edges ae out y
and ae out n for both values of its condition (see related constraint) to the ae in edge.
Furthermore, it connects the corresponding sequence seq to a newly created sequence
out seq as its second/right sub-expression.
Figure 4.13: TGG rule for the high-level mapping DecisionMergeBlock2Condition of
ADR-to-CSP
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Like in the other TGG rules, the sequence out seq has some rule-specific expression as its
left sub-expression. In this rule, it is the newly created conditional process composition
cond, that is linked to the decision d through a correspondence an2pe. It has sequences
seq y and seq n as its left/then and right/else sub-expressions, respectively. These
sequences are linked through correspondences ae y2seq and ae n2seq to the respective
edges ae out y and ae out n to support the connection mechanism for the target nodes
of these edges. Because of the role such sequences play in the connection mechanism,
only their right sub-expressions are used by other TGG rules. Thus, we assign their
left/first sub-expression to a SKIP to avoid unset links in our target models.
Unlike by the previous TGG rules, the description of the rule in Figure 4.13 does
not end here. This rule, apart from creating a condition for a decision node d and
connecting it to the main expression, and allowing further connections of the results
of other rules using the correspondences ae y2seq and ae n2seq, also has to ensure the
correct connection of the sequence out seq to its right/second sub-expression. In the
case of a decision/merge block, this sequence has to be connected to the transformation
result of the activity node/block that follows the merge node of the block of d. For a
fork/join block this would be the transformation result of the node/block that follows
the join node of the block. In order to create such connections, we need to have the
information about the pairs of the corresponding decision and merge, and fork and join
nodes.
Since our meta-model based ADR language description from Section 3.1 does not con-
tain any structuring classes for activity blocks like decision/merge and fork/join, it can
not provide such information directly. Thus, we need to implement certain functionality
to get this information. In our ATL implementation, discussed before, we defined helper
functions, like findCorrespondingMergeNode (see Listing 4.4), that perform recursive
search of the corresponding node for the given one. In our TGGs based implementation
we need to create some equivalent of these helpers.
Since TGGs are Turing complete, we can express such recursive helpers by TGG rules.
However, specifying such recursive search functionality directly in declarative TGG rules
is quite a complex task [LGJS07, AL13]. Plus, the complexity of the resulting imple-
mentation increases significantly. Thus, transformations implemented with TGG rules
usually avoid the direct declarative definition of such functions. Instead, the developers
use the invocation of imperative (post-)processing functions from/after TGG rules, like
in [FNTZ98, VG08, AL13], that are usually implemented in imperative languages like
Java. In our TGG based implementation of the ADR-to-CSP transformation we also
resort to this option to reduce the complexity and use the functionality provided by
EMorF to invoke such imperative search functions.
The TGG rule for the decision/merge block, shown in Figure 4.13, requires this search
functionality to find and access the merge node mrg, that corresponds to its created
decision node d. In the compact TGG representation, that we use, the sought merge node
mrg is also created by the rule under the function-based condition that it corresponds
to the decision node d (d.findCorresponding MergeNode() = mrg). This merge node
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is connected to its newly created outgoing edge mrg ae, and both of them are linked
through correspondences mrg2seq and mrg ae2seq to the out seq, created in the target
part of the rule. The later of these two correspondence triples supports our connection
mechanism for the transformation results of the decision/merge blocks. It ensures that
the result of the transformation of the node/block, that follows the merge node, is
correctly linked as the right sub-expression of the sequence out seq. At last, one can see
that the node mrg is linked to the re-created activity a, which is a part of the second
re-created triple sub-graph. This triple sub-graph is initially created by the rule for the
Activity2Process mapping. This connection between the node mrg and the activity a is
needed for the rule to be valid.
To summarize, the presented TGGs based implementation of our ADR-to-CSP trans-
formation consists of the rules to transform the following: an ADR model; its resources
and activities (e.g., rule for Activity2Process mapping); initial and final nodes of an
activity (rules for InitialNode2Prefix and FinalNode2Prefix mappings), various simple
activity nodes – internal action, call action, and acquire and release actions; and various
block structures - decision/merge (rule for DecisionMergeBlock2Condition mapping),
fork/join, and loop blocks. These rules are, to a large extent, similar to the rules of our
ATL implementation, discussed before. In TGGs, however, we can define not only one
but multiple rules with the same source sub-graph (source pattern in ATL) and, thus,
can implement each high-level mapping of e.g., an ADR model in a separate rule.
Unlike in the ATL implementation, our TGGs based implementation does not contain
any additional rules to connect the individual results of the above rules for the activity
nodes/blocks. Instead, the connection mechanism with the creation and use of the edge-
to-sequence connection correspondences, is integrated into the above rules. This design
decision is motivated by the constraints put on valid TGG rules, where each non-axiom
has to re-create some triple graph (monotonicity). The edge-to-sequence correspondences
serve as such triple graphs in our transformation rules and, thereby, allow to integrate
the connection mechanism.
Such forced integration has both advantages and shortcomings. On the plus side,
one potentially requires fewer TGG rules to implement a transformations, and these
rules ensure that the sub-graphs they create (not re-create) are connected to the already
existing ones. However, on the minus side, the explicit creation and the connection of
the transformation results of the individual rules are not separated, which leads to more
complex and difficult to understand rules. The ATL language, which does not have such
re-creation constraints, allows a more flexible and concise definition of the individual
rules, as seen before. However, this can also lead to unlinked, poorly structured, and
fragmented results.
Again, as in the case with our ATL implementation, we had to address the following
questions in order to define our TGGs based implementation:
1. How to implement high-level mappings for one or more ADR elements by TGG
rules?
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2. How to connect the transformation results of the individual TGG rules?
3. How to incorporate the difference in connecting the result for a simple activity
node, like an internal action, and for a block structure?
To answer the first question, we had to make design decisions about how to split and/or
combine high-level mappings to be implemented by one TGG rule. As we have discussed
before, with TGGs we can define multiple rules for the same source sub-graph. Thus,
for simplicity and better traceability, we chose to implement each high-level mapping in
a separate TGG rule (e.g., the rule for the Activity2Process mapping in Figure 4.10).
To answer the second question, we employed a specific connection mechanism with
edge-to-sequence correspondences, that we have extensively discussed before. Unlike in
ATL, where we had to use imperative statements, declarative TGG rules were sufficient
here to facilitate the connection. This is due to the fact that, unlike ATL, TGGs allow
the navigation of the target model fragment (right sub-graph), that was created up until
the current navigating rule is applied.
Since in our TGGs based implementation, we do not have separate connection rules
for the results, like in the ATL implementation, the last question on the above list is ad-
dressed within the TGG rules for the respective activity block structures. As an example
of such TGG rule in our implementation, we have discussed the rule for MergeDecision-
Block2Condition mapping (see Figure 4.13). This rule has a quite complex structure. It
creates both the required condition for a decision node and connects it to the rest of the
expression through a sequence. Furthermore, it directs the connection of the transfor-
mation result of the node/block that follows the considered decision/merge block. For
this purpose, we had to implement the functionality to find the corresponding decision
and merge nodes.
Unlike in ATL, where we had to use imperative recursive helpers for this, TGGs allow
declarative definition of this functionality. This, however, comes at a price of additional
complexity and increased number of rules. To avoid this in our implementation, we have
used the invocation of imperative search functions, similar to those used in our ATL
implementation. As in the ATL case, these functions, however, make the transformations
more difficult to analyze, as we see in Section 4.2.
Assuming that our source ADR meta-model would contain structuring classes, like
SequenceNode class, for decision/merge structures (e.g., DecisionMergeNode class). An
instance of such class would provide links to the related decision and merge nodes, that
build the structure, and allow TGG rules to use this information. This would simplify the
implementation definition and eliminate the need for the search functions or the complex
TGG rules simulating them. The same was true for the ATL based implementation of
our example, considered before. Unfortunately, as already pointed out, such structuring
classes are often absent in meta-models, including the meta-model of UML. They are
also absent in our ADR meta-model.
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Like any TGGs (and ATL) based transformation, our implementation also heavily
relies on the well-formedness of the source ADR models to produce the correct target
CSP models. For instance, the function that searches for a corresponding merge node
makes an assumption that for each decision node there is exactly one merge in an activity.
Our meta-model based ADR language definition contains OCL constraints to enforce
such well-formedness. However, as we have discussed before, in general, most modeling
languages in MDSD, including UML, are defined by meta-models with, at most, partially
defined further constraints [FCB+13]. Often these constraints are defined in a text form
and rarely in OCL, leading to incomplete and erroneous transformation implementations.
Our goal is to address this problem and to find a way to guarantee the quality of the
developed transformations.
When considering the results produced by the rules of our TGGs based implementation
on a source ADR model, we know that, like in the ATL implementation, each rule only
creates elements allowed by the meta-models. Like in ATL, the TGG rules only enforce
typing constraints of the meta-models, at this point, and ignore other constraints, like
multiplicity. Thus, we can not be sure that our TGG rules produce valid and unique
target CSP models, and our implementation is sound and deterministic. Like other
transformation languages on their own, including the considered ATL, TGGs do not
provide mechanisms to guarantee the mentioned transformation properties. They leave
it to the user to perform the checks for the input source and the resulting output target
models. One of our goals is to find a way to guarantee that the developed model
transformations have such desired properties. We focus on this question next.
4.2 Quality Assurance of Model Transformations
As a special kind of software, model transformations have to meet certain requirements of
their users and, thus, to have certain quality properties. These requirements and the cor-
responding properties are often split into functional and non-functional sub-categories
[PR10]. Here, we focus on the first functional sub-category of model transformation
properties and leave out non-functional properties, like performance and scalability. A
discussion of the latter type of properties and references to the related approaches can
be found in [NSC13].
Functional properties of model transformations include, but are not limited to (see
[LAD+14]), the following: guaranteed finiteness of the transformation execution on ev-
ery input source model; transformation of every valid input source model into a valid
output target model; generation of an output target model that is unique across exe-
cutions for each valid input source model. We refer to these properties as termination,
soundness and completeness, and determinism, respectively. In [LAD+14], the authors
refer to the soundness property as a type correctness property. Apart from the first
property, all of them are concerned with the syntax of the source and target models of
the transformation.
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On the other hand, there are also functional properties concerned with the semantics of
the transformations and, as a result, with the semantics of the target models they gener-
ate. One of them is a semantics preservation property, which only holds if the considered
transformation produces a semantically equivalent output target model for each input
source model. Note that it is only possible to guarantee this property, if both source and
target languages have explicitly defined semantics [EE08, GL12, Sem12]. Otherwise, one
can only make assumptions based on the implicit semantics of the languages.
Below, in Section 4.2.1, we consider the first four of the named functional properties –
termination, soundness and completeness, and determinism – in detail. Then, we look at
the state-of-the-art model transformation design (Section 4.2.2) and analysis approaches
(Section 4.2.3), that guarantee all or some of these properties. We do not consider the
mentioned semantics preservation property here, since we assume that our source and
target languages are only defined on the syntactical level via meta-models.
4.2.1 Four Functional Properties of Transformations
We now define the chosen functional quality properties starting with termination. The
termination property guarantees that each execution of the considered model transfor-
mation eventually stops. We use the following definition of this property.
Definition 4.2.1.1 (Termination). A transformation T terminates iff any execution of
T on any input source model Ms is performed in a finite number of finite steps.
This property is generally difficult to guarantee if the considered transformation is de-
fined using a Turing complete language like ATL or TGGs. Later, we consider sev-
eral proposed approaches to support/guide model transformation development process
[EEdL+05, Ku¨s06, VVGE+06, BLA+11, LKR13] and analyze the developed [WKS+09,
CCGdL10] model transformations, to guarantee their termination. We classify these
approaches, based on the quality validation method(s) they use, into the following:
quality-by-construction and quality-by-checking categories (inspired by [LAD+14]).
Further properties, that we are interested in, are soundness and completeness of model
transformations. These properties are closely linked together. They guarantee that a
model transformation can transform any valid input source model (completeness) and
that the transformation result, for a valid input source model, is a valid output target
model (soundness). We use the following definitions of these properties. Thereby, we see
the notion of syntactical correctness [EE06, LAD+14] as an equivalent to soundness.
Definition 4.2.1.2 (Soundness). A transformation T is sound iff its result on a valid
input source model Ms – T (Ms) – is a valid output target model.
Definition 4.2.1.3 (Completeness). A transformation T is complete iff it can trans-
form any valid input source model Ms .
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These last two definitions contain the notion of a valid source/target model. The in-
terpretation of this notion depends on the technique used to describe the source and
target languages of the transformation T . When the meta-model based technique (see
Section 2.2) is used, a valid source/target model is a model that conforms to the given
source/target language meta-model, respectively. Note that these definitions do not
mention invalid input source models and do not require a transformation to reject them,
although, this would prevent potential inconsistent and unpredictable results.
Another notion, that we also need to explicitly define, is used in the completeness
definition. It is concerned with the following question: when can a transformation
transform an input source model? We define this ability to transform notion as follows.
Definition 4.2.1.4 (Ability to Transform). A transformation T can transform an input
source model Ms , or Ms is transformable by T , when none of the execution steps for T
fail on Ms .
The actual execution steps of T , that are performed, highly depend on the following two
aspects: the way this model transformation has been implemented and the execution
engine used to run it.
These soundness and completeness properties are also generally difficult to guarantee
if the considered transformation is defined using a Turing complete language, like ATL,
TGGs, or Java. Although, for soundness, one can show that individual transformation
rules produce meta-model conform results [Ku¨s06], this does not guarantee that the
connection mechanism for these results produces valid target models. Especially, if such
connection mechanism contains imperative constructs, like in our ATL implementation
of the ADR-to-CSP transformation case study in Section 4.1.3.
For completeness, one can define coverage criteria and tests [WKC06, KAER07, GC12]
to ensure that the considered model transformation can transform various combinations
of the source language elements. However, source languages can potentially contain an
infinite number of distinctive models, which is defined through unbound multiplicities
(denoted by ’*’) in meta-models. Thus, such criteria and tests usually can not cover all
possible combinations of elements to guarantee the completeness property in full.
Later, we consider several works that propose various quality-by-construction [Ku¨s06,
EHS09, EHS09, LKR13] and quality-by-checking [WKC06, KAER07, CCGdL10, SMR11,
GC12] approaches to guarantee (often partial) soundness and completeness of model
transformations. Some of these approaches [Ku¨s06, LKR13] use the notion of syntacti-
cal correctness instead of soundness.
The last model transformation property, that we are going to consider in detail is
determinism. This property guarantees that each execution of the considered transfor-
mation generates the same result (output target model) for a given input source model.
It forbids unpredictable transformation behavior, that is often hard to diagnose and
eliminate. We use the following definition of this property.
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Definition 4.2.1.5 (Determinism). A transformation T is deterministic iff its result
T (Ms) for a valid input source model Ms is the same in each execution.
Again, like the previously considered properties, determinism is difficult to show. The
main idea, that most approaches follow to guarantee this property, is the analysis of the
dependencies between the transformation rules [HKT02, Ku¨s06, HEOG10, CCGdL10].
This way, one can find a potentially non-deterministic transformation behavior, that can
cause non-deterministic results.
Next, we consider several works that propose various quality-by-construction [Ku¨s06,
HEOG10, BLA+11, LKR13] and quality-by-checking [KAER07, WKS+09, CCGdL10,
GC12] approaches to guarantee determinism. Most of these approaches [Ku¨s06, WKS+09,
BLA+11, LKR13] use the notion of confluence, that implies our property of determinism
and is equivalent to the notion of determinism used in [LAD+14]. The confluence prop-
erty, that originates from the area of state transition systems of theoretical computer
science, states that the order of application of rules (transitions) in a model transforma-
tion with this property, is not important for the result (see [EE06, EEPT06]).
4.2.2 Quality-By-Construction: Transformation Development
Now, we consider several approaches to the development of model transformations that
guarantee one or more of the above functional quality properties for the developed trans-
formations. Such quality assurance by-construction aims to provide a convenient inte-
grated way to create high quality model transformations.
Note that we do not consider works like [dLT04], where a particular transformation is
shown to have various quality properties based on its structure/definition here. Instead,
we focus on the approaches that provide languages/techniques and define criteria that the
developers can use to build their own transformations with guaranteed quality properties.
This means that, in the considered quality-by-construction approaches, properties are
shown to hold for all model transformations defined using them. In the most recent
surveys of model transformation analysis approaches in [ALS+12, CS13, ARW13] these
methods are categorized as transformation-independent. We, however, put them into a
separate, not analysis-related, sub-category, that we have already referred to as quality-
by-construction.
The main techniques used in the quality-by-construction category of approaches are
the following: direct mathematical proofs [EEdL+05, EHS09, EEHP09, Ku¨s06, HEOG10,
BLA+11, LKR13] and re-use of proving techniques [VVGE+06] for existing well-known
formalisms (e.g., Petri nets) via translation [ALS+12].
The authors of [BLA+11] prove termination and confluence of their own transfor-
mation language DSLTrans by induction, using the layered syntactical structure of the
transformations defined in this language. This result guarantees the proven properties
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by-construction for each model transformation defined in the proposed language. How-
ever, this language is not Turing complete as it is free of loops and recursion and, thus,
restricts the scope of model transformations that can be described using it.
In [EEdL+05], the authors address termination of model transformations based on al-
gebraic graph transformations [CMR+97]. They define criteria for transformation rules
based on the deleting and non-deleting layers they are assigned to. These criteria en-
force a certain precedence relation over the rules creating and matching/deleting the
same elements. Based on these criteria the authors inductively prove termination of all
graph-based model transformations fulfilling them. The authors also point out, that the
assignment of such layers to the rules in a model transformation can be difficult.
Other works [EHS09, EEHP09], closely related to [EEdL+05], consider model transfor-
mations defined using TGGs and prove their termination, soundness, and completeness.
In the authors’ definition of these properties, the source and target models of the trans-
formations are those generated by the respective (source/target) parts of the defining
TGGs. In [EHS09, EEHP09], the authors reference their previous work in this direction,
which we, therefore, do not consider explicitly here. In [HEOG10], the authors extend
the work from [EHS09, EEHP09] by proposing an approach to guarantee determinism
of TGGs based model transformations. The main idea is to generate forward transla-
tion rules to extend the standard forward rules by the attributes, that keep track of the
already translated elements. They show determinism through local confluence and refer
to it as functional behavior.
In [LKR13], the authors propose an approach for the automated derivation of correct-
by-construction transformation implementations from high-level specifications. They
use conjunctive-implicative OCL constraints and UML Class diagrams [UML] to define
such high-level specification of model transformations, and provide three automatic and
proven-correct transformation implementation strategies based on these specifications.
The generated implementations are then expressed in a simple procedural language.
The quality properties of the resulting transformation implementations, that are
shown in [LKR13], are termination, confluence, and syntactical correctness (soundness).
Using this approach one can create quality model transformation implementations. How-
ever, the creation of OCL based specifications of model transformations that fulfill several
side conditions (see [LKR13] for details), can become a complex task. To simplify this
task and facilitate an easier use of their development method, the authors later propose
several model transformation patterns in [LKR14].
In [Ku¨s06], the author formulates sufficient criteria for termination, syntactical cor-
rectness (soundness), and confluence of graph-based model transformations with control
structures. He also provides the relevant manual proofs based on these criteria. The
transformation rules considered in [Ku¨s06] have a special compound structure with a
source model pattern and a target model production. Both of these rule parts can,
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in their turn, contain multi-objects. The control structures used to order the com-
pound rules within a so-called transformation unit [KKR08b] include sub-sets (non-
deterministic choice from a set), sequences, and loops (applied as long as possible).
The sufficient criteria defined in [Ku¨s06] for syntactical correctness concern both the
individual compound rules and the transformation units. Thereby, the author uses
a more loose notion of syntactical correctness (soundness) for the rules than in our
definition, by only requiring their parts to be instances of the respective source/target
meta-models. This, however, on its own does not guarantee soundness (syntactical
correctness) of the transformation. Thus, several more complex and restricting criteria
are also added in [Ku¨s06] to achieve this property. In [Ku¨s06], the author admits that
a stronger notion of syntactical correctness (our soundness) is difficult to achieve, since
one must take into account all transformation rules as well as their relationships.
The sufficient criteria defined in [Ku¨s06] to guarantee transformation termination and
confluence also concern both the individual rules and the transformation units with
loops. The defined termination criteria aim to ensure the reduction of the number of
non-terminals in the constructed target model after each application of a rule from a loop
part of the transformation unit. This criteria significantly restricts the allowed target
rules. The defined confluence criteria aim to eliminate conflicting transformation rules
(critical pairs [EPT04]), which re-ordering can produce different results, by requiring
parallel independence of compound rules. They also consider the match selection, as
the second source of non-determinism, and restrict the number of them in any source
model for each currently applicable rule to at most one for all rules in sequences and
sub-sets of the unit. For the rules in the loops, the author employs critical pair analysis
[EPT04] to check, that the transformation is still confluent. When the critical pairs
are not confluent, the author suggests resolving the problem by additional constraints
on the source/target language or by changing the rules. Overall, the approach suggests
several useful quality criteria for a model transformation. However, the restrictions that
it contains limit the applicability.
In [VVGE+06], the authors prove termination of (a special class of) graph-based model
transformations by translating them into Petri nets. Thereby, they abstract from the
instance models and re-use the existing termination proofs for this formalism. If they
manage to prove that the Petri net runs out of tokens in finitely many steps regard-
less of the initial marking, then the transformation terminates. By solving algebraic
inequalities, the authors obtain sufficient criteria to either prove that a transformation
is terminating or get a ’maybe’ answer. This approach is useful in the considered class
of transformations but its inconclusive answer might be insufficient.
The approaches considered above provide examples of different methods to develop
model transformations with quality properties guaranteed by-construction. They in-
clude creating a dedicated language [BLA+11] and identifying sufficient quality criteria
[Ku¨s06, EHS09, EEHP09, HEOG10] as well as creating proven-correct transformation
implementation strategies [LKR13]. To the best of our knowledge, these works represent
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the main published approaches in this area. None of the considered approaches addresses
all four of our properties of interest, defined in Section 4.2.1.
Although, the combination of approaches from [EHS09, EEHP09] and [HEOG10] cov-
ers a similar set of properties for TGGs based model transformations, their definition
of these properties significantly differs from our. For instance, for soundness and com-
pleteness, the authors regard all source/target models of the transformations, generated
by the respective (source/target) parts of the defining TGGs, as valid. They do not
demand conformance to some additional source/target language definition artifact like
meta-models, like we do. This issue has also been pointed out in [NHBE14], where
the authors show the first of the components needed to guarantee completeness (do-
main completeness in [NHBE14]) of model transformations based on non-deleting graph
grammars (like TGGs). They propose a method to show that the source language of
a given TGG transformation is included in the language, generated by the source rules
of this TGG. For this purpose, the authors introduce several conditions and require a
fixed upper bound for the size of source models and conflict-freeness of certain rules (see
[NHBE14] for details).
Now, we consider the applicability of the above approaches for the development of
our ADR-to-CSP example transformation from Section 3.3. The approach proposed
in [BLA+11] with a Turing incomplete language without loops and recursion is not
sufficient for this purpose, since we need to locate structures in source models (e.g.
decision/merge blocks) and require such constructs for this purpose. In the case, when
we add structuring classes to our meta-model for the source language (see Section 4.1.2,
Figure 4.5 for details), this problem would be solved. Yet, with the approach from
[BLA+11] we can then only guarantee termination and confluence.
If we apply [LKR13] to develop our ADR-to-CSP transformation example, we can em-
ploy OCL to specify required source language structure(s) (e.g. decision/merge blocks)
as recursive pre-conditions of transformation rules. Such OCL conditions, however, will
become quite complex, and it is not clear if the approach supports all of the OCL con-
structs required to express them or only a sub-set. In the case, when we add structuring
classes to our meta-model for the source language, the complexity of OCL constraints
will decrease. With the approach [LKR13] we can guarantee termination, soundness,
and determinism of the transformation implementations generated from our OCL con-
straints. Yet, determinism property is not guaranteed.
When we apply a combination of approaches from [EHS09, EEHP09] and [HEOG10]
to develop our ADR-to-CSP transformation example, we need to specify it using TGGs.
This has been done in Section 4.1.3, where we also point out that the need to locate
structures in source models increases the number and the complexity of the rules of
such TGGs based transformations. In the case, when we add structuring classes to our
meta-model for the source language, the complexity of TGG rules will decrease. With
the approaches from [EHS09, EEHP09, HEOG10] we can, at a first glance, guarantee
all four quality properties of interest – termination, soundness and completeness, and
determinism – for the resulting TGG rules. Yet, as we have mentioned before, the
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definition of soundness and completeness properties used by these authors differs from
the one we gave in Section 4.2.1.
To apply the approach from [Ku¨s06] to develop our ADR-to-CSP transformation ex-
ample, we need to specify it using the compound rules proposed there. Although model
patterns in the compound rules have to be weakly conform to the source/target meta-
model, respectively, it is not entirely clear how the non-terminals on the target side of the
rules are chosen and where they are defined. Also, we need to ensure several complex and
restricting criteria like non-terminal reducing nature and parallel independence of the
rules (see [Ku¨s06] for details) for our transformation definition. Another criteria, that is
also quite restrictive and requires analysis of the source language, is concerned with the
unique match selection for each currently applicable rule. This criteria is particularly
difficult to show, since a source language can contain infinitely many models.
Once all the criteria from [Ku¨s06] have been met, our transformation is guaranteed to
terminate, be confluent, and syntactically correct. Thereby, the last correctness prop-
erty is defined by the author differently – he only requires source/target patterns of
transformation rules to be instances of the respective source/target meta-models (with-
out multiplicity constraints). We, on the other hand, in our definition of syntactical
correctness (soundness) require the transformation to generate valid (e.g. meta-model
conform) output target models for valid input source models.
The approach, that we propose in Chapter 5, combines and extends several ideas from
[Ku¨s06] and [EHS09, EEHP09, HEOG10] to guarantee all four quality properties, that
we focus on, in the way we defined them in Section 4.2.1. With this approach, we also
aim to simplify the development of model transformations (and its result) that map
language elements/structures onto each other, like our ADR-to-CSP example.
4.2.3 Quality-By-Checking: Transformation Analysis
The other group of approaches to quality assurance for model transformations, that
we consider now, is concerned with checking already developed transformations with
regards to one or more of the four functional quality properties, defined in Section 4.2.1.
Such checks are used when the quality-by-construction methods from Section 4.2.2 can
not be applied due to the complexity and/or nature of the developed transformation.
The checks are either preformed during the execution of the considered transformation
(dynamic analysis) or on its model/specification (static analysis). To the first category
belong the model transformation testing approaches [KAER07, BKE11, GC12]. To the
second category belong various formal model-based verification approaches by model
checking [WKS+09], constraint solving [CCGdL10], and theorem proving [SMR11] as
well as checking of static metrics [WKC06].
The most recent extensive surveys and classifications of model transformation anal-
ysis approaches have been published in [ALS+12, CS13, ARW13]. Thus, here, we only
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demonstrate several selected works for different analysis sub-categories, that focus on
our four quality properties, and refer to the mentioned surveys for further details.
First, we consider example approaches for the testing of model transformations. Al-
though, these methods can only show the presence of errors and not their absence, we
mention them for the complete picture. The errors, that we are interested in, are viola-
tions of one or more of our four properties from Section 4.2.1 on the tested source models.
In [GC12], the authors are interested in the coverage of the ATL model transformation
internal structure, represented as a dependency graph, for their test case generation.
The coverage of the source meta-model is then derived from those test cases to estimate
the degree of completeness of the considered model transformation w.r.t. the source lan-
guage. The soundness and determinism of the transformation is then partially checked
using the generated test cases.
Like in [GC12], the authors of [KAER07] also consider the white-box approach to
model transformation testing. They propose the following three techniques for generat-
ing test cases based on a suitable fault model: rule-based meta model coverage testing,
constraint-based coverage testing, and rule pair based testing. The transformation fault
model, used by this approach, contains the following most-likely sources of transforma-
tion malfunctioning: insufficient source meta-model coverage (completeness); creation
of invalid target models (unsoundness); creation of different output target models for a
given input source model (non-determinism); and other semantics related errors. Some
of these errors are strongly correlated to the transformation soundness, completeness,
and determinism properties, that are of interest to us.
In [BKE11], the authors focus on the quality (coverage) of the test cases performed
in the approaches, like [KAER07, GC12], in the context of the testing of model trans-
formation chains. By computing a footprint, the approach identifies the missing and
redundant test cases in a test suite.
Next, we consider examples of model transformation verification approaches by model
checking, constraint solving, theorem proving, and checking of static metrics.
In [WKS+09], the authors propose verification of model transformations modeled with
their own DSL called Transformation Nets. This DSL is defined on top of the Colored
Petri Nets (CPNs) [Jen87] formalism, allowing the application of the existing techniques
for the state space exploration and the analysis of firing sequences. The properties
considered by the approach in [WKS+09], that are of interest here, include termination,
rule liveness (related to completeness), and confluence (implies determinism). All these
properties are shown through analyzing the CPN for a transformation and whether it
reaches different types of markings, Although this approach demonstrates beneficial use
of CPNs for the verification of several of our properties of interest, it has the following
drawbacks: it requires learning of a new DSL, and a detailed and elaborate design of
model transformations with it; additionally, it suffers from the state space explosion
problem.
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In [CCGdL10], the authors propose verification of model transformations, expressed
with TGGs and QVT-Relations. They automatically derive OCL invariants from the
transformation specifications and their source and target meta-models (possibly) with
constraints. These invariants are then used as an input to a constraint solver and as a
basis for formulating the verification properties to be checked. The properties consid-
ered by the approach include, but not limited to, soundness and completeness (totality
in [CCGdL10]), and determinism. The termination is ensured through the declarative
nature of the considered model transformations and the additional condition, that re-
quires each type of mapping to be created by at most one rule. Although, one can
guarantee all four of our properties of interest using the approach from [CCGdL10], the
conditions that it puts on the considered transformations significantly limit its appli-
cability. Additionally, the fact that the approach uses bounded verification (bounded
constraint solving) guarantees its termination but also makes it incomplete.
In [SMR11], the authors consider verification of model transformations described in
QVT-Operational [QVTb], using the interactive theorem prover KIV [BRS+00]. For
this purpose, they provide a method to obtain algebraic specifications for source/target
meta-models and models, and define a calculus for QVT-Operational in the theorem
prover used. The main goal of this work is to prove that a transformation in QVT-
Operational always generates type correct (valid) target models and has certain semantic
properties. The former property is of interest to us as it relates to our termination,
and soundness and completeness properties. However, the focus of the paper is set
on the type-correctness of target models (soundness property), and it is not clear how
termination and completeness are shown. Furthermore, there are several well known
drawbacks of the approaches based on theorem proving, including the complexity of the
required calculus/proofs and the need of expert knowledge to create them.
In [WKC06], the authors choose a different direction and propose several criteria for
the source/target meta-model coverage by model transformations. By checking these
criteria, they aim to address the question of model transformation completeness. The
proposed criteria concern the coverage of various core modeling constructs of meta-
models like attributes, classes, and associations. Although a transformation developer
can benefit from such metrics, the full source meta-model coverage by these criteria
would not guarantee transformation completeness.
The approaches considered above provide examples of different methods for checking
the four quality properties of model transformations, defined in Section 4.2.1. Only one
of the considered approaches, from [CCGdL10], addresses all four of them for declara-
tive transformation specifications. This approach, however, as mentioned before, puts
additional conditions on the analyzed transformations which can not always be met, and
it is incomplete (bounded). It is also possible to combine the above approaches to get
around these conditions and show all four properties. However, this leads to a significant
increase of complexity, since the considered approaches use different input formats and
require different expertise.
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Now, we consider the applicability of the above approaches for the analysis of our
ADR-to-CSP example transformation from Section 3.3. Both testing approaches from
[KAER07, GC12] can be applied to check the properties of our example transformation
either directly on its ATL implementation (Section 4.1.3) by [GC12], or by [KAER07],
that requires an additional definition of conceptual rules. Yet, due to the incompleteness
of testing, we can not fully guarantee the properties using these approaches.
The approach in [WKS+09] seems to be applicable to our example, if we model it using
the Transformation Nets DSL they propose. It is not clear how complex this modeling
task can become and whether this language can express the operations that locate the
structures in input source models (e.g. decision/merge blocks). In the case, when we
add the structuring classes to our meta-model for the source language (see Section 4.1.2,
Figure 4.5 for details), this complexity will most likely be lower. Yet, with this approach
we can not guarantee transformation soundness and completeness (in full).
The approach proposed in [CCGdL10] might be applicable to the TGGs based imple-
mentation of our example (Section 4.1.3), if we also provide TGGs for locating structures
in input source models (e.g. decision/merge blocks). Furthermore, we need to ensure
that none of the TGG rules violates the condition that: ”each type of mapping is created
by at most one rule”. In our understanding, this condition is, however, violated by our
implementation (edge-to-sequence mappings) and, thus, we can not apply the approach
from [CCGdL10] to analyze it. In the case, when we add structuring classes to our
meta-model for the source language, this problem would not be solved.
The approach proposed in [SMR11] can be applied to out example ADR-to-CSP trans-
formation, if we implement it in QVT-Operational. This transformation language allows
us to use loops/recursion to locate structures in input source models (e.g. decision/merge
blocks). Thus, we do not need to introduce structuring classes in our source meta-models
for this purpose. With the approach from [SMR11], we can then guarantee transforma-
tion soundness, and (possibly) termination and completeness. Yet, this might require
interaction with KIV theorem prover, used by the authors, and, thus, an additional
expertise in this complex domain.
Finally, we can apply the coverage criteria from [WKC06] to check if our example
ADR-to-CSP transformation implementations from Section 4.1.3 cover the source meta-
model. This, however, as mentioned before, does not guarantee their completeness.
4.3 Re-Use of Model Transformations
Once a model transformation has been developed and its quality has been guaranteed (to
a larger or smaller extent) by the approaches mentioned in Section 4.2, it can be used in
MDSD projects. Since its development and quality assurance usually take a significant
amount of time and developer resources, it is in the interest of each transformation
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developer to re-use the existing transformations. This re-use idea is also consistent with
the central goals of MDSD (see Chapter 2).
There are two fundamental ways of re-using model transformations:
1. Transformation chaining, where single transformations are connected through their
inputs/outputs, without any alterations to them, and executed in a pre-defined
order (e.g., sequential or parallel) to produce the combined result (output target
models) from the given input source models.
2. Transformation adaptation using techniques like superimposition [Wag08], where a
new model transformation is defined by changing (e.g., overriding, extending, etc.)
the original model transformation. The superimposition technique has been chosen
here to represent such re-use strategies, that change the existing transformations
and/or their source/target meta-models. We, however, focus on the non-changing
(non-invasive) re-use strategies from 1 and refer to [WKK+12, KSW+13] for a
detailed survey of invasive approaches.
These different re-use techniques are applicable in different cases during the software
development process. The choice between them highly depends on the nature of the
developed complete model transformation, the nature of source and target languages
and models, and the nature of the model transformations that are available for re-use.
Next, we consider each of these transformation re-use strategies in more detail, men-
tion several approaches that support them, and sketch their application examples for
the transformation of our example layered software system, described in Chapter 3.
4.3.1 Transformation Chaining
Transformation chaining is a collective term for all kinds of compositions of individ-
ual model transformations including sequencing, parallelization, conditional choice, etc.
Its main idea is to combine the existing individual model transformations into one by
connecting them through their outputs/inputs (source/target models), as sketched in
Figure 4.14. Thereby, the individual model transformations are usually treated as black-
boxes that can not be adapted/changed.
Model 1 Transformation 1
Transformation 2
Model 3 Transformation 3
Model 2 Model 4 Transformation 4
Model 5
Model 6
yes
no
Figure 4.14: Transformation chaining sketchl
Transformation chaining requires individual model transformations to be compatible with
their direct neighbors – the source language of a transformation has to include the
target language of its preceding neighbor and the target language of a transformation
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has to be included in the source language of its succeeding neighbor. The respective
languages are usually described using meta-models (see Section 2.2). Furthermore, in
the case of parallelization, separation of source/target models between the re-used model
transformations requires their independence of each other and an absence of direct inter-
model links in the source and target models.
Several authors [WH05, Old05, Kle06, VAVB+07, RRLB09, GdLK+10, HKA10, AEM12,
EABP12, SHNG12, BPOB13] have considered model transformation chaining. Most of
them proposed to use UML Activity and/or UML Component diagrams, or similar nota-
tions, to chain several re-used model transformations and model their parameters (input
models) to create a new transformation.
In [WH05], the authors propose an approach to address the incompatibility of chained
model transformations. It is based on the translation to and from the transformation-
specific meta-models for each transformation in the chain, if required. The authors
encapsulate this translation into a so-called side transformation pattern and use it to
compose model transformations in a re-usable way. The side pattern consists of a fork,
a source model projection, a computation (individual transformation execution), and
source model merge operations. This approach promotes the isolation of the transfor-
mation logic from its application context (meta-models of source models) to allow its
re-use. However, usage of such side pattern adds further complexity to the structure of
model transformation chains and their development process. The merge operation can
be particularly difficult to implement. Furthermore, it is not clear how the approach
deals with inter-model links by multiple source/target models.
The authors of [EABP12] also focus on the challenge of determining if two chained
transformations are compatible. More precisely, that they do not perform any conflicting
operations. Since such conflicting operations, like deletion of model elements required
by the next model transformation, or creation of model elements prohibited/unknown
for the next model transformation, can break the developed chain. The authors propose
a static analysis method to identify if the given model transformations can be chained.
Their method translates transformations and their meta-models into the Alloy [Jac06]
specification language and uses its SAT solver to identify possible conflicts. To reduce the
complexity of the resulting Alloy specification and of its solving, the proposed method
only considers one source and one target model and, thus, does not address inter-model
links.
In [SCGM08], amongst others, the authors propose an approach to deal with inter-
model links between the target models, that are generated by different re-usable model
transformations, composed into a chain. The problem arises when we need to relate
model elements, that are typed by independent meta-models, or there are no construct-
s/classes to model such links, in the case of the same meta-model. In their example
transformation chain several inter-linked PSM target models are derived from one PIM
input source model (see Chapter 2). The idea of the proposed approach is to create
a new meta-model for bridging the existing target meta-models. There, for each class
that needs to be linked with another class, a new sub-class with the respective link is
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created. This new meta-model then contains all of the required link types between the
target models.
Once the bridging meta-model in [SCGM08] is created, the authors describe a sub-
sequent model transformation integration, needed to create the links (bridges) between
the target models. This integration is defined as a separate model transformation that
imports all of the re-used model transformations and contains the refinement rules, used
to create the links. The authors do not consider incompatible transformations, as they
assume the same source meta-model for all of the re-used model transformations.
On the other side, the authors of [AEM12] focus on the automation of model trans-
formation chaining. They classify available re-usable model transformations, using a
feature model, and analyze their constraints (including compatibility) and dependencies.
Based on this information, the proposed approach allows the transformation developer
to configure/select features and, thus, the model transformations that implement them.
The method then attempts to generate valid model transformation chains based on the
given selection. In [AEM12], the authors only generate sequences of model transforma-
tions. Thus, it is not clear if their method supports multiple source/target models and
inter-model links.
The re-use approaches considered above and all other transformation chaining ap-
proaches, that we are aware of, do not address model transformation chaining for input
source models with inter-model links. We aim to fill in this gap and propose a model
transformation chaining approach based on model weaving [DdF07]. We discuss it in
details in Chapter 6.
With regards to our example layered system (Section 3.1) and its transformation
(Section 3.3), transformation chaining can be applied here in different contexts. For
instance, if one or more of our input source models would be described using UML
Activity diagrams, we would need an additional model transformation to obtain ADR
models from them. The result of this transformation would then be translated into
CSP by our main ADR-to-CSP transformation. In the sense of the transformation
classification from Section 4.1.1, both transformation in such sequence are translations.
UML Activity
diagram
UMLActivitiy Model
2
ADR Model
ADR Model CSPModel
ADR Model
2
CSP Model
Transformation 1 Transformation 2
Figure 4.15: Transformation sequencing: UML Activity diagram to CSP through ADR
Figure 4.15 shows a sketch of a model transformation sequence for the purpose described
above. It contains the following two transformations (drawn as circles): the first one,
to transform a UML Activity diagram into an ADR model and, the second one, to
transform the resulting ADR model into a CSP model. These input and output models
(drawn as rectangles) are connected to the transformations via in/out arrows.
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The transformation parallelization technique also perfectly fits into our ADR-to-CSP
transformation case study. There, we want to transform ADR models of individual sys-
tem layers and their inter-model links, that connect them together. For this purpose,
we want to re-use our ADR-to-CSP transformations, available for the individual layer
models, and compose their results. This is possible if our target language provides a
composition mechanism. In CSP one of such composition mechanisms is, for instance, a
parallel composition operator ‖ (see Section 3.2 for details). In the sense of the transfor-
mation classification from Section 4.1.1, the single transformations of ADR models into
CSP can then be classified as translations and the composing model transformation as
a refinement.
Target Language (CSP)Source Languages (ADR,...)
Layer 0 Model
Layer 1 Model
Layer N Model
...links
Layer 0 Model
Layer 1 Model
Layer N Model
...
Transformations
T 0
T 1
T N
links
Figure 4.16: Transformation parallelization: ADR models of system layers and their
interactions/inter-relations into CSP
Figure 4.16 shows a sketch of transformation parallelization for our example ADR-to-
CSP transformation. It shows how an N-layer system, that consists of models in one
or more languages (in our example only ADR), is configured through inter-model links,
and is transformed by multiple parallel model transformations. Their results in CSP
are then composed into the final target model. This sketch in Figure 4.16 abstracts
from the details of concrete source/target models and model transformations, used in
this parallel chain, and only names them. Later, in Chapter 6, we give a more detailed
description of such chain, when we describe our transformation parallelization approach
for layered systems with source inter-model links, based on our example system and the
ADR-to-CSP transformation.
4.3.2 Transformation Adaptation: Superimposition
Transformation extension using a technique called superimposition was proposed in
[Wag08]. Its main idea is to re-use the existing model transformations not as a whole, as
in chaining, but on the level of the individual transformation rules. This technique allows
the transformation developer to override or extend one or more of the rules of an exist-
ing model transformation while keeping the rest unchanged. The newly created model
transformation then combines the rules of the re-used transformation with the newly
created overriding or extending rules of the superimposed transformation. This can be
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seen as a cross-transformation extension of the rule inheritance mechanism supported
by such transformation languages as ATL.
The use of this re-use mechanism requires changes in the transformation engine, that
execute the model transformation with superimposed rules. There exists such support
of superimposition for ATL and QVT-Relations (see [Wag08] for details).
Concerning our example layered system and its transformation described in Chapter 3,
superimposition can also be applied here in different contexts. For instance, to override
a transformation rule for e.g., an internal action, to split the event of the produced
process prefix into two partial events for the event start and end. We will discuss the
transformation scenario where this is needed later. In the sense of the transformation
classification from Section 4.1.1, such a model transformation is a refinement.
1 module adr2csp;
2 create csp : CSP from adr : ADR;
3
4 rule InternalAction2SeqPrefixAndChannel{
5 from in_ac : ADR!InternalAction
6 to
7 out_seq : CSP!Sequence(left <- pref_s),
8 pref_s : CSP!Prefix(event <- evs,pe <- pref_e),
9 pref_e : CSP!Prefix(event <- eve,pe <- CSP!Skip.newInstance()),
10
11 evs : CSP!Event( name <- in_ac.name + ’_start’,
12 direction <- #output, parameter <- ’x’),
13 eve : CSP!Event( name <- in_ac.name + ’_end’,
14 direction <- #output, parameter <- ’x’),
15
16 out_ch_ac : CSP!Channel( ...
17 }
Listing 4.7: Superimposed rule InternalAction2SeqPrefixAndChannel for the ATL
transformation from Section 4.1.3
Listing 4.7 shows a superimposed event splitting transformation implemented in ATL.
This model transformation only contains one rule for the transformation of an internal
action into a process prefix. It overrides the rule with the same name InternalAc-
tion2SeqPrefix AndChannel from the original transformation we have considered in Sec-
tion 4.1.3. Instead of one process prefix it now produces the following two: the one with
the start event, followed by the one with the end event. The rest of the rule stays the
same. However, the transformation result of the superimposed rule affects the applica-
tion context of the rules of the original model transformation. This has to be addressed
by some additional rules in the superimposed model transformations which we do not
consider here.
Chapter 5
Grammar Based Approach to the
Development of Model Transformations
In Section 4.1.3 we have shown that the meta-model based approach to model transfor-
mation development does not always provide the best way to implement certain trans-
formation logic. In the cases when this transformation logic requires mappings between
the structures withing the source and target languages (see requirements 3, 10 – 13 in
Table 3.1), meta-models may fail to provide an explicit description of these structures.
Although this issue can be partially solved by introducing structuring classes (see Sec-
tion 2.2), their expressiveness is inferior to the structuring possibilities provided by a
grammar based method for the language definition [ASU86].
In this Chapter, we propose a model transformation development approach that uti-
lizes the possibilities provided by the grammar based language description method.
Subsequently, we refer to a model transformation developed using our approach as a
Grammar Based Model Transformation (GBMT).
Below, we first discuss grammar based definition of modeling languages in Section 5.1.
Then, we provide a description of our approach. First, on a conceptual level in Sec-
tion 5.2, and later, on a formal level in Section 5.3. Afterward, in Section 5.4, we discuss
the transformation quality properties – termination, soundness, completeness, and de-
terminism (see Section 4.2) – and prove that they are guaranteed by our approach. In
Section 5.5, we describe the tool support for our approach. Finally, we give an overview
of the most closely related approaches existing in the field (Section 5.6) and evaluate our
approach in comparison with them (Section 5.7).
5.1 Description of Source and Target Languages
In contrast to the meta-models in MDSD (see Section 2.1), traditional approaches to the
language definition (and translation) in the area of compiler construction [ASU86] define
languages by grammars, There, a grammar is often given in an Extended Backus-Naur
Form (EBNF) [ISO01].
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Initially, grammars were proposed to define string-based languages, and later they were
extended to define graph-based ones, like our source and target modeling languages.
Since the main concepts of the grammar based language definition are the same for
the string and the graph-based languages, we first introduce them for the former in
Section 5.1.1 and show how they can be lifted to the latter in Section 5.1.2.
5.1.1 String Grammars
In its original usage, a string grammar defines a language of strings via a set of generative
rules called productions. These productions define the structures (here sub-strings) al-
lowed in the language and, thereby, form so-called well-formedness constraints [BBG05]
similar to those defined using OCL in Section 3.1. The productions are then used to
transform a single initial (start) symbol into a number of derived strings. The informa-
tion about the productions used to transform the start symbol into some string forms a
so-called derivation of this string, that represents its structure in that grammar.
Now, we give a formal definition of the central concepts of string grammars based on
[ASU86] starting with the grammar itself and its language1.
Definition 5.1.1.1 (Grammar). A grammar G = (N ,Σ,P ,S ) consists of a set of
non-terminal symbols N , a set of terminal symbols Σ, a set of productions P, and
a designated start symbol S ∈ N . Each production p ∈ P is of the form p = (l , r), with
l ∈ (Σ ∪N )∗N (Σ ∪N )∗, i.e. a string of symbols with at least one non-terminal, and
r ∈ (Σ ∪N )∗.
A grammar G = (N ,Σ,P ,S ) is called context-free iff every production p ∈ P has the
form p = (n, r) with n ∈ N .
The name context-free is inspired by the fact that the productions in a context-free
grammar have no symbols in their left-hand side l , that just define the context and are
not replaced by the production.
By applying grammar productions one derives new strings from the given ones (with
non-terminals) by a process called rewriting. A string s ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗ is rewritten into a
new string by, for instance, a context-free production (n, r) ∈ P by finding n in s and
replacing it with r . This way, a grammar defines the set of strings that can be derived
from its start symbol S , and this set is called the language of the grammar G .
Definition 5.1.1.2 (Language). Let G = (N ,Σ,P ,S ) be a grammar. A sentence of
G is a string s ∈ Σ∗ of terminal symbols that can be derived from S by using a finite
sequence of productions from P. The language L (G) of G is defined as follows:
L (G) = {s ∈ Σ∗ | s is sentence of G}
1From now on, we refer to a string grammar simply as a grammar.
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Based on this definition, only strings of terminal symbols can be in a language of a
grammar, and these symbols have to be combined in the way defined by the grammar
productions. Thus, the set of terminal symbols T of a grammar represents all element
types allowed in the language and the set of productions P represent the static well-
formedness constraints of the language. Compared to the meta-model based language
definition (see Section 2.2) that uses declarative (descriptive) constraints combined with
OCL, the grammar based definition technique uses an operational (constructive), pro-
duction based, and structure-oriented way.
When defining a language using a grammar, we need to ensure that the membership
problem for this type of grammar, i.e. the ability to identify if a sentence belongs to the
language, has to be decidable. Otherwise, we can not distinguish the correct sentences
of the language from the rest in an effective way.
The advantage of context-free grammars is that the membership problem for them,
that is solved through parsing a sentence in the grammar, can be solved efficiently in
polynomial time [ASU86]. During the parsing process, a combination of productions
used to derive the parsed sentence from the start symbol S is sought. If it is found, the
sentence belongs to the language of this grammar, otherwise, it does not. Furthermore,
parsing a sentence using a context-free grammar gives us, if the sentence belongs to the
grammar’s language, a derivation in tree form called a derivation tree. Such tree struc-
ture clearly shows the applied productions starting with the start symbol and leading
to the derived (parsed) sentence.
A derivation tree for a sentence defines its structure and confirms its language member-
ship in L(G). The inner nodes of such a tree are labeled with non-terminals and produc-
tions that rewrite/consume them. The root is labeled with a production that consumes
the start symbol of the grammar. Every leaf of the tree is labeled with a terminal symbol.
Figure 5.1 shows an example derivation tree for the sentence σ2σ1σ2σ3 in the grammar
Gσ = {{S ,n1,n2,n3}, {σ1, σ2, σ3}, {(S ,n2σ1n1), (n1,n3σ3), (n2, σ2), (n3, σ2)},S}.
Figure 5.1: A derivation tree deriving σ2σ1σ2σ3 from S in Gσ
In general, there can be multiple, not structurally equivalent derivation trees for a sen-
tence in a grammar, making this grammar ambiguous. Here, we only consider unam-
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biguous grammars for defining our source and target modeling languages. The reason
for this will become clear when we introduce our grammar based approach to the devel-
opment of model transformations in Section 5.2. Formally, an unambiguous grammar
is defined as follows.
Definition 5.1.1.3 (Unambiguous Grammar). A grammar G = (N ,Σ,P ,S ) is called
unambiguous iff for every sentence s ∈ L (G) its derivation from S is unique if performed
“leftmost derivation first”.
The “leftmost derivation first” strategy introduced in the above definition, represents the
string rewriting process, where the left-most non-terminal in a string is always rewritten
first.
Since, the languages we consider here are, like most languages in the MDSD context
(see Section 2.1), graph-based, the discussed string grammars are insufficient to define
such languages. We require a context-free grammar that produces graphs as sentences
instead of strings. This type of grammar is called a graph grammar. Since there are
multiple sub-types of graph grammars [Roz97], we have chosen one of its context-free
sub-types to define our source and target modeling languages. Next, we introduce this
sub-type and show how it can be used to define our example languages from Chapter 3.
5.1.2 Graph Grammars
To define our modeling languages, we have chosen a context-free sub-type of graph
grammars called Hyperedge Replacement Graph Grammars (HR grammars) [Roz97].
HR grammars operate on hypergraphs, a generalization of graphs where edges, called
hyperedges, can have more than two end points. These end points are called attachment
points and their number is the arity of a hyperedge. Each attachment point has a
corresponding attachment node within the hypergraph. All hyperedges are labeled and
play a role of non-terminal or terminal symbols in the grammar, depending on the
label.
In order to replace a hyperedge in a host hypergraph by a sub-graph during the rewrit-
ing, one has to specify how this new sub-graph is to be embedded in the remaining host
hypergraph. To achieve this in HR grammars, the replacing sub-graphs are equipped
with pairwise distinct external nodes. The rewriting then proceeds by replacing the
hyperedge with the sub-graph and gluing together each external node of the sub-graph
with the attachment node of the corresponding attachment point of the replaced hy-
peredge. The correspondences between the attachment points of a hyperedge and the
external nodes of the replacing hypergraph (sub-graph) are defined in HR productions
via mappings.
Overall, a hyperedge replacement production l1 := H has the following three parts:
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• A single n-ary non-terminal hyperedge2 l1,
• A replacing hypergraph H with k ≥ n external nodes, and
• An (injective) mapping g of the k external nodes of H onto the n attachment
points of l1.
Unlike the string grammar productions, graph replacement productions need to explicitly
define how the new graph is attached to the remaining context, and, in HR grammars,
this is done by defining such mapping g .
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of production application in HR grammars
Figure 5.2 shows a sketch of the rewriting process (for k = n) that we have described.
First, the hyperedge l1 is found by matching (a) in the host hypergraph G and removed
(b), then the hypergraph H is inserted (c) by gluing all its external nodes with the
attachment points of l1 according to the mapping g . Here, the mapping g maps an
external node onto an attachment point with the same number.
At this point, we refrain from giving a more formal definition of HR grammars and
related concepts (see Section 5.3 for details) and only mention that all definitions of
string grammars carry over to HR grammars. An HR grammar has the same structure
as a string grammar and thus consists of non-terminals (hyperedge labels), terminals
(hyperedge labels), productions, and a start symbol (hyperedge label); its language is a
set of hypergraphs. Furthermore, the membership problem for HR grammars is decidable
([Roz97], p. 99), which guarantees termination of the parsing process and the existence
of derivation trees for the hypergraphs (models) from an HR grammar language. Under
some conditions on the used HR grammar and/or input graphs [Lau90, CAB+13], and
with some parser combinations [MM08], such parsing can also be made more efficient.
Since, any hypergraph can be transformed into a graph and vice-versa, we can use
HR grammars to describe graph based modeling languages. Next, we use them to define
both modeling languages of our transformation case study from Chapter 3.
As a set of terminal labels, we use classes and associations previously provided in the
form of meta-models in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. This way, our source HR grammar has
the terminal labels shown in Figure 3.7, while our target HR grammar has the ones
from Figure 3.10. The non-terminal labels are chosen based on the high-level syntactical
2For brevity, we refer to a hyperedge with a non-terminal label as a non-terminal hyperedge.
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structures, that exist in the modeling language that is to be defined. In our source
language ADR it is e.g., an activity block B and in our target language CSP it is e.g.,
a process expression PE.
The number and the types of attachment points of a terminal hyperedge is deter-
mined by its label (type), more precisely, its association ends in the meta-model. In the
case of non-terminal hyperedges, these attachment points are determined through the
productions and, more precisely, the types of link ends they may have in the replacing
sub-graphs.
For our ADR language, we defined the set of HR grammar productions shown in
Figure 5.3. The productions are given in abstract syntax, in the form l := H , using
bars to distinguish the different right-hand sides of the productions. Terminal and non-
terminal hyperedges are depicted by the continuous and the dashed lines, respectively.
Thereby, terminals for the class instances and non-terminals are depicted as rectangles.
Each mapping between the attachment points of a hyperedge l and the external nodes
of a hypergraph H is depicted by using the same numbers, the former are given in
diamonds and the later in circles. Thereby, as we see on the Figure, multiple external
nodes can be mapped onto one attachment point, and, not all external nodes have to be
connected in the hypergraph H .
The HR grammar in Figure 5.3 describes a language of well-formed ADR models
containing zero or more activities, represented by non-terminals of type A, and passive
resources (productions 1 – 4). These activities have an activity description, represented
by non-terminal hyperedges of type AD, and an entry point attribute (productions 5,6).
An activity description has exactly one initial and final node, each of which is connected
either directly by an edge or via an activity block hyperedge of type B (productions 7,8).
Further productions of this HR grammar define the following kinds of activity blocks a
non-terminal of type B can become: a block sequence (production 9), a fork/join block
(production 10), a decision/merge block (production 11), a loop (production 12), a call
action (production 13), an internal action (production 14), or a resource acquire or
release action (productions 15 – 16).
Note that, for instance, all elements of a decision/merge activity block are only created
all together connected in a structure by one production. All other described kinds of
activity blocks are also produced in this systematic way.
As for the attachment points of the non-terminal hyperedges of types M , A, AD ,
and B of the presented grammar, they are derived based on the quantity and types
of attachment points they are connected to in the right-hand side hypergraphs of the
productions of this HR grammar. The types themselves and the constraints on the
number of attachment points are taken from the meta-model from Section 3.1, that we
use to label terminals and non-terminals of this grammar. For instance, a non-terminal
of type B has four attachment points – nodes, edges, source, and target. They are derived
from the attachment nodes, that a hyperedge of type B is connected to in the right-hand
sides of the productions. The external nodes of the right-hand side of a production in
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Figure 5.3: HR grammar productions for the ADR modeling language (abstract syntax)
this grammar are then defined accordingly, in order to connect its hyperedges to the
attachment points of the replaced hyperedge l in the correct way.
Finally, since most of our ADR model elements have a concrete syntax representation,
in Figure 5.4 we show a more intuitive representation of some of the productions of the
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defined HR grammar. For simplification, we hide the details of attributes, attachment
points, and external nodes here.
B := B1 B2 B :=
c
B2
B1
AD :=
B :=
c
BAD := B B :=
B
B
:=B call a a acquire r release r
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 - 16
Figure 5.4: Some productions of the HR grammar from Figure 5.3 in concrete syntax
An HR grammar we use to define our target modeling language CSP introduced in
Section 3.2, is specified using the same principle as the ADR HR grammar. We use the
CSP meta-model from Section 3.2 for the grammar typing/labeling.
Figure 5.5 shows this HR grammar for CSP using the notation conventions introduced
in Figure 5.3. A model described by this grammar and denoted by non-terminal of type
M can contain a set of processes, denoted by non-terminals of type P (productions 1 –
3). A process can be described by a process expression, represented by a non-terminal
of type PE (production 4). A process expression can be one of the following kinds: a
sequential process composition, an external choice, or a parallel process composition with
an alphabet, represented by a non-terminal hyperedge of type ES (productions 7 – 9);
a conditional process composition (production 10); an event prefix followed by another
process expression hyperedge of type PE with the different event parameter directions
(productions 11, 12); an another process (production 6), or an empty process SKIP
(production 5). The events in the synchronization alphabet of a parallel composition
are represented by non-terminals of type E and created by productions 13 and 14.
Based on this grammar, a CSP model can also have an arbitrary number of channels,
value sets, and event sets, represented by non-terminal hyperedges of types CH, VS,
and ES respectively (productions 13 – 15). The value sets then define the ranges of the
channels (production 16) through multiple values, represented by non-terminals of type
V (productions 17, 19, 23). The event sets define the synchronization alphabet of parallel
compositions (production 9) as sets of events with output parameters, represented by
hyperedges of type E (productions 20, 22, 24). Finally, both value and event sets can
be combined from sub-sets (productions 18, 21).
The above HR grammars, that we have defined for our source and target modeling
languages, produce the models that only contain the (terminal) hyperedges of the types
defined in the corresponding meta-models. Furthermore, the right-hand side of each
production (H ), more precisely, its terminals are only linked in the way that does not
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Figure 5.5: HR grammar productions for the CSP language (abstract syntax)
violate the meta-model constraints. For these example languages and their HR gram-
mars, we can see that the HR grammars’ languages are sub-sets of the languages allowed
by the corresponding meta-models.
In general, however, this language inclusion property must be guaranteed in each case,
when we define an HR grammar that should only produce models (hypergraphs) allowed
by a given meta-model. Unfortunately, this can not always be guaranteed, since such
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language inclusion check is, in general, undecidable [AN99]. In some cases, it might be
possible for the grammar designer to perform changes to it to make such a check straight-
forward. Alternatively, some approaches [WK06, WTEK08, HM11] proposed for gener-
ating a language-equivalent graph grammar for a given meta-model (some with OCL),
can be used to avoid this check. They can be adapted and combined with additional
productions re-factoring to introduce non-terminals for complex language structures.
Now, that we have introduced the grammar based method for the language definition
and shown its application to define our source and target languages, we can discuss our
grammar based approach to the definition of model transformations. We start with its
conceptual description and demonstration on our example ADR-to-CSP transformation
from Section 3.3.
5.2 Conceptual Description of the Approach
The main goal of our transformation development approach is to allow an intuitive trans-
formation definition by mapping not only single elements but also high-level syntactical
structures in the source and target languages onto each other. In terms of grammars, this
means relating (or pairing) source and target productions, that create the corresponding
structures.
The approach that we propose here uses the context-free HR grammar based language
definition discussed in Section 5.1.2. It extends an idea proposed by Pratt in [Pra71].
Pratt defines pair grammars as a way of relating the grammars of two languages, thus,
obtaining a natural way of relating language structures and building translations from
one language to the other. Our approach brings the idea of pair grammar based transla-
tion to the world of MDSD and model transformations, lifting it to the level of abstract
syntax while preserving its advantages. We also extend it in order to cover a broader
variety of model transformations.
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TargetyHRy
GrammaryGt
TargetyModelyMt
TransformationyDefinition
TransformationyExecution
TargetyModely
DerivationyTree
SourceyModel
DerivationyTree
SourceyModelyMs
<<sourceProductions>> <<targetProductions>>
<<applies>>
<<target>><<source>>
<<generatedBy>> <<generatedBy>>
<<resultOf>> <<resultOf>>
Figure 5.6: Overview of our grammar based approach to transformation development
Figure 5.6 gives an overview of our Grammar Based Model Transformation (GBMT)
development approach. The transformation mappings – like in pair grammars – are
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defined as a relation of productions of the source HR grammar Gs with those of the
target HR grammar Gt . For our example transformation, we would use the HR grammars
defined in Section 5.1.2.
The source and target models Ms and Mt are described in abstract syntax as typed
hypergraphs. The defined grammar based transformation is then executed as follows:
given a valid input source model Ms ∈ L(Gs), its derivation tree in the source grammar
Gs is obtained by parsing and used by the transformation to apply the mappings and
produce a derivation tree in the target grammar Gt , and, thereby, the corresponding
valid output target model Mt ∈ L(Gt). If an input source model Ms is not valid i.e., is
not in the language of the source HR grammar Ms 6∈ L(Gs), the transformation is not
executed, and non-transformable is returned as a result.
Next, we describe in details how the grammar based transformation mappings are
defined (Section 5.2.1) and executed (Section 5.2.2) using our approach. We demon-
strate its application by creating a GBMT that fulfills our ADR-to-CSP transformation
requirements from Section 3.3.
5.2.1 Transformation Definition
In its basic form, a grammar based model transformation rule (GBMZ rule) relates two
productions – one production ps from the source and one production pt from the target
grammar. Additionally, it defines a 1-to-1 correspondence of some type C between the
left-hand side non-terminals of these productions. This correspondence is required in
order for the rule to be applied at the correct place (a target non-terminal hyperedge)
and, thus, it is later referred to as a correspondence type pre-condition relation.
The non-terminal hyperedges on the right-hand sides of the related productions are
also related via correspondences, such that, each non-terminal hyperedge created by the
production pt has exactly one correspondence to a non-terminal hyperedge created by
the production ps . This requirement ensures that each non-terminal hyperedge created
in the target derivation tree, constructed during the transformation execution, has a
related non-terminal hyperedge in the source derivation tree. Once that source non-
terminal hyperedge is rewritten by some source production, which happens eventually
for a valid input model Ms ∈ L(Gs), the related target non-terminal hyperedge is also
rewritten by the related target production. This, of course, requires the existence of
an applicable rule in the model transformation definition, that is ensured by a set of
conditions put on GBMTs considered later.
Figure 5.7 shows a sample GBMT rule relating the source production for a sequence
of activity blocks to the target production for a sequence of process expressions3. It
states that, when a block sequence is replacing a non-terminal hyperedge of type B
(block) in a source derivation tree, a sequence of process expressions should replace the
3To simplify, we show all GBMT rules without the HR grammar details.
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Figure 5.7: GBMT rule: Activity block sequence to process expression sequence
corresponding (correspondence relation of type C ) non-terminal hyperedge of type PE
(process expression) in the constructed target derivation tree.
In addition, the considered transformation rule links the source right-hand side non-
terminal hyperedges of type B and the target right-hand side non-terminal hyperedges
of type PE via two 1-to-1 correspondences of type C. This way, we transfer the order
between the elements to CSP. These correspondences are to be created between the block
sequence hyperedges in the source derivation tree and the newly created process expres-
sions hyperedges in the target derivation tree. The notion of correspondences that we
use is inspired by the correspondence links in TGGs (see TGG rules in Section 4.1.3).
Figure 5.8 shows some further rules of the GBMT definition for our example ADR-
to-CSP transformation. They relate productions in the following way:
• Rule 1: Productions for non-terminal hyperedges of type M, representing models
in the source and target grammars, are related. Their left-hand side non-terminals
are connected via a correspondence of a special default type Cd , used for relations
between the start symbols of the grammars. Their right-hand side non-terminal
hyperedges are connected via a correspondence of type C. In this GBMT example
we only use the above two types of correspondences.
• Rule 2: The production for a non-terminal hyperedge of type A, representing an
activity, in the source grammar is related to the production for a non-terminal
hyperedge of type P, representing a process, in the target grammar. The left-hand
side non-terminals here are connected via a correspondence of type C , and so are
the right-hand side non-terminal hyperedges re-created for models (of type M ),
and the hyperedges for an activity and a process are connected as well.
• Rule 7: The production of a terminal structure, representing an empty activity
description, is related to the production of a terminal hyperedge, representing
an empty SKIP process. Their left-hand side non-terminals are connected via a
correspondence of type C . Since no non-terminal hyperedges are created by the
related productions, we do not have any correspondences between the right-hand
sides in this rule. This rule addresses a part of the requirement 4 from Table 3.1.
Although it creates a new element in the process definition, this element (SKIP) is
semantically equivalent to a direct transition between the events (created by other
transformation rules).
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Figure 5.8: Further GBMT rules for the ADR-to-CSP transformation
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• Rule 10: The production of a decision/merge block structure, consisting of terminal
and non-terminal hyperedges, is related to the production of an if-then-else process
expression. As in the previous rules, the left-hand side non-terminals are connected
via a correspondence of type C . The right-hand side non-terminal hyperedges
are also connected via correspondences of type C based on their location in the
structures – the block on the top branch, where the condition c holds, is linked
to the then sub-expression of the if-then-else process expression, and the block on
the branch, where it does not, is linked to the else sub-expression, respectively.
Based on the numbers of the rules, one can see that this list is incomplete. We consider
further rules for our example later. Before that, we summarize the conditions we put on
the form of basic transformation rules and GBMTs consisting of them, in an example
independent form.
In general, if a GBMT definition between two HR grammars Gs and Gt has the
following form:
1. In each rule:
a) A source production ps = (ns , rs) is related to target production pt = (nt , rt),
b) The left-hand side non-terminals ns and nt are linked via a correspondence
(start non-terminals Ss ,St are always linked by a correspondence of type Cd ),
c) Each non-terminal hyperedge in rt has exactly one corresponding non-terminal
hyperedge in rs ;
2. For each source production ps = (na , ra) in Ps and each type of correspondence
between the hyperedges of type na and nb in some rule (or the initial Ss to St
correspondence of type Cd ), there is exactly one GBMT rule relating ps to a
target production pt , where pt = (nb , rt), to cover all types of the corresponding
pairs (na ,nb);
and if Gs is unambiguous, then the resulting transformation has some important quality
properties, which we show in Section 5.4.
What if a 1-to-1 relation of productions in the described basic GBMT rules is not
enough to describe the desired transformation logic? For example, when one source
production application should trigger a longer sequence of productions in the target
grammar, or vice versa. Our requirements on the example ADR-to-CSP transformation
in Table 3.1 provide several examples of such transformation logic, starting with the
requirement 1. In order to be able to express GBMT rules to address such complex
requirements, we now consider an extended type of GBMT rules. This type of rules
allows n-to-m relations between the productions of the source and the target grammar.
To specify an extended rule, we choose the derivations we want to relate – a sequence
of n productions from the source grammar and a sequence of m productions from the
target grammar, where n,m ≥ 1. The same production can appear in such sequence
multiple times. In some cases, it is clear from the order and the left-hand sides of the
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productions in the sequence, how they are connected into a derivation. If this is not clear,
additional links must be specified between the non-terminal hyperedges, produced by the
previous productions, and the later productions that replace them. Since, HR grammars
that we use for our transformation definition are context-free (see Section 5.1.2), we use
derivation sub-trees to describe such links.
As for the conditions that we imposed on our GBMT in order for it to have some
desired properties (see Section 5.4), they now need to be adjusted for this extension.
Here, we only provide an idea of the required adjustments and give their full definition
and explanation during the formalization in Section 5.3. First, for multiple properties,
when a rule relates two derivation sub-trees, all non-terminal leafs of the target sub-
tree have to have the corresponding non-terminal leafs in the source sub-tree. Next,
for determinism, the absence of two simultaneously applicable GBMT rules need to be
guaranteed either by disallowing rules with the same correspondence and one source
sub-tree being a sub-tree of the other, or by introducing rule priorities. Furthermore, for
completeness, the presence of rules covering all possible source model derivation steps
must be guaranteed either via the coverage analysis, or by forbidding the use of source
sub-trees with more than one production.
Figure 5.9: GBMT rule: ADR model to a set of processes and an event set
Now, we consider further GBMT rules for our ADR-to-CSP transformation example.
We still have to describe several transformation rules to complete its definition. We
start with the GBMT rule for requirement 1 from Table 3.1.
Figure 5.9 shows an extended GBMT rule for requirement 1 in abstract syntax (top)
and concrete syntax (bottom). The latter, more compact, representation of the rule also
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omits the intermediate replacements and only shows the derivation results, and it uses
concrete syntax (in italic) for the terminal CSP elements, when available.
The rule relates the production of a terminal hyperedge representing an ADR model to
a derivation sub-tree combining multiple target productions to create the processes M ,
M CALLS , M PROCESSES , and the event set X M according to the requirement. If,
for instance, one production for the SKIP process would not exist in this rule, one non-
terminal hyperedge PE would be a leaf. However, it could not have any corresponding
source non-terminal hyperedges which are leaves, since the right-hand side of the source
production only contains one terminal hyperedge. This would violate the conditions
on an extended GBMT rule, that we have briefly discussed before. With all the SKIP
productions present, all non-terminal hyperedges created by the target productions, have
been consumed in the target sub-tree. So we only need a correspondence between the
left-hand side non-terminals of the first productions to comply with the conditions.
Figure 5.10: GBMT rule: Non-empty activity to a processes sub-expression
Next, we consider an extended GBMT rule for a part of requirement 3. This rule, shown
in Figure 5.10, relates the production for a non-empty activity description structure,
containing a block hyperedge of type B, to a sub-tree, combining two target productions
to create a process sequence with a sub-expression hyperedge of type PE followed by a
terminal SKIP process. The left-hand sides of the first productions are linked via a cor-
respondence of type C . The block hyperedge is linked to the sub-expression hyperedge
via a correspondence of the same type. This rule addresses a part of the requirement 3
by creating the sub-expression PE. Since our CSP HR grammar does not have a produc-
tion to (re-)create a single sub-expression, we use a semantically equivalent sequential
composition with a SKIP process to achieve this.
Next, we consider an extended GBMT rule for requirement 12 that is shown in Fig-
ure 5.11. It relates the production for a fork/join structure with two sub-blocks, repre-
sented by hyperedges of type B, to a sub-tree combining two target productions to create
a parallel composition of two sub-expressions, represented by the hyperedges of type PE.
Here, we only have to use an extended GBMT rule because we need to additionally as-
sign an empty synchronization alphabet for this composition. The left-hand sides of the
first productions are linked via a correspondence of type C . The block hyperedges and
sub-expression hyperedges are also linked pairwise via this type of correspondence. Since
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Figure 5.11: GBMT rule: Fork/join structure to a parallel process composition
we have a parallel process composition where the order is not important, the hyperedges
can be connected in two different ways. We show one of them.
We consider one more extended GBMT rule for requirement 14, that is shown in
Figure 5.12. Since its target sub-tree is relatively large and has very similar parts, we
only show some parts of it in detail and use some named place-holders in square brackets
for the rest. This rule relates the production of a passive resource to a target sub-tree
combining multiple productions to create all the processes, channels, and value sets
described in the requirement. Here, we show the complete sub-tree for the process R(0)
and hide the rest of its definition for the other parameter values, that is analogical. We
also show a sub-tree for one of the channels and those for the value sets. Finally, we define
a sub-tree that adds the process R(cp) to the other processes of the model. As usual,
the left-hand sides of the first productions in the rule are linked via a correspondence
of type C . The right-hand side leaf model hyperedges are also linked via this type of
correspondence.
Note that in the GBMT rule in Figure 5.12, in order to find the name of the model
(mname), we had to use the link of the resource r to the model to access its name
attribute (r.model.name). In our approach, we currently allow simple assignment of
target attributes with the values of the source attributes, accessible within the rule.
These source attributes can either be located in the source sub-tree of the rule directly,
or be found via the navigation through the non-optional references of the elements in
the source sub-tree, like in our example GBMT (r.model.name).
By now, we have already considered several GBMT rules for our ADR-to-CSP trans-
formation. Some of them have a basic and some of them have an extended form. With
the extended GBMT rules, we related multiple source and target productions that build
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Figure 5.12: GBMT rule: Passive resource to a set of processes, channels, and value sets
derivation sub-trees. However, in some cases, the transformation under development
requires some additional non-local behavior. This means that a transformation rule
has to create additional target language structures somewhere else in the output target
model.
In our ADR-to-CSP transformation requirements in Table 3.1, we can see the following
examples of this non-local behavior: an activity transformation (requirement 2, 5); a call
action, an internal action, an acquire/release action transformation (requirements 6 – 9);
and a loop structure transformation (requirement 13). They require the transformation
to create the following multiple structures: usually a part of some process expression
and some structures, directly connected to the target model instance (e.g. channels,
processes, etc.).
These are the requirements that we have not addressed yet by the previously con-
sidered GBMT rules. In order to do this, we introduce the second extension of our
GBMT development approach – so called non-local GBMT rules. In terms of GBMT
rules, such non-local behavior would mean connecting a sub-tree, that creates the ad-
ditional structures, to some already constructed part (a non-terminal hyperedge) of the
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target derivation tree other than the one, where the main target sub-tree of the rule is
applied.
The non-local type of GBMT rules allows the use of an additional correspondence
type between the source and the target non-terminals as a pre-condition, and uses its
target non-terminal as the root of an additional derivation sub-tree, combining one or
more productions. During the transformation execution, when a correspondence of the
defined additional type is found and the rule can be applied, the defined additional
sub-tree is applied to the target of this correspondence, thereby, replacing it.
Like in the previous extension, in the case of non-local GBMT rules, we need to impose
new and adjust existing conditions on our GBMT, in order for it to have the desired
properties (see Section 5.4). Here, we only provide an idea of some required adjustments
and give their full definition and explanation in Section 5.3. First, the type of the main
pre-condition correspondence can not be the same (same combination of its type and
non-terminal types) as the type of the additional correspondence in a non-local GBMT
rule. Furthermore, a non-local rule should propagate the additional correspondence that
it requires for the application. This is done through a leaf hyperedge in the additional
target sub-tree of a rule, that has to be identified with its root via an identity mapping.
Here, in this Section, we only show (via dashed lines) this identity mapping in our
example rules, but do not discuss it in detail.
To guarantee determinism in GBMTs with non-local rules, for each non-local rule,
exactly one correspondence of the specified additional type must exist when the rest of
the rule is applicable. Plus, the same correspondence condition as for the main target
sub-tree must hold for the non-terminal leaf hyperedges of the additional target sub-tree
(apart from the one with the identity mapping).
Next, we consider a non-local extended GBMT rule for requirement 13. We start
with it due to its relative simplicity. This rule, shown in Figure 5.13, combines both
of the extensions that we have introduced. It relates the source production for a loop
structure to the target production for a referencing process L(c), and uses an additional
correspondence between two model non-terminals (M ) to create the referenced recursive
process L(x). This process consists of an if-then-else expression with the first non-
terminal hyperedge of type PE in the then branch linked to the body of the loop,
represented by the hyperedge of type B, followed by a recursive call to itself, which
terminates when the condition x is false. The new process L(x) is connected directly to
the target model hyperedge M, which makes the result of this GBMT rule non-local and
different from the previous examples.
Next, we consider a non-local extended GBMT rule for the transformation of one of
the action node types – internal action (requirement 7) – shown in Figure 5.14. It relates
the production of an internal action to the production of an event prefix with an event
with the same name followed by a SKIP process. Additionally, this rule specifies a non-
local effect. It uses an additional correspondence between two model non-terminals (M )
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Figure 5.13: GBMT rule: Loop structure to an equivalent recursive process and a refer-
encing process expression
Figure 5.14: GBMT rule: Internal action to an event prefix and a channel
to create a channel according to the requirement. It accesses the name of the activity of
the given internal action through its reference (ia.activity.name).
Since the GBMT rules for other types of action node – call, acquire, and release – are
very similar to the one for an internal action and only produce some additional processes,
channels, events, and sets in their main and/or additional target sub-trees, we do not
consider them here. Their structure can be derived from Table 3.1.
The last non-local GBMT rules left to consider, are the ones for requirements 2 and
5 and the remaining parts of requirements 3 and 4. These rules (5 and 6) are shown in
Figure 5.15 in the following compact form: we only show the left-hand sides of the first
productions of the rules and the correspondence between them once, as they are the same
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Figure 5.15: GBMT rules: Activity (entry) to a channel, process, and a value set (with
additional value)
for both rules, and divide the source/target sub-trees of the rules via the horizontal lines.
This compact representation is chosen, since these rules only differ in one attribute value
in their source sub-tree’s (entry attribute) and an extra part in the additional target
sub-tree of rule 6.
Rule 5 is applicable when an activity is not an entry and rule 6 is applicable otherwise.
Rule 5 relates the production of an activity containing a description, represented by a
hyperedge of type AD, to the target sub-tree that combines productions to create the
process with the name of the activity and its definition. This process contains two event
prefixes with the invoke and reply events with the required parameters. The sub-process
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expression for the first event prefix is represented by a non-terminal hyperedge of type
PE. This produced non-terminal edge is linked via a correspondence of type C (labeled
by 5) to the description non-terminal hyperedge of type AD. The sub-process expression
for the second event prefix is the process itself.
Rule 5 also has a non-local part – it uses an additional correspondence between two
model non-terminals (M ) to create two channels, a process, and a value set according
to requirement 2. Rule 6 has the same main target sub-tree and the same additional
correspondence type (not shown) as rule 5, and its additional target sub-tree extends
the additional target sub-tree of rule 5 by the productions to add an externalID value
to the respective value set (see requirement 5).
We have described an idea for the definition of basic GBMT rules and discussed
the following two extensions: extended rules and non-local rules, which can be used in
combination. We have also provided and explained most of the GBMT rules for our
ADR-to-CSP transformation. Next, we show how a GBMT is executed.
5.2.2 Transformation Execution
A GBMT is executed on an input source model in two steps. First, the input model is
parsed to get its leftmost derivation tree – a derivation tree that represents its leftmost
derivation. The concept of a leftmost derivation in HR grammars is analogous to the one
for string grammars (see Definition 5.3.2.2 for the full formalization). Then, the GBMT
rules are applied on this tree to construct the target derivation tree and, thereby, the
target model.
During the execution of a GBMT, its transformation rules are used to identify which
target production(s) are triggered for which source production(s) and correspondences.
Given a derivation tree for the source model, we incrementally construct a derivation
tree for the target model by applying the related target productions. Thereby, the
correspondences between the non-terminal hyperedges in the source and target derivation
trees help to keep track of the related model structures, represented by the non-terminal
hyperedges.
In the first step of an execution, an input model is parsed with respect to the source
HR grammar of the transformation. As an HR grammar based parsing is decidable
[Roz97], for each input model we either get its leftmost derivation tree or a message that
it is not parsable. If a model can not be parsed, it is not in the source language, and,
hence, will be rejected by our GBMT returning non-transformable.
In the second step, we build a target derivation tree based on the obtained source
model derivation tree and the initial correspondence. The initial correspondence is cre-
ated between the source start graph with a single hyperedge of type Ss (start symbol of
the source grammar Gs) from the source derivation tree and the target start graph with
a single hyperedge of type St (start symbol of the target grammar Gt), which becomes
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the first element of the target derivation tree. This correspondence is used as a basis for
the transformation execution.
Next, we iteratively construct the target derivation tree for the given source model in
the following way: we traverse the source derivation tree to find the next non-terminal
hyperedge es and the source production ps that rewrites it; then, we consider each
correspondence c of this hyperedge es and find a GBMT rule tr , that relates some pt
with the source production ps and where the left-hand side non-terminals have the types
of the hyperedges linked by c and their correspondence has the type of c; finally, if the
found transformation rule tr has a basic form (no extensions, see Section 5.2.1), we apply
it by rewriting the target non-terminal hyperedge, linked to es through c by the target
production pt of tr , and creating correspondences between the produced target non-
terminal hyperedges and the non-terminal hyperedges from the source tree, according
to the definition of tr .
If the found transformation rule tr is an extension of the basic rule form, its application
contains several additional steps and/or pre-conditions. If tr relates derivation sub-trees,
the source sub-tree with the root attached to es would need to be found in the source
derivation tree, and the target sub-tree would then be applied to et . If tr is non-local, we
need to ensure that a correspondence of its additional correspondence type has already
been created during the previous execution steps. We address these requirements and
the application differences among the types of rules in a formal way in Section 5.3.2.
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Figure 5.16: GBMT execution sketch
The transformation terminates once the complete source derivation tree has been tra-
versed and all correspondences of the source non-terminal hyperedges have been consid-
ered. Due to the context-freeness of HR grammars [Roz97], we can use any traversal
method.
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Figure 5.16 sketches a GBMT execution. It highlights a single production in the
source derivation tree for our example model that rewrites a hyperedge of type B. This
hyperedge has a correspondence of type C with a hyperedge of type PE from the already
generated fragment of the target derivation tree. The dark gray rectangle frames the
result of applying the suitable GBMT rule 9 (see Figure 5.7) to the corresponding target
hyperedge of type PE.
We have described an idea of model transformation definition and execution based on
HR graph grammars. Next, we look into the details of the formalization of our approach
and of all of the concepts present there.
5.3 Formalization of the Approach
In order to give a detailed description of all aspects of our GBMT development approach
and, later, be able to prove the qualities of the transformations developed with its
help, we provide a formalization of the approach. We start by recapitulating formal
definitions of the main notions of HR (hyperedge replacement) grammars, that we use
to specify the source and target languages of the developed model transformations (see
Section 5.1.2).
The central notions in HR grammars are a hyperedge, a hypergraph, a derivation, an
HR grammar itself, and its language – hypergraph language. We now give their formal
definitions and show their inter-relations according to [Roz97].
Definition 5.3.0.1 (Hyperedge). A hyperedge e is an atomic item with a fixed number
of tentacles (attachment points), called the type of the hyperedge and denoted by type(e).
It can be attached to a structure with a set of nodes by attaching each of its tentacles to
an attachment node.
Additionally, there exists a fixed set of labels LB , a labeling function for hyperedges –
lab : E → LB , and a typing function for labels – type : LB → N. The typing function
maps labels to non-negative integers in such a way that, for each hyperedge e, the type
of its label and the number of its tentacles coincide – type(lab(e)) = type(e).
During an application of an HR grammar production, a hyperedge is replaced by a
hypergraph. A hypergraph, in turn, is defined over an arbitrary finite number of nodes
and hyperedges as follows.
Definition 5.3.0.2 (Hypergraph). A hypergraph H over a set of labels LB is a tuple
H = (VH ,EH , attH , labH , extH ) where:
• VH – a finite set of nodes,
• EH – a finite set of hyperedges,
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• attH : EH → V ∗H – a mapping assigning a sequence of pairwise distinct attachment
nodes attH (e) to each hyperedge e ∈ EH ,
• labH : EH → LB – a mapping that labels each hyperedge in H such that type(labH (e)) =
| attH (e) |,
• and extH ∈ V ∗H – a sequence of pairwise distinct external nodes.
For simplification, the above definition assumes that attachment nodes of each hyperedge
as well as external nodes of each hypergraph are pairwise distinct. As pointed-out in
[Roz97], these restrictions are non-vital. They simplify the definition and lead to the
equivalence of type(e) and | attH (e) |, that implies the equivalence type(labH (e)) =
| attH (e) | used in Definition 5.3.0.2.
To keep later definitions concise, we introduce the following notations. Given a set
X ⊆ LB of labels, we denote by EXH the set {e ∈ EH | labH (e) ∈ X } of hyperedges of H
with the labels in X . The class of all hypergraphs over LB is denoted by HLB. Now we
can formalize the notion of an HR grammar using these notations.
Definition 5.3.0.3 (Hyperedge Replacement Grammar). A hyperedge replacement
(HR) grammar G = (N ,T ,P ,S ) consists of a set of non-terminals N ⊆ LB, a set
of terminals T ⊆ LB \N , a finite set of productions P, and a designated start symbol
S ∈ N . Each production p ∈ P is of the form p = (A,R), with A ∈ N , R ∈ HLB, and
type(A) = type(R) where type(R) = | extR |.
The last condition in the above definition type(A) = type(R) together with the sim-
plifications we have previously mentioned, states that the type of A and the number of
attachment nodes of a hyperedge labeled by A should be equal to the number of external
nodes of R.
By using an HR grammar G , one hypergraph can be obtained from another by ap-
plying a production p ∈ PG to the latter and replacing a hyperedge labeled by A with
the hypergraph R. This step is called direct derivation and a sequence of such steps is
called derivation. Both notions are formally defined as follows.
Definition 5.3.0.4 (Direct Derivation). A direct derivation, written H ⇒p H [e/R], is
an application of production p = (A,R) ∈ P to a graph H ∈ HLB by choosing an edge
e ∈ ENH such that labH (e) = A, that is then cut out and replaced by R by gluing it to the
rest of H . Thereby, each i-th external node of R is fused with the i-th attachment node
of e.
Definition 5.3.0.5 (Derivation). A sequence of direct derivations d = H0 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Hk
is called a derivation of length k ≥ 0 from H0 to Hk and is denoted by H0 ⇒∗P Hk or
H0 ⇒∗ Hk .
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If the description of an HR grammar, besides the set of productions and the start symbol,
contains specification of terminal symbols (T 6= ∅), it can generate a language – a set
of terminal hypergraphs {H ∈ HT } derivable from the start hypergraph. The start
hypergraph is a so-called handle graph induced by the start symbol S of the grammar
G . It is defined as follows.
Definition 5.3.0.6 (Handle). An hypergraph H with m nodes, | extH |= m, and a single
hyperedge e ∈ ELBH is a handle if attH (e) = extH . If labH (e) = A, then H is said to be
the handle induced by label A denoted by A•.
The hypergraph language generated by an HR grammar can be formalized as follows.
Definition 5.3.0.7 (Hypergraph Language). The hypergraph language L(G) generated
by an HR grammar G is LS (G), where for all A ∈ N , LA(G) consists of all hypergraphs
in HT derivable from A
• by applying productions of P:
LA(G) = {H ∈ HT | A• ⇒∗P H }.
Now that we have formally defined HR grammars and languages they describe, we can
describe and formalize the definition (Section 5.3.1) and the execution (Section 5.3.2) of
GBMTs between such languages.
5.3.1 Formalization of Transformation Definition
We consider a transformation between a source and a target language defined by finite
HR grammars Gs and Gt , respectively. Our GBMTs consist of a number of rules relating
productions from the source and the target grammar in a specific way. In many cases,
simple 1-to-1 relations between the productions are sufficient. Thus, we consider this
basic type of rules first, and describe an extension to n-to-m production relations later.
To define a GBMT rule, we choose two productions ps = (As ,Rs) and pt = (At ,Rt)
from Ps and Pt , respectively, and relate them. Furthermore, we relate the left-hand side
non-terminals As and At of productions building a correspondence type relation, and we
map some hyperedges from Rs and Rt onto each other via correspondence mappings.
To describe the types of correspondences we use a finite set of labels CT . It contains at
least one label – the so-called default type label denoted by tc
default – that is always used
to type the initial correspondence mapping cd created during the execution. This initial
correspondence mapping was introduced in Section 5.3.2 on the execution of GBMTs.
Next, we formalize the definition of a GBMT rule as follows.
Definition 5.3.1.1 (Grammar Based Model Transformation Rule). A grammar based
model transformation (GBMT) rule tr = (ps , pt , cpre ,Cpost) between the languages de-
fined by HR grammars Gs and Gt consists of productions ps = (As ,Rs) ∈ Ps and
pt = (At ,Rt) ∈ Pt , a correspondence type pre-condition relation cpre = (As , tst ,At)
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between As and At non-terminals, where tst ∈ CT , and a correspondence function
Cpost : E
Nt
Rt
→ CT × ENsRs for non-terminal hyperedges of Rt mapping them to the non-
terminal hyperedges of Rs and types in CT . Furthermore, the following conditions hold:
1. As = Ss ⇔ At = St , and then tst = tcdefault ,
2. Cpost is total.
The relation cpre is called correspondence type pre-condition due to its role during the
transformation execution – a correspondence mapping of its type has to exist between
some hyperedges of the source and the target derivation tree, before a transformation
rule with such pre-condition can be applied. Formally, this type of relation is defined as
follows.
Definition 5.3.1.2 (Correspondence Mapping Type). A correspondence mapping c =
(et , (tts , es)) is of the type defined by the correspondence type relation cpre = (As , tst ,At),
when lab(es) = As , lab(et) = At , and tts = tst .
Furthermore, by requiring the Cpost relation to be a function in Definition 5.3.1.1, we for-
bid 1–to–n correspondence mappings of non-terminal hyperedges in Rt to non-terminal
hyperedges in Rs and, thereby, prevent the defined transformation from being non-
deterministic. The exact role of this condition will become clear later when we prove
the properties of the developed transformations in Section 5.4.
Now that we have defined a GBMT rule in its basic form, we can describe a complete
basic GBMT. Such a transformation consists of an arbitrary finite number of basic
GBMT rules and is formally defined as follows.
Definition 5.3.1.3 (Grammar Based Model Transformation). A grammar based model
transformation (GBMT) T = {tr1, · · · , trn} is a finite set of GBMT rules tri , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
fulfilling the following conditions:
1. There are no tr1, tr2 ∈ T such that c1pre = c2pre , p1s = p2s , and pt1 6= pt2.
There are no two rules in T with the same correspondence type pre-condition re-
lations and source productions, and different related target productions.
2. For each production ps = (As ,Rs) ∈ Ps and for each correspondence mapping
c = (et , (tts , es)) ∈
⋃n
i=1 C
i
post ∪ {cd =
(
edt , (t
default
c , eds )
)
| lab(edt ) = St , lab(eds ) =
Ss}, where lab(es) = As and lab(et) = At for some At ∈ NGt , there exists a rule
tr = (ps , pt , cpre ,Cpost) ∈ T such that cpre = (As , tts ,At).
There is a transformation rule in T for each combination of a source production
and a correspondence mapping c = (et , (tts , es)) defined by a function C
i
post (1 ≤
i ≤ n) or as the initial mapping – cd =
(
edt , (t
default
c , eds )
)
– such that its last value
es is labeled with As . Such a rule then has a correspondence type pre-condition
relation cpre = (As , tts ,At) that equals the type of c.
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The conditions stated in the above definition ensure that the defined transformation will
have the desired correctness and determinism properties proven later. The first condition
prohibits multiple GBMT rules with the same source production and correspondence
type pre-condition, and different target productions, since they are applicable at the
same time. This would make the transformation execution non-deterministic.
The second condition ensures that for each source production and each type of corre-
spondence mapping a hyperedge labeled with its left-hand side non-terminal As can be
involved in, there is a transformation rule in T with these source production and corre-
spondence type pre-condition. The types of the correspondence mappings a hyperedge
can be involved in during the transformation execution are defined by Cpost functions
of all transformation rules in T and by the initial mapping cd =
(
edt , (t
default
c , eds )
)
cre-
ated during the execution. These Cpost functions and the c
d mapping define the actual
mappings and, thereby, also their type that is fully determined by the combination of
the labels of es and et in LB , and the correspondence type label tts in CT .
As we have seen on our ADR-to-CSP transformation example in Section 5.2.1, some-
times a 1-to-1 relation of productions is not enough to describe the desired transformation
logic. Now, we formalize the extended type of GBMT rules, we have previously intro-
duced for such transformation cases. This type of rule allows n-to-m relations between
the productions of the source and the target HR grammar.
To specify extended GBMT rules, we choose the derivations we want to relate – a
derivation of the length n in the source grammar and a derivation of the length m in
the target grammar, where n,m ≥ 1. Due to the context-freeness of HR grammars, we
can and do use derivation trees to represent the derivations in our rules. Thus, we now
provide a definition of a derivation tree, taken from [Roz97] and extended by introducing
a set of non-terminal hyperedges ENt for a tree t (analogous to those of a hypergraph).
Definition 5.3.1.4 (Derivation Tree). The set TREE (P) of derivation trees over pro-
ductions P in a grammar G is recursively defined as follows:
• A ∈ TREE (P) with root(A) = A, result(A) = A•, and ENA = ENA• for all A ∈ N .
• For every production p = (A,R) ∈ P and every mapping branch : ENR → TREE (P)
such that lab(e) = lab(root(branch(e))) for all e ∈ ENR , the triple t = (A,R, branch)
∈ TREE (P).
Furthermore, we let root(t) = A, result(t) = R[e1/result(branch(e1))]· · ·
[e|ENR |/result(branch(e|ENR |))], where ei ∈ E
N
R , and E
N
t = E
N
R ∪
⋃
e∈ENR E
N
branch(e).
This definition distinguishes the following two types of derivation trees: a non-terminal
tree A in N and a production based tree for a production p = (A,R). The second type of
tree is then recursively constructed through sub-trees, connected via branch mappings
to the non-terminal hyperedges e in R. Furthermore, one derivation tree tp can be a
prefix of the other derivation tree t , when t can be constructed from tp by mapping some
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hyperedges e in ENtp with non-terminal sub-trees branch(e) ∈ N to the new production
based sub-trees such that branch(e) ∈ TREE (P) \N . This notion of prefix is used later
for the application of GBMT rules during the execution.
The fact that we can use trees to represent derivations that we want to relate is
guaranteed by the following Proposition 1 proven in [Roz97]. It states the required
correspondence between derivations and derivation trees.
Proposition 1. Let PG be a set of productions of grammar G, let A ∈ NG and H ∈ HTG .
Then there is a derivation A• ⇒∗ H iff there is a derivation tree t ∈ TREE (PG) with
root(t) = A and result(t) = H .
Now, we can use the defined derivation trees to formalize the notion of an extended
GBMT rule. Instead of single productions, such a rule relates derivation sub-trees over
Ps and Pt and, like in the previous basic rule type, it also specifies the correspondence
mappings, but in an extended way. It requires each target leaf – non-terminal hyperedge
which is produced and not consumed (rewritten) by the target derivation sub-tree –
to have exactly one corresponding leaf non-terminal hyperedge in the related source
derivation sub-tree. This condition is formalized as part of the following definition.
Definition 5.3.1.5 (Extended Grammar Based Model Transformation Rule). An ex-
tended GBMT rule tr = (ts , tt , cpre ,Cpost) is constructed from a GBMT rule (Defini-
tion 5.3.1.1) by extending its source and target productions ps and pt to finite derivation
sub-trees ts ∈ TREE (Ps) \ Ns and tt ∈ TREE (Pt) \ Nt , respectively, and by extending
the domain and co-domain of its correspondence function such that Cpost : E
Nt
result(tt )
→
CT × ENsresult(ts).
Since a single production p = (A,R) can be represented as a one-production derivation
tree t = (A,R,
{
branch(e) = lab(e) | ∀ e ∈ ENR
}
), Definition 5.3.1.1 is a special case
of Definition 5.3.1.5.
Now, our transformation can contain extended GBMT rules. Thus, we need to refine
its definition, and re-visit and adjust the conditions stated in Definition 5.3.1.3 to ensure
the desired transformation quality properties.
The possibility to use non-trivial source derivation sub-trees with potentially multiple
production based sub-trees in extended GBMT rules can compromise completeness of
the defined transformation. For instance, when only a GBMT rule for one possible sub-
derivation in source models has been defined. To avoid this, we require a well-formed
rule set for each combination of a source production ps = (As ,Rs) and a correspondence
type pre-condition relation cpre . Such rule set for each ps and cpre contains all extended
GBMT rules tr with cpre whose source derivation sub-trees start with ps such that ts =
(As ,Rs , branchs). A well-formed rule set then either uses rule priorities and contains a
special rule with the lowest priority (1), or, alternatively, fulfills the coverage criteria we
formulate (2). We describe both of these cases next.
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In case 1, such a set must contain one special rule with a one-production source
derivation sub-tree. This rule must have the lowest priority in the set to guarantee that it
is only used when no other GBMT rules can be applied. The presence of this special rule
gives us the guarantee that the defined transformation will transform each application
of production ps to a non-terminal hyperedge with the correspondence mapping of the
type cpre , regardless of the productions applied later to the hyperedges in Rs .
If no such special rule has been defined for a ps and cpre combination, to, for example,
avoid putting additional unused logic in the transformation definition, then, we have case
2, where the rules in the set for ps and cpre must fulfill the coverage criteria together.
This coverage criteria requires the rules of the set together to describe all replacement
alternatives available in the grammar Gs for their source derivation sub-trees. For one
rule tr in a rule set RSps ,cpre such replacement alternatives for its source sub-tree ts are
defined as follows.
Definition 5.3.1.6 (Replacement Alternative). A derivation sub-tree talt is a replace-
ment alternative for sub-tree t = (A,R, brancht) in an HR grammar G when:
1. t , talt ∈ TREE (P) and talt = (A,R, branchalt);
2. For all hyperedges ealt ∈ ENtalt : if there is a hyperedge e ∈ ENt in t at the same
position as ealt in talt then branchtalt (ealt) ∈ N iff brancht(e) ∈ N ; otherwise,
branchtalt (ealt) ∈ N ;
3. There exists a hyperedge e ′alt ∈ ENtalt with branchtalt (e ′alt) 6∈ N at the same position
as some hyperedge e ′ ∈ ENt such that branchtalt (e ′alt) 6= brancht(e ′).
The first condition of this definition requires a replacement alternative derivation sub-
tree talt to start with the same production as t , and to be from the tree set TREE (P).
The second condition requires that all non-terminal hyperedges from t and talt , which
appear at the same position in both trees, are mapped to the same (non-terminal or
production based) type of sub-tree by the corresponding branch mappings. Thereby,
two non-terminal hyperedges are considered to appear at the same position in their
trees, when the roots of the trees are the same and the paths to the hyperedges in these
trees are the same, i.e. contain the same4 hyperedges in the same order. Formally, a
path is defined as follows.
Definition 5.3.1.7 (Hyperedge Path). A path from a root A to a hyperedge e in a
tree t = (A,R, branch) is a sequence e1 · · · en ∈ ENt ∗, where e1 ∈ ENR , en = e, ei+1 ∈
ENRbranch(ei )
for 1 ≤ i < n, and its length equals n.
The second condition of Definition 5.3.1.6 means, that one hyperedge in talt has the
non-terminal A ∈ N as a sub-tree, if and only if, the other one at the same position in
4Every hyperedge is assumed to have a unique identification label (id) in a hypergraph. Hyperedges in
the same hypergraph and with the same id are considered equivalent.
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t has it as well. If a hyperedge only appears in talt , its sub-tree must be assigned to a
non-terminal. This keeps the number of alternative replacement sub-trees finite.
Finally, the last condition of that definition requires the alternative sub-tree talt to
differ from t in at least one branch mapping for a non-terminal hyperedge, that has an
equivalent in t and whose mapped sub-tree is not a non-terminal.
S:=
M
m:Model
model
activities
AM model
resources
M
r:PassiveResource
capacity = cp
:=
S:=
M:=
S:=
M:=
(1, 2)t (1, 3)talt1 (1, 4)talt2
Figure 5.17: Replacement alternatives for sub-tree t in the ADR HR grammar
To clarify the above definition for replacement alternatives, we consider an example
source sub-tree in our HR grammar for ADR language (see Figure 5.3). Figure 5.17
shows an example sub-tree t (left) and its two replacement alternatives talt1 (middle)
and talt2 (right) in our ADR HR grammar. Next to each of these three sub-trees we see
the numbers of the productions used in them (in brackets).
These two sub-trees talt1 and talt2 are replacement alternatives of t since they fulfill
the conditions stated in Definition 5.3.1.6. First, they are both in TREE (PADR) (see
Definition 5.3.1.4) and their first productions (S := M ) are equal to the first one of the
sub-tree t . Thus, the condition 1 of Definition 5.3.1.6 is fulfilled.
Then, all the non-terminal hyperedges of talt1 and talt2 that have hyperedges at the
same position in t – the hyperedges of type M produced by production 1 – have produc-
tion based sub-trees, if and only if, this is also the case in t (for the equally positioned).
The hyperedge of type M produced by production 1 in sub-tree t has a production
based sub-tree (production 2) and so do the equally positioned hyperedges in talt1 and
talt2 with production 3 and production 4 based sub-trees, respectively. All non-terminal
hyperedges of talt1 and talt2 that do not have equally positioned ones in t – the hyperedge
of type M produced by production 3 – has a non-terminal sub-tree (M ∈ TREE (PADR)
sub-tree). Thus, the condition 2 of Definition 5.3.1.6 is also fulfilled.
Finally, in talt1 and talt2 there are non-terminal hyperedges – the hyperedges of type M
produced by production 1 – that have an equally positioned one in t , have production
sub-trees in talt1 (production 3) and talt2 (production 4) that differ from the one of
the equally positioned hyperedge in t (production 2). Thus, the last condition 3 of
Definition 5.3.1.6 is also fulfilled.
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One question is left to clarify. Does Figure 5.17 shows all possible replacement alter-
natives of t in our ADR HR grammar? Could one, for instance, add a sub-tree to the
bottom hyperedge of type M in the talt1 sub-tree to create a new possible replacement
alternative for t? We address this question in Proposition 2 next.
Based on Definition 5.3.1.6 and the conditions it states on a replacement alternative,
we can prove the following two propositions. The first one is concerned with the length
of a replacement alternative tree, where the length of a tree is defined as the length of
the path (see Definition 5.3.1.7) with the most hyperedges to a hyperedge in that tree.
Proposition 2 (Length of Replacement Alternative). Given a derivation tree t =
(A,R, branch) and its replacement alternative talt = (A,R, branchalt), the length of talt
is less or equal to the length of t.
Proof. Assume the opposite is true. There exists a path ph = e1 · · · en in talt such
that the length of ph is greater than the length of any path in t . When n = 1, by
Definition 5.3.1.7, en ∈ ENR ⇒ exists path in t to en with the length of ph ( ).
Consider n > 1. By Definition 5.3.1.7, en ∈ ENRbranchalt (en−1) ⇒ branchalt(en−1) 6∈ N
⇒ by Definition 5.3.1.6, exists e ′ ∈ ENt at the same position in t as en−1 in talt and
with branch(e ′) 6∈ N ⇒ e ′ has the same path ph ′ in t as en−1 in talt ⇒ the path
ph ′ is shorter than ph by 1. As branch(e ′) 6∈ N , exists e ′n ∈ ENbranch(e′) such that its
path in t has the length ph ′ + 1 and its length equals ph ( ).
Thus, the length of a replacement alternative of a tree is always equal or shorter
than the length of the tree itself. 2
We now know, that each replacement alternative of a tree is at most as long as this tree.
Thus, our set of replacement alternatives for one tree stays finite.
For our example in Figure 5.17 this result means that the replacement alternatives
of t can not be extended to (be a prefix of) new ones. They already represent all
possible alternative replacements of the hyperedge created by production 1 in our ADR
HR grammar. Thus, the only possible additional replacement alternative our example
sub-tree t can have is the tree with the length smaller than the one of t . Such a tree,
by Definition 5.3.1.6, would start with the same production as t and would have a
non-terminal sub-tree M for the produced hyperedge of the same type. This violates
condition 2 of Definition 5.3.1.6 and, thus, Figure 5.17 shows all replacement alternatives
of our tree t .
The second proposition is about the relation between two replacement alternatives,
i.e. whether one alternative can be a prefix of the other one. It considers the properties
of the shorter replacement alternatives in detail.
Proposition 3 (Replacement Alternative Distinction). Given a sub-tree t = (A,R, branch)
and its replacement alternative talt = (A,R, branchalt), talt is not equal, nor an extension
or prefix of t.
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Proof. Assume the opposite is true. The tree talt is equal to t ⇒ contradiction
with Definition 5.3.1.6 (3) ( ).
The tree talt is a prefix of t ⇒ there is no ealt ∈ ENtalt such that branchalt(ealt) 6∈ N
and for e ∈ ENt at the same position in t as ealt in talt branch(e) 6= branchalt(ealt)
⇒ contradiction with Definition 5.3.1.6 (3) ( ).
The tree talt is an extension of t ⇒ exists ealt ∈ ENtalt such that branchalt(ealt) 6∈
N and for e ∈ ENt at the same position in t as ealt in talt branch(e) ∈ N ⇒
contradiction with Definition 5.3.1.6 (2) ( ).
Thus, a replacement alternative of a tree is never equal, nor an extension or a prefix
of it. 2
We have shown how a replacement alternative relates to the tree it replaces and which
length it can have. Next, we consider which role these alternatives play during the
definition of a GBMT.
Informally, if a rule tr with the first production ps in its source derivation sub-tree
ts and a pre-condition correspondence type cpre has n non-terminal hyperedges e in ts
which branch(e) 6∈ N , we consider each such hyperedge e. The tree ts describes one
possible replacement for e which is defined in branch(e). If there are productions in Gs
allowing alternative replacements of e, then there must be GBMT rules describing all
these replacement alternatives in their source derivation sub-trees. If there are multiple
such hyperedges e in ENts (n ≥ 1), then the GBMT must have rules describing all different
combinations of these alternative replacements for each e in their source sub-trees.
Another solution to cover all possible alternative derivations is to have a special rule
for each combination of a source production ps and a correspondence type pre-condition
cpre such that, its source derivation sub-tree ts contains only one production – ps . By
assigning this rule a priority which is lower than those of all other rules for this ps and
cpre pair, we only use it, when none of the other GBMT rules are applicable. When this
method is used, a non-conflicting priority mapping priority : T → N has to be defined
on all rules of the developed GBMT T .
In both cases, only a single combination of a source production ps and a correspon-
dence type pre-condition cpre have to be determined to build a so-called well-formed rule
set for ps and cpre . This allows us to choose between the methods described above for the
different combinations. For the completeness of the whole GBMT, one of these methods
has to be applied to each such combination existing in the transformation definition. We
state this in the following definition of a well-formed rule set.
Definition 5.3.1.8 (Well-Formed Rule Set). A rule set RSps ,cpre ⊆ T for a production
ps = (As ,Rs) ∈ Ps and a correspondence type pre-condition relation cpre = (As , tst ,At)
in a GBMT T consists of the rules with ts = (As ,Rs , branchs) and with the correspon-
dence type pre-condition cpre . RSps ,cpre is well-formed iff it is not empty and one of the
following holds:
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1. [Special Rule] There exists exactly one GBMT rule tr ∈ RSps ,cpre such that ts =
(As ,Rs , {branchs(e) = lab(e) | ∀ e ∈ ENsRs }) is a one-production derivation sub-
tree and its priority is the lowest in RSps ,cpre .
2. [Coverage Criteria] For each GBMT rule tr ∈ RSps ,cpre and each replacement
alternative talt for ts available in Gs (see Definition 5.3.1.6), there exists a GBMT
rule tr ′ ∈ RSps ,cpre such that t ′s = talt . Furthermore, for all distinct tr , tr ′ ∈
RSps ,cpre , t
′
s is a replacement alternative of ts .
The first condition of this definition states the requirements for the case with one special
rule of lower priority than the rest of the GBMT rules in the set. The second condition
states the requirements for the case with the coverage criteria that we have introduced.
It demands that for each GBMT rule in the set, the set also contains the GBMT rules
with the source derivation sub-trees equal to the replacement alternatives of the source
derivation sub-tree of that rule. This way, we cover all alternative derivation paths
starting with an application of ps . Plus in the second condition, we also demand that
the source derivation sub-trees of all rules in the set are replacement alternatives of each
other. This is done to make use of Proposition 3, and avoid having multiple GBMT
rules applicable at one point during an execution.
Combination of these two cases is also possible within a production/correspondence
type pre-condition relation combination, for example, when the special rule has to have
a source derivation sub-tree involving more than one production. However, currently,
we do not consider this option.
The description above requires a new definition of a GBMT with extended transfor-
mation rules, which we give next.
Definition 5.3.1.9 (Extended Grammar Based Model Transformation). A GBMT T =
{tr1, · · · , trn} is extended iff it contains extended5 GBMT rule(s) and fulfills the fol-
lowing additional conditions:
1. There are no tr1, tr2 ∈ T with the same priority value such that c1pre = c2pre and
t1s is a prefix of (or equals) t
2
s .
There are no two rules in T with the same priority, same correspondence type pre-
condition relation, and one source derivation sub-tree being a prefix of (or equals)
the other one.
2. For each production ps = (As ,Rs) ∈ Ps and each correspondence mapping c =
(et , (tts , es)) ∈
⋃n
i=1 C
i
post ∪ {cd} such that lab(es) = As , there exists exactly one
well-formed rule set RSps ,cpre ⊆ T (Definition 5.3.1.8) such that cpre is the type
of c (Definition 5.3.1.2).
There is exactly one well-formed rule set RSps ,cpre ⊆ T for each combination of a
source production ps and a correspondence mapping c whose type equals cpre . This
5Basic GBMT rule type defined in Definition 5.3.1.1 is a special case of an extended GBMT rule.
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correspondence mapping c is either produced by a function Cpost of some GBMT
rule in T or given as the initial mapping cd .
The above definition requires T to be finite, yet it should contain a well-formed rule set
RS for each production and correspondence type combination. When a rule set contains
a special rule, it automatically fulfills the well-formedness criteria 1 of Definition 5.3.1.8,
and, hence, can be finite. In the case when a rule set fulfills the well-formedness criteria
2 of Definition 5.3.1.8, we need to show that this rule set is finite, and, therefore, it
is possible to build a finite T containing such type of rule sets. We show this in the
following proposition.
Proposition 4 (Finite Well-Formed Rule Set). Given a well-formed rule set RSps ,cpre ⊆
T for a production ps = (As ,Rs) and a correspondence type cpre that fulfills the coverage
criteria (Definition 5.3.1.8 (2)) and a finite6 source HR grammar Gs of T , then RSps ,cpre
is always finite.
Proof. The rule set RSps ,cpre fulfills Definition 5.3.1.8 (2)⇒ for all distinct tr , tr ′ ∈
RSps ,cpre , t
′
s is a replacement alternative of ts ⇒ by Proposition 2, the lengths of ts
of the rules in RSps ,cpre are comparable ⇒ there exists tr ∈ RSps ,cpre with ts whose
length n is greater than or equals the lengths of ts of all other rules in RSps ,cpre . By
Definition 5.3.1.5, ts of this tr is finite ⇒ n is finite.
As Gs is finite, there is a finite number of distinct derivation trees t = (As ,Rs , branchs)
∈ TREE (Ps) with the length of up to a finite n ⇒ RSps ,cpre is always finite. 2
Now, with the above definition of an extended GBMT, we can relate source and target
derivation sub-trees in our GBMT rules. However, in some cases, the transformation
under development requires some non-local behavior specification, for instance, when a
transformation rule has to create additional target language structures somewhere else in
the target model. We have seen examples of such non-local behavior in our ADR-to-CSP
transformation requirements in Table 3.1 (e.g., requirements 7, 13). In Section 5.2.1, we
have introduced so-called non-local GBMT rules to address such requirements and shown
their examples for our ADR-to-CSP transformation (e.g., Figure 5.13 and 5.14). Now,
we formalize this type of GBMT rules.
Formally, such non-local behavior would mean connecting a sub-tree, that creates
additional structures, via a brancht mapping to some already constructed part (non-
terminal hyperedge) of the target derivation tree other than the one, where the main
target sub-tree of the rule is mapped to. The following definition of a non-local GBMT
rule describes this formally.
Definition 5.3.1.10 (Non-Local Grammar Based Model Transformation Rule). A non-
local GBMT rule tr =
(
ts , tt , t
a
t , cpre , c
a
pre ,Cpost
)
is an extended GBMT rule with an
additional correspondence type pre-condition relation capre = (A
a
s , t
a
st ,A
a
t ), an additional
6We generally only consider finite HR grammars for language definition, yet state it here explicitly.
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finite target derivation sub-tree tat = (A
a
t ,R
a
t , branch
a
t ), and a correspondence function
with an extended domain and co-domain such that Cpost :
{
ENtresult(tt ) ∪ E
Nt
result(tat )
}
→
CT ×
{
ENsresult(ts) ∪ {eas }
}
with eas ∈ ENsAa•s , where the following additional conditions
hold:
1. capre 6= cpre .
2. There exists exactly one ca = (eat , (t
a
st , e
a
s )) ∈ Cpost of type capre such that eat ∈
ENtresult(tat )
and is identified with the root(tat ) via a hyperedge identity mapping.
This mapping states that, when the top production (Aat ,R
a
t ) of t
a
t is applied to a
hyperedge with label Aat , this hyperedge is kept as e
a
t in the replacing R
a
t .
The first condition of the above definition forbids a non-local rule to use the same main
and additional correspondence type. This way, we avoid concurrent branch mapping
assignments for the same hyperedge, which could lead to non-deterministic results.
The second condition ensures that each non-local rule propagates the additional cor-
respondence mapping, that it requires for the application. This is done through the
leaf hyperedge eat of t
a
t , that is identified with the root(t
a
t ) via a hyperedge identity
mapping, and its correspondence mapping ca to some eas . When such non-local rule is
applied, eas and e
a
t (through identity mapping) will become the hyperedges of the new
suitable additional correspondence mapping of type capre . This way, we ensure that, after
an application of a non-local GBMT rule, the additional correspondence mapping it has
used, still exists and allows the application of other rules.
Now, we can use non-local rules in our GBMTs. Though, to be able to guarantee
the desired properties, we need to re-visit and amend the conditions on the complete
transformations with non-local GBMT rules. The amended conditions must ensure for
each non-local rule of the transformation that, when it is applied, there exists exactly
one additional correspondence mapping of type capre to be used for the rule application.
Now, we formalize the conditions sufficient to ensure this in the definition of a GBMT
with non-local rules.
Definition 5.3.1.11 (Non-Local Grammar Based Model Transformation). An extended
GBMT T = {tr1, · · · , trn} is non-local iff it contains non-local GBMT rule(s) and fulfills
the following additional conditions:
1. For each non-local GBMT rule tr =
(
ts , tt , t
a
t , cpre , c
a
pre ,Cpost
) ∈ T , there is a local
GBMT rule tr ′ ∈ T with c′pre 6= capre and c′ ∈ C ′post of type capre ;
2. For each non-local GBMT rule tr ∈ T , there is no rule tr ′ ∈ T such that there
exist distinct c′1, c′2 ∈ C ′post of type capre .
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Condition 1 of the above definition ensures that a non-local GBMT T contains a (not
non-local) rule tr ′, that creates (and does not require as c′pre) an additional correspon-
dence capre for each non-local rule tr . Condition 2 ensures that c
a
pre for a non-local rule
is created at most once in a GBMT rule application.
Transformation T can contain multiple rules fulfilling condition 1 and creating a
correspondence of type capre for some tr in T . To guarantee that a transformation
rule that requires this type of additional correspondence (i.e. tr) is deterministically
applicable, we need to state the following extra condition on a GBMT for each of its
non-local rules. This condition is not always trivial to show.
Definition 5.3.1.12 (Additional Correspondence Creation Condition (ACCC)). Given
a non-local GBMT T , for each non-local rule tr ∈ T : only one rule tr ′ ∈ T fulfilling
condition 1 of Definition 5.3.1.11 for tr is always applied exactly once and before tr
during an execution7 of T on an input source model Ms ∈ L(Gs).
This additional condition considers all possible executions of the transformation T on
all possible input models. In general, it might not be possible to show this condition
due to an infinite number of models in the source language. It depends both on the
way the transformation rules are defined as well as on the productions available in the
source and target grammars Gs and Gt for their definition. Furthermore, depending
on the chosen additional correspondence type and the productions in Gs and Gt , that
create the elements involved in this type of mapping, a definition of the desired non-local
GBMT fulfilling the above condition may not be possible.
For our example ADR-to-CSP transformation and the GBMT we have defined for it
in Section 5.2.1, this additional ACCC condition holds, which we show here. All non-
local GBMT rules for our ADR-to-CSP example use an M-to-M correspondence as an
additional correspondence type pre-condition (see e.g., Figure 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15). A
correspondence of this type is created the first time by GBMT rule 1 (see Figure 5.8),
that fulfills condition 1 of Definition 5.3.1.11. This rule tr ′ is a basic GBMT rule with a
correspondence type pre-condition S-to-S which is different from M-to-M (c′pre 6= capre),
and it creates a correspondence mapping of type M-to-M (c′ ∈ C ′post of type capre).
Now, we just need to show that this GBMT rule is (1) the only such rule, that is (2)
always applied exactly once and (3) before each of our non-local GBMT rules, during
an execution of the ADR-to-CSP GBMT on an input source model. Point 1 is always
true, since this is the only rule in our ADR-to-CSP GBMT that fulfills condition 1 of
Definition 5.3.1.11. Point 2 is also true, since this rule is defined for the source production
S := M, that consumes a hyperedge of the start graph of Gs , that is never re-created by
any other production of our ADR HR grammar (see Section 5.1.2, Figure 5.3). Thus,
this rule can only be applied once and it is always applied, since each source model is
derived using this production from the start graph and its hyperedge always has the
correspondence mapping of type S-to-S (the initial correspondence). Finally, Point 3 is
7Formalization of the GBMT rule applicability and of the GBMT execution are given in Section 5.3.2.
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also true, since this rule is applied before any other rule of the ADR-to-CSP GBMT can
become applicable (a mapping of its pre-condition type has to be created).
Combined, both conditions of Definition 5.3.1.11 with the additional ACCC condition
(Definition 5.3.1.12) ensure that, for each non-local GBMT rule tr ∈ T , when it is
applicable to a hyperedge es with a correspondence mapping c = (et , (tts , es)) during
the transformation execution, there exists exactly one suitable additional correspondence
mapping ca of type c
a
pre in the structure created during the execution of T before this
rule is applied. An additional correspondence mapping ca = (e
a
t , (t
a
ts , e
a
s )) is suitable,
when no rule has yet been applied to eas with this mapping – its target hyperedge e
a
t
is mapped to a non-terminal sub-tree (branch ′t(eat ) ∈ Nt), or the rule tr ′, that has been
applied to eas in c
a , does not keep (re-produce) an additional correspondence mapping
of type capre – { c′ ∈ C ′post | c′ is of type capre} = ∅. A formal description of a suitable
additional correspondence mapping and of its role in the execution are given later.
Compliance of Our ADR-to-CSP GBMT Definition Up to now, we have for-
mally defined different types of GBMT rules, starting with the basic ones relating single
productions and extending them to relate derivation trees (extended rules) and to sup-
port additional non-local behavior on target derivation trees (non-local rules). We have
defined GBMT rules of all of these types for our example ADR-to-CSP transformation
in Section 5.2.1. It is only left to ensure that these GBMT rules fulfill the conditions
stated in the provided formal definitions for their types.
We start with the basic GBMT rules and move later to the extended and, finally,
to the non-local rules. We discuss in details why one selected rule from each type is
conform with the respective formal definitions and the conditions stated above. For the
other GBMT rules of the type, we only provide a short summary.
For the basic GBMT rule type we consider rule 9 shown in Figure 5.7. This rule has to
comply with Definition 5.3.1.1 – it has to consist of a source and a target HR grammar
production, a correspondence type pre-condition relation between their left-hand sides,
and a correspondence function with certain properties. Our example rule 9 contains
all of the four parts. We just need to ensure that its correspondence function has the
desired properties and maps each non-terminal hyperedge of the right-hand side of the
target production onto a pair of a correspondence type and a non-terminal hyperedge of
the right-hand side of the source production. This last requirement is met by our rule
9 – it maps both produced non-terminal hyperedges of type PE onto the non-terminal
hyperedges of type B and a correspondence type C. Also, since the left-hand sides of the
productions in rule 9 are not the start symbols of the source and target HR grammars,
the first condition of the definition is automatically fulfilled. Finally, the correspondence
function defined in rule 9 is a total function, since it relates each target hyperedge of
type PE to a correspondence type C and a hyperedge of type B, and none of them are
mapped onto more than one such pair. Thus, the considered GBMT rule 9 complies
with Definition 5.3.1.1.
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For all other basic rules of our ADR-to-CSP GBMT the compliance with Defini-
tion 5.3.1.1 can be shown in the same way. They all have the four parts described
above and their correspondence functions have the desired properties, which can be eas-
ily checked. For rule 7, the correspondence function is not visualized, since its domain
and co-domain are empty.
Now, we consider the extended type of GBMT rules and rule 8 from our ADR-to-
CSP GBMT definition, that is shown in Figure 5.10, as an example. This rule has to
comply with Definition 5.3.1.5 – it has to consist of two finite production based sub-trees
( 6∈ N ), one in the source and one in the target HR grammar, a correspondence type pre-
condition relation between their roots (left-hand sides of the first productions), and a
correspondence function with certain properties inherited from Definition 5.3.1.1.
Our example rule 8 contains all of the four parts. We just need to ensure that its
correspondence function has the desired properties and maps each non-terminal leaf
hyperedge of the target derivation sub-tree (ENtresult(tt )) onto a pair of a correspondence
type and a non-terminal leaf hyperedge of the source derivation sub-tree (ENsresult(ts)).
This requirement is met by our rule 8 – it maps the only leaf non-terminal hyperedge of
type PE onto a leaf non-terminal hyperedge of type B and a correspondence type C.
The roots of the related sub-trees in rule 8 are not the start symbols of the source
and target HR grammars and, thus, the first condition of Definition 5.3.1.1 on the corre-
spondence function is automatically fulfilled. Furthermore, the correspondence function
defined in rule 8 is total – it relates each target leaf hyperedge of type PE to a corre-
spondence type C and a leaf hyperedge of type B, and none of them are mapped onto
more than one such pair. Thus, the considered extended GBMT rule 8 complies with
Definition 5.3.1.5.
For all other extended rules of our ADR-to-CSP GBMT the compliance with Defi-
nition 5.3.1.5 can be shown in the same way. They all have the four parts described
above and their correspondence functions have the desired properties, which can easily
be checked. For rule 4, the correspondence function is not visualized, since its domain
and co-domain are empty.
Finally, we now consider the non-local type of GBMT rules and rule 12 from our ADR-
to-CSP GBMT definition, shown in Figure 5.13, as an example. This rule has to comply
with Definition 5.3.1.10 – like an extended GBMT rule, it has to consist of two finite
derivation production based sub-trees ( 6∈ N ) and a correspondence type pre-condition
relation between their roots. It also has to have an additional correspondence type pre-
condition, an additional finite production based target derivation sub-tree ( 6∈ N ), and
an extended correspondence function with certain properties, both those inherited from
Definition 5.3.1.5 and the new ones.
Our example non-local GBMT rule 12 contains all of the following six parts: a fi-
nite production based source sub-tree for a loop with a body represented by a block
hyperedge of type B, a finite production based target sub-tree for a process L(c), a
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correspondence type C pre-condition relation B-to-PE between their roots, an addi-
tional correspondence type C pre-condition relation M-to-M linked to the root of an
additional finite production based target sub-tree for a recursive process L(x), and a
correspondence function that relates the leaf hyperedge of type PE of the additional
target sub-tree to the leaf hyperedge of type B of the source sub-tree. We just need
to ensure that this correspondence function has the desired properties and maps each
non-terminal leaf hyperedge of both target derivation sub-trees (ENtresult(tt ) ∪ E
Nt
result(tat )
)
onto a pair of a correspondence type and a non-terminal leaf hyperedge of the source
derivation sub-tree (ENsresult(ts)) or the hyperedge (e
a
s ) of the handle (A
a•
s ), induced by
the source non-terminal (Aas ) of the additional correspondence type pre-condition.
This last mapping requirement is met by our rule 12 – it maps the leaf non-terminal
hyperedge of type PE of the additional target sub-tree onto the leaf non-terminal hyper-
edge of type B and a correspondence type C. It maps the leaf non-terminal hyperedge
of type M with the identity mapping from the same sub-tree onto the hyperedge (eas )
of the handle graph (M •), induced by the source non-terminal M and a correspondence
type C, and none of these leafs is mapped onto more than one such pair. Thus, the
correspondence function of rule 12 is total. Furthermore, the roots of the main sub-trees
in rule 12 are not the start symbols of the involved HR grammars and, thus, the first
condition on the correspondence function inherited from Definition 5.3.1.1 is fulfilled.
As for the additional conditions stated in Definition 5.3.1.10, the main correspondence
type pre-condition B-to-PE of type C is different from the additional M-to-M of one
type C, and there is only one mapping of the leaf hyperedge of type M of the additional
target sub-tree with the type described in condition 2 of Definition 5.3.1.10. Thus, the
considered non-local GBMT rule 12 complies with Definition 5.3.1.10. For all other
non-local rules of our ADR-to-CSP GBMT the compliance with Definition 5.3.1.10 can
be shown in the same way. They all have the six parts described above and their
correspondence functions have the desired properties.
Additionally to the individual GBMT rule types, we have also formalized the defini-
tions of GBMTs containing them. Now, we need to show that our complete ADR-to-CSP
GBMT, that contains all three types of rules, is conform with these definitions. Since the
definitions are nested and see the basic and extended rules as special cases of non-local
rules, we can consider Definition 5.3.1.11 for GBMTs with non-local rules directly.
Definition 5.3.1.11 describes a GBMT as a finite set of extended and non-local rules
that fulfills its conditions 1 and 2. Our ADR-to-CSP GBMT fulfills condition 1, since all
of its non-local rules (tr) use the additional correspondence type pre-condition M-to-M
of type C (capre), that is first created by basic rule 1 (tr
′ with c′pre 6= capre and c′ ∈ C ′post of
type capre) of the transformation. It also fulfills condition 2, since there is no rule (tr
′) in
our ADR-to-CSP GBMT that produces two or more correspondence mappings of type
M-to-M with the correspondence type C (no distinct c′1, c′2 ∈ C ′post of type capre).
Now we need to consider the conditions of Definition 5.3.1.9 for extended GBMTs,
that our ADR-to-CSP GBMT also has to fulfill by Definition 5.3.1.11. Definition 5.3.1.9
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also states two conditions on a GBMT. Our ADR-to-CSP GBMT fulfills condition 1,
since all its rules have the same priority, and their source sub-trees are distinct and
none of them is a prefix of the other (see Section 5.2.1). Its second condition 2 is more
complex and requires a more detailed consideration.
This condition requires our ADR-to-CSP GBMT to contain exactly one well-formed
rule set (RSps ,cpre ) for each combination of a source production (ps = (As ,Rs)) and a
type of correspondence mapping (cpre), that a hyperedge of the type of its left-hand
side (As) has in that GBMT definition. Since the rules of our GBMT only have simple
source sub-trees with one production, by Definition 5.3.1.8, such rule sets in our example
only contain single and, thus, special rules. We do not have to consider any replacement
alternatives here. We just need to show that there is exactly one of such special rules
for each combination (ps ,cpre) in the GBMT.
In our ADR-to-CSP GBMT there are the following types of correspondence mappings:
the initial mapping type S-to-S with the correspondence type Cd ; the mapping types
M-to-M, A-to-P, AD-to-PE, and B-to-PE all with the correspondence type C. There
is exactly one rule for each combination of these types with each source production
applicable to its source non-terminal (see Section 5.2.1). Thus, our ADR-to-CSP GBMT
fulfills condition 2 of Definition 5.3.1.9.
Since the basic GBMT rule type is a special case of the extended one, we have shown
all the conditions required by Definition 5.3.1.11 for non-local GBMTs of our ADR-
to-CSP GBMT and we have also shown the ACCC condition (Definition 5.3.1.12) for
it. Later, in Section 5.4, we prove, amongst others, that non-local GBMTs with these
characteristics have the desired quality properties by construction. First, however, we
return to the formalization and discuss the execution of a GBMT containing all different
types of rules.
5.3.2 Formalization of Transformation Execution
Now, we discuss the execution steps of a GBMT defined between the languages of two
HR grammars Gs and Gt . It performs a transformation of an input source model Ms on
its derivation tree over productions from Ps of Gs . Therefore, before such a GBMT can
be executed, we need to obtain this source derivation tree tMs ∈ TREE (Ps) by parsing
Ms . Since an input source model can potentially have more than one derivation tree
in Gs , we need to choose the one to use in the execution in a way, that lets us avoid
non-deterministic results. Thus, we use so-called leftmost derivation of a source model
Ms and its tree representation as an input for our GBMTs.
The notion of the leftmost derivation for hypergraphs used here is analogous to the
one for strings (see Section 5.1.1). Since hyperedges of a hypergraph have no natural
ordering such as that of symbols in a string, we impose such an ordering on hypergraphs
as suggested in [Pra71]. For a hypergraph H we define an ordering OH = (e1, · · · , en)
such that ei are distinct hyperedges in E
N
H and n = | ENH |. For an HR grammar G , for
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each production p = (A,R) in P we define an ordering OR for its hypergraph R. Now,
we can formally define leftmost direct derivation and leftmost derivation sequence for an
HR grammar.
Definition 5.3.2.1 (Leftmost Direct Derivation). Given a hypergraph H with an order-
ing OH for E
N
H and a hypergraph K with an ordering OK for E
N
K . Then K is a leftmost
direct derived from H iff:
1. H ⇒p K by rewriting the leftmost non-terminal hyperedge e1 ∈ ENH in the ordering
OH ;
2. OK is derived from OH by substituting for e1 ∈ OH the sequence OR of the hyper-
edges ENR introduced into K by the rule p ∈ P.
To distinguish from a normal direct derivation, we denote a leftmost direct derivation
by
l⇒. Now, we can define a leftmost derivation sequence analogous to the definition of
a normal derivation (Definition 5.3.0.5),
Definition 5.3.2.2 (Leftmost Derivation). A sequence of leftmost direct derivations
d = H0
l⇒ · · · l⇒ Hk is called a leftmost derivation of length k ≥ 0 from H0 to Hk and
denoted by H0
l ∗⇒ PHk or H0 l ∗⇒ Hk .
For the transformation execution, we use the tree-based representation of such a left-
most derivation (leftmost derivation tree) of the input source model to be transformed.
Source HR grammars, where an input model can have more than one leftmost derivation,
would potentially compromise determinism of the developed transformation through this
ambiguity. Thus, we only consider so-called unambiguous HR grammars as source gram-
mars for our GBMT development method. Formally, this grammar type is defined as
follows.
Definition 5.3.2.3 (Unambiguous Graph Grammar). A graph grammar G is unam-
biguous if for each hypergraph (model) M ∈ L(G) there exists exactly one leftmost
derivation S • l ∗⇒ PM .
We prepare for the GBMT execution by parsing the input source model Ms using the
given unambiguous source grammar Gs . If the parsing was not successful, then Ms is
not in the language of Gs and there is no leftmost derivation for Ms in Ps . Then, the
process terminates and returns non-transformable for this input source model indicating
that it is out of scope and will not be transformed. This way, we ensure that only models
from the language defined by our source grammar Gs are transformed.
When the parsing was successful, we obtain the leftmost derivation tree tMs for our Ms
to use during the transformation execution. This tree is related to the non-terminal hy-
peredge es of the source start hypergraph S
•
s . To make this connection explicit, we add a
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production ps , that produces S
•
s such that p

s = (,S
•
s ), to the source productions creat-
ing P ′s = Ps ∪ {ps}. Here,  denotes an empty hypergraph. Then, we build the extended
source derivation tree t ′Ms = (,S
•
s , branch
′
s) such that branch
′
s(es) = tMs . This way, es
is explicitly related with tMs via its branch mapping like all non-terminal hyperedges in
the tree (ENstMs ). This extension allows us to describe the GBMT execution in a uniform
way while keeping the original definition of a derivation tree (see Definition 5.3.1.4).
On the target side, we also extend the target productions Pt with an analogous p

t pro-
duction creating P ′t , and build the initial extended target derivation tree t ′Mt = (,S
•
t ,∅),
that produces S •t with a hyperedge et .
Finally, we create an initial correspondence mapping cd , we have previously dis-
cussed, connecting hyperedges es and et of the start hypergraphs such that c
d =
(et , (t
default
c , es)). This correspondence together with both derivation trees t
′
Ms
and t ′Mt
forms the initial state of the tree correspondence structure (TCS), that our transforma-
tion operates on. With each GBMT rule application, it creates new sub-tree(s) in the
extended target derivation tree and adds correspondence mappings between non-terminal
hyperedges of the derivation trees to the TCS structure. Formally, this structure is de-
fined as follows.
Definition 5.3.2.4 (Tree Correspondence Structure). A tree correspondence structure
(TCS) tcs(Ms) = (t
′
Ms
,C , t ′Mt ) created during an execution of a GBMT T on an input
source model Ms
8 consists of an extended source derivation tree t ′Ms ∈ TREE (P ′s) for
Ms , an extended target derivation tree t
′
Mt
∈ TREE (P ′t) for the generated output target
model Mt , and a set of correspondence mappings C ⊆ (ENtt ′Mt × (CT × E
Ns
t ′Ms
))
∗
between
the non-terminal hyperedges of t ′Mt and t
′
Ms
.
To apply GBMT rules, we traverse the t ′Ms part of TCS (Ms) to find the next non-terminal
hyperedge es , that is in one or more correspondence mapping(s) c = (et , (tts , es)) ∈ C
with some hyperedges et from E
Nt
t ′Mt
. Due to the context-freeness of HR grammars, this
traversal can be done in any order. Next, we consider each of these correspondence
mappings c separately and find a set of transformation rules RSps ,cpre such that its
correspondence type pre-condition cpre is equal to the type of c and ps is the first
production in the sub-tree assigned to es through branch
′
s(es). Finally, we select a
transformation rule tr with the highest priority from the set RSps ,cpre such that its
source derivation sub-tree ts forms a prefix of (or equals) the sub-tree assigned to es in
t ′Ms via branch
′
s . This rule is said to be applicable to the combination of a hyperedge es
(and its sub-tree in t ′Ms ) and a correspondence mapping c in C . Formally, the GBMT
rule applicability is defined as follows.
Definition 5.3.2.5 (GBMT Rule Applicability). A GBMT9 rule tr is applicable in
TCS tcsT (Ms) = (t
′
Ms
,C , t ′Mt ) to a combination of a hyperedge es such that es ∈ ENst ′Ms
8From now on, we shorten ’execution on leftmost derivation of Ms ’ to ’execution on Ms ’ for simplifica-
tion.
9From now on, for brevity, we refer to a (non-local) extended GBMT simply as a GBMT.
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and a correspondence mapping c ∈ C such that c = (et , (tts , es)), if its cpre is of the
type of c (see Definition 5.3.1.2) and its ts forms a prefix of (or equals) the sub-tree
assigned to es via the mapping branch
′
s(es) in t
′
Ms
. If tr is non-local, there also exists a
correspondence mapping ca = (eat , (t
a
ts , e
a
s )) ∈ C of type capre with either:
a) branch ′t(eat ) ∈ Nt or
b) for all e ′t ∈ ENtRbranch′t (eat ) set {c
′ = (e ′t , (t ′ts , e ′s)) ∈ C | c′ of type capre} = ∅ in tcsT (Ms).
An application of a GBMT rule tr is then performed by assigning its target derivation
sub-tree tt via branch
′
t mapping of t
′
Mt
to the hyperedge et of the correspondence map-
ping c. This creates a new sub-tree at branch ′t(et) = tt in the extended target derivation
tree t ′Mt . Additionally, all correspondence mappings defined in tr by its function Cpost
are created between the corresponding hyperedges of the newly added branch ′t(et) and
the hyperedges of the sub-tree branch ′s(es), which are at the same positions as hyper-
edges in ts used in Cpost . If tr is non-local, an additional sub-tree t
a
t is also added at e
a
t
of the additional correspondence mapping ca via branch ′t . Depending on the case from
Definition 5.3.2.5, eat is either directly mapped to t
a
t via branch
′
t (a) or the already exist-
ing branch ′t(eat ) sub-tree is restructured to add tat (b). Both alternatives are described
in detail below as the steps of the execution process.
A GBMT execution terminates when each combination of a hyperedge from t ′MS and
a correspondence mapping c ∈ C involving it in the TCS of the transformation has been
considered, and the suitable rule has been applied. The correspondence mappings for
each non-terminal hyperedge es are considered in a specific order defined based on the
orderings of the individual elements in their hypergraphs.
A mapping c = (et , (tts , es)) ∈ C is placed before c′ = (e ′t , (t ′ts , es)) ∈ C in the
correspondence ordering relation Oc – Oc(c) < Oc(c′) – when O(et) < O(e ′t), or when
O(et) = O(e
′
t) and O
t(tts) < O
t(t ′ts). Where the ordering O of et and e ′t is defined
based on the ordering O transferred from Pt to result(t
′
Mt
) in t ′Mt created up to this
application step, and the ordering O t of tc ∈ CT is an arbitrary fixed ordering defined
on CT of T . Formally, the complete GBMT execution process is defined as follows.
Definition 5.3.2.6 (Grammar Based Model Transformation Execution). An execution
of a GBMT T between L(Gs) and L(Gt) on a finite input source model Ms ∈ L(Gs)
that produces a target derivation tree tMt and, thereby, an output target model Mt =
result(tMt ) ∈ L (Gt) consists of the following steps:
1. Extend tMs to t
′
Ms
= (,S •s , branch ′s) ∈ TREE (Ps ∪ {ps = (,S •s )}) with eds ∈ ENsS•s
and branch ′s(eds ) = tMs . Set t ′Mt = (,S
•
t , branch
′
t) ∈ TREE (Pt ∪ {pt = (,S •t )})
with edt ∈ ENtS•t and branch
′
t(e
d
t ) = lab(e
d
t ), and initialize the set of correspondence
mappings C =
{
cd = (edt , (t
default
c , eds ))
}
with tdefaultc ∈ CT .
Construct TCS of T such that tcsT (Ms) = (t
′
Ms
,C , t ′Mt ).
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2. Traverse t ′Ms in depth-first (alternatively breadth-first) manner visiting its non-
terminal hyperedges es ∈ ENst ′Ms .
a) Consider all correspondence mappings c = (et , (tts , es)) in C for es in the or-
dering Oc. Find a rule tr ∈ T applicable (Definition 5.3.2.5) to a es ,c combi-
nation. If tr is non-local (Definition 5.3.1.10), find a correspondence mapping
ca = (eat , (t
a
ts , e
a
s )) in C of type c
a
pre fulfilling a or b of Definition 5.3.2.5.
When tr and, if applicable, ca were found:
b) Apply tr :
i. Assign branch ′t(et) = tt in t ′Mt .
ii. For each correspondence mapping cp = (e
p
t , (t
p
ts , e
p
s )) in Cpost such that
ept ∈ ENttt , add a correspondence mapping c′p = (ept , (tpts , e ′ps )) to C =
C ∪{c′p} with ept ∈ ENtbranch ′t (et ) added to t ′Mt within the sub-tree tt in step
2(b)i, and hyperedge e ′ps ∈ ENst ′Ms is at the same position in branch
′
s(es) as
eps in the ts of rule tr .
c) If tr is non-local:
i. If branch ′t(eat ) 6∈ Nt (b), find e ∈ ENttat with hyperedge identity mapping to
root(tat ), and assign brancht(e) = branch
′
t(e
a
t ) in t
a
t .
ii. Assign branch ′t(eat ) = tat .
iii. For each correspondence mapping cp = (e
p
t , (t
p
ts , e
p
s )) in Cpost such that
ept ∈ ENttat add a correspondence mapping c
′
p = (e
p
t , (t
p
ts , e
′p
s )) to C =
C ∪ {c′p}, where ept ∈ ENtbranch ′t (eat ) is added to t ′Mt within the sub-tree tat
in step 2(c)ii and e ′ps ∈ ENst ′Ms is at the same position in branch
′
s(es) as e
p
s
in ts of rule tr , or e
′p
s equals eas .
3. If all es have been visited, return branch
′
t(e) sub-tree of t
′
Mt
where e ∈ ENtS•t and
terminate.
The returned target derivation tree tMt = branch
′
t(e) contains the sought target model
Mt , that can be extracted as the final output through a simple post-processing step
flattening the derivation tree. Later, we also refer to this returned result as T (Ms).
To increase the understandability of the execution process we have described, we now
provide one possible implementation of it in pseudo-code (see Algorithm 1) without
repeating the full description. This implementation consists of a main part and a recur-
sively called procedure. It traverses the extended leftmost source derivation tree of an
input source model in the depth-first manner to apply GBMT rules. The basic steps of
the algorithm like rule finding and application are the same for any implementation.
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Algorithm 1: GBMT execution in pseudo-code
Input: T – GBMT,
tMs – leftmost derivation tree of an input source model Ms ∈ L(Gs).
Output: tMt – derivation tree of an output target model Mt .
1 t ′Ms := (,S
•
s , branch
′
s); //create an extended source derivation tree
2 branch ′s(eds ) := tMs for eds ∈ ENsS•s ;
3 t ′Mt := (,S
•
t , branch
′
t); //create an extended target derivation tree
4 branch ′t(edt ) := lab(edt ) for edt ∈ ENtS•t ;
5 //initialize C
6 C :=
{
cd = (edt , (t
default
c , eds ))
}
with tdefaultc ∈ CT ;
7 tcsT (Ms) := (t
′
Ms
,C , t ′Mt ); //construct TCS of T for Ms
8 //start the recursive depth-first tree traversal of t ′Ms to apply GBMT rules
9 visitSubTrees(t ′Ms , tcsT (Ms));
10 return branch ′t(e) of t ′Mt for e ∈ ENtS•t ;
The procedure visitSubTrees listed below is called from the main part to visit all non-
terminal hyperedges of the extended source derivation tree t ′Ms starting with the hyper-
edge labeled by the start symbol Ss . It takes a source derivation tree ts and a TCS
tcsT (Ms) of the GBMT T on Ms , and visits all non-terminal hyperedges of this tree
in a depth-first manner. Each visited hyperedge es is considered in combination with
all of its correspondence mappings stored in the C part of the tcsT (Ms) structure. For
each such combination, we find an applicable rule tr in T and apply it constructing
step-by-step the target derivation tree t ′Mt , assigning branch
′
t mappings, and adding new
correspondence mappings into C .
In the case of a non-local rule, we find the required additional correspondence mapping
ca and add the sub-tree tat to its first argument e
a
t either directly as branch
′
t(e
a
t ) (when
a) of Definition 5.3.2.5 holds) or by re-structuring the existing branch ′t(eat ) (when b) of
Definition 5.3.2.5 holds). Further correspondence mappings from Cpost defined for the
hyperedges from tat are also added to C .
Up to now, we have formalized both the description and the execution of GBMTs.
Along the way, we mentioned how the conditions imposed in the formalization affect
the properties of the developed GBMTs. Next, we formally define these properties for
GBMTs and prove that they hold by construction based on these conditions.
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Procedure visitSubTrees
Input: ts = (As ,Rs , branchs) ∈ TREE (Ps ∪ {ps}), tcsT = (t ′Ms ,C , t ′Mt ) ∈ TCS
1 foreach es ∈ ENsRs do
2 foreach c = (et , (ets , es)) ∈ C for es ∧ c is next in Oc do
3 Find tr ∈ T applicable (Definition 5.3.2.5) to es , c combination;
4 if tr is non-local (Definition 5.3.1.10) then
5 Find ca = (eat , (t
a
ts , e
a
s )) ∈ C of type capre : a or b of Definition 5.3.2.5
holds;
6 if tr is found ∧ ca is found (when applicable) then
7 branch ′t(et) := tt ;
8 foreach cp = (e
p
t , (t
p
ts , e
p
s )) ∈ Cpost ∧ ept ∈ ENttt do
9 c′p := (e
p
t , (t
p
ts , e
′p
s )) where e
p
t ∈ ENtbranch ′t (et ) and e
′p
s ∈ ENst ′Ms is at the
same position in branch ′s(es) as e
p
s in ts ;
10 C := C ∪ {c′p};
11 if tr is non-local then
12 if branch ′t(eat ) 6∈ Nt (case b) then
13 Find e ∈ ENttat with the hyperedge identity mapping to root(t
a
t );
14 brancht(e) := branch
′
t(e
a
t );
15 branch ′t(eat ) := tat ;
16 foreach cp = (e
p
t , (t
p
ts , e
p
s )) ∈ Cpost ∧ ept ∈ ENttat do
17 c′p := (e
p
t , (t
p
ts , e
′p
s )) where e
p
t ∈ ENtbranch ′t (eat ) and e
′p
s ∈ ENst ′Ms is at
the same position in branch ′s(es) as e
p
s in ts or e
′p
s = eas ;
18 C := C ∪ {c′p};
19 visitSubTrees(branch ′s(es), tcsT );
5.4 Guaranteed Quality Properties of Transformations
Here, we address important quality properties of the GBMTs developed using our ap-
proach and compliant with the definitions and conditions described in Section 5.3.1, like
our ADR-to-CSP GBMT (see end of Section 5.3.1). These properties, introduced in Sec-
tion 4.2.1, are termination, soundness and completeness, and determinism. For each of
these properties we first provide an informal description and a basic justification for why
it holds for GBMTs, and then provide a complete formal definition and a full detailed
proof. Each of the provided proofs highlights the conditions we put on the definition of
GBMTs in order to guarantee these properties by construction.
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As in Section 5.3, in the following text we refer to the source and target HR grammars
of a GBMT as Gs and Gt , to an input source model as Ms , to an output target model
as Mt , and to the GBMT itself as T . Since we only execute model transformations on
finite input models that were successfully parsed in Gs , belong to L(Gs), and have a
leftmost derivation tree tMs in Gs , we only consider them in our proofs. We start by
considering the termination property.
5.4.1 Termination
The termination property for a GBMT T means that for any Ms , T is executed in a
finite number of steps and each of the steps is finite.
As described before, T is executed on the leftmost derivation tree tMs of Ms . We
traverse this tree in some pre-defined order and visit each of its non-terminal hyperedges
that has correspondences, including the initial one (see Section 5.2.1). A finite number
of productions (finite target derivation sub-trees) of Gt is applied by T for every finite
derivation sub-tree formed by productions of Gs in tMs and a correspondence c of the
hyperedge mapped onto it. Since these derivation sub-trees are finite, and the set of
created correspondences (shown later) and tMs are finite, the whole execution process is
also guaranteed to have a finite number of finite steps.
Now, we formalize the discussed property and give its proof for GBMTs.
Definition 5.4.1.1 (Termination). A GBMT T terminates iff any execution of T on
any input source model Ms ∈ L(Gs) is performed in a finite number of finite steps.
To prove that a GBMT T terminates in any execution, we first introduce a supporting
Lemma . It shows that the set C of the TCS constructed during an execution of T is
always finite.
Lemma 1 (Finite Correspondence Mappings Set). Let T be a GBMT executed on an
input source model Ms ∈ L(Gs). Then, a TCS tcsT (Ms) constructed during an execution
always yields a finite set of correspondence mappings in C .
Proof. Consider the execution steps in Definition 5.3.2.6 starting with the initial-
ization of C . Step 1, executed once, adds one initial mapping cd = (edt , (t
default
c , eds ))
to the empty C , keeping it finite. We prove that C is always finite by induction.
Set C 0 =
{
cd
}
is finite. Assume by induction C i constructed in the i -th iteration
of step 2 is finite.
Consider the (i +1)-th iteration of step 2 and C i+1 constructed in it. This iteration
considers up to | C i+1 | combinations of es with c ∈ C i+1 in step 2a.
Each of the iterations of step 2a searches for an applicable rule tr ∈ T and, when
it is non-local, an additional correspondence ca ∈ C i . The search for tr is done
in a finite number of steps, since by Definition 5.3.1.9, T is finite. The search for
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ca is done in a finite number of steps, since by induction C i is finite. Finally, the
search for a hyperedge e in step 2(c)i is done in a finite number of steps, since by
Definition 5.3.1.10, tat is finite.
When the found rule tr is applied in an iteration of step 2a, new correspondence
mappings are added to C i+1 in steps 2(b)ii and 2(c)iii (if tr is non-local). Otherwise,
C i+1 stays unchanged. Together, steps 2(b)ii and 2(c)iii add | Cpost | correspondence
mappings to C i+1 in one iteration. By Definition 5.3.1.10, for the most extended
version of Cpost , derivation trees ts , tt , and t
a
t are finite ⇒ Cpost defined over them
is always finite. Therefore, an iteration of step 2a takes a finite number of steps.
By Definition 5.3.1.5 and 5.3.1.10 of GBMT rules, none of the mappings added in
steps 2(b)ii and 2(c)iii can contain the current es . Thus, (i + 1)-th iteration of step
2 only considers up to | C i | combinations of es with c ∈ C i . Therefore, in this
iteration, maximum | C i | times max tr∈T | C trpost | correspondence mappings are
added to C i to construct C i+1.
By induction C i is finite, and, as shown before, Cpost is always finite⇒ constructed
C i+1 is finite ⇒ C is finite after each iteration of step 2. Overall, the construction
of C takes | ENs
t ′Ms
| iterations of step 2 ⇒ since tMs and, hence, t ′Ms is finite, | ENst ′Ms |
is finite ⇒ C is finite. 2
With this Lemma we can now prove termination of a GBMT. Note, that the parsing step
before the transformation execution can influence termination of the complete process.
For HR grammars the membership problem is decidable [Roz97] and, thus, parsing of an
input model always terminates. Now, we just need to show that the execution process
also terminates.
Theorem 1 (Termination). Let T be a GBMT. Then, for each Ms ∈ L(Gs) – input
source model – execution of T on Ms is performed in a finite number of finite steps.
Proof. To prove that T always terminates, we show that each step in Defini-
tion 5.3.2.6 has a finite number of iterations and sub-steps, and that the minimal
sub-steps are finite. Since assignment and return steps are trivially finite, we do not
consider them in this proof.
Consider step 2 and its sub-steps. It traverses an extended leftmost derivation tree
t ′Ms of Ms that is finite ⇒ step 2 has a finite number of iterations i.e. | ENst ′Ms |.
Sub-step 2a is performed in each iteration of step 2 for a non-terminal hyperedge
es ∈ ENst ′Ms and consists of a maximum of | C | iterations.
By Lemma 1, C is finite and an iteration of sub-step 2a has a finite number of finite
steps ⇒ step 2a has a finite number of finite steps for each es . Hence, step 2 has
a finite number of iterations consisting of a finite number of finite steps ⇒ T is
always executed in a finite number of finite steps ⇒ T terminates on any Ms . 2
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5.4.2 Soundness and Completeness
The next question we want to address is, whether a GBMT T developed using our
approach can transform any valid input model Ms , and whether the transformation
result T (Ms) is a valid output model. The described properties are called completeness
and soundness, respectively (see Section 4.2 for details).
In order to consider these properties, we first need to define the notions of a valid
input source and a valid output target model that we use in the context of GBMTs.
Definition 5.4.2.1 (Valid Input source Model). A model Ms is a valid input source
model for a GBMT T if it belongs to the language defined by the source grammar Gs of
T – Ms ∈ L(Gs).
Definition 5.4.2.2 (Valid Output Target Model). A model Mt is a valid output target
model for a GBMT T if it belongs to the language defined by the target grammar Gt of
T – Mt ∈ L(Gt).
Furthermore, we define when a GBMT can transform an input source model as follows.
Definition 5.4.2.3 (Ability to Transform). A GBMT T can transform an input model
Ms , or Ms is transformable by T , when none of the execution process steps of T from
Definition 5.3.2.6 fail on Ms .
For completeness, we have to show that if Ms ∈ L (Gs), an execution of T on such Ms
will not fail. Essentially, this means that the step 2a of Definition 5.3.2.6, where an
applicable GBMT rule (tr) and an additional mapping (ca) for it (for non-local rules) is
found, has to always succeed for each combination of a source non-terminal hyperedge
(es) and its correspondence (c).
In Section 5.3.1, we have demanded that T contains a GBMT rule for every production
in Gs and every correspondence type an edge rewritten by it might have. The ACCC
ensures the applicability in the case when such rules are non-local. Hence, we can
transform every production application (direct derivation) in tMs into a derivation sub-
tree in the generated target derivation tree tMt . Next, we look at the generation of the
target model Mt via its derivation tree tMt .
For the completeness of a GBMT T , we need to show that the generation of tMt by T
does not fail, i.e., that all target productions are applicable at the places where the trans-
formation wants to apply them. Both Gs and Gt are context-free, so the existence of the
non-terminal hyperedges ensured by the correspondences is all that is needed to ensure
the applicability of the target productions. When considering the next source produc-
tion application, we apply the related target productions to the non-terminal hyperedge
corresponding to the hyperedge rewritten by the first source production. Therefore,
since the source productions are applicable and T contains GBMT rules for every type
of correspondence that a non-terminal hyperedge rewritten by it might have, the target
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productions are applicable too. Thus, T always returns a model for a valid Ms and thus,
T is complete.
As for the soundness of a GBMT T , we need to show that Mt is a valid output model
– Mt ∈ L (Gt). This can be reduced to the question whether the generated derivation
tree of the target model tMt is complete, meaning that no non-rewritten non-terminal
hyperedges are left after the application of a GBMT T . From the requirements in
Section 5.3.1, every non-terminal hyperedge produced (and not consumed) by target
sub-tree(s) is linked by a correspondence to a non-terminal hyperedge in tMs . And since
Ms ∈ L (Gs), all source non-terminal hyperedges produced are eventually rewritten.
This implies, since T is complete, that all leaf target non-terminal hyperedges produced
are also eventually rewritten by the related target productions, i.e., tMt is complete.
Thus, we have Mt ∈ L (Gt) and T is sound.
Next, we formally define the notions of completeness and soundness and provide the
detailed proofs of these properties for GBMTs.
Definition 5.4.2.4 (Completeness). A GBMT T is complete iff it can transform any
valid input source model Ms .
Definition 5.4.2.5 (Soundness). A GBMT T is sound iff its result on a valid input
source model Ms – T (Ms) – is a valid output target model.
Now, we prove these properties for a GBMT T starting with the proof of completeness.
More precisely, we start with a supporting Lemma for non-local GBMT rules which is
used later in the proofs of completeness and determinism. This Lemma relies on the
additional ACCC condition we have formulated in Definition 5.3.1.12.
Lemma 2 (Unique Additional Correspondence). Let T be a non-local GBMT fulfilling
ACCC (Definition 5.3.1.12) and Ms an input source model. Then, in each execution of
T on Ms , for each non-local tr ∈ T , when tr is applied, C of TCS tcsT (Ms) contains
exactly one and the same correspondence mapping of type capre fulfilling condition a or b
of Definition 5.3.2.5.
Proof. As T is non-local, by Definition 5.3.1.11 (1), for each non-local GBMT rule
tr = (ts , tt , t
a
t , cpre , c
a
pre ,Cpost) ∈ T , exists a rule tr ′ ∈ T with c′pre 6= capre and
c′ ∈ C ′post of type capre . T also fulfills ACCC⇒ only one of such tr ′ is always applied
exactly once and before tr during an execution of T on an Ms .
Hence, by Definition 5.3.2.6, tr ′ always adds one correspondence mapping c′p (in step
2(b)ii or 2(c)iii) of type capre to C before tr is applied. By Definition 5.3.1.11 (2),
there is no tr ′ ∈ T that creates more than one correspondence mapping c′ ∈ C ′post
of type capre ⇒ tr ′ creates only once and exactly one such c′p before tr is applied.
Thus, other rules tr ′′ applied between tr ′ and tr can at most consume (c′′pre = capre
and no c′′ ∈ C ′′post of type capre) or re-create (c′′pre = capre and there exists exactly one
c′′ ∈ C ′′post of type capre) this type of mapping.
Consider the following alternatives for c′p = (e
p
t , (t
p
ts , e
′p
s )) created by tr ′:
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1. c′p is not used by any tr ′′ ⇒ branch ′t(ept ) ∈ Nt ⇒ Definition 5.3.2.5 (a) holds
for c′p ;
2. c′p is consumed by tr ′′ with c′′pre = capre and no c′′ ∈ C ′′post of type capre ⇒ for all
e ′t ∈ ENtR
branch′t (e
p
t )
set {c′ = (e ′t , (t ′ts , e ′s)) ∈ C | c′ of type capre} = ∅ in tcsT (Ms)
⇒ Definition 5.3.2.5 (b) holds for c′p ;
3. c′p is re-created by tr ′′ with c′′pre = capre and there exists exactly one c′′ ∈ C ′′post
of type capre ⇒ tr ′′ creates exactly one c′′p of type capre . Consider c′′p as new c′p .
By Theorem 1, T terminates ⇒ number of applied tr ′′ is finite ⇒ eventually
either (1) or (2) must apply to such a created c′′p .
Thus, after the application of tr ′ and before the application of tr , there always exists
exactly one c′p ∈ C such that either condition (a) or (b) of Definition 5.3.2.5 holds
for it.
By Definition 5.3.2.6, hyperedges es of t
′
Ms
and correspondence mappings for each of
them are considered in the same traversal and mapping ordering Oc , respectively,
in each execution of T on an Ms . Furthermore, for each combination of es and c
there exists maximum one applicable tr ∈ T .
Assume the opposite. There exist distinct tr1, tr2 ∈ T applicable to es and c ⇒ by
Definition 5.3.2.5, cpre of tr1 and tr2 is the type of c, and ts1 and ts2 form a prefix
of (or equals) branch ′s(es) ⇒ ts1 is a prefix of (or equals) ts2 or vice versa. This
contradicts Definition 5.3.1.9 (1) ( ) ⇒ there exists at most one tr ∈ T applicable
to each es and c combination. Hence, the same rules, and in the same order, are
applied before tr in each execution ⇒ the same tr ′′, and in the same order, are
applied to c′p ∈ C created by tr ′ ⇒ c′p , used in the application of tr , is the same in
each execution of T on an Ms . 2
The above lemma can now be used in the next proof to show completeness of GBMTs.
Theorem 2 (Completeness). Let T be a GBMT that, if it is non-local, fulfills ACCC
(Definition 5.3.1.12). Then, each input source model Ms ∈ L(Gs) is transformable
(Definition 5.4.2.3) by T .
Proof. To prove that T is complete we need to show that an execution of T does
not fail on any Ms ∈ L(Gs).
Consider steps of Definition 5.3.2.6. Step 1 constructs an initial TCS tcsT (Ms)
for the execution of T on an Ms and only requires tMs that is always provided by
the parser ⇒ step 1 can not fail. Step 2 traverses the extended leftmost source
derivation tree t ′Ms and can only fail in one of its sub-steps and not in the traversal⇒ consider its sub-steps.
Step 2a searches for a GBMT rule tr ∈ T applicable (Definition 5.3.2.5) to a com-
bination of es and c. It fails if no such tr is found in T . Assume that this is the
case.
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By Definition 5.3.1.910, for all productions p∗s = (A∗s ,R∗s ) ∈ Ps and all correspon-
dence mappings c∗ = (e∗t , (t∗ts , e∗s )) ∈
⋃n
i=1 C
i
post ∪ {cd} such that lab(e∗s ) = A∗s ,
there exists a well-formed rule set RSp∗s ,c∗pre such that c
∗ is of the type c∗pre .
Production ps whose tree is mapped to es through branch
′
s is in Ps by the definition
of a derivation tree (Definition 5.3.1.4), and c ∈ C is either the initial mapping cd or
it was produced as c′p in step 2(b)ii or step 2(c)iii of a rule application. In the second
case, such a c′p has the same type as some cp ∈
⋃n
i=1 C
i
post (see Definition 5.3.2.6)
⇒ there is a c∗ of the same type as c. Therefore, there exists a well-formed rule set
RSps ,cpre for production ps and type of c denoted by cpre .
By Definition 5.3.1.8, well-formed rule set RSps ,cpre either contains a special rule
(case 1) or its rules fulfill the coverage criteria (case 2). In case 1, the one-production
source derivation tree ts of the special rule in RSps ,cpre forms a prefix of (or equals)
the sub-tree assigned to es via the mapping branch
′
s(es) in t
′
Ms
. Hence, the special
rule is applicable to the es and c combination ( ), even if none of the other rules in
RSps ,cpre are and even if the special rule is non-local, by Lemma 2.
In case 2 of Definition 5.3.1.8, the following (coverage criteria) holds for RSps ,cpre :
for each tr ∈ RSps ,cpre and each replacement alternative talt in Gs for its source
derivation sub-tree ts , there exists a GBMT rule tr
′ ∈ RSps ,cpre such that t ′s = talt ;
and for all distinct tr , tr ′ ∈ RSps ,cpre , t ′s is a replacement alternative of ts .
As branch ′s(es) is a sub-tree of t ′Ms with result(t
′
Ms
) = Ms ∈ L(Gs) and thus,
ENs
result(t ′Ms )
= ∅ ⇒ ENsresult(branch ′s(es)) = ∅. Therefore, all hyperedges e ∈ E
Ns
branch ′s(es)
have branch ′s(e) 6∈ Ns making the sub-tree branch ′s(es) non-extendable. Thus, ad-
ditionally to fulfilling the coverage criteria, none of the rules in RSps ,cpre have ts
extending branch ′s(es).
As RSps ,cpre is not empty by Definition 5.3.1.8, there exists tr ∈ RSps ,cpre . Then,
the sub-tree branch ′s(es) either:
(I) equals (or an extension of) ts part of tr , and, if tr is non-local, by Lemma 2,
there exists a suitable unique correspondence mapping ca ∈ C ⇒ tr is appli-
cable to the es and c combination ( ); or
(II) equals (or an extension of) one of the replacement alternatives of ts .
By Definition 5.3.1.8, for each replacement alternatives of ts , there must be a GBMT
rule tr ′ ∈ RSps ,cpre such that its t ′s is equal to this alternative. As branch ′s(es) is a
replacement alternative talt (or its extension) for ts (II), there is a tr
′ ∈ RSps ,cpre for
talt such that t
′
s = talt . Hence, t
′
s is equal to (or a prefix of) branch
′
s(es), and, if tr
is non-local, by Lemma 2, there exists a suitable unique correspondence mapping
ca ∈ C ⇒ tr ′ is applicable to the es and c combination ( ).
10Star (*) is added to the names in the definition to distinguish its entities from those of the execution.
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There is a rule in RSps ,cpre that is applicable to es and c in every case. By Propo-
sition 4, RSps ,cpre is finite for the Gs of T and, by Definition 5.3.1.5, ts of each rule
in it is finite. By Lemma 1, C is finite, and, if T is non-local, ACCC holds for it.
Therefore, the GBMT rule tr ∈ RSps ,cpre is applicable to the combination es and c
and the suitable correspondence mapping ca are found in a finite number of steps
( ). Hence, step 2a does not fail to find a tr and, if applicable, the ca for it.
Consider step 2(b)i. It can not fail since et is always available as part of c ∈ C . In
step 2(b)ii new correspondence mappings c′p = (e
p
t , (t
p
ts , e
′p
s )) are added to C . Both
ept and e
′p
s exist – e
p
t was just added in step 2(b)i to t
′
Mt
, and e ′ps is in branch ′s(es) at
the same position as eps in ts since ts is equal to (or a prefix of) branch
′
s(es). Hence,
step 2(b)ii can not fail.
Consider step 2c for non-local rules. In sub-step 2(c)i ca fulfills condition (b) of
Definition 5.3.2.5 and, by Definition 5.3.1.10, there must exist eat ∈ ENtresult(tat ) iden-
tified via hyperedge identity mapping with root(tat ) in tr ⇒ required e ∈ ENttat is
always found ⇒ step 2(c)i can not fail. Sub-step 2(c)ii is analogous to step 2(b)i –
ca and tat (both exist) are used instead of c and tt , respectively. Finally, sub-step
2(c)iii is analogous to step 2(b)ii with tat instead of tt and an additional use of e
a
s as
e ′ps . Since ca and, hence, eas always exist at this point, if tr is non-local, step 2(c)iii
can not fail ⇒ step 2c can not fail.
The last execution step that returns the sub-tree branch ′t(e) of t ′Mt can not fail, since
e ∈ ENS•t always exists in t
′
Mt
by construction (edt added in step 1) ⇒ execution of
T can not fail on any Ms ∈ L(Gs) ⇒ T is complete. 2
We have proven that each valid input source model the language L(Gs) is transformable
by a GBMT T for this language. Now, we prove that the result of applying T to such
a model is also a valid model – a model in the target language L(Gt) of T . We have
already referred to this property as soundness (see Definition 5.4.2.5).
Theorem 3 (Soundness). Let T be a GBMT that, if it is non-local, fulfills ACCC
(Definition 5.3.1.12), and Ms ∈ L(Gs) an input source model. Then, an execution of
T on Ms returns a target derivation tree tMt ∈ TREE (Pt) and an output target model
Mt = result(tMt ) ∈ L(Gt).
Proof. For a tMt = branch
′
t(e) with e ∈ ENtS•t returned after an execution of T on
Ms , we need to show that tMt ∈ TREE (Pt) and Mt = result(tMt ) ∈ L(Gt).
By Theorem 2 (Completeness), T does not fail on any Ms ∈ L(Gs)⇒ it produces an
extended target derivation tree t ′Mt = (A
′
t ,R
′
t , branch
′
t) and returns branch
′
t(e) for
e ∈ ENtS•t in t
′
Mt
for each Ms . Consider the construction of t
′
Mt
in Definition 5.3.2.6.
We show, by induction, that t ′Mt ∈ TREE (P ′t) and tMt = branch ′t(e) ∈ TREE (Pt)
for e ∈ ENtS•t in t
′
Mt
.
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Start of the induction: In step 1, t ′Mt is assigned to (,S
•
t , branch
′
t) ∈ TREE (Pt∪
{pt = (,S •t )}) and branch ′t(edt ) for edt ∈ ENtS•t is assigned to lab(e
d
t ) ∈ Nt ⇒ t ′0Mt ∈
TREE (P ′t) and t0Mt = branch
′
t(e) ∈ TREE (Pt) for e = edt ∈ ENtS•t in t
′0
Mt
. Step 2
consists of | ENs
t ′Ms
| iterations of sub-step 2a that is performed a maximum of | C |
times per iteration.
We consider a single execution of step 2a as an induction step. Assume, by induction,
that for t ′iMt constructed in the i -th execution of step 2a holds t
′i
Mt
∈ TREE (P ′t) and
t iMt = branch
′
t(e) ∈ TREE (Pt) for e = edt ∈ ENtS•t in t
′i
Mt
. We need to prove that, for
t ′i+1Mt constructed in the (i + 1)-th execution of step 2a also holds t
′i+1
Mt
∈ TREE (P ′t)
and t i+1Mt = branch
′
t(e) ∈ TREE (Pt) for e = edt ∈ ENtS•t in t
′i+1
Mt
. Then, the same will
hold for tMt = branch
′
t(e
d
t ), returned at the end of the execution, which consists of
a finite number of iterations of step 2a.
Consider sub-steps in the (i + 1)-th iteration of step 2a. Since T is complete by
Theorem 2, each iteration makes the following changes to t ′iMt to create t
′i+1
Mt
:
1. In step 2(b)i, branch ′t(et) of et ∈ ENtt ′iMt is assigned to tt ∈ TREE (Pt). By
induction, t ′iMt ∈ TREE (P ′t) ⇒ created t ′i+1Mt ∈ TREE (P ′t) and branch ′t(e)
for e = edt ∈ ENtS•t in t
′i+1
Mt
changes to tt in some sub-tree ⇒ branch ′t(e) ∈
TREE (Pt);
2. In step 2(c)i, branch ′t(eat ) 6∈ Nt and e ∈ ENttat , existing in t
a
t ∈ TREE (Pt)
by Definition 5.3.1.10, is mapped to branch ′t(eat ) from t
′i+1
Mt
. By induction,
t iMt = branch
′
t(e) ∈ TREE (Pt) for e = edt ∈ ENtS•t in t
′i
Mt
⇒ by Definition 5.3.1.4,
branch ′t(eat ) ∈ TREE (Pt) in t ′iMt and step 2(b)i does not change this in t ′i+1Mt⇒ modified tat ∈ TREE (Pt).
3. In step 2(c)ii, branch ′t of eat ∈ ENtt ′iMt is assigned to t
a
t ∈ TREE (Pt) ⇒ created
t ′i+1Mt ∈ TREE (P ′t) and branch ′t(e) ∈ TREE (Pt) for e = edt ∈ ENtS•t in t
′i+1
Mt
.
Hence, we have tMt = branch
′
t(e
d
t ) ∈ TREE (Pt) for the tMt returned. Next, we need
to show that Mt = result(branch
′
t(e
d
t )) ∈ L(Gt). By Definition 5.3.0.7, an output
model Mt ∈ L(Gt) ⇔ Mt ∈ HTt and there exists S •t ⇒∗Pt Mt ⇔ Mt ∈ HTt (I) and,
by Proposition 1, there exists t ∈ TREE (Pt) with root(t) = St and result(t) = Mt
(II).
Part I: Mt ∈ HTt ⇔ ENtMt = ∅. Assume the opposite ⇒ ∃ et ∈ ENtMt ⇔ ∃ et ∈ ENttMt
with brancht(et) ∈ Nt after T has been executed on Ms . By Definition 5.3.2.6, et
has been added to tMt in step 1 or during an application of a rule tr ∈ T as part of
its sub-tree tt or t
a
t (non-local rule). If et was added in step 1 as e
d
t , mapping c
d
involving it was also added to C . If et was added by a rule tr ⇒ et ∈ ENttt ∪ ENttat
of tr , and brancht(et) ∈ Nt ⇒ et ∈ ENtresult(tt ) ∪ E
Nt
result(tat )
. As by Definition 5.3.1.5,
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the function Cpost is total, ∃ cp ∈ Cpost in tr such that cp = (et , (tpts , eps )) ⇒ step
2(b)ii or 2(c)iii of Definition 5.3.2.6 added correspondence mapping c′p involving et
and some e ′ps ∈ ENst ′Ms to C when tr was applied.
Such a correspondence mapping c = (et , (tts , es)) ∈ C (cd for et = edt or c′p for
et = e
′p
t ) is created either (Ia) before or (Ib) after step 2a was executed for es .
In case Ia: by Theorem 2, T is complete and does not fail on any Ms ∈ L(Gs) ⇒
∃ tr ∈ T applicable to such es and c combination. By Definition 5.3.1.5, its tt 6∈ Nt
⇒ after application of tr , branch ′t(et) 6∈ Nt and, thus, brancht(et) 6∈ Nt after T has
been executed on Ms ( ).
In case Ib: c is created by a non-local rule tr ⇒ es of c is part of the additional
correspondence mapping ca used by tr and re-created as c. As c is created after
step 2a is executed for es with all its mappings including c
a ⇒ ∃ tr ∈ T applicable
to the es and c
a combination ⇒ analogous to case (Ia) brancht(eat ) 6∈ Nt ⇒ in
step 2(c)i tr sets branch ′t(et) = branch ′t(eat ) ⇒ brancht(et) 6∈ Nt after T has been
executed on Ms ( ). Thus, Mt ∈ HTt .
Part II: We have shown that tMt ∈ TREE (Pt). By Definition 5.3.2.6, Mt =
result(tMt ). The rule tr , applied to the initial correspondence mapping c
d involv-
ing edt , must have cpre = (Ss , t
default
c ,St). Thus, its tt assigned to branch
′
t(e
d
t ) has
root(tt) = St ⇒ root(branch ′t(edt )) = St ⇒ root(tMt ) = St ⇒ tMt is a derivation tree
t for Mt described in Proposition 1. Parts I and II hold ⇒ Mt ∈ L(Gt). 2
5.4.3 Determinism
The last property we want to consider for GBMTs is determinism. This means that each
output target model and its derivation tree are fully determined by the corresponding
input source model. In order to show this property for a GBMT T , we require its source
HR grammar Gs to be unambiguous (see Definition 5.3.2.3).
When the source grammar Gs is unambiguous, then for each input source model Ms ∈
L(Gs) we obtain exactly one leftmost derivation tree tMs . Based on the transformation
rules of T , the derivation tree tMs fully determines which rules are applied to construct
the target tree tMt (target sub-derivations) and where (correspondences). This is because
each production in the target tree tMt is uniquely determined by the productions in the
source tree tMs , the correspondence of the source non-terminal hyperedge they rewrite,
and the suitable additional correspondence for non-local rules (unique by ACCC). The
target side of these correspondences uniquely determines where the related main and, if
given, additional target productions of the chosen GBMT rule are applied. We, thus,
obtain exactly one target tree tMt and, consequently, exactly one output target model
Mt . Therefore, no two different target models can be the GBMT result for a single Ms .
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Next, we formally define the notion of determinism and provide a detailed proof of
this property for GBMTs.
Definition 5.4.3.1 (Determinism). A GBMT T is deterministic if its result T (Ms) on
a valid input model Ms ∈ L(Gs) is the same in each execution.
To keep the proof of this property concise, we formulate and prove a separate lemma.
This lemma shows that the set of correspondence mappings C , considered in each it-
eration of step 2a of an execution (Definition 5.3.2.6), remains the same throughout
multiple executions of a GBMT T on a fixed input source model Ms .
Lemma 3 (Unique Correspondence Mapping Set). Let T be a GBMT that has an
unambiguous source HR grammar Gs and, if it is non-local, fulfills ACCC (Defini-
tion 5.3.1.12), and Ms an input source model. Then, the set C of the constructed
tcsT (Ms) yields the same mappings in each iteration of step 2a of Definition 5.3.2.6
between the different executions of T on Ms .
Proof. Consider execution steps in Definition 5.3.2.6. Step 1 adds the same initial
mapping cd = (edt , (t
default
c , eds )) to the empty C in each execution. We prove that
C always yields the same mappings by induction. Induction begin: set C 0 =
{
cd
}
is the same in each execution. Assume, by induction, C i constructed in the i -th
iteration of step 2 is the same in each execution.
Consider construction of C i+1 in the (i + 1)-th iteration of step 2. This iteration
considers combinations of a hyperedge es and a mapping c ∈ C i . By induction, C i
is the same in each execution ⇒ the (i + 1)-th iteration of step 2 performs sub-step
2a for the same mappings c ∈ C i in the same order in each execution.
As grammar Gs is unambiguous, by Definition 5.1.1.3, the leftmost derivation tree
tMs for Ms is the same in each execution, and it is traversed in the same order⇒ es
in the (i + 1)-th iteration of step 2 is the same in each execution. Thus, (i + 1)-th
iteration is done for the same combinations of es and c in the same order in each
execution.
As by Theorem 2, T is complete, and an applicable tr ∈ T is always found for
a combination. Assume, there exist distinct tr1, tr2 ∈ T applicable to a es and c
combination⇒ by Definition 5.3.2.5, cpre of tr1 and tr2 is the type of c, and ts1 and
ts2 form a prefix of (or equals) branch
′
s(es) ⇒ ts1 is a prefix of (or equals) ts2 or vice
versa. This contradicts Definition 5.3.1.9 (1) ( ) ⇒ ∃! tr ∈ T applicable to each es
and c combination ⇒ the same tr is applied to this combination in each execution.
When tr is applied, new correspondence mappings c′p described in Cpost of tr are
added to C i+1 in steps 2(b)ii and 2(c)iii (if tr is non-local). These mappings are
the same in each execution since es , c, and tr are the same, and, by a non-local tr ,
by Lemma 2, each execution of T on Ms creates exactly one and the same c
a used
in the application of tr ⇒ the mappings using eas of ca are also the same in each
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execution. Therefore, all mappings created by tr applied to es and c are the same
in each execution.
Therefore, in the (i + 1)-th iteration of step 2, the same c′p mappings are added
by the same rules applied to the same combinations in the same order to construct
C i+1 in each execution ⇒ C i+1 is the same in each execution. 2
Based on the above and other previously proven lemmas, we can now show the last
property of interest for GBMTs – determinism (see Definition 5.4.3.1).
Theorem 4 (Determinism). Let T be a GBMT that has an unambiguous source HR
grammar Gs and, if it is non-local, fulfills ACCC (Definition 5.3.1.12). Then, for an
input source model Ms ∈ L(Gs), each execution of T on Ms returns the same result.
Proof. We need to show that, by unambiguous Gs , for an Ms ∈ L(Gs) any two
executions of T on Ms always return the same tMt as a result. Consider the following
execution steps of T described in Definition 5.3.2.6:
– In step 1, the leftmost derivation tree tMs of Ms is extended. As Gs is unam-
biguous, by Definition 5.3.2.3, ∃! tMs ⇒ ∃! t ′Ms for Ms by construction ⇒ t ′Mt
is the same in each execution of T on Ms . The initial construction of t
′
Mt
is
fully determined by St – the unique start symbol of Gt – and, therefore, the
same in each execution.
The initial C is fully determined by hyperedges eds ∈ ENst ′Ms and e
d
t ∈ ENtt ′Mt
labeled by unique start symbols Ss ,St of Gs ,Gt respectively, and by the unique
default correspondence type tdefaultc ∈ CT . By construction of t ′Ms and t ′Mt ,
these eds and e
d
t always exists and are unique. Thus, initial C is the same in
each execution ⇒ initial tcs(Ms) is the same in each execution of T on Ms .
– In step 2, t ′Ms is traversed in the same order in each execution of T .
– In step 2a:
- Mappings c ∈ C involving the hyperedge es are considered: By Lemma 3,
C is the same in each iteration of step 2a in each execution of T on Ms
⇒ each iteration of step 2a considers the same correspondence mappings
in the same order in each execution of T on Ms .
- As by Theorem 2, T is complete, for each es and c combination always
exists an applicable tr ∈ T . As already shown in Lemma 3, ∃! tr ∈ T
applicable to one es , c combination.
- By Lemma 2, there exists exactly one ca ∈ C for a non-local tr , and it is
the same in each execution of T on Ms .
- Thus, step 2a for a given es , considers the same set of c ∈ C and finds
the same tr ∈ T and ca ∈ C for a given es and c combination in each
execution of T on Ms .
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– Steps 2(b)i and 2(b)ii are the same for the given es , c, and tr and c
a (chosen
in 2a) in each execution of T on Ms .
– Step 2c:
- In 2(c)i, tat and, by Definition 5.3.1.10, unique e ∈ ENttat with a hyper-
edge identity mapping are fully determined by tr . Hyperedge eat is fully
determined by ca ⇒ step 2(c)i is the same for the given tr and ca .
- Steps 2(c)ii and 2(c)iii are the same for the given c, ca , and tr (from 2a).
– Thus, t ′Mt constructed in step 2, is the same in each execution of T on Ms .
– Initialization of t ′Mt (step 1) and property of the start symbol St (∀ p =
(A,R) ∈ Pt : E {St}R = ∅) ⇒ ∃! e ∈ E {St}t ′Mt (added in step 1) ⇒ the last step is
the same for a given t ′Mt in each execution of T on Ms .
Therefore, each execution of T returns the same result tMt on an input source model
Ms ⇒ T is deterministic. 2
We have proven that the GBMTs defined using our grammar based approach terminate,
are sound and complete, and deterministic, by unambiguous source HR grammars, by
construction. These properties are essential for building quality model transformations,
however, unlike in our method, they are not always guaranteed by other model transfor-
mation development approaches. They are also hard to guarantee by using additional
analysis tools on existing model transformations (see Section 4.2).
Now, in order to facilitate the use of our GBMT development approach and benefit
from the guaranteed quality properties, one requires a suitable supporting tool or a chain
of tools. We discuss this question next.
5.5 Tool Support
To support the grammar based approach to the development of model transformations,
we have designed a tool chain involving the following existing state-of-the-art tools:
the graph grammar parser of the AGG [Tae00] framework and the EMorF [KW12]
transformation engine. Figure 5.18 shows this tool chain with the used artifacts for
the case when the TGGs [Sch94] and the TGG engine EMorF are chosen as the target
execution platform for the developed model transformations.
This chain requires the source and target HR grammars of the developed model trans-
formation as its input. To model these HR grammars we have created a meta-model for
HR grammars. Figure 5.19 shows the main elements of this HR grammar meta-model.
It contains the HR grammar concepts, that have been introduced and formally defined
in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.3, respectively. Thus, we do not repeat their explanation here.
To model specific HR grammars like our ADR and CSP HR grammars, also described in
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Figure 5.18: Tool support for GBMTs with TGGs/EMorF as an implementation plat-
form
Section 5.1.2, we described them as instances of the HR grammars meta-model. Thereby,
we extended the base HR grammars meta-model with the grammar-specific non-terminal
and terminal types, like blocks (class B), activities (class Activity), and so on.
The specified models of the source and target HR grammars are then used as inputs
for our Grammar Based Model Transformation UI11 and Validation tool, that allows the
definition of GBMT rules and validates their compliance with the conditions, defined
in Section 5.3. This tool also makes use of the existing transformation languages and
engines, like TGGs and EMorF engine, by translating the created GBMTs into their
declarative, language (and engine) specific implementations. Such implementation then
operates on the derivation trees of the source and (partially generated) target models.
Other combinations of transformation languages and engines, like ATL [ATL] or QVT-
Relations [QVTb] with their engines, can also be used as alternatives at this implemen-
tation generation step. For this purpose, the languages need to at least support the
combination of the features required to define our GBMTs based on the above meta-
model for HR grammars. This combination of features 12, inspired by the feature model
[CHE05] for the classification of model transformation approaches from [CH06], is shown
in Figure 5.20. It includes such language features as graph patterns, syntactical typ-
ing, and parameter modes. A detailed explanation of these features can be found in
[CH06]. Additionally, one can employ further translation steps, like those proposed in
11UI stands for user interface here.
12Although the static semantic typing, like well-formedness constraints, in the source domain considered
optional here, its presence can be beneficial for our grammar based approach.
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Figure 5.19: Fragment of our meta-model for HR grammars in Ecore
[GK10, ASWK11], to switch between the different model transformation implementation
languages and the related platforms.
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Figure 5.20: Combination of features (from [CH06]) for the meta-model based imple-
mentation of GBMTs
Next, each input source model Ms that is to be transformed, has to be represented as
a hypergraph. This can be achieved through a simple object-to-hyperedge and link-to-
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node conversion [MH01, MM08]. This model hypergraph is then parsed using the AGG
parser with the reducing parse grammar, that is constructed automatically by inverting
the source HR grammar of the developed model transformation. The inversion process
constitutes the swap of the left- and the right-hand sides in each production of the
grammar, that can be performed automatically for HR grammars.
A slight modification of the AGG parser allows us to obtain the source model deriva-
tion tree as its output, whenever the parsing was successful. This tree is compliant
with the derivation tree meta-model, that we have also defined for our GBMT tool. The
derivation tree meta-model describes a tree containing production applications. It ref-
erences classes from the HR grammar meta-model, shown in Figure 5.19, to re-use its
definition of the grammar productions.
Finally, after the derivation tree of the transformed input source model has been
obtained, the GBMT implementation generated by the tool, in our case defined using
TGGs, is applied to the obtained tree using the engine, here the EMorF engine. From
the resulting target derivation tree we can easily extract the output target model.
Overall, all of the described parts of the chain to develop, validate, and execute
GBMTs have been designed and validated on the conceptual level. The remaining im-
plementation steps, required for its user-friendly use and a fully automatic execution are
a matter of technicality. The supporting parts that need to be implemented include a
graphical UI, and several model transformations to integrate the tools for the individual
steps into the chain.
5.6 Related Approaches
Now, we compare our grammar based approach to the development of model transforma-
tions with other quality-by-construction model transformation development approaches,
discussed in Section 4.2.2. We also provide an overview of further related approaches
that have similar goals as our approach, but do not guarantee the transformation quality
properties at the current stage of their development.
For years, compiler construction has benefited from syntax-directed translation [ASU86].
This technique relates single source and target string grammar productions via 1-to-1
relations and requires both grammars to have the same non-terminals, creating implicit
correspondences by name. This way, the syntax-directed translation technique builds a
very basic version of our approach. Pratt [Pra71] was the first to propose to apply this
technique to graphs and to show, that the resulting transformations are deterministic
and reversible (under conditions). Our approach extends [Pra71] to n-to-m relations
between the productions (extended GBMT rules), n-to-m correspondences between the
non-terminals, and non-local GBMT rules, and shows additional properties for the de-
veloped model transformations. Thus, we consider a much larger scope of possible model
transformations than the approach in [Pra71].
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TGGs proposed in [Sch94], were also inspired by Pratt [Pra71] and were first to contain
explicit correspondence nodes and links. Initially, the focus of TGGs was on relating
context-sensitive monotone graph grammar productions to support data integration. In
[Sch94], the author did not consider quality properties of the resulting transformation, as
we do in our approach. Unlike [Sch94], our approach also does not require the individual
productions to be monotone.
In MDSD today, TGGs are used to develop model transformations. They are defined
on meta-models and relate source and target model patterns (see Section 4.1.3), gradu-
ally matched/created during the execution, instead of grammar productions. Thereby,
only the language structures described in the meta-models via structuring classes can be
used to express structure-based transformation mappings within the TGG rules, and one
can no longer benefit from the implicit replacement mechanism of grammars, in order
to connect the transformation results. Plus, additional methods, discussed below, are
needed to guarantee the quality properties of such meta-model and TGGs based model
transformations.
In [EEdL+05, EHS09, EEHP09, HEOG10], considered in Section 4.2.2, the authors
proposed approaches to prove termination, soundness, completeness, and determinism
(confluence) of TGGs based model transformations. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the
authors’ definition of the second and third property differs from ours. Their source/target
languages consist of all source/target models generated by the respective (source/target)
parts of the defined TGG, whereas, we use an additional definition of our source/target
languages through the meta-model conform HR grammars (see Section 5.1.2). As for
termination and confluence, the conditions the authors of [EEdL+05, HEOG10] put on
TGGs based model transformations, in order for them to have these properties, are, in
general, more complex to show (e.g. critical pair analysis) than the conditions we put
on our GBMTs for the same purpose (see Section 5.3).
On the other hand, since TGGs based transformations in MDSD are defined over
meta-models, their definition process can not cope very well with inductively-structured
languages, like UML Activity diagram or our ADR language (see Section 3.1). For the
latter, we have explicitly discussed this issue in Section 4.1.3, where we have considered
an implementation of our ADR-to-CSP transformation example from Section 3.3 using
TGGs. Our grammar based transformation development approach attempts to solve
this issue by using meta-model conform HR graph grammars of the source and target
languages as a basis for transformation development. This way, we can also explicitly
refer to high-level language structures (e.g. activity blocks) in our transformation rules
and benefit from the inductive nature of grammar based definition of our modeling
languages, when we prove quality properties of the developed model transformations.
The only approach that we are aware of that, unlike [Sch94], uses TGGs over meta-
models and defines model transformations containing structure-base mappings, is pro-
posed in [LGJS07]. The authors consider a transformation of UML Activity diagrams,
defined by a meta-model without the structuring classes, into their Business Process Ex-
ecution Language (BPEL) [OAS07] representation. The proposed approach uses TGG
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rules that create the source/target language structures, required for the definition of the
example transformation (e.g. work-flow patterns), in a suitably defined correspondence
model. They refer to these structure types as ”elements representing the main semantic
features of the participating languages”, and put a special emphasis on the creation of a
custom correspondence meta-model, that contains all of the required structuring classes
to describe them.
Like our grammar based approach, the approach from [LGJS07] advocates an explicit
modeling of structures within the source/target languages, in order to support the im-
plementation of structure-based transformation mappings. The authors also point out
that they had to adjust the target meta-model for the purpose of their transformation,
which might not always be possible. Such duplication of all transformation-relevant
information in the correspondence part of the developed TGG rules and potential meta-
model adjustments, make application of this approach and the resulting TGG based
transformations quite complex. Furthermore, the authors rely on the well-formedness
of source models in their TGG rules, which needs to be ensured separately by checking
their conformance with the source meta-model and its OCL constraints (when given).
As for the transformation quality properties, that are of interest to us and are guaran-
teed by our grammar based approach (see Section 4.2.1), no consideration is given to
them in [LGJS07].
Halfway between the grammars, as in our approach, and the meta-models in MDSD,
is the model transformation development and validation approach, proposed in [Ku¨s06].
We have already discussed its main ideas in Section 4.2.2 and, thus, to avoid the repe-
tition, we only compare it to our approach here. In [Ku¨s06], the author relates source
model patterns with target language productions in compound rules, whereas we re-
late grammar productions on both sides. The author defines source languages using
meta-models and target languages using context-free string grammars. It is not dis-
cussed, how the approach would deal with graph-based target languages, that can not
be defined using string grammars (see Section 5.1.2).
In [Ku¨s06], the transformation execution strategy is defined manually using transfor-
mation units, whereas, in our approach, it is automatically obtained during the input
model parsing. Although the former approach is more flexible, the latter one is less
error prone and sufficient for our translation purpose. Like us, the author of [Ku¨s06],
considers transformation quality properties and states several sufficient criteria to guar-
antee them. The focus is on transformation termination, confluence, and syntactical
correctness (weak soundness, see Section 4.2.2). The stated termination criteria require
certain structure of transformation units (minimality) and rules (creating at most one
non-terminal) to ensure the reduction of the number of non-terminals in the constructed
target model after each application of a rule. In our approach, we do not have this
significant restriction on individual rules and our inherently finite execution process, led
by the derivation tree of the input source model and correspondences, is always finite
(see proofs in Section 5.4).
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The confluence criteria, stated in [Ku¨s06], aim to eliminate conflicting transformation
rules (critical pairs [EPT04]), whose re-ordering can produce different results. They
require parallel independence of the compound rules in a unit, which, in turn, requires
knowledge of well-formedness of the source language. Such knowledge is not always
present in meta-models (see Section 2.2). In our approach, we are able to use this
knowledge explicitly from the source and target language grammars. Furthermore, to
eliminate the second source of non-determinism during the match selection, the author
of [Ku¨s06] restricts the number of matches for each currently applicable rule in the unit
(except for the loops) in any source model to at most one. For the loops rules, the
author employs elaborate critical pair analysis [EPT04] to check confluence. When the
analysis shows that the critical pairs are not confluent, the author suggests resolving
the problem by additional constraints on the source/target language or by changing the
rules. Our approach does not require such an elaborate analysis technique but also has
several non-trivial conditions, including unambiguity of the source language grammars,
in order to guarantee determinism (see Section 5.3.1).
As for the syntactical correctness criteria, stated in [Ku¨s06], they are based on rule
reachability in a non-terminal dependency graph, constructed for the model transfor-
mation. Although, these criteria are simpler than those for termination and confluence,
they only guarantee syntactical correctness of the rules and their applicability, and not
syntactical correctness of the generated target models, as we do in our approach.
To complete the comparison of our approach with other quality-by-construction tech-
niques for model transformations, discussed in Section 4.2.2, we still need to consider
[VVGE+06, BLA+11, LKR13]. In [BLA+11], the method based on a Turing-incomplete
language without recursion and loops is used to simplify the model transformation devel-
opment and the proofs of termination and confluence of the resulting model transforma-
tion. Such a design decision significantly restricts the scope of the model transformations,
that can be described using this approach. Our approach also has certain restricting con-
ditions on the resulting GBMTs (see Section 5.3), yet we are able to express our example
transformations like ADR-to-CSP using it, whereas this is not possible using [BLA+11],
since we would require recursion/loops (see Section 4.1.3 for discussion).
In [VVGE+06], the authors prove termination of (a special class of) graph-based
model transformations by translating them into Petri nets and re-using the available
termination proofs. We could use this approach to check termination of our TGGs based
implementation of the ADR-to-CSP transformation (see Section 4.1.3) with a positive or
an inconclusive ’maybe’ answer. Our approach, however, provides a definitive guarantee
of termination and other quality properties, if the appropriate conditions on GBMTs
(see Section 5.3) hold.
Finally, we have mentioned [LKR13], where the authors propose an approach for the
automated derivation of correct-by-construction transformation implementations from
their high-level specifications by UML Class diagrams with specially-formed OCL con-
straints. The generated implementations, expressed in a simple procedural language,
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then terminate and are confluent and sound. Although the specification languages cho-
sen by the authors provide sufficient expressiveness, their use for more complex trans-
formations like our ADR-to-CSP example seems infeasible due to the complexity of
the required specification. Furthermore, such OCL specification has to fulfill several
complex side conditions (see [LKR13] for details). Our grammar based transformation
definitions, on the other hand, tend to stay relatively simple especially when viewed in
concrete syntax (see Section 5.2.1, Figure 5.9).
Several further approaches [Var06, SWG09, LWK10] look at the problem of simpli-
fying model transformations and their development from another perspective. They
advocate model transformation development by-example and by-demonstration, and,
as the name states, aim to reduce the process complexity by inferring transformation
rules from multiple examples. The authors focus on simplifying the transformation de-
velopment process and making it more demonstrative, and do not consider quality of
the resulting transformation as much as we and the approaches mentioned before do.
Like us, the by-example/by-demonstration approaches recognize the problem of over
abstraction of language definitions through meta-models. They deal with this problem
by using examples to describe the corresponding structures of the source and target
languages, whereas, we relate graph grammar productions to do this. Although such
focus on examples and the development freedom promises better user acceptance for the
by-example concept, it also has some drawbacks. Unfortunately, it is not always clear,
whether the examples or the model transformation should be adapted when the result
is not satisfactory. It is also hard to predict how many examples are needed to learn the
required model transformation in full [Var06].
In [FCB+13], the authors also attempt to learn from valid and invalid model examples.
They, however, address the problem of over-abstraction through meta-models, discussed
in Section 2.2, by learning the well-formedness constraints for meta-models. They use
genetic programming techniques to synthesize and mutate explicit OCL constraints.
Several other approaches [LD09, IP10] choose the opposite direction and attempt to
apply the classic translation techniques for compiler construction [ASU86] to develop
model transformations. Unlike in our approach, the authors do not switch from string
to graph grammars but keep working with the former. They also do not consider the
quality properties of the developed model transformations.
In [LD09], the authors attempt to use TXL [Cor06] – a generic source transforma-
tion framework – to develop model transformations. They consider meta-model based
definitions of source/target languages and transform these definitions into TXL string
grammars. TXL string grammars do not have the expressiveness and visualization ad-
vantages of graph grammars, that we use, leading to a very limited applicability of
the TXL based approach. Model transformations described in TXL are fine-grained
with an explicit execution policy, which makes them flexible, but also complex and dif-
ficult to understand and maintain. This method can be placed halfway between the
source (syntax-directed) translation technique, used in classic compilers [ASU86], and
our grammar based approach to the model transformation development.
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In [IP10], the authors attempt to simplify model transformation development by elim-
inating the need to learn specialized languages. They regard models and meta-models
as abstract data types – abstract structures with operations. On top of these types,
they define a minimal imperative model transformation language with formal semantics.
This approach brings models and model transformations into the world of program-
ming, whereas our approach lifts translation techniques to graphs. Both last approaches
use meta-model based definition of modeling languages, and none of them explicitly
considers the cases when the developed transformation has to map high-level language
structures, like decision/merge blocks in our ADR-to-CSP example (see Section 3.3). In
our approach, in such cases the developed makes use of the structures, defined by the
source/target language grammars through one or more productions.
In general, the use of alternative definition techniques for modeling language by the
above approaches – meta-model vs. graph grammar – raises the issue of integration
and interoperability of such approaches and of the related tools. Various approaches
attempt to address this issue by defining transformations between these alternatives
[WK06, HM11], applying inference to obtain graph grammars from models [SC12], or
combining them as different views on the language in the multi-level modeling paradigm
[AGT12].
In our approach, we chose the latter option and see graph grammars (HR grammars
in particular), defined based on meta-models, as an additional static structure-oriented
view on a modeling language. This allows our approach to natively support structure-
based transformation mappings, while keeping the resulting rules declarative and concise
(see e.g., Figure 5.8). The inductive structure of grammar productions also simplifies
the proofs, required to guarantee the quality properties of the resulting grammar based
transformations (see Section 5.4).
Finally, we want to point out, that a very simple version of the idea, that our method
is based on, has been recently successfully used in [JAB+12] for semantics-based machine
translation in the field of computational linguistics.
5.7 Evaluation and Discussion
To evaluate our grammar based approach to the development of model transformations,
we compare it with the most common transformation development practices in MDSD,
that we have discussed in Section 4.1. There, we have also provided two possible im-
plementations of our example ADR-to-CSP transformation, from Section 3.3, using the
ADR and CSP meta-models from Sections 3.1 and 3.2, and either declarative TGGs or
a hybrid model transformation language ATL. We later use these implementations and
a grammar based definition of the same ADR-to-CSP model transformation, provided
in Section 5.2.1, to describe a detailed comparison of the approaches. We summarize the
results in Table 5.1. Thereby, we compare the TGGs based approach to the development
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of model transformation from [Sch94] in the MDSD context with the meta-model based
language definitions instead of grammars, unless otherwise stated.
In general, in the context of MDSD model transformations are defined based on meta-
models for their source and target languages. Such meta-models may or may not contain
additional structuring classes (e.g., StructuralActivityNode in UML) to group (other)
classes and, thereby, represent high-level structures of the languages. In our exam-
ple ADR language structures like activity block sequences, decision/merge blocks, and
fork/join blocks could be represented through the respective structuring classes, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.1.2.
On the other hand, on the side of model transformation development in MDSD,
there are multiple implementation options with declarative [QVTc, QVTa], imperative
[QVTd, Ker], and hybrid languages [ATL, KPP08, Eps] with further differences with
respect to the main concepts, like relations, functions, operations, and so on. These
options may be combined with the design steps for the transformation mappings (see
Section 4.1.2). Furthermore, several authors [GdLK+10, VG08] have proposed to apply
MDSD techniques to manage, combine, and extend these development steps.
Nevertheless, there are several issues that are linked to the meta-modeling foundation
of these methods, that are unresolved. First, as discussed in Section 2.2, a meta-model of-
ten lacks the explicit information about high-level structures of the language it describes.
Thus, model transformations, defined based on such meta-models for their source and
target languages, can not access this structural information directly, and their devel-
oper is forced to (recursively) search the input source models to gain such information
and trigger the respective rule(s) to create the corresponding structure(s) in the tar-
get model(s). We have seen an example of this issue in Section 4.1.3, in the provided
ATL and TGGs based implementations of our example ADR-to-CSP transformation.
There, the corresponding decision/merge nodes of a source ADR model needed to be
located, in order to transform the resulting decision/merge activity block structure into
an if-then-else CSP process expression, according to the requirements from Table 3.1.
In Section 4.1, we have considered the most evident solution to this issue – the intro-
duction of structuring classes into meta-models. This solution allows a transformation
developer to obtain the required structural information from the input source models,
that now also contain instances of structuring classes, and create the respective struc-
tures in the generated target model. In Section 4.1.2, we have shown an example of a
structuring class for our ADR meta-model and, in Section 4.1.3, we discuss the use of
this class in the transformation implementation process on our ADR-to-CSP example.
We show that such classes allow to simplify the development of model transformations
requiring structure-based mappings. Yet, often the given meta-models and/or source
models can not be changed/re-modeled to allow this.
In our grammar based method for transformation development we tackle this issue
of under-specification through meta-models from another direction. We use HR graph
grammars, that are conform to the respective meta-models, in order to describe source
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and target languages of the developed model transformation. This way, we benefit from
the structure-oriented nature of grammar based language definition (see Section 5.1)
and can explicitly model language structures, as parts of grammar productions with-
out having to change its given meta-models. Our approach then advocates the use of
such grammar based language definitions as a better (than meta-model) basis for the
definition of various model transformation mappings and, of structure-based mappings
in particular. Through the direct use of productions for the transformation definition,
the developer can directly map high-level language structures in the rules and is not
forced to use imperative constructs and recursion to find them first. In Section 5.2.1,
we provided examples of such concise structure based mappings for our ADR-to-CSP
transformation to illustrate the benefits of our grammar based approach.
In Figure 5.21, we sketch another example to illustrate the seamless modeling of struc-
ture based mappings with our approach. Here, we provide one of the two13 non-trivial
mappings, that are needed to flatten hierarchical activity diagrams, with activities inside
nodes, into simple activity diagrams. This mapping relates the production of an activity
node with two nested activities to the production for a fork/join block. For simplifi-
cation, both productions are shown in concrete syntax. To complete the mapping, we
added a pre-condition correspondence between the non-terminals B and correspondences
between the respective non-terminal hyperedges, representing the created blocks.
B :=
B
B
B
B
B :=
C
C
C
Figure 5.21: Example structure based mapping: flattening hierarchical activities
The HR grammar based language descriptions, used in our approach, in general, are
more restrictive and complex than pure meta-model (with structuring classes) based
ones. However, when compared to meta-models with OCL constraints of comparable
expressiveness, that enforce (when possible) the same structural well-formedness con-
straints on e.g., activity diagrams (see end of Section 3.1 for examples), HR grammars
typed over meta-models present a more concise, intuitive (possibly with concrete syntax),
and powerful way to describe such structural constraints. Like meta-models, they only
need to be created once per language and can then be re-used by any transformation de-
veloper, that employs our approach. The quality and complexity of an HR grammar can
affect the characteristics of the grammar based model transformations using it, but this
is also the case with meta-models and model transformations defined based on them.
Another issue, that model transformation developers often face, while using meta-
model based MDSD techniques, is the connection and composition of the results of the
13Only valid activities with non-empty nested activities are taken into consideration.
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individual mappings into the end target model. Depending on the way the mappings
are implemented, e.g., as imperative rules or declarative relations, and on the chosen
particular implementation language, different composition mechanism can be used.
In general, however, explicit implementation of the connection logic is necessary in
meta-model based approaches. We have seen examples of such connection logic and
discussed their purpose and necessity in Section 4.1.3, for both ATL and TGGs based
implementations of our ADR-to-CSP transformation. There, we also pointed out the ad-
ditional complexity that such a connection logic, like assignments in do blocks (in ATL)
and additional bound elements in the rules (in TGGs), introduces. In some transforma-
tion languages, like ATL, this can convert otherwise declarative rules into imperative
ones, which, in turn, complicates their quality assurance (see Section 4.2 for details).
In our grammar based approach this connection issue is resolved differently. To con-
nect the results of the individual grammar based rules, we employ the connection/gluing
mechanism of HR productions of the target language, which is implicitly present in each
of these rules. We provide multiple examples of grammar based rules for our ADR-to-
CSP transformation in Section 5.2.1 as a demonstration.
When a grammar based rule is applied, a non-terminal hyperedge (or two in the
case of a non-local rule) of the target derivation tree fragment is replaced by the target
sub-tree(s) of the rule (see Section 5.2.2 for details). Thereby, the replacing tree is
automatically connected to the remaining target tree according to the mappings of its
top production. Thus, one does not need to define additional, potentially complex,
connection logic in our approach. This fact, together with the previously discussed
explicit modeling of language structures by productions, allows us to keep our grammar
based transformation rules declarative.
The declarative form of model transformation definitions has several advantages, in-
cluding the following: better readability/understandability; absence of complex impera-
tive constructs, like recursion; and, thus, easier development and more effective quality
assurance (e.g., [CCGdL10, BECG12], see Section 4.2.3) and, hence, higher quality.
With respect to the last point, our grammar based approach goes even further. In
Section 5.2.1, we discuss and later, in Section 5.3.1, formalize the conditions on the form
of both single grammar based transformation rules and the complete model transforma-
tions, that are sufficient to guarantee the following four quality properties, described in
Section 4.2.1: termination, soundness, completeness, and determinism. There, we also
show that our grammar based definition of the ADR-to-CSP transformation fulfills the
required conditions and, thus, has the named quality properties. In Section 5.4, we then
provide the formal proofs of these properties for the grammar based transformations,
that fulfill the respective conditions.
As we have discussed in Section 4.2.2, none of the existing state-of-the-art quality
assurance approaches for model transformation can guarantee all of these four properties
by-construction, like our approach. The same is true for the quality assurance approaches
for already existing model transformation (by-checking), that have been surveyed in
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Section 4.2.3. Plus, if in the first scenario the considered model transformation can
still be adjusted to try to fulfill the quality requirements, in the second scenario, only a
non-invasive check is possible.
Language Definition Technique
Transformation
Characteristics
Meta-Model Meta-Model with
Structuring Classes
Graph Gram-
mar
Structure Based Mappings
Declarative [Sch94, Ku¨s06,
QVTc] (complex)
[Sch94, Ku¨s06, QVTc]
(simpler), [LGJS07]
[Pra71, BSW14],
[Sch94] (without
meta-models)
Imperative [Ku¨s06] (units), [BLA+11] (insufficient),
[LKR13] (pre-defined), [IP10],[QVTd],
[Ker, ATL, Eps]
-
Mappings Results Composition
Implicit [Ku¨s06] [Ku¨s06] [Pra71, BSW14]
Explicit [Sch94, IP10,
BLA+11, LKR13,
QVTc, QVTd,
Ker, ATL, Eps]
[Sch94, IP10, LGJS07,
BLA+11, LKR13,
QVTc, QVTd, Ker,
ATL, Eps]
-
Quality Properties By-Construction (defined in Section 4.2.1)
Termination [Ku¨s06, BLA+11, LKR13] [Pra71, EEdL+05,
BSW14]
Soundness [LKR13] [BSW14]
Completeness [NHBE14] (partially) [BSW14]
Determinism [Ku¨s06, BLA+11, LKR13] [Pra71, HEOG10,
BSW14]
Table 5.1: Classification of model transformation development approaches, considered in
Sections 4.2.2 and 5.6, and of our approach, published in [BSW14]
Such model transformation quality guarantees by-construction, of course, pose some re-
strictions on our grammar based approach which, otherwise, could be used to simulate
Turing complete TGGs. The conditions on the form of the rules and on the complete
grammar based model transformations, that we have already mentioned before, restrict
the way a given transformation logic can be expressed with them. Some of these restric-
tions can be overcome through the changes to the transformation rules and, if allowed,
to the source/target grammars. For instance, in our grammar based definition of the
ADR-to-CSP transformation example, we were able to fulfill the required conditions
and guarantee the properties without having to change the grammars. In Section 7.2,
we discuss another GBMT definition, where this was also possible when the source HR
grammar took a certain form. In general, however, this is not always possible to achieve
and, although the resulting GBMTs can still be used, their quality can no longer be
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guaranteed in this case. Still, the existing testing and verification techniques, surveyed
in Section 4.2.3, can be employed to check them.
Depending on the given transformation requirements, the resulting grammar based
rules can have different complexity. Later, in Section 7.2.2, we show an example GBMT
definition other than our ADR-to-CSP example, where we can clearly see this complexity.
In such cases with complex sub-trees in the GBMT rules, their readability/understand-
ability decreases, which is also the case for complex meta-model based transformation
definitions. Unlike in many MDSD approaches, in our grammar based approach we can
attempt to reduce this complexity by switching to the concrete syntax representation,
as advocated in [Ku¨s06, Var06] and shown before in Figures 5.9 and 5.21. Of course,
this syntax form has to be available.
Another source of complexity in our grammar based approach is model parsing, re-
quired to obtain the structural information and the derivation trees (for context-free
grammars). However, as discussed in Section 5.1.2, parsing based on HR grammars is
decidable and can also be done efficiently for our case [Lau90, CAB+13]. Furthermore,
we see benefits in splitting this parsing step from the model transformation execution,
since it is then only needed to be performed once for each model and grammar com-
bination. In the approaches [LGJS07, VHV08], where such parsing in the search for
structural information is integrated into the matching – first step of the model transfor-
mation execution process – it has to be repeated on every transformation. In [VHV08],
the authors refer to such implicit forms of parsing during the matching as recursive
pattern matching.
On the other side of the parsing process are HR grammars (see Section 5.1.2). This
type of graph grammars, that we use in our model transformation development approach,
explicitly restricts their applicability scope. At this point, we can define model transfor-
mations between the modeling languages, that can be described using context-free HR
grammars. This limitation, however, can be overcomed by considering an extension of
our approach to context-sensitive graph grammars, which we outline in Section 8.4. In
simpler cases, one can also employ the duplication of model elements or references, as
we show on an example and discuss in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.3.
Overall, we consider our grammar based approach to be the next step towards an ef-
ficient and quality-aware model transformation development, that can be realized based
on the existing state-of-the-art model transformation languages and engines (see Sec-
tion 5.5), including the commonly used ATL and TGGs.
With respect to the model transformation classification from Section 4.1.1, our gram-
mar based approach can be applied to describe both out-place and in-place transforma-
tions, as a special case of the former with equivalent source and target HR grammars.
Model-to-text transformations can also be expressed in a natural way using our ap-
proach, since textual languages are usually defined using string grammars, that can be
expressed as HR graph grammars in a straightforward way.
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As for the different model transformation application directions from Section 4.1.1 –
abstraction, refinement, re-factoring, migration, and representation change – applicabil-
ity of our approach with guaranteed quality properties highly depends on the particular
transformation requirements and structures of the source/target HR grammars. In the
cases when parts of an input source model need to be removed for e.g., abstraction,
and nothing should be created in the corresponding target model for them, it might
be difficult to express this in terms of GBMT rules. This can require additional target
grammar productions with the same left- and right-hand sides, that have no effect on
target models. We refer to such productions as idle. In Section 8.4, we discuss this and
further possible extension and improvement of our grammar based approach.
Chapter 6
Weaving Based Approach to the Re-Use
of Model Transformations
In the previous chapter, we have proposed a model transformation development approach
based on graph grammars. In the context of our case study from Chapter 3, this method
can be applied to transform the individual layers models of the system (into e.g., CSP).
In this chapter, we address the following second major question brought up by our
case study: How to allow the re-use of the developed grammar based and other model
transformations, and of their results for the models of the individual layers? This is
particularly interesting when the layered system to be transformed can be re-configured
– new layers models added, re-connected, and/or removed.
There are distinct conceptual ways to approach this question, resulting from the fol-
lowing choices to (or not to) compose the layers models (Ms) and the re-used model
transformations (MTs):
1. keep the layers models separate (n Ms);
2. keep the model transformations for the layers models separate (m MTs);
3. compose or model the system layer models in one complete model (1 M);
4. compose or define the re-used model transformations in one complete model trans-
formation (1 MT).
This leads us to the following four possible directions and respective approach ideas:
combining models and model transformations (1 M + 1 MT), combining models and
keeping separate model transformations (1 M + m MTs), keeping separate models and
combining model transformations (n Ms + 1 MT), and, finally, keeping both models and
model transformations separated (n Ms + m MTs). The first direction suggests quite
a compact solution following the all-in-one principle that, however, is not very flexible
when the system needs to be re-configured or some of the model transformations have
to be changed. The second and third combinations are less compact, but allow more
flexibility, either when changing one of the transformations or one of the layers models,
respectively. The last direction is the least compact yet the most flexible one. Like the
third option, it requires a separate model for the interactions/inter-relations between the
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layers and, like the second option, it requires additional steps to allow the transformation
re-use by chaining (see Section 4.3.1).
Several proposed approaches [KR10, NRKR13, Gro13, VVBJB07, CM09, ASWK11,
SHNG12] explore the directions named above. Next, we provide their brief discussion
and classification based on these directions, summarized in Table 6.1.
In [KR10], the authors follow the first direction and use annotations to enrich the given
application layer system model with the details from the chosen platform/infrastructure
layers, like message-oriented middleware. Such annotations are defined in the form of
feature model configurations with the transformation fragments attached to the indi-
vidual features or feature sets. The refinement transformation for the application layer
model is then generated by a higher-order transformation, based on the annotations and
the related transformation fragments. These fragments introduce the respective model
completions, taken from a library, to obtain the complete system model (1 M). The
generated refining transformation then produces a system model where the annotated
application layer model elements are expanded to their detailed platform/infrastructure
dependent specifications. The authors then transform this model, by a single transfor-
mation (1 MT), into a queuing network to perform model-based performance analysis.
The solution proposed in [KR10] provides a quite flexible feature model based way to
enrich the application models with the platform/infrastructure information for further
analysis. Yet, it hides these details in the feature models and transformation fragments,
which does not allow their explicit modeling as further system layers, that can also
interact with other layers. Furthermore, the structure of the allowed configurations
is restricted by the options of the given feature models, which might not always be
sufficient. It is also not clear how to deal with potentially interacting or conflicting
transformation fragments within such feature models.
On the other hand, in [NRKR13, Gro13], the authors employ new types of infras-
tructure and resource interfaces, introduced in [BKR09], as a part of a major extension
of the modeling language and the framework used in [KR10]. With the help of these
interface sub-types, the authors explicitly model all system layers (n Ms) and their inter-
actions in an assembly model, which provides a more flexible solution than the previously
discussed one-model option. The proposed solutions follow the third (n Ms + 1 MT)
direction and provide more flexibility, yet require all system layers to be modeled in
one language (Palladio component model [BKR09]). On the model transformation side,
these approaches still use the same inflexible one-transformation (1 MT) strategy for all
models as [KR10].
In [VVBJB07, CM09, ASWK11, SHNG12], the authors attempt to keep the advan-
tages of a compact single system model (1 M), that can be a composition of layers
models, while allowing flexible re-use and exchange of multiple model transformations
(m MTs) for the individual layers models. With respect to the combinations we have
identified before, these approaches follow the second direction (1 M + m MTs).
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In [VVBJB07], the authors focus on the composition of model transformations into
chains by using the traceability information. They propose a way to extend model
transformations in order to generate the required traceability models. If a model trans-
formation depends on the traceability information from the other transformations, the
specification of this transformation needs to include the corresponding required and pro-
vided trace tags. Overall, this approach requires significant adjustments of the re-used
model transformations in order to produce/interpret the required traceability informa-
tion.
In [CM09], the re-used model transformations are grouped in phases into the com-
position. During the first phase, the independent model transformations are composed
and, in the second phase, the model transformations that depend on the outcomes of
previously applied transformations, are composed. The authors use implicitly created
traceability information, that can be queried by model transformations through a func-
tion they provide. This approach, thus, requires model transformations to implement
such traceability functions, in order to allow the composition of inter-depending model
transformations based on such additional context information.
In [ASWK11], the authors focus on the composition of model transformations based on
algebraic graph transformations [EEPT06] at the rule level. The main idea behind this
approach is to combine the individual transformations into one, that produces the same
result. The authors achieve the composition of transformation sequences by repetitively
computing the transitive transformations of two given model transformations using the
result of the previous composition or the first transformation and the next transformation
in the chain. Apart from the transformations ordering as a sequence, this method is
further restricted by the requirement on each of the participating transformations to
be exogenous (see Section 4.1.1) and to fulfill several criteria for its individual rules.
To extend the applicability of their method, the authors discuss the translation of the
transformations implemented in dedicated model transformation languages, like ATL,
to the algebraic graph transformation specifications they use.
Like in [VVBJB07, CM09], in [SHNG12], the authors also focus on the composition of
model transformations through their given context (application of other model transfor-
mations) and do not glue them into one transformation, like in [ASWK11]. The authors
propose a framework for both sequential and contextual types of model transformation
composition, where single transformations are considered as black-boxes and the inter-
pretation of the traceability information of such model transformations is shifted to the
framework level. In the framework, the individual model transformations are encapsu-
lated into modules with the information about their produced/consumed models and
model elements. Such modules are then composed by the transformation designer into
a sequential/contextual composition to be executed. To allow the use of heterogeneous
transformations in a composition, the authors provide technology adapters for the widely
used model transformation implementation languages, including ATL and TGGs.
If we go back to the multi-layer systems, like our example from Section 3.1, in such a
setting we want to be able to flexibly re-configure our system by exchanging the layers
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Re-Use Option 1 Model Transformation M Model Transformations
1 Model (all-in-one) [KR10] [WH05, VVBJB07, CM09,
ASWK11, SHNG12, AEM12]
N Models
(with inter-links)
[NRKR13, Gro13] [SCGM08], [BWWB12] (our)
Table 6.1: Classification of the considered re-use approaches and of our approach
models and allowing them to be modeled in different languages (n Ms). We also want
to be able to re-use the model transformation (m MTs), that exist for those languages,
without having to adjust them. Thus, we are interested in the last solution combination
with separate layers models and separate model transformations (n Ms + m MTs). To
the best of our knowledge, none of the existing approaches, including the most closely
related ones considered above, allow this.
To address this issue, we propose a weaving based model and model transformation
re-use approach, published in [BWWB12]. It allows a non-invasive composition of a
set of possibly heterogeneous models and of their transformations (and their results) in
the context of more complex systems (like our multi-layer system) and heterogeneous
transformations. We also classify our approach in Table 6.1, putting it in the same
category as [SCGM08], provided that the technique proposed there is transferred to the
inter-model links between the input source models.
Next, we describe our weaving based re-use approach in detail and discuss its applica-
tion in the context of our example multi-layer system model and its transformation from
Chapter 3, in order to allow the re-use of model transformations for the individual lay-
ers models. Such model transformations, in turn, can be developed using our grammar
based approach, presented in Chapter 5.
6.1 Conceptual Description of the Approach
The transformation re-use approach that we propose works on a set of input models,
possibly defined in different languages, and an additional model, that describes inter-
relations between the elements of these input models. It then transforms this input set
into the desired target language. We use a technique called model weaving [DdF07] in
order to describe the inter-relations between the input models’ elements in a separate
configuration model. We assume that the model transformations from the languages of
the individual input models into the desired target language already exist and can be re-
used. Furthermore, we require the target language to provide compositional operator(s),
which we discussed in detail later.
Figure 6.1 shows an overview of our weaving based approach to the re-use of model
transformations. The input models in the set LModel 0, .., LModel N are transformed
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Figure 6.1: Overview of our weaving based transformation re-use approach
by multiple model transformations TLModel0, ..., TLModelN (can be the same), which
are executed in parallel. In our case study, these models contain activities describing
behavior of the individual operations of the components of our multi-layer system (see
Chapter 3). The configuration model is transformed by a separate transformation TConf .
The results of these N + 1 transformations, here in CSP, are composed (TComp) into the
final target model.
To consider our weaving based re-use approach in detail, we first introduce the mecha-
nism we use to describe the configuration models in Section 6.1.1. Then, in Section 6.1.2,
we discuss our modular concept for the execution of the re-used model transformations
and, finally, the composition of the transformation results. In the description, all of
these techniques are applied to our ADR-to-CSP transformation case study in order to
allow its effective execution and re-use.
6.1.1 Weaving Based Modeling of Models Inter-Relations
In order to describe the inter-relations between the given models elements in a separate
configuration model, we use a technique called model weaving, proposed in [DFBJ+05].
Model weaving, previously called model mapping [Ome03, HK03], at its core allows the
definition of various types of links between the elements of different (meta-)models.
These links are usually defined manually, sometimes with the help of heuristics [FV09].
The models that are linked are called woven models and the links between the models
elements are called weavings. All these terms were introduced in [DFBJ+05].
Several approaches were proposed to facilitate model mapping/weaving, including
[Ome03, HK03, DdF07]. They have been applied in various contexts and on various
model levels in [KKK+06, FV09, VCFM10, FBV+09, GV09, MMPT10]. In [KKK+06,
FV09], the authors use model weaving on the meta-model level to define mappings be-
tween classes (for all model elements) and later use them as a basis for the generation
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of model transformations between the models of the respective languages. Later, in
[MMPT10], this idea is extended to a method, that allows the use of multiple archi-
tectural languages during system development and provides interoperability between
them.
Other authors use model weaving on the model level in such contexts like web en-
gineering [VCFM10], aspect-oriented modeling (AOM) [GV09], and performance engi-
neering [FBV+09]. In [VCFM10] and [FBV+09], weaving models are used as annotation
models (mark models, see Section 2.3) to automate model-driven development of web
information systems and performance engineering, respectively. In [GV09], the authors
automatically generate weavings between the model elements to support model-driven
engineering of software production lines. However, instead of keeping the weavings in a
separate model, they use aspect-oriented composition techniques to generate complete
product variant models based on them.
In our approach we use the generic model weaving technique, proposed in [DFBJ+05],
in a different context – for the modeling of the interactions in multi-layer systems on
the model level. Instead of using weaving models for the annotation, like in [FBV+09,
VCFM10], we link models elements (our interacting layers elements) in a separate model,
independently of the languages of these models. Next, we give a short introduction to
the used technique.
Weaving with Atlas Model Weaver (AMW)
The generic model weaving approach was proposed in [DFBJ+05], and described in detail
and implemented in the tool called Atlas Model Weaver (AMW) in [DdF07]. It uses a
separate weaving model to store the model element links (weavings). This weaving model
conforms to a weaving meta-model that specifies the link types. This approach allows
extension of a pre-defined minimal core weaving meta-model under the consideration of
certain requirements described in [DdF07]. The authors also provide a set of extensions
of this abstract core meta-model for different purposes, that can also be extended and
used as new weaving meta-models.
Figure 6.2 shows this core weaving meta-model of AMW. It contains the classes with
the information about the link types, link end-points, and element identifiers. The el-
ement identifiers are used to store the unique identification information for the linked
models’ elements, to later access them in the woven models using a so-called derefer-
encing function ([DdF07], p. 75). This dereferencing mechanism allows to access the
elements of the woven models to retrieve their type, attributes, and other linked elements.
The primitives to support this mechanism are provided by the additional AMW Model
Handler [AMW] library, that collects their implementations for different transformation
languages. At present, it contains at least a library for the ATL language.
The different classes of the core weaving meta-model have the following purposes:
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Figure 6.2: Abstract core weaving meta-model of AMW from [DdF07]
• WElement is the base class from which all other classes inherit. It has a name and
a description attribute;
• WModel represents the root element that contains all model elements. It is com-
posed of the weavings (ownedElement association to WElement) and the references
to the woven models (wovenModel association to WModelRef );
• WLink expresses links between the model elements, i.e., it has a simple linking
semantics. It also has an association with a set of link end-points (WLinkEnd). To
be able to express different link types and semantics, this class should be extended;
• WLinkEnd defines the link end-point types. Every link end-point represents a
linked model element and references one WElementRef. It allows to create N-ary
links;
• WElementRef elements are used by the dereferencing function to access the linked
elements from the woven models.
A weaving model can be used to link models as well as meta-models in different usage
scenarios. In some cases basic extensions of the core meta-model are sufficient, but in
other cases, like our case study from Chapter 3, we needed to define our own domain-
specific weaving meta-model extension. We discuss how such an extension is created for
our example scenario in the next section.
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Weaving of a Multi-Layer System Configurations
In our case study from Chapter 3, we consider a model of a system that consists of
multiple interacting layers. The interactions/inter-relations between the layers have to
be modeled in some explicit way in order to be used by the transformations and other
operations on the system models.
In our example system, component TripPlanner belongs to the application layer model
and the ThreadPool component to one of the platform layer models. As an example of
interactions between these layers, we consider threads acquisition on each invocation of
TripPlanner.getTrip() and MapDB.getMap() operations with their later release on the
operations reply.
In our approach, we employ the model weaving technique from [DdF07], that was
described above in Section 6.1.1, and the supporting AMW tool. With its help, we
model the inter-layer interactions of the system in a separate configuration model. A
configuration model then contains the information about the models of the individual
layers (woven models) as well as their interactions (weavings).
In our example system, we have identified the following two types of interactions
between the layers elements:
Type 1: an action from one layer triggers an operation in another layer as a resource
once to, e.g., perform some computations or acquire/release a thread. This
action can have any type;
Type 2: an action, that performs a call to an operation or a resource acquisition/release
within its layer, uses an operation from another layer to support this commu-
nication between the caller and the called operation or an action on a resource.
Due to the hierarchy principle in the layered system, the triggering actions are always
located in higher (towards the application layer) layers than the triggered/used opera-
tions. We assume that each action interacts with at most one operation from the rest of
the layers. In the cases, when multiple interactions of an action need to be described,
we suggest their nesting inside the used operations.
To model the above interaction types we extend the core weaving meta-model of AMW
by the following two types of interaction links: resource handling (class ResourceHan-
dling) and communication (class Communication) for the types 1 and 2, respectively.
We refer to the action that triggers/uses the other one as a consumer and to the used ac-
tion/operation as a resource. For instance, in our layered system from Chapter 3, we use
the resource handling type of a weaving link to weave the actions of activities (e.g., ini-
tial/final nodes of TripPlanner.getTrip() and MapDB.getMap() activities) as consumers
to the resources within the other layers that they require (e.g., ThreadPool.acquire() and
ThreadPool.release() operations within one platform layer model).
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Figure 6.3: Weaving meta-model for multi-layer system configuration modeling in Ecore
Figure 6.3 illustrates the extension of the core AMW weaving meta-model that we have
created to be able to define configuration models. It contains the mentioned link classes
ResourceHandling and Communication extending the abstract class Usage, that models
an abstract usage weaving between a resource and a consumer represented by the class
UsedModelElement. The class UsageModel represents a configuration model itself with
usages (weavings) and associations layerModels to the UsedModel class, that represents
the woven models of the individual layers. The UsedModel class also has a relative
layer number in the system represented by the attribute layer. Furthermore, the classes
UsedModel and UsedModelElementRef encapsulate the mechanism (attribute ref ) for
referencing woven models and model elements, respectively. This mechanism is inherited
by these extending classes from their parent class (WRef ) from the core weaving meta-
model described before. It is then used by the dereferencing function mentioned before.
Figure 6.4 shows a different tree-based representation of our extension of the core
weaving meta-model of AMW. It contains the following three packages: the extended
core AMW meta-model mwcore, our extension mmw usage, and the meta-model for some
primitive types. For each class (marked by a yellow rectangle with three sections before
the name) in one of the meta-model packages, this representation shows the classes it
inherits from. This inheritance relation is represented by an arrow (–>) from the child
class (sub-class) to the parent (super-class).
With the above weaving meta-model extension we can now model configurations of
multi-layer systems, like our example from Chapter 3. Figure 6.5 shows a fragment of
one possible configuration model for our example, where activity MapDB.getMap() ac-
quires a thread upon its invocation/initial node and releases it on the reply/final node.
This configuration model weaves the application layer model, that contains activities like
MapDB.getMap() (Figure 6.5, left), with the platform layer model, containing the activ-
ities ThreadPool.acquire() and ThreadPool.release() (Figure 6.5, right), through two in-
stance of the weaving meta-model class ResourceHandling (Figure 6.5, middle). The first
resource handling weaving ‘On getMap invoke acquire’ (red rectangle) connects the ini-
tial node of activity MapDB.getMap() as the consumer to the ThreadPool.acquire() ac-
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Figure 6.4: Weaving meta-model from Figure 6.3 in a tree-based representation
tivity as the corresponding resource. The second resource handling weaving ‘On getMap
reply release’ (blue rectangle) connects the final node of activity MapDB.getMap() as
the consumer to the ThreadPool.release() activity as the resource.
Another possible configuration model for our example system, that consists of the
application and the RPC communication platform layer model from Chapter 3, is shown
in Figure 6.6. Here, TripPlanner.getTrip() activity calls operation MapDB.getMap()
through call action callAction1. This call is performed as an RPC call in both directions
– on invocation/initial node of the activity and on its reply/final node. The configuration
model in Figure 6.6, weaves the application layer model, that contains activities like Trip-
Planner.getTrip() (Figure 6.6, left), with the platform layer model, containing activities
RpcSender.transmit() and RpcReceiver.receive() (Figure 6.6, right), through an instance
of the weaving meta-model class Communication (Figure 6.6, middle). This communi-
cation weaving ‘On getMap callAction1 RPC transmit’ (red rectangle) connects action
callAction1, that calls MapDB.getMap() as the consumer, to the RpcSender.transmit()
activity as the corresponding resource.
Both example configuration models in Figure 6.5 and 6.6 can also be combined into
one model with two layers and three woven models (two platform layer sub-models).
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Figure 6.5: Part of a configuration model for a multi-layer system with the application
and the threadpool platform layer model from Chapter 3
Figure 6.6: Part of a configuration model for a multi-layer system with the application
and the RPC platform layer model from Chapter 3
The demonstrated weaving based technique for modeling system configurations, allows
us to keep the system layers models free of inter-layer interactions and to make the repre-
sentation and alteration (re-configuration) of this interaction information more flexible.
Next, we consider how a model of a multi-layer system, configured using this weaving
based approach, can be transformed into some target language in a way that promotes
parallelization and re-use of model transformations (and of their results), that exist for
its individual layers models.
6.1.2 Modular Execution of Transformations
Now, we consider a situation when a weaving based configuration model and the layers
models it relates need to be transformed. In this setting, the transformation input has a
natural fragmentation into a set of models, that we exploit in our transformation re-use
approach (see Figure 6.1). We use separate model transformations for the individual
models, that are independent from each other, and facilitate their parallel execution
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and re-use (also of their results). Once these transformations have been executed, we
compose their results in the target language.
Our approach states the following conditions on the source and target languages of
the transformation, and on the individual transformations:
1. source languages are not subjected to any conditions apart from the use of a
separate configuration model for the models’ inter-relations (see Section 6.1.1);
2. target languages must allow composition of model fragments through one or more
composition operators;
3. individual transformations between the source and target languages of models must
produce target models, that are self-contained and can be used on their own as
well as in a composition;
4. transformation of a configuration model must produce a target model fragment,
that refers to all self-contained target models whose source models are in its con-
figuration, and is only usable in the composition with these target models.
These generic conditions need to be interpreted for the different combinations of source/-
target languages and different transformation goals, in order to ensure them. They also
do not include any conditions on the semantic properties of the individual transforma-
tions, which are left for the developer to ensure. Next, we demonstrate how we interpret
and ensure the conditions from this list for our ADR-to-CSP transformation.
After we have shown some possible configuration models for our example multi-layer
system in Section 6.1.1, the entire set of models for our system is given, and we can
now transform it into the target language of our choice (i.e., CSP). We have shown in
Section 3.2, that CSP language possesses multiple composition operators, that can be
used by the composing transformations. Thus, requirements 1 and 2 of the list hold.
Next, we need to consider each transformation into CSP used in our scenario and
make sure that the last two conditions 3 and 4 from the list hold for them. First, we
discuss the transformations (TLModel ) of the layers models, containing activities modeled
in ADR. Then, we discuss the transformation (TConf ) of a configuration model that links
them, and, finally, the transformation (TComp) that composes the results of the former
transformations. Each of these transformations is described in detail.
TLModel: Parallel Transformation of the Woven Layers Models In our example
ADR-to-CSP transformation each model from a specific system layer is transformed into
the corresponding self-containing target CSP model based on the requirements described
in Table 3.1. We have already discussed how such a transformation can be developed
using a state-of-the-art meta-model based transformation development approach (see
Chapter 4) and using the GBMT development approach that we have proposed (see
Chapter 5). Now, we need to ensure that our ADR-to-CSP transformation fulfills the
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respective requirements, stated in the beginning of Section 6.1.2, in order to apply our
weaving based transformation re-use approach to it.
Requirement 3 (see Section 6.1.2) states that our ADR-to-CSP transformation must
produce target models that are self-contained and can be used on their own as well as
in a composition. If we combine the requirements from Table 3.1, we can see that our
ADR-to-CSP transformation creates self-contained target models. However, they can
not be directly used in a composition, that describes their process interactions, since
they do not have any common events1.
To allow our transformation results to be used in an interacting composition, we
provide a mechanism to define which event sequences should take place together with
which events. Thereby, all used events are taken from the target models. Later, we use
this mechanism to express in CSP the interactions between the consumer activity nodes
and the resource activities from the different layers models, related in a configuration
model.
The mechanism that we propose is based on the idea of splitting each event ev in
a CSP model into two sub-events ev start and ev end, representing the beginning and
the end of this event, respectively. Such event splitting transformation TEventSplit is
sequenced after each layers model transformation TX2CSP from some source language X
(ADR or other) into the target language (here CSP), as shown in Figure 6.7. This allows
us to add a sequence of events between such two sub-events and, this way, ensure that
that sequence is executed together with the original event ev from LModel . Using the
result of this splitting mechanism (LModel ′), we can express the interactions modeled in
our system configuration models in CSP as follows: for each weaving we add the events,
representing a call of the resource activity, between the sub-events of the event, that
represents the consumer activity node.
Language: X
LModel TX2CSP TEventSplit
Language: CSP
LModel
Language: CSP
LModel'
Figure 6.7: TLModel : Layer model transformation into CSP followed by event splitting
The described splitting mechanism allows us to use the modified CSP models LModel ′
in a composition, that is based on interactions modeled in a system configuration model,
thereby fulfilling condition 3 from Section 6.1.2. The details of this composition are
discussed later when we address the transformation of configuration models into CSP
(TConf ). Before this, we consider some example results of the proposed event splitting
transformation and formulate its requirements.
Figure 6.8 shows the result of applying the additional splitting transformation to a
fragment of the ADR-to-CSP transformation (see Section 3.3, while Figure 3.11) shows
the result for a call of the MapDB.getMap() operation. It demonstrates how some of
1We require unique activity node names throughout the layers models.
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call getMap start.C1ID→ call getMap end.C1ID→
awaitreply getMap start.C1ID→ awaitreply getMap end.C1ID→
channel call getMap start, call getMap end,
awaitreply getMap start, awaitreply getMap end : {CallAction1ID}
Figure 6.8: Fragment of ADR-to-CSP transformation result for MapDB.getMap() call
after the event splitting (C1ID abbreviates CallAction1ID)
the events that this call action is transformed into are split into two sub-events with the
same parameter value – CallAction1ID. It also shows that the channels for the events
are also split.
The splitting transformation converts all events, apart from those with an input pa-
rameter – invoke calledActivity?x, acquireRes?x, and releaseRes?x – into two sub-events
with the same (original) parameter. Events with an input parameter, like invoke called
Activity?x, are split into two sub-events – invoke calledActivity start?x and invoke called
Activity end.x– with one input and one output parameter x, respectively. The same
holds for the events of the form acquireRes?x and releaseRes?x. This is done because we
only want to read the parameter x once and transfer it further to other sub-events.
ACQUIRE = invoke acquire start?x→ invoke acquire end.x→
call acquireThread start.AcquireActionID→
call acquireThread end.AcquireActionID→
awaitreply acquireThread start.AcquireActionID→
awaitreply acquireThread end.AcquireActionID→
reply acquire start.x→ reply acquire end.x→ ACQUIRE
Figure 6.9: Fragment of ADR-to-CSP transformation result for ThreadPool.acquire() ac-
tivity after the event splitting
We see an example of such event splitting with an input parameter in Figure 6.9. The first
event of the ACQUIRE process – invoke acquire start?x – accepts an input with a caller
identification and stores it in the variable x, and the second event invoke acquire end.x
simply passes it. This parameter is, as we see later, important for the synchronization
of processes and for the composition of the transformation results.
In Figure 6.10 we see another example of the result of splitting acquireRes and re-
leaseRes events in the CSP specification for the countable resource Thread with a ca-
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pacity of 3 (Figure 3.5a, Chapter 3). The first sub-events have input parameters x and
the second sub-events transfer the value stored in x further. Here, we also see the split
channels for these sub-events – acquireThread start, acquireThread end, etc.
THREAD(0) = releaseThread start?x→ releaseThread end.x→ THREAD(1)
THREAD(n) = (acquireThread start?x→ acquireThread end.x→ THREAD(n− 1))
2
(releaseThread start?x→ releaseThread end.x→ THREAD(n + 1))
THREAD(3) = acquireThread start?x→ acquireThread end.x→ THREAD(2)
channel acquireThread start, acquireThread end : ACQUIRE THREAD CALLERS
channel releaseThread start, releaseThread end : RELEASE THREAD CALLERS
Figure 6.10: Fragment of the ADR-to-CSP transformation result for resource Thread
after the event splitting
The described event splitting transformation can be defined using the state-of-the-art
meta-model based model transformation development approach (see Section 4.1) or using
our grammar based approach (see Section 7.1) proposed in Chapter 5. The resulting
transformation is then sequenced after the main ADR-to-CSP transformation. This
sequence, in its turn, is applied to each layer model independently, and the results are
later (re-)used in the composition of the overall target CSP model (see Figure 6.1, right
side).
Now, we put together all the requirements for the event splitting transformation of a
layer model, that we have described and illustrated on the examples above. We express
these requirements in a concise, example-independent, and complete form in Table 6.2.
Requirements 1 and 2 from Table 6.2 state that an event ev in a process prefix is to
be transformed into two subsequent events ev start and ev end, extending this prefix.
Depending on the direction of the parameter of event ev, the new events either have
one input and one output parameter with the same name (requirement 1) or the same
output parameter (can be a variable or a number) (requirement 2).
No. Model Element(s) CSP Specification Fragment
CSP Prefix Event
Table 6.2: Overview of requirements on our CSP event splitting transformation
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No. Model Element(s) CSP Specification Fragment
1 Event with input variable x: ev?x ev start?x→ ev end.x
2 Event with output value val: ev.val ev start.val→ ev end.val
CSP Event in Event Set X
3 Event with output value val: ev.val ev start.val, ev end.val
CSP Channel
4 Channel ch : VALUESET ch start, ch end : VALUESET
Table 6.2: Overview of requirements on our CSP event splitting transformation
Requirement 3 states that each event ev in event set X is to be transformed into two
events ev start and ev end with the same parameter, that are put into the same set.
This requirement covers all types of events in an event set, since such events can only have
output parameters. Finally, requirement 4 states that channel ch is to be transformed
into two channels ch start and ch end over the same set of values VALUESET.
Later, in Section 7.1, we consider how this event splitting transformation can be
defined using our GBMT development approach (see Chapter 5) to guarantee its quality.
Next, we discuss how a system configuration model, described in Section 6.1.1, can be
transformed into CSP in a way that fulfills our re-use requirement 4, stated in the
beginning of Section 6.1.2.
TConf : Transformation of Configuration Models The weaving models for rep-
resenting configurations of a multi-layer system, described in Section 6.1.1, contain the
interaction information required to compose the transformation results of the individual
system layers models into the complete target model. They contain references to all
involved layers models and usage weavings, that represent the interactions between their
elements. Transformation of such configuration model must produce a model fragment
that refers to all self-contained target models, whose source layer models were in the
configuration, and that is only usable in the composition with these target models (see
condition 4, Section 6.1.2).
We propose the following CM-to-CSP2 transformation of configuration models to ful-
fill this condition in the context of our ADR-to-CSP transformation: we transform a
configuration model MC into a CSP specification fragment with one so-called system
process (SYSTEM ), that composes multiple processes representing the woven layers
models LModel, composed into the layers process (LAYERS ), and so-called adapter
processes or adapters (ADAPTERS ) representing the usage weavings. The processes
2CM stands for Configuration Model.
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LAYERS and ADAPTERS are then synchronized through a set of common events Y.
Figure 6.11 shows the described CSP fragments with some details of their composition
and relations to the (elements of) the transformed configuration model MC .
The system process represents the complete multi-layer system with interactions. The
resulting CSP fragment contains the complete definitions of the adapter processes, but
it only references the processes for the individual layers models (LModel). This limits its
use to the composition with the CSP transformation results for these layers models.
System Configuration Model MC
UsagecWeavingcw
WovencLayercModel
LModel
CSP Fragment for MC
LAYERSc=c
LAYERSc||cLModel
SYSTEMc=c
LAYERSc|{Y}|cADAPTERS
AdaptercProcesscAw=...,ADAPTERSc=cADAPTERSc||cAw
Yc=cYcUc{EventscofcAw},c...
Figure 6.11: TConf : Configuration model transformation into CSP fragments
The introduced adapter processes provide a way to represent the interactions between
the layers models, that were modeled as resource handling and communication weavings,
as CSP processes. Based on the resource and the consumer of the weavings, the corre-
sponding adapter CSP processes then define which events that represent the beginning
and the end of the resource operation are executed between the beginning and the end
events representing the consumer activity node. This way, using the sub-events created
by TEventSplit , we introduce an interaction between the previously independent consumer
and resource element of each resource handling/communication weaving w. In order to
allow these interactions to take place an arbitrary number of times, determined by the
multi-layer system, the adapters Aw are defined as self-repeating processes.
Figure 6.12b shows an adapter process ADAPTER STARTACTION1ID ACQUIRE
generated for the resource handling weaving in Figure 6.12a, with the ThreadPool.acquire()
activity as the resource and MapDB.getMap() initial node (ID is StartAction1ID) as
the consumer. The outer events of this adapter allow synchronization with the events
representing the consumer node and the inner events with the events representing the
resource activity, respectively. This adapter structure ensures on the CSP specification
level, that the consumer action is completed only if the resource activity was successfully
completed.
Apart from the adapter process, our CM-to-CSP transformation creates some addi-
tional CSP constructs for the weaving considered, shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12b. It
adds, via a parallel composition, the newly created adapter to ADAPTERS process
containing all adapters of the configuration. It also adds the events of this adapter to
the synchronization event set Y between the system process and the adapters, that is
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(a)
ADAPTER STARTACTION1ID ACQUIRE =
invoke getMap start?x→
invoke acquire start.StartAction1ID→
reply acquire end.StartAction1ID→
invoke getMap end.x→ ADAPTER STARTACTION1ID ACQUIRE
ADAPTERS = ADAPTERS ‖ ADAPTER STARTACTION1ID ACQUIRE
Y = Y ∪ {invoke getMap start.x, invoke getMap end.x,
invoke acquire start.StartAction1ID, reply acquire end.StartAction1ID}
ACQUIRE CALLERS = ACQUIRE CALLERS ∪ {StartAction1ID}
(b)
Figure 6.12: CM-to-CSP transformation result (b) for resource handling weaving ‘On
getMap invoke acquire’ (a)
described later. Finally, it adds the ID of the consumer of the considered weaving to the
set of callers (ACQUIRE CALLERS ) of its resource activity.
The adapters generated for the communication weavings have a similar structure to
those created for the resource handling, but the former assume resource usage in both
communication directions – on the resource/operation invocation and its reply. There-
fore, the generated adapter process has a more complex structure.
Figure 6.13b shows such an adapter process generated for the communication weav-
ing ‘On getMap callAction1 RPC transmit’ with RpcSender.transmit() as the resource
and the TripPlanner.getTrip() call action to MapDB.getMap() as the consumer. This
adapter has two alternative sub-processes combined via an external choice (see Sec-
tion 3.2 for details). They represent the following two cases in which the resource Rpc-
Sender.transmit() activity is executed: when operation MapDB.getMap() is invoked and
when it replies with some result to the caller. The outer events of both sub-processes of
this adapter allow synchronization with the events representing the consumer and their
inner events with the events representing the invocation and the reply of the resource.
This ensures that the consumer actions, in this case an invocation and an expectation
of a reply, are successfully completed only if the resource activity was successful. Since
the call action that calls the MapDB.getMap() activity is the only allowed user of the
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(a)
ADAPTER CALLACTION1ID TRANSMIT =
call getMap start.CallAction1ID→ invoke transmit start.CallAction1ID→
reply transmit end.CallAction1ID→ call getMap end.CallAction1ID→
ADAPTER CALLACTION1ID TRANSMIT
2
awaitreply getMap start.CallAction1ID→ invoke transmit start.CallAction1ID
→ reply transmit end.CallAction1ID→ awaitreply getMap end.CallAction1ID
→ ADAPTER CALLACTION1ID TRANSMIT
(b)
Figure 6.13: Fragment of the CM-to-CSP transformation result (b) for communication
weaving ‘On getMap callAction1 RPC transmit’ (a)
generated communication adapter for this weaving, all events in the adapter have its ID
in the callerID parameter.
Our CM-to-CSP transformation creates further constructs for the communication
weavings, which are very similar to those created for resource handling weavings (see
Figure 6.12). We do not show them here to avoid the repetition.
As we have mentioned before, apart from the adapters, the CM-to-CSP transformation
result for a configuration model contains a composition of all processes, that represent
the individual layers models (woven models). This is a parallel process composition that
we denote by a process called LAYERS. This composition does not define any synchro-
nization alphabets between the individual processes, and, hence, is an interleaving. This
is done to emphasize the absence of direct calls between the layers, which would need
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to be synchronized in the resulting CSP specification. For the same reason, all adapter
processes are also composed in an interleaved way in a process called ADAPTERS.
To represent the complete multi-layer system the above two processes LAYERS and
ADAPTERS are composed in parallel defining our system process called SYSTEM. This
parallel composition has a synchronization alphabet Y that is, like the adapter processes,
also generated from the weavings of the configuration model. For our first example
configuration model, shown in Figure 6.5 in Section 6.1.1, the generated LAYERS and
ADAPTERS processes would look as follows:
LAYERS = (Mapplication ‖ Mplatform threads)
ADAPTERS = (ADAPTER STARTACTION1ID ACQUIRE ‖ ADAPTER ENDACTION1ID RELEASE)
Adapters ADAPTER STARTACTION1ID ACQUIRE and ADAPTER ENDACTION1
ID RELEASE, as described before, ensure that the invocation and response actions
of MapDB.getMap() activity are only completed, when the activities of the Thread-
Pool.acquire() and ThreadPool.release() operations used were successfully completed.
The SYSTEM process for the first configuration model example then combines the
above processes as follows:
SYSTEM = (LAYERS ‖
Y
ADAPTERS)
Y = {invoke getMap start.x, invoke getMap end.x,
reply getMap start.x, reply getMap end.x,
invoke acquire start.StartAction1ID, reply acquire end.StartAction1ID,
invoke release start.EndAction1ID, reply release end.EndAction1ID}
Thereby, the synchronization alphabet Y contains events to synchronize with the MapDB.
getMap() activity on its invocation – sub-events invoke getMap start.x and invoke get
Map end.x – as well as on its response – sub-events reply getMap start.x and reply get
Map end.x. It also contains events to synchronize with ThreadPool.acquire() and Thread-
Pool.release() activities on their invocation and response – sub-events invoke acquire sta-
rt.StartAction1ID, reply acquire end.StartAction1ID, invoke release start.EndAction1-
ID, and reply release end.EndAction1ID.
The first four events of Y can have any caller, which is represented by their parameter
variable x. This parameter x allows us to synchronize this adapter with all the callers
of MapDB.getMap() operation, including those from within its own layer model. The
last four events of Y, on the other hand, have a fixed caller (callerID parameter) – the
consumer actions (StartAction1 and EndAction1 ) of the respective weavings.
For the second example configuration model, shown in Figure 6.6 in Section 6.1.1, the
generated LAYERS and ADAPTERS processes would look as follows:
LAYERS = (Mapplication ‖ Mplatform RPC)
ADAPTERS = (ADAPTER CALLACTION1ID TRANSMIT)
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This example configuration model only has one weaving and, thus, only one adapter
process ADAPTER CALLACTION1ID TRANSMIT, whose structure we have already
considered (see Figure 6.13). The SYSTEM process for the second configuration model
example combines the above LAYERS and ADAPTERS processes as follows:
SYSTEM = (LAYERS ‖
Y
ADAPTERS)
Y = {call getMap start.CallAction1ID, call getMap end.CallAction1ID,
awaitreply getMap start.CallAction1ID, awaitreply getMap end.CallAction1ID,
invoke transmit start.CallAction1ID, reply transmit end.CallAction1ID}
Thereby, the synchronization alphabet Y contains events to synchronize with the MapDB.
getMap() activity on its invocation by the CallAction1 action (consumer in the communi-
cation weaving ‘On getMap callAction1 RPC transmit’ ) as well as on its response to this
invocation – sub-events call getMap start.CallAction1ID and call getMap end.CallAc-
tion1ID for the invocation, and sub-events awaitreply getMap start.CallAction1ID and
await reply getMap end.CallAction1ID for the reply. Synchronization on these events
is only performed if the caller of MapDB.getMap() operation is CallAction1. All other
calls to this operation will need to be synchronized through other events with their caller
IDs as a parameter.
The event set Y for the second configuration also contains events to synchronize with
the resource – RpcSender.transmit() operation activity – on its invocation and response.
Adapter ADAPTER CALLACTION1ID TRANSMIT then ensures that the invocation
and response of the MapDB.getMap() operation by the weaving’s consumer CallAction1
are only completed, when the RpcSender.transmit() activity was successfully completed
on this invocation/response, respectively.
If we want to combine the generated CSP fragments for both example configuration
models from Figure 6.5 and 6.6 into one, we just need to combine all layers models pro-
cesses interleaved in the LAYERS process, combine all adapter processes also interleaved
into the ADAPTERS process, and unite synchronization alphabets Y in the SYSTEM
process.
Now, that we have considered two example results of our CM-to-CSP transformation,
we can put together the complete set of requirements on it. We express them in a concise,
complete, and example-independent form in Table 6.3.
No. Model Element(s) CSP Specification Fragment
1 Configuration model
Mc
SYSTEM = (LAYERS ‖
Y
ADAPTERS)
LAYERS = SKIP (layer processes for the woven models)
ADAPTERS = SKIP (adapter processes for the weaving)
Y = ∅ (synchronization events for the processes)
Table 6.3: Overview of requirements on our CM-to-CSP transformation
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No. Model Element(s) CSP Specification Fragment
2 Woven model Mname
in Mc
LAYERS = (LAYERS ‖ Mname)
Any Usage Weaving
3 With consumer
Cons and resource
Res.
ADAPTERS = ADAPTERS ‖ ADAPTER CONSID RES
RES CALLERS = RES CALLERS ∪ {ConsID}
Resource Handling Weaving (consumer Cons, resource Res)
4 Cons is an initial ac-
tion of activity A.
ADAPTER CONSID RES =
invoke A start?x→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
invoke A end.x→ ADAPTER CONSID RES
Y = Y ∪ {invoke A start.x, invoke A end.x,
invoke Res start.ConsID, reply Res end.ConsID}
5 Cons is a final action
of activity A.
ADAPTER CONSID RES =
reply A start?x→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
reply A end.x→ ADAPTER CONSID RES
Y = Y ∪ {reply A start.x, reply A end.x,
invoke Res start.ConsID, reply Res end.ConsID}
6 Cons is an internal
action in activity A.
ADAPTER CONSID RES =
Cons start?x→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
Cons end.x→ ADAPTER CONSID RES
Y = Y ∪ {Cons start.x, Cons end.x,
invoke Res start.ConsID, reply Res end.ConsID}
Table 6.3: Overview of requirements on our CM-to-CSP transformation
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No. Model Element(s) CSP Specification Fragment
7 Cons is a call action
of activity calledAac-
tivity.
ADAPTER CONSID RES =
call calledActivity start.ConsID→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
awaitreply calledActivity end.ConsID→
ADAPTER CONSID RES
Y = Y ∪ {call calledActivity start.ConsID,
awaitreply calledActivity end.ConsID,
invoke Res start.ConsID, reply Res end.ConsID}
8 Cons is an acquire
action for resource R
in activity A.
ADAPTER CONSID RES =
call acquireR start.ConsID→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
awaitreply acquireR end.ConsID→
ADAPTER CONSID RES
Y = Y ∪ {call acquireR start.ConsID,
awaitreply acquireR end.ConsID,
invoke Res start.ConsID, reply Res end.ConsID}
9 Cons is a release ac-
tion for resource R in
activity A.
ADAPTER CONSID RES =
call releaseR start.ConsID→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
awaitreply releaseR end.ConsID→
ADAPTER CONSID RES
Y = Y ∪ {call releaseR start.ConsID,
awaitreply releaseR end.ConsID,
invoke Res start.ConsID, reply Res end.ConsID}
Communication Weaving (consumer Cons, resource Res)
Table 6.3: Overview of requirements on our CM-to-CSP transformation
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No. Model Element(s) CSP Specification Fragment
10 Cons is a call ac-
tion of activity
calledAactivity.
(Res used both
on invocation and
response of calledAc-
tivity)
ADAPTER CONSID RES =
(call calledActivity start.ConsID→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
call calledActivity end.ConsID→
ADAPTER CONSID RES)
2
(awaitreply calledActivity start.ConsID→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
awaitreply calledActivity end.ConsID→
ADAPTER CONSID RES)
Y = Y ∪ {call calledActivity start.ConsID,
call calledActivity end.ConsID,
awaitreply calledActivity start.ConsID,
awaitreply calledActivity end.ConsID,
invoke Res start.ConsID, reply Res end.ConsID}
11 Cons is an acquire
action for resource
R in activity A.
(Res used both
on invocation and
response of acquisi-
tion of R)
ADAPTER CONSID RES =
(call acquireR start.ConsID→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
call acquireR end.ConsID→
ADAPTER CONSID RES)
2
(awaitreply acquireR start.ConsID→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
awaitreply acquireR end.ConsID→
ADAPTER CONSID RES)
Y = Y ∪ {call acquireR start.ConsID,
call acquireR end.ConsID,
awaitreply acquireR start.ConsID,
awaitreply acquireR end.ConsID,
invoke Res start.ConsID, reply Res end.ConsID}
Table 6.3: Overview of requirements on our CM-to-CSP transformation
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No. Model Element(s) CSP Specification Fragment
12 Cons is a release
action for resource
R in activity A.
(Res used both
on invocation and
response of release
of R)
ADAPTER CONSID RES =
(call releaseR start.ConsID→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
call releaseR end.ConsID→
ADAPTER CONSID RES)
2
(awaitreply releaseR start.ConsID→
invoke Res start.ConsID→
reply Res end.ConsID→
awaitreply releaseR end.ConsID→
ADAPTER CONSID RES)
Y = Y ∪ {call releaseR start.ConsID,
call releaseR end.ConsID,
awaitreply releaseR start.ConsID,
awaitreply releaseR end.ConsID
invoke Res start.ConsID, reply Res end.ConsID}
Table 6.3: Overview of requirements on our CM-to-CSP transformation
Next, we provide a short description and explanation of these requirements. The first
requirement in Table 6.3 states that a configuration model is to be transformed into
a CSP specification with three main processes SYSTEM, LAYERS, and ADAPTERS,
which a structure and purpose as we have discussed before. The last two processes
are initialized by an empty process SKIP, and the synchronization event set Y of the
SYSTEM process is also initially empty. Later, transformation results for the different
configuration model elements add processes and events to them.
Requirement 2 states that for each woven layer model Mname in the configuration
model, a process (with the same name) is to be added to the LAYERS process. Analo-
gously, requirement 3 states that for each weaving, an adapter process (ADAPTER CON-
SID RES ) created for it is to be added to ADAPTERS process. Additionally, require-
ment 3 states that the ID of the consumer (ConsID) of the weaving has to be added to
the set of callers of the resource (RES CALLERS ) of the weaving.
Further requirements 4 – 12 are concerned with the transformation of different types
of usage weavings as follows: resource handling (requirements 4 - 9) and communication
(requirements 10 – 12), respectively. Each of them states how the recursive adapter
process (ADAPTER CONSID RES ) for one particular combination of a weaving type
and types of consumer/resource elements should be generated, and which synchroniza-
tion events (from that adapter) should be added to the set Y. Since the requirements
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within one usage type do not differ significantly, we only discuss one of them for each
type to avoid the repetition. We have chosen requirements 7 and 11, since they were not
considered in the previous examples.
Requirement 7 states that a resource handling weaving with a call action as a con-
sumer is to be transformed into an adapter process, such that, its outer events are the
sub-events representing the beginning (call calledActivity start.ConsID) and the end
(awaitreply calledActivity end.ConsID) of this consumer action, and its inner events are
the sub-events representing the beginning of the invocation (invoke Res start.ConsID)
and the end of the response (reply Res end.ConsID) of the resource operation. For these
four events the call action is the caller and, thus, its ID is stored in their parameter.
Additionally, requirement 7 states that these events are added to the synchronization
set Y without any changes.
Finally, requirement 11 states that a communication weaving with an acquire ac-
tion as a consumer is to be transformed into an adapter process, such that, it con-
tains two cases for the invocation and the response of the acquire action, that are
composed via an external choice. Each of these cases describes an equivalent of a
simple adapter process structure used for resource handling weavings, where the outer
events are the sub-events representing the beginning (call acquireR start.ConsID and
awaitreply acquireR start.ConsID) and the end (call acquireR end.ConsID and awaitre-
ply acquireR end.ConsID) of the consumer action (here sub-action), and the inner
events are the sub-events representing the beginning of the invocation (invoke Res start.
ConsID) and the end of the response (reply Res end.ConsID) of the resource.
In analogy to requirement 7, for all events in the adapter generated in requirement
11, the acquire action is the caller and, thus, its ID is stored in their parameter. These
events are also added to the synchronization set Y.
We have described how the individual layers models and their interactions can be
modeled and transformed in a way that enables parallelization and re-use of the existing
model transformations for the individual layers, and of their results. Later, in Chapter 7,
we develop the described event splitting and CM-to-CSP transformations using our
GBMT development approach with guaranteed transformation quality (see Chapter 5).
Now, we still need to consider the remaining step of our weaving based approach to the
parallelization and re-use of transformations – the composition of the obtained/re-used
transformation results into the complete target model.
TComp: Composition and Re-Use of Transformation Results This last trans-
formation has more of a technical supporting nature. With its help, we combine the
transformation results for all layers models and for the configuration model. It allows
us to re-use the transformation results for the individual layers models when the config-
uration changes, as long as the model is still a part of the changed configuration.
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This model transformation is a straightforward composition. It simply combines the
transformation results. It relies on the transformations of the individual layers models
and of the configuration model to implement the compositional logic, based on the oper-
ators available in the target language, and does not create any further target elements of
its own. When our weaving based transformation re-use approach is applied to the exam-
ple multi-layer system and its transformation from Chapter 3, this final transformation
simply combines all the transformation results in CSP.
6.2 Tool Support
To support the weaving based approach to the re-use of model transformations, we
have designed a tool chain involving the existing state-of-the-art model weaver AMW
[DFBJ+05] and the existing model transformations for the individual layers models of
our example system from Chapter 3. Figure 6.14 shows this tool chain with the used
artifacts for the case when our multi-layer system is modeled using the ADR language
(see Section 3.1) for system layers and the weaving based configuration language for
their interactions (see Section 6.1.1), and the CSP language (see Section 3.2) is chosen
as the target language of the model transformation to be composed.
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Figure 6.14: Tool support for the weaving based re-use of model transformations
This chain requires models of all system layers (LM 1s , · · · ,LMNs) to be modeled in
some source transformation languages (here ADR). These models serve as input to the
AMW tool, used to manually model interactions between these models in a separate
configuration model CM. We have defined a language for such configuration models as
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an extension of the core meta-model of AMW and presented it in Section 6.1.1. Thus,
we do not repeat its description here and refer to Figure 6.3 for its description.
The layers models are transformed into the target language (here CSP) by our ADR-
to-CSP transformation (see Section 3.3) in a modular way. Thereby, each model is
transformed independently and arbitrarily interleaved with other model transformations.
The results of these model transformations – target models LM 1t , · · · ,LMNt – are then
composed together through a separate composition transformation (here for CSP).
The previously created configuration model CM is also transformed into a CSP model
by the respective CM-to-CSP transformation, described in Section 6.1.2 as TConf . Its
result represents the glue CSP code, that is used to connect (via adapters) previously
independent target models LM 1t , · · · ,LMNt together into the final target model Mt for
the complete multi-layer system. The glue code is added to the previously composed
target models using the same composition transformation for CSP, mentioned before.
Although the above tool chain in Figure 6.14 is designed for the transformation re-use
between the two specific source and target languages ADR and CSP, respectively, the
chains for other source/target languages would look very similar. Only the individual
transformations for the layers models and the configuration model would need to be
exchanged with the ones for the chosen source and target language, and the respective
composition transformation for the target language would need to be defined/found.
In our example chain, we have used ATL to implement all of the involved model trans-
formations, including the composition. However, any other language for the development
of model transformations with sufficient expressiveness can be used for this purpose. In
Chapter 7, we show how our grammar based approach from Chapter 5 can be used for
this purpose.
In order to transform the resulting CSP model Mt into its textual representation, to
use as an input for CSP analysis tools like FDR, we have employed a dedicated model-
to-text transformation language called MOFScript [MOFb] and the respective tool (not
shown in Figure 6.14). To complete the picture we show examples of the MOFScript
rules used.
1 csp.Prefix::printProcExpr(){
2 self.event.printProcExpr() ’->’ self.pe.printProcExpr()
3 }
4
5 csp.Skip::printProcExpr(){
6 ’SKIP’
7 }
Listing 6.1: MOFScript model-to-text rules for Prefix and Skip CSP classes
Listing 6.1 shows the rules for Prefix and Skip classes of our CSP meta-model (see
Section 3.2). These rules define how an instance of the respective class is represented in
a textual form, either directly or through calling other MOFScript rules for its attributes
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and references. Thereby, the rules are named the same to allow dynamic selection
(overloading) of an appropriate rule for each sub-class of a process expression. In our
example rules, such a mechanism is required to generate a textual representation of a
prefix, since its process expression pe can be of any sub-type.
6.3 Related Approaches
Now, we compare our weaving based model and model transformation re-use approach
with other re-use approaches, discussed at the beginning of this chapter and in Sec-
tion 4.3. We also discuss further related approaches, that cover one or more aspects
considered by our approach and/or use similar techniques.
Previously, we have described different combinations for the re-use of multiple models
and model transformations in complex scenarios, like the transformation of our multi-
layer system example from Chapter 3. There, we have classified our approach as the only
one situated in the multiple models and model transformations (n Ms + m MTs) cate-
gory, whereas, the remaining classified approaches [VVBJB07, CM09, KR10, ASWK11,
SHNG12, NRKR13, Gro13] spread across the remaining three categories (1 M + 1 MT,
n Ms + 1 MT, 1 M + m MTs). This classification shows the major difference between
our and these approaches. Yet, to provide a more comprehensive differentiation, we
compare each of them with our approach in more detail.
In [KR10], the authors follow the first direction (1 M + 1 MT) and use annotations
to enrich the given application layer system model with the details from the chosen
platform/infrastructure layers. In our approach, this information is modeled in sepa-
rate exchangeable models. All models can then be related/configured in a flexible and
language-independent way, by using model weaving, without the restrictions through
the available feature model options. This way, we do not need an additional refinement
transformation of the application layer model to obtain the complete system model. Due
to the model composition method, selected in [KR10], the authors have to resort to a sin-
gle model transformation. Such an option is not very flexible and does not allow direct
re-use of single transformations for the individual layer models, like in our approach.
Instead, the required model transformation has to be computed from the pre-defined
fixed transformation fragments every time.
In [NRKR13, Gro13], the authors follow another direction (n Ms + 1 MT) and employ
new types of infrastructure and resource interfaces, introduced to the modeling language
used in [KR10]. These interfaces allow the authors to explicitly model all system layers
and their interactions, in a separate configuration (assembly) model, like in our approach.
This provides a more flexible solution than the one-model option. Yet, it requires all
system layers to be modeled in one language, whereas our weaving based method allows
us to model interactions between the layers modeled in different languages. On the model
transformation side, these approaches use the same inflexible all-in-one transformation
as in [KR10].
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In [VVBJB07, CM09, ASWK11, SHNG12], the authors follow the direction of a single
all-in-one model and multiple model transformations for the individual sub-models (1
M + m MTs). In [VVBJB07, CM09], the authors focus on the composition of model
transformations into chains by using traceability information, that is obtained through
extending these transformations. This way, a transformation that depends on the result
of another transformations can be re-used. Overall, these approaches can be useful if
all transformations work on one model. Yet, they require significant adjustment of the
re-used model transformations to produce/interpret the traceability information. Our
approach can not be directly compared to [VVBJB07, CM09], since it considers a dif-
ferent scenario with multiple independent model transformations for separate individual
models instead of one all-in-one model.
Like in [VVBJB07, CM09], in [SHNG12], the authors focus on the composition of
model transformations through information from their context, such as the results of
the application of other model transformations. Unlike the previous approaches, the
authors do not require a developer to extend the individual model transformations to
produce traceability information, in order to compose them. Instead, single model trans-
formations are considered as black-boxes, that are encapsulated into composable mod-
ules with input/output parameters, and the management of traceability information
is shifted to the framework. This approach allows sequential/contextual composition
of the modules, and it can be considered as an improved and consolidated version of
[VVBJB07, CM09].
In [ASWK11], the authors focus on the rule level composition of the individual model
transformations into a single one, that produces the same result for a given all-in-one
model. For this purpose, the authors repeatedly compute transitive model transforma-
tions from given ones. They assume a sequential transformation ordering and put further
requirements on the individual transformations, like being exogenous (see Section 4.1.1).
This approach is comparable with the superimposition approach, proposed in [Wag08]
and discussed in Section 4.3.2. Our approach, on the other hand, is based on the as-
sumption of multiple input models and independent individual model transformations
for them, that can be executed in parallel. We do not compose either of these artifacts
into a single one. Instead, we compose the transformation results. This composition
does not require any further restrictions on the participating model transformations,
but assumes a compositional nature of the target language.
Apart from the already mentioned [Wag08], in Section 4.3 we have introduced several
transformation re-use approaches, that we now relate to our weaving based approach.
The approaches [WH05, Old05, Kle06, VAVB+07, RRLB09, GdLK+10, HKA10, AEM12,
EABP12, BPOB13], that propose to use various notations, like UML Activity diagrams,
UML Component diagrams, and similar notations to define chains of model transfor-
mations and model their parameters, are complementary to our approach and can be
combined with it. Their modeling methods can be used with our approach to describe
the parallel composition of the model transformations of the individual layers and config-
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uration models, and the sequencing of the event splitting and composing transformations
(see Section 6.1.2 for details).
In [WH05, EABP12], the authors also propose approaches to address incompatibility
of chained model transformations. Those methods can also be used complementary to
our approach in the cases when the existing re-used individual model transformations,
splitting (if used), and composing model transformations are not fully compatible. The
approach in [WH05] is based on a side transformation to and from the transformation-
specific meta-models for each model transformation in the chain. Such isolation of the
transformation logic from its application context, like the meta-models of the source/-
target languages, can extend the applicability of our approach to the previously non-
reusable model transformations, The approach in [EABP12] focuses on the challenge of
determining if two chained model transformations perform conflicting operations, like
deletion of model elements required later. For this purpose, the authors translate model
transformations and their meta-models into Alloy [Jac06] and employ its SAT solver.
Another approach, that can be combined with our approach to extend its applicability
and to simplify the classification of the individual re-usable model transformations, has
been proposed in [AEM12]. Its authors focus on the automation of model transforma-
tion chaining and propose to classify available individual model transformations using
a feature model, analyze their constraints, dependencies, and compatibility. Based on
this information, they allow the developer to select the features and, as a result, chain
the model transformations that implement them. This method can be integrated with
our approach to automatically obtain the model transformation chains for the individual
models, like layers models in our example (see Section 3.1).
The approach proposed in [WKR+11] also has its focus on the re-use of model trans-
formations. However, the authors achieve it not through composition, but through
generic model transformations, that are defined over so-called generic meta-model con-
cepts. Such generic transformations, combined with the generic-to-specific meta-model
element mappings, constitute the sought specific model transformations. This approach
is complementary to ours and can extend its applicability scope by simplifying the cre-
ation of the re-usable model transformations for the individual models, based on some
generic transformation logic.
Finally, [SCGM08] is the last approach that we have discussed in Section 4.3 in detail.
It is, amongst others, concerned with the introduction of inter-model element level links
between the target models, that are generated by different re-usable model transforma-
tions from some input source model(s). The authors propose to create a new meta-model
for bridging the existing target meta-models where for each class of elements, that needs
to be linked with another class of elements, a new sub-class with the respective link is
created. Such a new meta-model then contains all the required link types and is a basis
for the model transformation integration, needed to create the links. The integration
constitutes a separate transformation, that imports all individual ones and adds refine-
ment rules, that are used to create the links. Our approach also deals with the element
level inter-model links between the models. Primarily, we have considered source models
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but can also apply it to the target models. Instead of new integration rules, that add
the required links to the models, we use a non-invasive separate weaving model. Over-
all, our approach can be seen as an improvement of [SCGM08], that is enabled by the
meta-model independence of weaving models.
Several further approaches were proposed to compose models [BSML07, AEN+08,
KM10, JA10] outside of the context of model transformations and their re-use. In
[BSML07], model compositions are realized via direct composition of their meta-models,
which is quite straightforward, but difficult to maintain when models are exchanged. The
authors of [AEN+08] propose a more generic and flexible model composition approach,
that allows the definition of compositions in specific domains by establishing correspon-
dence relations to a pre-defined generic domain-independent part (similar to [WKR+11]
for model transformations). This way, the composition operators and strategies can be
re-used. Yet, finding correspondences to the generic part can be quite difficult.
A modular model composition approach in [KM10] uses fragment-based glue models,
similar to the weaving models we use, to connect the individual models. The connected
models, however, have to conform to the same meta-model. Their mechanism for defining
mappings between the glue model and the other models relies on fixed integration points
within the models, that cannot be flexibly changed and have to be described in the meta-
model. In [JA10], the authors explore a concern-based composition of heterogeneous
models with integration points within these concerns. As for the other details, this
approach is similar to [KM10].
Like in [JA10], the approach presented in [BL08], also addresses composition of het-
erogeneous models. The authors, however, deal with the issue by employing ontologies
to integrate different meta-models based on common concepts (analogous to the generic
part in [AEN+08]). They use the meta-model level instead of the model level integration
points. There exist further techniques that propose meta-model level mappings based on
other concepts, like dedicated mapping components [KWRS11] and TGGs [HEO+11].
Only a few [KM10, JA10] of the considered model composition approaches address
the model level connection of conceptually different, but related model elements, like
consumer and resource elements in our weaving based configuration models (see Sec-
tion 6.1.1). All of them require changes to the composed models and/or their meta-
models to add the integration points or classes. For this reason, we have chosen the
non-invasive model weaving technique with an extendable meta-model for the links (see
Section 6.1.1), in order to model interrelations between the elements of the individual
models in a separate model instead of their composition into an all-in-one model.
6.4 Evaluation and Discussion
After giving a general description of our weaving based model and model transformation
re-use approach and comparing it to the existing state-of-the-art, we evaluate its benefits
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and shortcomings based on the concrete examples. The example models and model
transformations, that we use for this purpose, are part of our multi-layer system and its
transformation example from Chapter 3.
For the purpose of this evaluation we consider the following various configurations of
the multi-layer system, partially inspired by [FEK+07]: the single application layer; the
application layer and the platform layer with the thread pool of various capacity; the
application layer and the platform layer with a simple local call or RPC based [BN84]
communication; and the application layer and the platform layer with the thread pool of
various capacity and the RPC based communication. Table 6.4 shows these configuration
combinations in its left column.
We use the trip planning software system model (Mapplication) as the application layer
model, the thread pool model (Mplatform threads) as one of the platform layer models, and
a local call model (contains only trivial activities with initial/final nodes) or the RPC
communication model (Mplatform RPC ) as another platform layer model. Our method
does not limit the number of models for any layer. All of these models were discussed
in detail in Chapter 3.
Apart from the various thread pool capacities – sufficient and insufficient for our ex-
ample system – we also consider two versions of RPC communication – correct and
erroneous. In the erroneous RPC model we inject an infinite loop, as an alternative
to the correct call action to the connected receiving component, into the activity for
RpcSender.transmit() operation. This way, a potential livelock is introduced. A live-
lock occurs when the (multi-layer) system does not make any progress, but is not in a
deadlock. We model the described options in otherwise identical thread pool and RPC
models, respectively.
The above mentioned factors are very likely to affect the quality properties of the
applications, like the trip planning software, running on top of such platforms. Here, we
consider how the application’s deadlock and livelock freedom is affected in such different
configurations. For this purpose, as discussed in Section 3.3, the configurations have
to be translated into an appropriate analysis language, like CSP in our example. To
analyze the generated CSP models of the configurations, we use CSP refinement checker
FDR, that provides, among others, deadlock and livelock checks.
At this point, we focus on the application of our weaving based model and model
transformation re-use approach to the analysis scenario described above. First, we
model the described configurations using our configuration modeling language (see Sec-
tion 6.1.1) and, thereby, create six configuration weaving models that reference two or
more of the layers models – Mapplication , Mplatform threads (with respective capacity), and
Mplatform RPC (correct or erroneous version). In the cases when the thread pool is used,
we assume that each operation execution (except for accuire() and relsease() operations
of ThreadPool) requires a thread on invocation and releases it on response. In the cases
when RPC communication is used, we assume that each invocation and reply uses this
communication method. Thereby, the RPC operations also require threads when used
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together in a configuration with a thread pool. Examples of such configuration weaving
models with two layers models for our scenario have been provided in Section 6.1.1 (see
Figures 6.5 and 6.6). The modeling of configurations with three or more woven layers
models is analogous.
System Configurations deadlock? livelock?
Application no no
Application + thread pool (1 thread) yes no
Application + thread pool (2 threads) no no
Application + local call no no
Application + RPC (erroneous) no yes
Application + RPC (correct) no no
Application + thread pool (3 threads) + RPC (correct) yes no
Application + thread pool (4 threads) + RPC (correct) no no
Table 6.4: Considered multi-layer system configurations and values of sample properties
Once the system configurations of interest have been explicitly modeled using weaving
models, we can consider the transformation of the resulting multi-layer system models
into CSP. In our approach, the complete transformation constitutes several layers models
transformations and a configuration weaving model transformation, that are independent
of each other and can be executed in parallel (see Figure 6.1). How these individual re-
usable model transformations are implemented does not play a role, since only their
results need to be composable and need to represent the same layers model in CSP.
The first condition is ensured by the composite nature of CSP and the operators it pro-
vides (see Section 3.2). The second condition has to be ensured through an appropriate
specification of model transformations requirements and their correct realization in the
model transformation design and implementation phases. We have provided such spec-
ifications of requirements in Tables 3.1, 6.2, and 6.3 for the example ADR-to-CSP layer
model transformation (first part of TLModel in Section 6.1.2), the event splitting trans-
formation in CSP (second part of TLModel ), and the CM-to-CSP configuration weaving
model transformation (TConf ), respectively. These specifications are expressed as in-
formal mappings between the source and target language elements and structures, that
have equivalent meaning. The judgment about their equivalence has been made based
on the descriptions of the languages.
Although the definition of formal semantics for the involved languages and the speci-
fication of the transformation mappings based on them is possible, it is bound to involve
additional complex steps, that we do not address in this thesis. Thus, we also do not
provide proofs of semantic equivalence of the CSP results of such transformations with
the input source models. For an introduction to the topic of semantic equivalence/p-
reservation in model transformations and how it can be proven, we refer the reader to
[Sem12].
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With respect to the implementation of the mentioned model transformation specifica-
tions, we have already considered an example implementation of the ADR-to-CSP trans-
formation using ATL and TGGs in Section 4.1.3, and using our grammar based approach
in Section 5.2.1. Later, in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, we provide implementation examples of
both the event splitting and the CM-to-CSP configuration model transformations, using
our grammar based approach to the model transformation development.
The results of the execution of these transformations is later composed into one final
CSP model per configuration, that we use for the analysis of deadlock and livelock
freedom. The results of this analysis for our sample configurations are also presented in
Table 6.4 in the respective columns. Thereby, for our experiments, we currently consider
only a single user invoking the modeled multi-layer trip planning system.
As Table 6.4 shows, the application layer model Mapplication is both deadlock- and
livelock-free. Connected to the thread pool model Mplatform threads , it deadlocks de-
pending on the number of threads available. As operations that require a thread might
be executed inside one another (getTrip() with getMap() and getLocalTransport() or
getRoute()), providing only one thread, directly acquired and held by operation get-
Trip(), leads to a deadlock. In the case, when at least two threads are provided, no
deadlock occurs, since for the execution of operations getMap() and getLocalTransport()
(or getRoute()) one thread combined with blocked waiting is sufficient.
The application model connected to the trivial communication model Mplatform localcall
is proved correct, while the erroneous RPC model Mplatform RPC err , contains the ex-
pected livelock. The corrected RPC model Mplatform RPC fixes this. The configurations
containing the trip planning application, the thread pool, and the RPC communication
model, where the communication operations consume threads too, is analyzed with the
following expected results: a deadlock is detected if the thread pool model does not
provide enough threads (four threads in this case). Although, on the relatively simple
example configurations considered the results obtained are as expected, more complex
case studies, like [FEK+07], have shown that such analysis is essential to obtain correct
multi-layer system configurations (e.g., thread pool capacity).
We have demonstrated that the analysis of the application layer alone is not sufficient,
as other layers models, like platform layer models with thread pools and RPC commu-
nication, may influence the deadlock- and livelock-freedom of the complete system. Our
weaving based approach allowed us to make this analysis process more efficient and flex-
ible. It lets us combine different layers models into a configuration in a non-invasive
and flexible way, and re-use the existing model transformations for the individual layers
models and the configuration model without having to change them. Furthermore, when
only some of the layers model needed to be changed in the configuration, our approach
allowed us to re-use the transformation results for the models, that were left unchanged.
The same is true, if some model transformations involved needed to be exchanged.
On the other hand, the same flexible non-invasive weaving based configuration model-
ing approach, that we use, can bring certain disadvantages. With the growing complexity
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of the involved models and interactions between their elements, manual adjustments of
the used configuration meta-model and modeling of the configurations can become im-
practical. Since one of the basic assumptions of our approach is that the individual layers
models contain no information about their interactions, we can not directly automate
the generation of the configuration models through some kind of dependency analysis
between them. One possible solution to this issue is to provide a set of pre-defined in-
teraction scenarios to lead the generation of configuration models. We consider this and
other possible improvements of our weaving based re-use approach in Section 8.4.
Another essential and potentially complex task of our weaving based approach is the
definition of model transformations for the configuration models. This task has to be
performed once for each combination of a configuration language and a target language.
Thereby, expertise in both languages and, especially, in the compositional mechanisms
of the target language, is required. In the cases, when one configuration language is
an extension of the other one, with an existing transformation into the target language,
some degree of re-use of this model transformation can be possible.
In this chapter, we have defined the following languages of the configuration transfor-
mation by meta-models: the configuration languages as an extension of the core weaving
meta-model (see Section 6.1.1) and the target language, here CSP, by the CSP meta-
model from Section 3.2. Later, in Section 7.2, we consider a grammar based definition
of such model transformation for our configuration language, using the approach from
Chapter 5.
Chapter 7
Weaving Based Re-Use of Grammar
Based Model Transformations
Up to now, we have considered how a single model transformation can be developed
using our grammar based approach (see Chapter 5) and how a transformation can be
re-used in our approach based on weaving models (see Chapter 6). Now, we consider a
combination of these approaches.
We apply the previously proposed GBMT approach to develop the model transfor-
mations that facilitate the use of our weaving based re-use approach. Since these model
transformations are scenario, as well as source and target language specific, we apply the
GBMT approach to develop such transformations for our example multi-layer system.
The requirements on these transformations for the individual layers models and for the
weaving configuration models were described in Section 6.1.2. Now, we develop two
GBMTs that fulfill these requirements and also have guaranteed quality properties by
construction (see Section 5.3).
First, in Section 7.1, we define the grammar based transformation for the event split-
ting in CSP (TEventSplit), that allows parallel transformation of the system layers models
with later composition of the results. Then, in Section 7.2, we define a grammar based
CM-to-CSP transformation (TConf ) for configuration models.
7.1 Grammar Based Transformation of Layers Models
The requirements on this transformation, referred to as the event splitting transforma-
tion, were described in Table 6.2 in Section 6.1.2. This transformation operates between
CSP models and, thus, we require a CSP HR grammar to define the respective GBMT.
For this purpose we use the CSP HR grammar introduced at the end of Section 5.1.2.
The complete GBMT definition of this event splitting transformation consists of the
following two parts: the GBMT rules that describe the changes produced by the transfor-
mation as required in Table 6.2; and the GBMT rules that keep the rest of the model.
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Figure 7.1: Grammar based definition of the event splitting transformation in CSP
All the rules of the first changing type are shown in Figure 7.1. Next to their numbers, we
indicate which requirements they implement. All of these GBMT rules relate multiple
source and/or target CSP productions (extended GBMT rules), but none of them are
non-local.
The first two GBMT rules (1 and 2) simply relate the source prefix production with an
event e to the target derivation sub-tree that produces a sequence of two prefixes with the
corresponding e start and e end sub-events and with their parameters set according to
the requirement (see Table 6.2). The created correspondence mapping of type C between
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the leaf hyperedges of type PE, that represent the next process expressions, ensures that
the created sub-events are at the same position in a process definition as the event e.
Rule 3 relates the source derivation sub-tree for an event e in an event set, represented
by a non-terminal hyperedge of type ES, to the target derivation sub-tree, that produces
two sub-events e start and e end with the same parameters and in the same set as e.
The created correspondence mapping of type C between the leaf hyperedges of type ES
ensures that the created sub-events are in the same set as the original event e.
Finally, the last GBMT rule, number 4, relates the source derivation sub-tree for a
CSP channel ch to the target derivation sub-tree for two channels ch start and ch end.
Analogously to rule 3, the correspondence mappings of type C between the leaf hy-
peredges of type VS, representing a value set of a channel, ensures that the generated
channels have the same value set as the original channel ch. The M-to-M correspondence
mapping in this rule ensures that the re-created leaf hyperedges representing models (of
type M ) stay related for the later application of the rules of this GBMT.
As for the second type of GBMT rules – the non-changing rules that keep the rest of
the input model the same – they are defined by simply relating each source production,
that has not been used as the first production in the source sub-trees of the rules of the
first type, to itself. This would include all productions of our CSP HR grammar (see
Section 5.1.2, Figure 5.5), apart from the productions for a prefix (productions 11, 12),
the productions for an event in an event set (production 20), and the production for a
channel in a model (production 13).
Figure 7.2 shows an example of such self-related production in the non-changing
GBMT rule for the production for a process (production 4). Note that, the leaf hyper-
edges of the production are also connected to themselves via a correspondence. These
non-changing GBMT rules do not cause any additional development complexity, since
they can be generated automatically for the selected productions.
:=P PEpep:Process :=P PEpep:Process
Figure 7.2: Non-changing GBMT rule for the process production from the CSP HR
grammar
The last two GBMT rules of the first type, number 3 and 4, in Figure 7.1 have source
derivation sub-trees with more than one production. This fact requires the defined
GBMT to fulfill the additional conditions, stated in Section 5.3.1, in order to have the
desired quality properties – terminate, be sound and complete, and deterministic. Next,
we consider these and further conditions, and show that the provided grammar based
definition of the event splitting transformation fulfills them.
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Since the defined GBMT does not have any non-local rules, we only need to consider
the conditions stated in Definition 5.3.1.9 in Section 5.3.1. It requires each rule of
our event splitting GBMT to either have the basic or the extended form, defined in
Definition 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.5, respectively. Since Definition 5.3.1.1 is a special case of
Definition 5.3.1.5, we only need to show that the latter is fulfilled. Also, Definition 5.3.1.9
puts two additional conditions on the GBMT, which we consider later.
First, we look at each of the changing rules from Figure 7.1 and at one non-changing
rule from Figure 7.2, and show that they fulfill the conditions put on individual GBMT
rules. Each of these rules relates finite source and target derivation sub-trees (in some
cases only with one production), and has a correspondence between their roots. The
correspondence functions defined in these rules map each leaf non-terminal hyperedge
of the respective target derivation sub-tree to a correspondence type and a leaf non-
terminal hyperedge of the related source derivation sub-tree. Plus, in a rule, none of
these target leaf hyperedges are mapped onto more than one correspondence type and
source leaf hyperedge pair. Thus, these correspondence mappings are functions and are
total.
As for condition 1 inherited by Definition 5.3.1.5 through the extension of Defini-
tion 5.3.1.1, it holds since the production with the start non-terminal at the left-hand
side (S := M ) is only related to itself in one non-changing GBMT rule, and we only
have one correspondence type C (which is also tdefaultc ). Thus, all changing rules and
one non-changing rule of our event splitting GBMT fulfill Definition 5.3.1.5. For the rest
of the non-changing rules we can show this analogously and, thus, all rules of the event
splitting GBMT fulfill this.
Now, we need to show that the event splitting GBMT fulfills both conditions stated
in Definition 5.3.1.9. Thereby, we consider all of its rules to have the same priority.
All of the changing rules of our event splitting GBMT (Figure 7.1) have distinct source
derivation sub-trees and none of them is a prefix of the other one. The non-changing rules
of our event splitting GBMT are defined for all productions in the source HR grammar
(CSP HR grammar), which are not the first productions in the source derivation sub-
trees of the changing rules. Their source derivation sub-trees consist of distinct single
productions and, thus, none of them is a prefix of the other, and, due to the selection
of these productions, none of them is a prefix nor an extension of any source derivation
sub-tree of any changing rule. Thus, condition 1 of Definition 5.3.1.9 holds.
The second condition (2) of Definition 5.3.1.9 requires the event splitting GBMT
to have exactly one well-formed rule set (RSps ,cpre ) for each combination of a source
production (ps) from the source HR grammar and a type of correspondence (cpre) that a
hyperedge of the type of its left-hand side (As) might have. By construction, our GBMT
has exactly one type of correspondence (C ) for each source non-terminal and exactly
one rule for each combination of a source production ps (first production in the source
sub-tree of that rule) and such correspondence type for its left-hand side. Thus, there
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is exactly one rule set with one rule for each combination of ps and cpre . Now, we need
to show that these rule sets are well-formed (see Definition 5.3.1.8).
This holds for all rule sets formed by respective non-changing rules, since they contain
special rules with one-production source derivation sub-trees (Definition 5.3.1.8, 1). For
the rule sets formed by the first two changing rules (rules 1 and 2) the same is true. The
remaining rule sets formed by extended GBMT rules 3 and 4, however, still need to be
considered, to show that they fulfill the coverage criteria (Definition 5.3.1.8, 2).
The rule set formed by rule 3 contains only this rule. By Definition 5.3.1.8, it also has
to contain all replacement alternatives (see Definition 5.3.1.6) for its source derivation
sub-tree. In our CSP HR grammar, the source sub-tree of rule 3 has no replacement
alternatives. Thus, this rule set fulfills the coverage criteria and is well-formed. The
well-formedness of the rule set formed by rule 4 is shown analogously.
We have shown that the event splitting transformation TEventSplit for CSP models, de-
scribed in Section 6.1.2, can be defined using our GBMT development approach, and that
this definition is conform with the formal requirements on a GBMT (see Section 5.3.1).
This allows us to guarantee the desired quality properties, from Section 4.2, for it.
Now, we can (re-)use our event splitting GBMT in a sequence after the ADR-to-
CSP GBMT, defined in Section 5.2.1, to transform the individual layers models of our
example system (see Section 3.1). Since both of these GBMTs have been shown to fulfill
the conditions required to guarantee their quality properties, their sequence also has
these quality properties. Of course, this only holds provided that the target language of
the first GBMT is the source language of the second one. This is true in our example.
7.2 Grammar Based Transformation of Configuration
Models
To complete the picture, we still need to develop a GBMT to transform configuration
models into CSP. The requirements on our transformation of configuration models into
CSP, referred to as CM-to-CSP transformation, were described in Table 6.3 in Sec-
tion 6.1.2. This transformation operates between our system configuration language,
that was described by an extension of the core weaving meta-model of AMW (see Sec-
tion 6.1.1, Figure 6.3), and CSP. Thus, to define this transformation using our GBMT
development approach, we need both an HR grammar for the configuration modeling
language and a CSP HR grammar. As before, for the CSP language we use the HR
grammar introduced in Section 5.1.2. As for the configuration modeling language, in
Section 7.2.1 we introduce an HR grammar for it. Then, in Section 7.2.2, we use these
grammars to define our CM-to-CSP transformation with the grammar based approach.
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7.2.1 Grammar of Configuration Modeling Language
Our system configuration language was described as an extension of the core weaving
meta-model of AMW in Section 6.1.1. This meta-model represents all used elements of
the woven layers models, that are involved in the usage weavings, by one class called
UsedModelElement (see Figure 6.3). However, our transformation requirements in Ta-
ble 6.3 demand different rules for the different types of model elements used.
These requirements specify all acceptable types of consumer and resource elements
that can be used in the different types of usages (resource handling and communication).
They also require some additional information from the inside of the woven models, e.g.,
the name of the containing activity for an initial or a final node, in order to produce
the desired transformation result. To access the information about the used elements
and identify their type, one can employ the dereferencing mechanism of AMW (see
Section 6.1.1) and provide its support in our GBMT development approach. Alterna-
tively, one can enrich the configuration meta-model with this transformation relevant
information.
The first alternative allows us to keep the configuration meta-model intact and avoid
the information duplication, but requires significant changes to the GBMT development
approach to allow the use of the dereferencing mechanism in the rules. This would include
both changes to the approach formalization as well as its tool support, including the
parsing mechanism. The second alternative allows us to keep the GBMT development
approach unchanged, but requires changes to the configuration meta-model.
Although, both options have their benefits, and the first option might provide a better
long-term solution, for our transformation example, we pursue the second alternative.
We duplicate transformation relevant information from the woven models in an extended
system configuration meta-model, shown in Figure 7.3. In this extended configuration
meta-model we distinguish between different types of used model elements, modeled as
sub-classes of the UsedModelElement class. These types include an activity, a passive
resource, different types of activity nodes (with the containing activity) – an initial node,
a final node, an internal action, a call action (with the called activity), as well as acquire
and release actions (with the related resource). In the extended meta-model these types
are represented by the classes with the same names.
Such distinction between the different types of woven model elements allows us to
restrict the types of elements that can have the consumer or the resource role in a
usage weaving1. Now, we can explicitly specify that a resource is always an activity
(class Activity) and a consumer is, in the case of a resource handling usage (class Re-
sourceHandling), any activity node (class ActivityNode) and, in the case of a usage for
communication (class Communication), only a so-called communication activity node
(CommunicationNode class). Call actions, and acquire and release actions belong to such
communication nodes, since they interact with other elements of their layer’s model. We
1Provided that the elements of correct types are assigned to the (used) elements of a usage weaving.
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Figure 7.3: Extended system configuration meta-model in Ecore
would not be able to specify these types of constraints for the consumer and resource
roles in the original configuration meta-model from Section 6.1.1 (see Figure 6.3).
Based on the extended configuration meta-model in Figure 7.3, we have defined a con-
figuration HR grammar to employ in our GBMT definition process. Figure 7.4 shows
productions of this HR grammar. It contains the initial production for a usage configu-
ration model non-terminal M (1), the productions to create a usage configuration model
instance (2) from a hyperedge of type M, and to add references to the used woven models
(3) and to the non-terminal hyperedges of type U representing usages (4) to it.
Furthermore, this configuration HR grammar contains the productions that create
instances of different types of usages (5 and 6) with the related resource activities res,
consumer activity node non-terminal hyperedges (of type AN or CN ), and activities a
containing these consumer nodes. Non-terminals AN and CN are then used by produc-
tions 7 – 15 to create different sub-types of consumer activity nodes.
Note that with the productions, defined in such a way, our configuration HR grammar
generates models with multiple elements representing the same (by name) activity/pas-
sive resource. This duplication is employed in order to represent references to the activ-
ities/resources and to avoid the use of context-sensitive HR productions [DHM12], that
are not directly supported by our approach at this point, for this purpose. The use of
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Figure 7.4: Extended system configuration HR grammar
such mechanism requires pre-processing of source configuration models before the pars-
ing, in order to untangle the modeled references to the activities/resources and convert
the given graph-based model representations into the tree-based ones with duplicates.
Now, that we have introduced an HR grammar for configuration models, we can pro-
ceed with the definition of the CM-to-CSP transformation using the GBMT approach.
7.2.2 Definition of the Configuration Model Transformation
Definition of a GBMT of configuration models into CSP according to the requirements
stated in Table 6.3 is more complex than the one defined in Section 7.1 for the event
splitting transformation. Its complexity is comparable to the one of the ADR-to-CSP
GBMT for the individual system layers, that we have considered in Section 5.2.1. Yet, the
requirements on our CM-to-CSP transformation are more repetitive in their structure.
Each usage weaving should be transformed into an adapter process and an extension of
the event set Y, whose events only slightly differ in their names and consumers. Thus,
to keep the description of the CM-to-CSP GBMT concise, we only demonstrate the
definition of one rule per usage type. The rest of the rules are described in full.
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First, we consider the rules of the CM-to-CSP GBMT that do not transform usage
weavings. These rules address requirements 1 and 2 from Table 6.3. Figure 7.5 shows
them annotated by the requirements that they cover in round brackets (Req.).
Figure 7.5: GBMT rules for requirements 1 and 2 on the CM-to-CSP transformation
The first rule in Figure 7.5 simply creates a target model non-terminal hyperedge of
type M when the source model non-terminal hyperedge of type M is produced. These
non-terminals are linked via a correspondence of type C which is used as a basis for the
application of other GBMT rules including rules 2 and 3.
The second rule in Figure 7.5 states that, when an instance of a usage (configuration)
model has been produced by rewriting a source non-terminal hyperedge of type M, a
number of CSP structures should be created in the target model using the corresponding
target non-terminal hyperedge of type M (M-to-M correspondence of type C ). This rule
produces processes LAYERS, ADAPTERS, SYSTEM, and an event set Y according
to requirement 2. It also produces an instance of the target model by rewriting the
remaining target non-terminal hyperedge of type M. If this last production would not
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be added, the rule would violate the conditions that we impose on the form of GBMT
rules (see Section 5.3.1). We discuss this topic with regard to our CM-to-CSP GBMT
in more detail later.
The last rule in Figure 7.5 states that, when an instance of a used (woven) model has
been produced by rewriting a source non-terminal hyperedge of type M, the CSP process
LAYERS should be re-defined in the target model using the corresponding target non-
terminal hyperedge of type M. Process LAYERS is re-defined by composing it in parallel
with a new process UM, that represents the used model. This parallel composition has
an empty synchronization alphabet (event set). The definition of the UM process can be
obtained through the transformation of the used layer model by the ADR-to-CSP GBMT
defined in Section 5.2.1, followed by the event splitting GBMT defined in Section 7.1.
This rule also adds a correspondence of type C between the newly produced source and
target non-terminal hyperedges of type M for GBMT rules.
Next, we discuss the rules that cover the rest of the requirements starting with re-
quirement 3. These requirements are covered by multiple GBMT rules. There is one
common rule that is usage weaving, resource, and consumer type independent and that
does not require to know the values of their attributes. Plus, there are type specific rules
for each combination of a usage weaving, resource, and consumer type allowed by our
configuration language (see Figure 7.3).
Figure 7.6: Common GBMT rule for requirements 3 – 12 on the CM-to-CSP transfor-
mation
First, we consider the common rule, shown in Figure 7.6, that produces the (common)
CSP structures created in each of the type specific requirements (4 – 12) and in require-
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ment 3. This rule states that, when a new usage represented by a non-terminal hyperedge
of type U has been produced by rewriting a source non-terminal hyperedge of type M, a
number of CSP structures should be created in the target model by rewriting the corre-
sponding (M-to-M correspondence of type C ) target non-terminal hyperedge of type M.
It produces the following two processes: one is represented by a leaf non-terminal hyper-
edge of type P, and another one is a re-definition of the process ADAPTERS through its
parallel composition with some process expression, represented by a leaf non-terminal
hyperedge of type PE. It also produces a values set, represented by a leaf non-terminal
hyperedge of type VS, and an event set that re-defines the event set Y by adding a new
sub-set to it. This sub-set is represented by a leaf non-terminal hyperedge of type ES.
The produced re-definition of the ADAPTERS process with a sub-process, represented
by a leaf non-terminal hyperedge of type PE, and a value set non-terminal hyperedge
of type VS cover the type and attribute independent part of requirement 3. The rest of
the produced constructs cover an adapter process and an event set produced in each of
the type specific requirements 4 – 12. The correspondences that are created in this rule,
apart from the one that re-creates the correspondence between the model hyperedges
of type M, all link the leaf usage weaving non-terminal hyperedge of type U to the
previously described non-terminal leaf hyperedges of types P, PE, VS, and ES. They
represent the connections of a usage weaving hyperedge of type U to all the created
CSP structures and allow us to define new GBMT rule sets with these correspondences
as pre-conditions to create the concrete instances of them in the type specific rules.
Next, we consider two of these type specific rule sets – for a resource handling and a
communication usage weaving.
The first type specific rule set covers requirements 3 and 4 for a resource handling
weaving with an initial node as a consumer. It consists of four rules whose source
derivation sub-trees are identical. They produce a resource handling usage instance by
rewriting a hyperedge of type U and replace the produced hyperedge of type AN by
an instance of an initial node (InitialNode class). The pre-condition correspondences of
these four rules in the set have the types of the correspondences created by rule 4 in
Figure 7.6.
The first rule set is shown in Figure 7.7 using a compact notation. We only show
the source derivation sub-tree of the rules once, since it is the same in all of them, and
link different pre-condition correspondences annotated by rule numbers to its root. The
other ends of these correspondences are linked to the different target derivation sub-trees
describing diverse effects of the rules. We describe each of these effects next.
Rule 5 in Figure 7.7 covers a part of requirement 4 and produces a set of four event
instances with the required names and parameters by rewriting the corresponding (U-to-
ES correspondence of type C ) non-terminal hyperedge of type ES. Rule 6 covers a part
of requirement 3 and produces a process instance with the required name from the corre-
sponding (U-to-PE correspondence of type C ) non-terminal hyperedge of type PE. Rule
7 covers the remaining part of requirement 4 and produces an adapter process with the
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Figure 7.7: Type specific GBMT rule set for requirements 3 and 4 on the CM-to-CSP
transformation
required name, structure, and event prefixes from the corresponding (U-to-P correspon-
dence of type C ) non-terminal hyperedge of type P. Finally, rule 8 covers the remaining
part of requirement 3 and produces a value set that re-defines the RES CALLERS value
set by adding the nID value to it by rewriting the corresponding (U-to-VS correspon-
dence of type C ) non-terminal hyperedge of type VS.
Combined together, rule 4 (Figure 7.6) and rules 5 – 8 (Figure 7.7) cover requirements
3 and 4 for a resource handling usage weaving with an initial node (InitialNode class
instance) as a consumer. To cover the requirements for all other types of consumers for
this usage type (requirements 5 – 9) we also define analogous rule sets. Due to their
similarity to the rule set shown in Figure 7.7, we do not give their description here.
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Figure 7.8: Type specific GBMT rule set for requirements 3 and 10 on the CM-to-CSP
transformation
Next, we consider the transformation of usage weavings of the communication type. We
consider a rule set that covers requirement 10 from Table 6.3 for communication usage
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weavings with a call action as a consumer. Like in the case with the resource handling
usages, these rules are combined with the common rule 4 from Figure 7.6 to fully cover
requirements 3 and 10 together. Figure 7.8 shows this rule set in the same compact
notation we used in Figure 7.7. We describe each of these rules separately.
Rule 9 in Figure 7.8 covers a part of requirement 10 and produces a set of six event
instances with the required names and parameters by rewriting the corresponding (U-to-
ES correspondence of type C ) non-terminal hyperedge of type ES. Rule 10 covers a part
of requirement 3 and produces a value set that re-defines the RES CALLERS value set
by adding the nID value to it by rewriting the corresponding (U-to-VS correspondence
of type C ) non-terminal hyperedge of type VS. Rule 11 covers the remaining part of
requirement 10 and produces an adapter process with the required name, structure, and
event prefixes from the corresponding (U-to-P correspondence of type C ) non-terminal
hyperedge of type P. Finally, rule 12 covers the remaining part of requirement 3 and
produces a process instance with the required name from the corresponding (U-to-PE
correspondence of type C ) non-terminal hyperedge of type PE.
Now that we have discussed the rules of our CM-to-CSP GBMT definition, we show
that it fulfills the conditions stated in Section 5.3.1, in order to have the desired quality
properties – terminate, be sound and complete, and deterministic. Since the defined
GBMT does not have any non-local rules, we only need to consider the conditions stated
in Definition 5.3.1.9. It requires each rule of our CM-to-CSP GBMT to either have the
basic or the extended form, defined in Definition 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.5, respectively. Since
Definition 5.3.1.1 is a special case of Definition 5.3.1.5, we only need to show that the
latter is fulfilled by each rule. Also, Definition 5.3.1.9 puts two additional conditions on
the GBMT.
First, we look at the individual rules of our CM-to-CSP GBMT to show that they
fulfill the conditions. Each of these rules relates finite source and target derivation sub-
trees (in some cases with only one production, rules 1 – 4) and has a correspondence
between their roots. The correspondence functions defined in these rules map each leaf
non-terminal hyperedge of the target derivation sub-trees to a correspondence type and a
leaf non-terminal hyperedge of the related source derivation sub-trees. Furthermore, in a
rule, none of these target leaf hyperedges are mapped onto more than one correspondence
type and source leaf hyperedge pair. Thus, these correspondence mappings are functions
and are total.
As for condition 1 inherited by Definition 5.3.1.5 through the extension of Defini-
tion 5.3.1.1, it holds since the productions with the start non-terminals at the left-hand
side (S := M ) are related only to each other in rule 1, and we only have one corre-
spondence type C (is also tdefaultc ). Thus, all rules of our CM-to-CSP GBMT fulfill
Definition 5.3.1.5.
Now, we need to show that the CM-to-CSP GBMT fulfills both conditions stated
in Definition 5.3.1.9. Thereby, we consider all of its rules to have the same priority.
All of the rules of the GBMT have distinct source derivation sub-trees and there is no
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rule with a one-production source sub-tree with a production for a resource handling
or a communication usage (productions 5, 6 in the configuration HR grammar, see
Figure 7.4). Thus, none of the rules of our CM-to-CSP GBMT hav a source sub-tree that
is a prefix of the source sub-tree of the other one. Thus, condition 1 of Definition 5.3.1.9
holds for it.
The second condition (2) of Definition 5.3.1.9 requires the CM-to-CSP GBMT to have
exactly one well-formed rule set (RSps ,cpre ) for each combination of a source production
(ps) from the source HR grammar and a type of correspondence (cpre) a hyperedge of
the type of its left-hand side (As) might have. By construction, our CM-to-CSP GBMT
defines exactly one type of correspondence (cpre : M-to-M with correspondence type
C ) for the source non-terminal M and four types of correspondences (cpre : U-to-ES,
U-to-VS, U-to-P, and U-to-PE with type C ) for the source non-terminal U.
For each combination of a source HR grammar production with the non-terminal M as
its left-hand side (productions 2 – 4) and its only correspondence type, the CM-to-CSP
GBMT contains exactly one rule set with one rule – a set with rule 2, rule 3, or rule 4.
Each such rule set is well-formed, since it contains a special rule with one-production
source derivation sub-trees (Definition 5.3.1.8, 1). The same can be shown analogously
for the rule set for production 1 and the only correspondence type for its left-hand side
(cpre : S-to-S of type C ), that contains exactly one rule – rule 1.
For each combination of a source HR grammar production with non-terminal U as
its left-hand side (productions 5, 6) and its four correspondence types, our CM-to-CSP
GBMT contains exactly one rule set (8 in total). These rule sets can be divided into the
following two groups: those whose rules’ source sub-trees start with production 5 (group
1) and those whose source derivation sub-trees start with production 6 (group 2).
First, we consider one rule set from group 1 with the correspondence pre-condition
type U-to-ES with type C. It contains rules for different types of consumer actions in
a resource handling weaving. By construction of our CM-to-CSP GBMT, each of the
consumer types is produced in the source derivation sub-tree of exactly one rule from
this set. Rule 5 from Figure 7.7 is in this set. Its source derivation sub-tree describes the
production of an initial node as the consumer (production 7). In order for the considered
rule set to be well-formed, it has to contain all replacement alternatives of the source
sub-tree of rule 5 and only them (see Definition 5.3.1.8, 2).
The source derivation sub-tree of rule 5 has five replacement alternatives in our config-
uration HR grammar. In each of them, the hyperedge of type AN, created by production
5, is rewritten by one of the productions 8 – 12. By construction of our CM-to-CSP
GBMT, there is exactly one rule for each of these replacement alternatives, as its source
sub-tree, in the considered rule set for production 5 and the correspondence pre-condition
type U-to-ES (with type C ). Furthermore, there are no other rules in this set and, thus,
it is well-formed. This can be shown analogously for the other rule sets in group 1.
Nest, we consider one rule set from group 2 with the same correspondence pre-
condition type U-to-ES with type C. It contains rules for different types of consumer
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actions in a communication weaving. By construction of our CM-to-CSP GBMT, each of
the consumer types is produced in the source derivation sub-tree of exactly one rule from
this set. Rule 9 from Figure 7.8 is in this set. Its source derivation sub-tree describes
the production of a call as the consumer (production 13). In order for the considered
rule set to be well-formed, it has to contain all replacement alternatives of the source
sub-tree of rule 9 and only them (see Definition 5.3.1.8, 2).
The source derivation sub-tree of rule 9 has two replacement alternatives in our config-
uration HR grammar. In each of them, the hyperedge of type CN created by production
6, is rewritten by production 14 or 15. By construction of our CM-to-CSP GBMT, there
is exactly one rule for each of these replacement alternatives, as its source sub-tree, in the
considered rule set for production 6 and the correspondence pre-condition type U-to-ES
(with type C ). Furthermore, there are no other rules in this set and, thus, this rule set
is well-formed. This can be shown analogously for the other three rule sets in group 2.
By combining the above conclusions, we have shown that our CM-to-CSP GBMT
defines exactly one well-formed rule set for each source production ps and correspondence
type its left-hand side can have in this GBMT. Thus, it is conform with Definition 5.3.1.9.
Note that, the productions with the left-hand side non-terminals AN and CN do not
have any related rules, since our CM-to-CSP GBMT does not create any correspondences
between the hyperedges of these types.
We have shown that the CM-to-CSP transformation TConf for configuration mod-
els, described in Section 6.1.2, can be defined using our GBMT development approach,
and that this definition is conform with the formal requirements on a GBMT (see Sec-
tion 5.3.1). This allows us to guarantee the desired quality properties, discussed in
Section 4.2, for our CM-to-CSP GBMT. Now, we can (re-)use this GBMT together with
the ADR-to-CSP and the event splitting GBMTs (see Sections 5.2.1 and 7.1) to facilitate
our weaving based approach to transformation re-use (see Chapter 6) in our case study
(see Chapter 3).
To complete the picture, we mention the last transformation TComp – the composition
of the CSP results produced by the above model transformations. This operation on
models has two or more input models, which is currently not supported by our GBMT
approach, that is focused on translation of single input models. Thus, at present, we
define this composition directly by using ATL, which supports multiple input models.
In Section 8.4, we discuss how our GBMT development approach can be extended to
support multiple input/output models.
7.3 Discussion
There are several points, that we came across, while defining the example event splitting
in CSP and CM-to-CSP transformations, from Section 6.1.2, using our grammar based
approach to the development of model transformations from Chapter 5.
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The definition of the event splitting transformation, in Section 7.1, required just four
relatively simple changing GBMT rules and some trivial non-changing ones (not dis-
cussed here). Only two of the changing GBMT rules have source sub-trees with more
than one production. Due to the structure of the CSP HR grammar that we use (see Sec-
tion 3.2), these sub-trees do not have replacement alternatives (see Definition 5.3.1.6).
This fact allowed us to keep the number of required GBMT rules low, yet, it indicated
the general non-linear influence of the structure of the used source HR grammar on the
number of required GBMT rules, when one or more of them are of the extended type
(see Definition 5.3.1.5).
On the target side of the GBMT rules of the event splitting transformation, we did not
require any non-local effect and, thus, we only used main sub-trees. Each of these target
sub-trees has at most four productions. As with respect to the correspondences, the
definition of correspondence type pre-conditions (see Definition 5.3.1.1) for the selected
rules’ sub-trees was evident and, thus, straightforward. The definition of the correspon-
dences between the leaf non-terminal hyperedges of the related sub-trees was also quite
straightforward, due to the nature of these sub-trees. Here, we only needed to link the
hyperedges of the same type by one-to-one or one-to-two (rule 4, Figure 7.1) correspon-
dences. This, however, might not always be the case for other model transformations.
The same is true for the number of used correspondence types, like the one (C ) used in
this GBMT.
For the provided GBMT for our event splitting transformation, we also showed the
satisfaction of the conditions, required for the quality properties (see Section 4.2.1). Al-
though, it was possible to show this manually by going through the defined GBMT rules
and taking into account the source grammar structure, as done here for demonstration
purposes, in general this process needs to be automated. Such automation is essential
in order to allow the transformation developer to define quality model transformations
without having to perform such complex manual checks.
The definition of CM-to-CSP, in Section 7.2, required more complex steps. First, we
decided to model the knowledge about the different types of woven model elements and
the related constraints in an explicit form in the extended meta-model for the system
configuration language, shown in Figure 7.3. Based on this extended meta-model, we
defined a system configuration HR grammar (see Figure 7.4) with respective produc-
tions. Note that, the give HR grammar represents one of the multiple possible versions.
Another prominent version of such a system configuration HR grammar could produce a
summary communication node (hyperedge of type CN ) from AN non-terminal, instead
of the direct production of the concrete communication nodes from it (productions 10 –
12, Figure 7.4). We discuss why we chose the former version of this grammar later.
Compared to the event splitting, for the CM-to-CSP transformation we defined a
larger number of (often) more complex GBMT rules. This is directly related with the
complexity of this example compared to the previous one. On the target side of the rules,
we defined more complex derivation sub-trees with more leaf non-terminal hyperedges
and, hence, also more correspondences to the respective leafs of the source sub-trees. On
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the source side of the rules, we defined both simple (one-production) and more complex
sub-trees, where the former type did not provide the sufficient information. The latter
build sets of type specific GBMT rules with the same source sub-tree and different
correspondence type pre-conditions and target sub-trees.
We have provided examples of such GBMT rule sets for a resource handling rh with
an initial node n as the consumer, and a communication usage c with a call action n
as the consumer. These example sets are shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8, respectively.
Altogether, there are such sets for all replacement alternatives of the source sub-trees
of these example rules. They cover all the possibilities to replace an activity node
non-terminal hyperedge (of type AN ) as the consumer of a resource handling usage,
or a communication node non-terminal hyperedge (of type CN ) as the consumer of a
communication usage.
For the CM-to-CSP transformation example we also did not require any non-local
effects and, thus, the resulting GBMT does not contain any non-local rules. This fact
simplifies the analysis of the defined rules in order to conform that they satisfy the suf-
ficient conditions, from Section 5.3, to guarantee the transformation quality properties.
With this, the most complex conditions that we need to check are those of extended
GBMTs (see Definition 5.3.1.9). One of these conditions, more precisely, the require-
ment of well-formedness of rule sets for each source production and correspondence type
pre-condition combination, influences our choice of the form of the (source) configura-
tion HR grammar. The limitations given by the definition of replacement alternatives
(see Definition 5.3.1.6) allows us to define a quality GBMT, that satisfies all conditions,
based on the configuration HR grammar from Figure 7.4, but not based on an alternative
version that we have discussed above.
This fact indicates the dependency of our approach on the form of the used source HR
grammar, in order to guarantee the transformation quality properties from Section 4.2.1.
Similar dependency relations, with respect to complexity and maintainability, can be
found between the meta-models and the model transformation development approaches
based on them. In particular, some conditions on GBMTs imply a certain distribution of
generated model elements between the source HR grammar productions (certain depth).
It is, however, not always possible to change the given source grammar accordingly. In
general, it is possible to weaken this and other sufficient conditions on GBMTs to allow
the use of further forms of source HR grammars. We discuss some ideas in this direction
in Section 8.4.
Overall, the application of our grammar based approach to the development of model
transformations to define the considered event splitting and CM-to-CSP transformations
was successful and provided us with useful insights about the scope and limitations of our
method. We were able to define both model transformations with it, with a moderate
effort and time investment for the provided quality guarantees, that it provides for the
correctly-defined resulting GBMTs. Furthermore, the structure-oriented nature of the
GBMT rules relating productions, and their declarative nature with an implicit results
composition and a possibility to use concrete syntax (if given), encouraged us to think
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in terms of the required element and structure based transformation mappings. This
fact allowed a more straightforward conversion of the transformation requirements from
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 into the GBMT rules.
Finally, since we have compared our grammar based approach with other model trans-
formation development approaches on a general level in Section 5.7, we refrain from
discussing this for the considered specific examples here.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
In the beginning of this thesis, in Chapter 2, we discussed MDSD and its main concepts,
like models, meta-models, and model transformations. We emphasized the key role of
model transformations in MDSD and the importance of their systematic development,
quality assurance, and re-use. To this point, in Chapter 4, we discussed the state-of-
the-art approaches for model transformations with respect to all of these aspects. To
make this discussion more demonstrative, we used the model transformation case study
for multi-layer systems introduced in Chapter 3.
During the discussion of this active research field in Chapter 4, we identified several
gaps in both the model transformation development (Section 4.1), the quality assurance
(Section 4.2), and the re-use (Section 4.3) areas. We pointed them out in the context of
our transformation case study for multi-layer systems.
In an attempt to close or, at least, reduce these gaps, we proposed the following two
approaches: the grammar based approach to the development of model transformations
from Chapter 5 and the weaving based approach to the re-use of model transformations
from Chapter 6. We also considered whether and how the above two approaches can be
combined in Chapter 7. Next, we summarize these contributions in more detail.
8.1 Thesis Contribution
The key contributions of this thesis constitute the following previously named approaches:
the grammar based approach to the development (Chapter 5) and the weaving based
approach to the re-use (Chapter 6) of model transformations. They address various
issues that have been identified in Chapter 4.
The grammar based approach to model transformation development addresses the
issues of both development and quality assurance, with the focus on the transformations
between modeling languages with high-level structures, like decision/merge blocks in
activities (see Section 3.1). The goals of this approach are the following: to simplify the
development/implementation of model transformations and, especially of those requiring
structure-based mappings, and, if possible, keep them declarative; to allow a seamless
connection of the results of the mappings to the rest of the generated target model;
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and to guarantee the quality of the resulting model transformations by construction (see
Section 4.2).
The weaving based approach to the re-use of model transformations addresses the issue
of the re-use of the already existing grammar based and other model transformations and
of their results, when they are used to transform the parts of some system modeled by
several models. This is particularly interesting when the system to be transformed can
be re-configured – new sub-models added, re-connected, or removed. In our example
from Section 3.1, such a system is the trip planning multi-layer system in which the
platform/infrastructure layers models can be re-configured.
Overall, the goals of the weaving based approach are the following: to allow a non-
invasive modeling of the interactions of the individual system models without having to
change them; to provide a concept for the modular transformation execution and for the
composition mechanism for their results in the target language; and to define general
requirements that need to be fulfilled in order to use the method. Since the composition
mechanism, that needs to be proposed, is target language specific, we can not provide a
universal solution here. Instead, we demonstrate the CSP composition mechanism, that
we propose in Section 6.1.2, as an example.
Next, we analyze the proposed approaches in detail with respect to the design de-
cisions made, the resulting application scope and restrictions, and their strengths and
weaknesses. For clarity we separate this analysis into Sections 8.2 and 8.3, respectively.
8.2 Analysis of Grammar Based Development Approach
As any other method, our grammar based approach is based on some key design decisions,
that influence and restrict its application scope and form its strengths and weaknesses.
Thus, we consider them first.
Major Design Decisions One of the main design decisions when designing an ap-
proach to the development of model transformations, is the choice of the method to
define the source and target modeling languages. The other main design decision here
is the choice of the method to define the model transformations themselves.
For the former decision, we have chosen HR graph grammars (see Section 5.1) conform
with the respective source/target meta-models, instead of simply using meta-models
(potentially with structuring classes) (see Section 2.2). This way, we were able to benefit
from the structure-oriented nature of the grammar based language definition and could
explicitly model the high-level language structures, as parts of the productions (e.g.,
Figure 5.3 in Section 5.1), without having to change the given meta-models.
For the latter decision, we have chosen to model transformations by relating the
productions from the source and the target HR grammars, in a way inspired by pair
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grammars [Pra71] and TGGs [Sch94] with their correspondences. We extended the rule
form used in TGG rules, that in their idea also relate single productions, to the case
of n-to-m productions relations. We also did not use any explicit correspondence sub-
productions in our GBMT rules. This way, we were able to express structure-based
transformation mappings as declarative TGG-like rules relating the productions for the
respective language structures.
The above decisions subsequently led to the use of the derivation trees of the trans-
formed input source models in order to execute the grammar based model transforma-
tions defined. Additionally, they allowed us to define the conditions on the developed
model transformation that guarantee their termination, soundness and completeness,
and determinism (see Section 5.3). The form of conditions has been chosen here in order
to separate the basic idea of the structure of the grammar based model transformations
from the additional conditions, required in order to guarantee their quality. This way,
one can also define and use grammar based model transformations, even if they do not
meet all of the quality conditions.
Application Scope and Restrictions The type of graph grammars (HR grammars)
that we use to express the involved modeling languages, explicitly restricts the applicabil-
ity scope of our approach to the languages, that can be described using such context-free
HR grammars. To overcome this restriction by context-sensitive modeling languages, in
simpler cases, one can employ the duplication of model elements or references to them,
as done in Sections 7.2.1. In more complex cases, when the first solution is not suffi-
cient, an extension of our approach to context-sensitive graph grammars is possible, as
outlined in Section 8.4.
As for the chosen TGG-like form for the grammar based transformation rules, no direct
restrictions are added here, since TGGs are Turing complete [BDK+12]. However, the
additional sufficient conditions in order to guarantee the quality of the developed model
transformations put restrictions on the form of the resulting grammar based rules and
the complete transformations. In turn, this restricts the way a given transformation
logic can be expressed using them. Some of these restrictions can be overcome through
changes to the transformation rules and, if allowed, to the source/target HR grammars.
In other cases, the resulting grammar based model transformations can still be used, but
their quality is no longer guaranteed.
Strengths and Weaknesses Due to the design decisions made, our approach ben-
efits from the structure-oriented nature of the grammar based language definition and
explicit modeling of high-level language structures, as parts of HR grammar produc-
tions. Through the direct use of such productions for the transformation definition,
the developer can directly express the mappings of both the simple language constructs
as well as of the high-level language structures in declarative rules, and is not forced
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to use imperative constructs and recursion to find them, as in the implementations in
Section 4.1.3.
The HR grammar based language descriptions, used in our approach, in general, are
more restrictive and complex than pure meta-models (with structuring classes). Yet,
compared to meta-models with the structural OCL constraints of comparable expres-
siveness (when possible), HR grammars typed over meta-models present a more concise
and intuitive (possibly with concrete syntax) way to describe such constraints. Like
meta-models, they also only need to be created once per language and can be re-used.
The quality and complexity of an HR grammar can affect the characteristics of the gram-
mar based transformations that use it. However, the same is true for meta-models and
model transformations based on them.
Another benefit, that comes with the use of grammar productions in order to de-
fine model transformations, is a straightforward solution of the issue of connecting the
transformation results. We can simply use the connection/gluing mechanism of the HR
productions of the target language, which is implicitly present in each grammar based
transformation rule. Thus, there is no need for an extra, potentially complex, connection
logic with our approach.
The declarative TGGs-like form of grammar based transformation rules also has sev-
eral advantages, like better readability, absence of complex imperative constructs, and,
thus, more effective quality assurance techniques (see Section 4.2). Furthermore, the
conditions we put on our grammar based model transformations allow us to guarantee
their termination, soundness and completeness, and determinism, by construction. None
of the existing state-of-the-art approaches for the quality assurance of model transforma-
tions (see Section 4.2) can guarantee all of these four properties in the same settings.
On the other hand, the same quality conditions restrict the scope of the model trans-
formations that we can express using the grammar based approach, while guaranteeing
the quality properties. The efforts to fulfill them can lead to more complex grammar
based rules and complete transformations, and might not always be successful.
Another source of complexity in our grammar based approach is model parsing, re-
quired to obtain the source derivation trees. However, as discussed in Section 5.1.2, the
parsing based on HR grammars is decidable and can be done efficiently in many cases
[Lau90, CAB+13]. Furthermore, our approach benefits from splitting this parsing step
from the model transformation execution, since it then only needs to be performed once
for each source model and grammar combination.
One further question, that we did not consider explicitly in our grammar based ap-
proach, is the computation of attribute values. At this point, we only use simple assign-
ments with direct or reference-based access to the values and discuss further possibilities
in Section 8.4. Overall, however, we consider our grammar based approach to make
a further step towards an efficient and quality-aware development of model transfor-
mations, that can be realized using the existing state-of-the-art model transformation
implementation languages and engines.
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8.3 Analysis of Weaving Based Re-Use Approach
Here, we consider the key design decisions made during the development of our weaving
based approach to the re-use of model transformations. These decisions influenced and
restricted its application scope as well as its strengths and weaknesses, also considered
here.
Major Design Decisions We have already thoroughly discussed our choice to keep
the system models and model transformations separated in the considered scenario with
multiple models and re-used model transformations in Section 6. Thus, we just point
out this design decision here without any additional motivation. For further design
decisions, like the choice of a method for the modeling of models inter-relations and for
the composition mechanism, we provide such motivation.
The first design choice made for this approach was to use the model weaving technique
(see Section 6.1.1) as a basis to model the inter-relations between the system models. For
this purpose, we extended the core weaving meta-model to create our system configura-
tion meta-model, to accommodate the relevant information in the resulting configuration
models. This decision has been motivated, in the first place, by the non-invasive and
model language-independent nature of the model weaving technique, that allows us to
put the interaction information into a separate configuration model. Furthermore, the
extensibility of this technique allowed its convenient customization for our purpose.
The second design decision is concerned with the choice of the composition mechanism.
Since such a mechanism for the target languages is language-specific, the decision which
composition concepts/operators to use in the particular target language needs to be
made individually. This decision influences the requirements on the transformation of
the configuration models into the considered target language, and, possibly, triggers
additional post-processing of the transformation results for the individual models.
In Section 6.1.2, we have shown an example of such a composition mechanism in CSP,
based on the process synchronization via events. This mechanism puts certain require-
ments on the model transformation for configuration models (TConf ), with respect to its
result, and requires some post-processing of the transformation results for the individual
layers models (TX2CSP part of TLModel ) via the event splitting transformation (TEventSplit
part of TLModel ). We have also shown the following concrete examples of transformation
mappings, that fulfill the requirements of the chosen composition mechanism: ADR-
to-CSP transformation in Table 3.1, CM-to-CSP transformation in Table 6.3, and the
event splitting in Table 6.2. In other target modeling languages, such a composition
mechanism can look both similar (e.g., in other process algebras, like FSP [FEK+07]),
as well as completely different (e.g., in Petri nets).
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Application Scope and Restrictions Due to the decision to use model weaving
to model the inter-relations between the individual system models, our configuration
models can now be defined between any number of such models in arbitrary languages.
For the same reason, it is also relatively easy to extend the configuration language that
we have defined in Section 6.1.1, to accommodate the new or change the current concepts
of this language. Thus, there are no direct approach-induced restrictions on the types
(languages) and number of system models that can be used as long as they contain the
interacting elements, that can be linked via a configuration model.
A similar statement is true for the existing re-usable model transformations for the
individual system models. Their concrete implementation does not play any role, since
they only need to provide the expected results (depends on a concrete example), that are
then, possibly, post-processed (e.g., event splitting in CSP) and composed. This leads us
to the main restriction on the target language used with our approach – the existence of
suitable composition operators (like parallel composition with synchronization in CSP,
Section 3.2) in it. Plus, of course it has to be able to represent the concepts of the source
and configuration models in an appropriate way (depends on a concrete example).
Strengths and Weaknesses As we have already mentioned, the model weaving tech-
nique allows us to combine different system models into a configuration in a non-invasive
and flexible way. This flexible composition then lets us re-use the existing model trans-
formations for the individual system models and for the configuration model, without
having to change them or enforce any particular requirements on them. Furthermore,
when only some of the models need to be changed in a re-configuration, our approach
allows to re-use the transformation results for the unchanged models. The same is true
for the involved model transformations that do not need to be exchanged.
The same flexible, non-invasive, weaving based configuration modeling approach can,
however, bring up certain issues. With the growing complexity of the involved models
and of the interactions between their elements, the manual change of the configuration
meta-model and models used can become impractical. However, since the individual
system models do not contain the information about their outside interactions, we can
not directly generate the configuration models through some dependency analysis. One
possible solution here would be to define a set of pre-defined interaction scenarios or
rules to lead the generation of configuration models. We consider possibilities to address
this issue in Section 8.4.
Another essential and potentially complex task of our weaving based approach is the
definition of model transformations for the configuration models. This task is performed
once for each configuration language, target language, and a chosen composition mecha-
nism for the latter. Thereby, significant expertise in both of the languages and, especially,
in the selection of the composition mechanisms, is required. We consider possibilities to
simplify this task in Section 8.4.
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Overall, we consider our weaving based approach to make a further step towards an
efficient and flexible re-use of model transformations and of their results. It can also be
realized with the existing state-of-the-art model weaving (see Section 6.1.1) and model
transformation chaining techniques (see Section 4.3.1).
8.4 Future Research Directions
Now, we summarize and elaborate on the possible future extensions of both approaches
that we have proposed to improve the systematic development of model transformations.
We also discuss further possible applications of these approaches.
The Grammar Based Approach to the Development of Transformations The
first extension of this approach, that we think should be researched next, is the inte-
gration of attribute computation. It has to allow the computation of more complex
attributes, while still keeping the desired model transformation properties. This would
require finding both an appropriate notation to describe the attribute computations, as
well as finding the conditions on such computations, that will allow to keep the quality
guarantees. One possible direction that we see here, is the expression of attribute values
as hyperedges connected to the hyperedges representing the objects, similar to [EPT04].
This would allow the use of grammar based rules, in their present or (possibly) extended
form, to describe the computation of such attribute hyperedges.
Another related and more complex extension of our grammar based approach is to
allow the support for context-sensitive modeling languages, that can not be described
using context-free HR grammars. The first step in this direction, that we suggest, is
to explore the decidable contextual HR grammars proposed by Drewes in [DHM12]. As
with the previous extension, potential changes to the form of the transformation rules
as well as to the sufficient quality conditions for the model transformation need to be
considered in detail.
A further possible extension, that we came across while describing the flattening trans-
formation example for the hierarchical activity diagrams in Section 5.7, is concerned with
the development of abstracting/deleting model transformations. There, we provided one
of the non-trivial grammar based rules for the flattening example. The second non-trivial
rule for the source production of a single nested activity, however, can not be defined
in such a concise way at present. This is due to the fact that there are no target pro-
duction(s) that we can relate to it. The effect that we want to achieve in the target
models – the deletion of nesting nodes – can not be expressed using the creating target
productions.
To solve this issue we propose to allow idle target productions, that only re-create the
hyperedge that they replace. With such productions we can then describe the deletion
of nesting nodes, as shown in Figure 8.1. After the transformation execution such idle
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productions can be replaced by a single hyperedge in the target derivation tree. As
with the other extensions, the use of such productions requires the analysis of possible
changes to the form of grammar based transformation rules as well as to the form of the
sufficient quality conditions.
B := BBB :=
C
C
Figure 8.1: Flattening hierarchical activities using an idle target production
In general, further research directions can include attempts to weaken the sufficient
quality conditions on grammar based model transformations. Here, we see the conditions
on the replacement alternatives as a promising first candidate. Another interesting
research direction is concerned with the extension of the proposed approach to multiple
potentially heterogeneous input/output models. Here, we expect lower complexity when
considering multiple target models than in the extension to multiple source models. In
the former case it might be possible to consider such a 1-to-n transformation as a set
of 1-to-1 transformations with appropriate conditions on the rules. In the latter case
one would need to consider complex inter-dependencies between the productions in the
source grammars and in their transformation-specific combination.
As for the further application areas for our grammar based approach, we can imagine
its successful use to resolve structural heterogeneity between the languages, when se-
mantically similar modeling concepts are defined by different meta-modeling concepts,
as described in [KKR+08a]. Our approach can simplify the specification of the model
transformations needed to resolve this type of heterogeneity.
Finally, we want to point out, that a simpler version of the idea, that our method
is based on, has been successfully used in the field of computational linguistics. In
[JAB+12], the authors use HR grammars for the semantics-based statistical machine
translation between the natural languages. It would be interesting to see if the more
complex version of our grammar based approach has a potential to improve their method,
and if the graph-shaped intermediate semantics representations, used in [JAB+12], can
improve our method.
The Weaving Based Approach to the Re-Use of Transformations As we have
pointed out in Section 8.3, there are various possible extensions to our weaving based
approach that can improve it and simplify its application. The first improvement is
useful in order to address the complexity of the configuration models, that comes with
the growing number of interactions between the woven models. One possible solution
that we see here is to provide a set of pre-defined usage scenarios, similar to the technique
used in [KB10], to allow a (semi-)automatic generation of configuration models and,
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possibly, also of configuration meta-models based on them. Another possible solution
would be to define a form of interaction rules, showcased in [FEK+07] on a Web Server
example, that can be expressed in languages like the business rules of [SBV].
Another complex task in our weaving based approach, that can be improved, is the
development of a model transformation for the given configuration language, target lan-
guage, and the chosen composition mechanism in the latter. This task requires significant
expertise. Thus, an ability to re-use the already existing transformations of such a kind
can simplify it. In the cases, when one configuration language is an extension of the
other, with an existing model transformation into the same target language and with
the same composition mechanism, some degree of re-use can be achieved by using various
methods, like [GDA13], for the meta-model and model transformation co-evolution, or
methods for the chaining of model transformations (see Section 4.3.1).
As for further application areas for our weaving based approach, we see its use for
further target languages for, e.g., performance and reliability analysis. In general, it can
be applied in various scenarios where a (changing/re-configurable) set of inter-related
models has to be transformed in parallel, if possible, and these results then need to be
combined. We see examples of such scenarios in areas like software-product lines [WL99],
self-adapting systems [CDLG+09], and aspect-oriented modeling [GV09].
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